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PART ONE

THE GUILDS
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the guilds of jerusalem 3

A. A FEW INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Intellectuals, and more specifically those academics referred to in the
last two decades as “orientalists”, have become quite accustomed to
vitriolic criticism of their craft levelled against them by some of their
colleagues, either from within this peer group or outside of it. As-
cribing such reprehensible conduct (partly, at least) to a variety of
extraneous reasons and trendy arguments, we tend to think that
earlier years witnessed greater respect among members of this dis-
cipline. Yet reading through the proceedings of a colloquium on the
Islamic city held in Oxford, England, 35 years ago, one is taken aback
by the choice of words of two luminaries against their elder and
otherwise respected associate. Louis Massignon’s ideas on the histo-
ry of Islamic guilds are referred to as “fancies” that have “no shred
of evidence to support [them]” “worthless”, based on “a mere
whim”—to cite some of the characterizations used by S. M. Stern.
Claude Cahen, somewhat more reserved in his argumentation, sug-
gests that “Massignon n’a nullepart explicitement développé tout son
raisonnement”, and his “notion” is described, inter alia, as “fallacieuse”
or simply “faux”.1 Independently of one another, in a well-document-
ed and devastating manner they take charge of a “young colleague”
who some 30 years earlier, with what became in later years his
“clarity” of thought and expression, was Massignon’s “lucid... dis-
ciple”—Bernard Lewis.2

The thrust of their argument is directed at the origins of Islamic
guilds and their alleged Isma#ili (also Byzantine) connection. Neither
Stern nor Cahen (nor, for that matter, S. D. Goitein, whose earlier
work on the Cairo Geniza they cite) argues that guilds did not exist
in later years; they regard them as an integral aspect of Mamluk or
Ottoman realities. On this they adopt Lewis’ s description of 17th-
century Istanbul, based on Evliya Çelebi, and of 19th-century Dam-
ascus, as per Elia Qoudsi’s address to the International Congress of
Orientalists in Leiden in 1884. A similar approach to the guild sys-
tem may be found in Gibb and Bowen’s analysis of the 18th-centu-

1A. H. Hourani and S. M. Stern (eds.), The Islamic City (Oxford and Philadel-
phia, 1970), pp. 37, 40, 54, 55.

2B. Lewis, “The Islamic Guilds” in Economic History Review, vol. 8 (1937-1938),
pp. 20-37.
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4 the guilds

ry Ottoman Empire.3  The space these two authors allocated to the
description and analysis of this urban phenomenon indicates the rel-
ative importance they attached to it. After all, this was an urban
institution that fit most naturally into the fabric of a society that all
of the above scholars rightly viewed as a predominantly urban one.

The monumental, recently published Economic and Social History of

the Ottoman Empire presents a vast tableau of topics that are thoroughly
analyzed and described. In all of the five parts of this book, the guilds
of craftsmen and merchants—who constituted a central element
within the Ottoman city throughout a period of 400 years—are
sketched in varying degrees of intensity. They figure most conspic-
uously in the pivotal chapter “Crisis and Change”, where the au-
thor bases most of her description and analysis on two major cities,
Istanbul and Cairo. With commendable outspokenness, she notes that
“the smaller towns largely remain terra incognita, and the bias of
primary documentation and secondary research in favor of the largest
cities must never be lost from view”.4  The pages that follow may be
viewed as an attempt to partly amend this lack. They are the out-
come of long research conducted in the sijill archives of the court of
Jerusalem, and thus present the fruits of an investigation into the guild
system in one of those small, though hardly “unknown” towns, during
the 17th and 18th centuries.

Using the guilds as a focus of historiographic debate, the Econom-

ic and Social History offers two diametrically opposed positions. Ac-
cording to one, Ottoman guilds were “reasonably autonomous
organizations...which defended their interests against members of
other guilds, workmen outside the guild, and merchants”. Another
perspective presented by other researchers ascribes only minor im-
portance to the guilds as a defender of craftsmen and regards them
as predominantly “organizations established by the central govern-
ment to supervise and tax craftsmen”.5  Applying these two yardsticks

3H. A. R. Gibb & H. Bowen, Islamic Society and the West, vol. I, Part I (Oxford,
1950), pp. 276-299.

4S. Faroqhi, “Crisis and Change, 1590-1699” in H. Inalc?k with D.
Quataert(eds.) An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, vol. 2 (Cambridge
University Press, 1994), p. 576.

5Ibid., pp. 576-9. In a separate article, the same writer took a clear (though
slightly reserved) position in this debate: “I think that for the time and place ex-
amined here, we can reject the thesis that Ottoman guilds were no more than a
convenient device for the state to control an otherwise unorganized artisan pop-
ulation” (S. Faroqhi, “Ottoman Guilds in the Late Eighteenth Century: The Bursa

Newpart1.p65 11/1/00, 11:02 PM4



a few introductory remarks 5

to Ottoman Jerusalem, we find ourselves largely supporting the first
approach that underlines the local and autonomous nature of the
guilds, rather than regarding them as an extension of the authority
or apparatus of the central government. True, they constituted an
essential part of the entire setup of Ottoman social and economic
realities; hence they could not be considered a separate, indepen-
dent phenomenon. As was the case in Bursa, certain elements were
missing from our picture, for example, the religious element (although
unlike Istanbul, and in a way reminiscent of contemporary Cairo,
the term shaykh was commonly used in Jerusalem in this context with-
out any apparent religious connotation). Moreover, another institu-
tion, signified by the unexpected reference to the akhÊ b§b§ (see be-
low), seems to have been distinctly present in Jerusalem during the
period in question; although no specific mention of the term futuw-

wa was traced in our sources, several of its basic concepts were still
applied in conjunction with the reemergence of the term (see below,
pp. 101-2), indicating that it was very much alive.

However, as may be gathered from the vast body of evidence that
will be included in this work, the above dichotomy covers only part
of the picture that emerges from our sources. As a matter of routine
the local kadi—a central figure of the Ottoman administration—kept
written lists of guild members as well as copies of documents attest-
ing to the various guild heads appointed by the court. The deep in-
volvement of the kadi in the entire guild system is a basic element
that should be added to the typology mentioned above. Another
divergent element, also noted in Cairo, is the existence of merchants’
guilds in addition to those of craftsmen. The total number of active
guilds in Jerusalem was below 100, a far less impressive figure than
the 1100 recorded in Istanbul or the 260 guilds of Cairo. However,
when making this comparison, three major factors should be borne
in mind. First, Jerusalem’s population was less than 10% (probably
closer to 5%) that of Cairo, and it constituted a much smaller frac-
tion of the capital of the empire. In spite of its demographic and ad-
ministrative marginality, therefore, the overall principle of division
of labor apparent in those two central cities of the Ottoman Em-
pire was at least equally applied in our case and perhaps more so.
Second, in spite of Jerusalem’s religious importance for Islam, mixed

Case” in S. Faroqhi, Making a Living in Ottoman Lands, 1480 to 1820, Isis Press, Istan-
bul, 1995, p. 111).
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6 the guilds

guilds not only existed (as indeed was the case in Cairo), but in a
few cases the kadi appointed non-Muslim heads to run them.6  Strict
professional considerations seem to have been overriding, thus su-
perseding any religious constraints or bias that may have existed in
a broader sense. Third, unlike “Istanbul, Cairo and many Rume-
lian cities”, the phenomenon of a large number of artisans belong-
ing to a paramilitary corps is not applicable in our case; this may
primarily reflect the marginality of the military in Jerusalem as
compared to other Syrian towns such as Damascus or Aleppo.
However, although in certain cases particular reference was made
to holders of military titles or even soldiers on active duty who also
served as guild members or even guild heads in Jerusalem, there was
not a shred of evidence there of the phenomenon apparent in Cairo
where merchants and craftsmen were incorporated into the military
as such.7

The case of Jerusalem is more like that of Cairo than Istanbul,
probably because of the relative proximity, or perhaps the com-
mon heritage that evolved over many centuries of shared history.
This is borne out by several other examples taken from the Arabic-
speaking provinces. The number of guilds identified in 16th-centu-
ry Hamat-67—is very close to that of Jerusalem, and with a few ex-
ceptions one may almost speak of an identical breakdown into fields,
vocations and actual guilds. Here, too, the system included a mer-
chants’ guild alongside the more typical pattern of various crafts’
guilds, not only covering a broad gamut of professional activities but
in certain cases (e.g., public criers) even offering a much wider va-
riety than in Jerusalem. The role of the heads of the guild in Hamat
was similar to our case, regulated by the kadi and limited to strictly
professional areas, bearing no identifiable religious connotation.8   In
17th-century Aleppo, to mention another case in point, the guild
system was structured along similar lines, and the 157 professional

6Ibid., pp. 589-593. See, e.g., specific references in my Jewish Life under Islam
(Harvard University Press, 1984), pp. 162-3. In 18th-century Bursa, the number
of identified guilds was significantly smaller than in Jerusalem (Faroqhi, “Bursa” pp.
97-8). The maintenance of name-lists in Jerusalem was a routine kept throughout
the entire period under review, unlike Bursa, concerning which Faroqhi adopts
Gerber’s diametrically opposed conclusion (op cit., p. 100).

7Ibid., p. 593.
8 #Abd al-Wadåd, MuÈammad Yåsif, “•aw§"if al-Èiraf wa’l-ßin§#§t aw ãaw§"if

al-aßn§f fÊ \am§t fÊ’l-qarn al-s§dis #ashar”, in Majallat al-Èawliyy§t al-athariya, vol.
19 (1969), pp. 85-102.
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a few introductory remarks 7

guilds identified there in the middle of the century, projected against
the demographic background of a town much larger than Jerusa-
lem and situated at a very active commercial crossroads, further con-
firm the pattern sketched above. The comparison with Aleppo, in
addition, applies to the basic criteria described above: the regula-
tion of guild activities did not originate with “centralized planning
from above”; the system was structured according to a “narrow pro-
fessional specialization”; collective controls were not uniformly adopt-
ed, although artisans’ activities were closely controlled by their head-
men and on a higher level supervised by the local judge.9  The current
state of research on Tripoli precludes generalizations, but the few
17th-century court documents published so far indicate a similar
situation there in regard to guilds.10

In Tunis, the other geographical extremity of the Arabic-speak-
ing world, we come across an approximate figure of 100 guilds.11

And were we to return to the heartlands of Syria, we would find that
the same features reemerge in Ottoman Damascus (and Aleppo): an
aggregate of 163 different guilds can be identified there for the entire
period extending from the 17th to the19th centuries, together with
a high degree of professional specialization, and a relatively small
number of guild members (e.g., 27 stonecutters) appearing in the few
cases recorded. These guilds covered a wide range of crafts and pro-
fessions that broadly fall into categories of production, services and
commerce. The internal stratification and professional activities of
each guild were regulated and directed by its head, to whom the local
kadi subjected all of its members. This was the regular, major channel
of communication between the otherwise autonomous guild and the
government. Whenever dire financial conditions prevailed, it took
the form of the imposition of special taxes on a quota basis, collect-
ed from each member by the guild head for the government.12  

9A. Marcus, The Middle East on the Eve of Modernity: Aleppo in the Eighteenth Cen-
tury (New York, 1989), pp. 157-77.

10 N. S. al-\umßÊ, Ta"rÊkh  •ar§blus min khil§l wath§"iq al-maÈkama al-shar#iyya fÊ’l-
nißf al-th§nÊ min al-qarn al-s§bi# #ashar (Tripoli, 1986), documents 23, 32, 35, 36, 43,
48.

11A. Raymond, “The Role of the Communities in the Administration of Cairo
in the Ottoman Period” in N. Hanna (ed.), The State and Its Servants (Cairo, 1995),
p. 34. In mid-18th-century London, “a well-informed economist” arrived at a similar
figure-92—of “those exclusive companies [guilds]” (F. Braudel, Capitalism and
Material Life 1400-1800, 1967, p. 404).

12 #Abd al-KarÊm R§fiq, “Maí§hir min al-taníÊm al-ÈirafÊ fÊ bil§d al-Sh§m fÊ’l-
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8 the guilds

#ahd al-#uthm§nÊ” in BuÈåth fÊ’l-ta"rÊkh al-iqtiß§dÊ wa’l-ijtim§#Ê li-bil§d al-Sh§m (Dam-
ascus, 1985), pp. 160-191.

We shall have more to say about the resemblances and dispari-
ties; but here it is appropriate to pause and turn to Jerusalem itself.

Newpart1.p65 11/1/00, 11:02 PM8
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the guilds10

B. THE GUILDS OF JERUSALEM

The town of Jerusalem under Ottoman rule may be viewed from a
variety of standpoints. There was, obviously, its religious-historical
importance: it was the first direction of prayer prescribed by the
Prophet, and the third holy place after Mecca and Medina (ål§’l-

qiblatayn wa-th§lith al-Èaramayn). This change of status from “first” to
“third’ is indicative of a more general trend that the status of
Jerusalem underwent in the course of later years of Muslim rule:
although no attempt was made to reduce its historical and religious
importance, politically and otherwise it lost much of its former
grandeur. In Mamluk times, for example, Palestine was divided into
two administrative sub-units (niy§ba), neither of which was Jerusalem.
Although a certain military and political presence of the Mamluk
system was felt there, Jerusalem was then best known as a place of
exile for unruly officers. The Ottoman occupation brought about a
variety of changes in Palestine, one of which was a deliberate
upgrading of Jerusalem; it became equal in status to the towns of
Gaza and Safed, which formerly had ranked higher in administrative
terms. The new rulers undertook a series of actions that were meant
to augment both its political importance and its public image in the
wider Islamic context of the empire. In the years of Suleiman the
Magnificent an impressive wall was built around this town, its water
supply system was reconstructed and effectively operated, old and
dilapidated commercial structures were renovated and reactivated—
in short, it became a vibrant town and demographically the main
urban center of Palestine.1

 Jerusalem remained relevant, among other things, because of the
continuing pilgrimages of Muslim believers to the shrines of the
Temple Mount, as well as the daily readings there of sections of the
Koran, with prayers to the Almighty for the well-being and success
of the Ottoman sultan and state. Another perspective was the ad-

1 See my Economic Life in Ottoman Jerusalem (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 1-10; “The
Walls of Jerusalem” in C. E. Bosworth, Ch. Issawi, R. Savory & A. L. Udovitch
(eds.), The Islamic World (Princeton, 1989), pp. 467-479; M. Rosen-Ayalon, “Suleiman’s
Sabils in Jerusalem” op cit., pp. 589-607. See also: A. Cohen & B. Lewis, Population
and Revenue in the Towns of Palestine in the Sixteenth Century (Princeton, 1978), pp. 9-14,
81-104.
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the guilds of jerusalem 11

ministrative one: Jerusalem was the official place of residence of a
district governor, a judge and several other high-ranking officers who
were regularly sent from Istanbul in order to conduct the affairs of
the entire district, reaching out to and occasionally involving the
neighboring sancaks as well. The plethora of official documents sent
from Istanbul to Jerusalem and preserved in the archives of both cities
manifest the central government’s paramount interest in the religious,
as well as the administrative, aspects of its rule.

Decrees to Jerusalem were routinely addressed to the provincial
rulers and religious leaders, as well as to other functionaries in Jerus-
alem, who in turn sent their respective reports to the capital. To-
wards the end of the often long list of officials and dignitaries to whom
such firmans were sent, one occasionally comes across less distinguish-
ed addressees: Êsh erlerlrÊ. These “work[ing] people” (also: “clever work-
men”) of the various professions, to whose attention the Sublime Porte
saw fit to bring major decrees involving, for example, tax collection,
nomination of a new governor or changes in the official exchange
rates of the various coins in circulation,2 are the focus of this work.
They were definitely less prominent than the members of the ruling
institutions or the religious hierarchy, but must have constituted an
important additional prop on which the entire local society rested.
To highlight and then get to know and understand this rather ne-
glected side of Ottoman reality, we embarked on our search through
the proceedings of the Shar#i court in the hope of learning about,
then reconstructing, Jerusalem’s guild system.

This part of the general picture is relatively unknown, rather
eclipsed by the more conspicuous segments of the society—be they
the indigenous, local notables and the religious elite, or the mem-
bers of the ruling and administrative sector who had arrived from
out of town, and in most cases left it at the end of their term of office.
The attention both of contemporary chronicles and of later histori-
ans was drawn first and foremost to rulers, judges, and their retinue.
More recent research focused on the local notables—the major
families that accumulated wealth and acquired political weight
in the course of the 17th century. Benefitting from the Ottoman
policies of the Köprülüs, whose centralization efforts brought about
the demise of local dynasties in different parts of Syria, a “cohesive

2 Jerusalem sijill (henceforth: JS), vol. 214, p. 265; vol. 243, p. 77; vol. 285, p.
80; vol. 287, pp. 44-5; vol. 309, p. 68.
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the guilds12

and determined group” of notables emerged in 17th-century Jeru-
salem. Well entrenched and enjoying the support of the population,
they found themselves increasingly exposed to harsh and violent
policies of short-term governors sent from Istanbul. The revolt of
1703, led by Naqib al-Ashraf and supported by the local population,
was a manifestation of the gravity of the existing internal cleavage,
and when finally defeated by the newly arrived governor, a devas-
tating blow was dealt to the political and social importance of the
local notables of Jerusalem.3

While Jerusalem was undergoing a long process of recuperation
from these events, new developments occurred in Palestine: new
political and administrative realities were emerging in its northern
parts. Daher al-#Umar, the head of a local family, gradually imposed
himself as the ruler of Acre and most of the country, followed in 1775
by a Bosniac officer, Jezzar Ahmet Pasha. Although Jerusalem re-
jected all French attempts to have a consular agent appointed,4 the
port of Acre—captured by the former and fortified by the latter—
opened up widely to European trade and enjoyed the profits and
many other changes it brought about. In the course of the 18th
century it became the largest town in Palestine, its commercial links
with France surpassing those of Sidon, formerly (and still formally)
higher in administrative rank, while Jerusalem (and its port of Jaffa)
lagged far behind demographically, economically and militarily.5

Because the political and military ramifications of these developments
captured the attention of contemporary Ottoman politicians as well
as European generals, most public attention was directed to Acre
and away from Jerusalem. However, the opening up of central and
provincial archives enables the historian to try to do justice to the
non-political members of the local societies, shedding light on as-
pects of life barely discussed in earlier years. As we proceed in de-
scribing the different professions in Jerusalem, we shall come across
some references to the “big” events involving famous individuals and
to the generally important trends. Most of our attention, however,
will focus on the historically “silent majority”, specifically on the

3 See D. Ze"evi, An Ottoman Century: The District of Jerusalem in the 1600s (New
York, 1996), pp. 63-85.

4 Archives de la Chambre de Commerce de Marseille (henceforth: ACCM),
lettres des consuls, Jerusalem, dated 1699-1702.

5 See my Palestine in the 18th Century: Patterns of Government and Administration
(Jerusalem, 1973), pp. 311-328.
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the guilds of jerusalem 13

missing third element referred to above—that of the professional
guilds.

In Ottoman Jerusalem there were some 70 different professions,
organized in about 60 guilds  (ã§"ifa / ãaw§"if, ßinf / aßn§f, Èirfa / Èiraf ).
Although in a few cases (as will be seen below) certain internal re-
lations existed, close personal ties sometimes even developed between
guilds, and these generally prevailed for the entire period of the 16th-
18th centuries. Each guild was an entity in itself, very keen on pre-
serving its independence and particularity. However, seen from our
modern vantage point and for the sake of a better appreciation of
the range of their activities, one may group them under several
common headings.

Food production and processing were by far the most prevalent
professions, and they can be divided into sub-categories: meat and
other animal derivatives (qaßß§b&laÈÈ§m, sall§kh&dhabb§È, dabb§gh&

qirabÊ, sar§mÊjÊ& baw§bÊjÊ&qaww§fÊ, isk§fÊ); grain(ãaÈÈ§n, khabb§z, mugh-

gharbil, ka#k§nÊ, kayy§l, Èamm§l, #all§f, tarr§s (?)) ; oil (mi#ßar§nÊ& sayrajÊ,

zayy§t, ßabb§n, #att§l); candies (Èalaw§nÊ, qaã§"ifÊ); vegetables (khu·arÊ);
drinks (qahwajÊ, saqq§"); metalworkers (ß§"igh& quyåmjÊ, Èadd§d, naÈÈ§s

& mubayyi·, sak§kÊnÊ & suyåfÊ); garment workers (È§"ik, sha##§r, qaãã§n,

#abawÊ, khayy§ã, ßabb§gh, qaßß§r, qazz§z); woodworkers (najj§r); stone-
masons (Èajj§r,bann§"); potters ( faw§khÊrÊ); candlemakers (shamm§#); book-
binders and sellers (mujallidÊ’l-kutub, b§"i#Ê’l-kutub); entertainers (muzayyÊ-

na, muht§r); tourist industry (dalÊl, b§"i# mas§biÈ); public works (zabb§l,

tarr§b, makk§rÊ); public welfare (Èall§q, Èamm§mÊ, ãabÊb&jarr§È, bayãarÊ,

mughassil al-amw§t, Èaff§r, Èamm§l al-mawt§); merchants (dall§l, samm§n,

baqq§l, t§jir, såqÊ, #aãã§r). In the course of this work these will all be
dealt with separately, although in a somewhat different order than
just presented.

A. Food and drink

1. Butchers (qaßß§b)6

Meat supply was one of the most important tasks in Ottoman Jerus-
alem. The butchers (qaßß§b, laÈÈ§m) were held responsible by both
religious and administrative authorities for providing the town with

6 On butchers in 16th-century Jerusalem see a detailed description in my
Economic Life, pp. 11-60. Some of the general trends discussed here could already
be noticed as early as the 16th century.
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meat, mostly sheep and goat, all year around. This duty was very
clearly described: it was to be performed all day long, “from morn-
ing to evening”, hence they had to keep their shops open and offer
“good meat” for sale to potential customers, the city dwellers as well
as occasional visitors.

 The largest buyer was the governor, whose kitchen, as well as
that of his military entourage, the guild was expected to supply. From
a document dated 1631 we find an indication of the order of mag-
nitude of this supply: the governor owed the butchers a sum of 224
ghirsh for just over four months, which at the current price of 7 sil-
ver qiã #a per raãl amounted to 1000 raãl, or about 80 raãl a day.7 The
actual quantity must have been greater than that, since we may
certainly assume that the governor paid a significantly lower price
than the average going rate. 

Selling meat was not just a professional and financial concern of
the guild members who made their living from it, but rather a pub-
lic duty: it was their responsibility to see to it that a sufficient quan-
tity of meat was available for the local inhabitants. Since mutton was
the most coveted meat, they usually bought large numbers of sheep
that they kept in and around Jerusalem. The main supply channel
was that of specialized importers (jall§ba), who brought in large herds
from remote provinces. However, not insignificant quantities of live-
stock were also acquired by the governor or other high-ranking
officials, in their regular line of duty (though not always legitimate-
ly), which they later sold to members of the guild. In one particular
year, 1643, we learn of the sale of 1750 sheep and goats by the
governor’s representative for an approximate 2800 ghirsh; in an
unrelated transaction another high-ranking officer, a tÊm§r holder,

7 A collection of documents dealing with the guilds of Jerusalem during the
17th century, copied from the sijill of Jerusalem, was published by MaÈmåd #AlÊ
#Aã§ All§h, Wath§"iq al- ãaw§"if al-Èirafiyya fÊ’l-quds fÊ’l-qarn al-s§bi# #ashar (Nablus, 1992)
(henceforth: MA). As will be gathered from my notes, I quite often consulted this
collection for my own work, and in most cases I adopted his reading of the original
texts (whenever I read differently, a specific note was made)—for which work I
am indebted to him. See MA, vol. 2, pp. 104-5.

 1 ghirsh asadÊ = 30 qiã#a; 1 raãl = ~ 2.5 kg. In 1620, to cite another example, a
regular large customer such as the Khasseki Sultan endowment was promised to
be sold a quantity of meat at a reduced rate of 4-4.5 qiã#a per raãl, which amounted
to a discount of 30%-40% off the running cost of mutton. Meat as a marker of
social status is a phenomenon known from contemporary Istanbul; I thank Suraiya
Faroqui for this insight.
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sold the butchers 500 sheep for just over 1000 ghirsh. However, the
butchers could not stand idly by and wait for the potential suppliers
to come: in case of meat scarcity, they had to go on missions out of
town to buy and bring back a new supply, while seeing to it that a
certain number of butchers stayed in town to attend to the regular
supply of meat for the population.

The kadi, the main public figure concerned with the well-being
of the local residents, was closely involved in this matter: in 1644,
for example, he drew up a mandatory plan for the immediate sup-
ply of 400 sheep by the head of the guild, to be followed by another
butcher who would import an additional 200 within 10 days, and
another who would provide 50 more sheep within the next 10 days.
The sense of urgency emanating from this very detailed plan
and underlined by firm personal warnings to everyone involved, must
have stemmed from unusually acute conditions of scarcity at the time.
However, the kadi did not always wait until matters became so bad;
his involvement in the supply of meat to Jerusalem was of a steady,
ongoing nature. Two years earlier another kadi not only instructed
the butchers on the importance of supplying Jerusalem “with large
quantities of meat...so that whoever wants meat will find it” there,
but offered an incentive: any importer  (jall§b) who brought 50 sheep
to town would be granted an honorific cloak (yakhla#u #alayhi #ab§),
while a consignment of 30 would earn him only extra mousseline cloth
or headgear (sh§sh). Moreover, by way of reinforcing the importance
of the orderly supply of meat the kadi expressed his readiness to ride
out of town in order to personally solicit importers and bring their
merchandise to Jerusalem for sale.8

 Meat was to be sold only in authorized shops. As with other guilds,
this was done in order to ensure proper supervision of the standard
of work, as well as of the service offered to customers. The kadi issued
recurrent warnings against either slaughtering or selling in private
houses, Christian monasteries or Jewish communal institutions. This
means that attempts were occasionally made to do exactly that, e.g.
to circumvent these provisions under the pretense that the meat
involved was brought into town by neighboring villagers, who as late
as 1719 were repeatedly warned to refrain from selling it in any
residential areas in town. On the whole, however, such warnings were
heeded and the relevant regulations were upheld. Most of the butcher

8 MA, vol. 2, pp. 120-7.
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shops were located in Jerusalem’s main market, såq al-sulã§n or al-

såq al-kabÊr. On various occasions it was emphatically reiterated that
a butcher shop should be opened nowhere else. However, to improve
meat supply for the local population, some exceptions were made,
indicating an increasing demand. In 1642 a new shop opened at b§b

al-qaãã§nÊn; another one opened at b§b Èiããa prior to 1677, and in 1677
five additional shops opened in the above-mentioned main market.
All of these sold mainly mutton and some goat meat; only one was
set aside for the sale of beef, which was less popular and cheaper.
On the whole there were 12-15 officially authorized butcher shops
in different years of the 17th century, but since several of them
employed more than one functioning butcher, we may speak of about
20 guild members. In the mid-18th century Jerusalem witnessed a
drop in the number of shops opened (8), and of butchers who served
therein (12); in an unusually well-attended session of the local court
they all publicly pledged—in the presence of an impressive list of
religious and military dignitaries—to display and sell good, fat meat
to the local customers at the price set by the kadi.9

Most of the butchers were Muslims, usually members of a few
families that passed this craft on from one generation to another;
hence some of the shops were jointly operated by father and son, or
by two or three brothers. There were also a few Jewish and Chris-
tian butchers who catered to their own particular communities. The
threat that Jewish butchers seemed to have presented to their Mus-
lim peers in the 16th century10 must have subsided in the years fol-
lowing, probably because of the shrinking size and deteriorating
conditions of the Jewish community. However, some traces of the
initial negative approach were still evident: for example, in 1643
(when meat supply suffered certain setbacks), butchers were specif-
ically warned to refrain from slaughtering for Jewish residents “un-
less there is more meat than the average”.11

Most of the aforementioned regulations, instructions or warnings

9 MA, vol. 2, pp. 108, 110-3, 126-7; JS, vol. 215, p. 204.
10 See: A. Cohen, Jewish life, pp. 149-153.
11 MA, vol. 2, p. 127. Some 40 years earlier the same idea was put in similar

terms: “They should not slaughter for the Jews unless [the meat concerned was]
the leftover from the Muslims” (ibid., p. 107). In later years the shrinking of the
Jewish community and its general decline manifested themselves in the deterioration
of the “Jewish slaughterhouse”(maslakh al-yahåd), which fell to pieces, and only in
1761 was permission sought to rebuild it “for the benefit of the public” (JS, vol.
244, p. 184).
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to the guild members were issued by the kadi through the head of
the guild. As was the case with other guilds, the head was appoint-
ed upon the recommendation submitted to the kadi by other mem-
bers. However, because of this guild’s centrality, the kadi did not
always wait to be told: in 1631, for example, he took the initiative
and to avoid a dangerous vacuum nominated a scion of a family of
butchers.12 In the years that followed up to the end of the 17th
century, other members were routinely appointed on the average of
once every decade, sometimes to be replaced later on, and then
reinstated. Although these changes indicate that there were certain
tensions within the guild, there seems to have been a sense of con-
tinuity among a few families: in the last quarter of the 17th centu-
ry, possibly because of increased activity and commitments, two
brothers shared this responsibility, though only one of them remained
to shoulder it at the turn of the century.13  

 Equal treatment of all guild members was the head’s duty, while
purchase of animals was his prerogative (or was done with his spe-
cific authorization). To avoid unfair competition, guild members were
prohibited from meeting importers outside of Jerusalem or conducting
private deals with them outside the specified locations. The routine
provision of meat for the governor and his court was the responsi-
bility of the guild’s head, to be shared equally by guild members;
only several months later were these outstanding debts defrayed. His
more general but no less important role was to inspect the regular
conduct of his fellow butchers and supervise the price of meat as
announced from time to time by the kadi. All these major respon-
sibilities notwithstanding, the head of the guild was also an ordinary
butcher who, alongside his expertise and privileges, sold meat to the
public and provided the authorities with a guarantee of proper fu-
ture conduct: every two butchers vouched for one another; when-
ever sent for by the kadi, the paired guarantor would either see to
it that his partner appeared in court or would report in person and
personally bear the responsibility. The same held true for the head of
the guild, who not only “vouched for all the butchers” but was given
a similar pledge for his own personal behavior by others.14

The price of meat declared by the kadi was mandatory until the

12 MA, vol. 2, p. 96.
13 MA, vol. 2, pp. 97-103.
14 MA, vol. 2, pp. 110-1, 114-8. The legal term used in such cases is kafÊl bi"n-

nafs.
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rules of supply and demand dictated a change. In researching the
17th and 18th centuries we were less fortunate than in our earlier
work pertaining to the 16th century: the statistics available on meat
prices are far less satisfactory in terms of systematic data. However,
certain general conclusions may be reached. First, no further refer-
ences were made to other types of meat that had been mentioned
in the past (water-buffalo, camel or cattle), very probably because
of decreasing public interest. Second, the prices announced were only
for sheep and goat meat, and they indicate little change in the pat-
terns of supply and demand during most of the 17th century: from
1628 to 1648 the available records show a steady price of 7 and 6
qiã #a per raãl of sheep and goat meat, respectively. Then in both 1650
and 1687 the price dropped to 6 and 5—and since we know of no
reason to assume a significant change in the size of the population
or its culinary habits, we may attribute this falling price to a rise of
a similar order of magnitude in the quantities supplied to the town.15

The figures available for the 18th century, however, are much more
erratic and generally much higher than previously: in 1719 the
butchers were warned that mutton and goat should be sold for 18,
in 1720, 16; soon thereafter the conditions of supply improved, hence
sheep fetched 11 and goat 10. In 1726 the butchers undertook to
sell for 15 during four months (and until prevailing conditions im-
proved, no local sheep, but only imported, could be slaughtered).
In 1745, just before the beginning of the holy month of Ramadan—
18 for mutton and 16 for goat meat; on the eve of Ramadan in 1752
and also 1755—14 and 12, respectively; on  the first of Ramadan
1756—16 and 14, respectively.16 As may be gathered from this list,
the local population’s rather regular habit of consuming excessive
quantities of meat during the holy month of Ramadan was of cru-
cial importance for the kadi when setting meat prices. Short of getting
personally involved in the provision of sheep to town, or creating
an efficient supply mechanism, all he could do to protect the pub-
lic’s interests was to fix a price at the beginning of that month, then
force the butchers to adhere to it. One thing is certain: the butchers
never lost money as a result of sales based on the kadi’s ruling, since
he, naturally, made his calculations in accordance with the informa-
tion they provided him. Moreover, since the welfare of the popula-

15 MA, vol. 2, pp. 114-5.
16 JS, vol. 215, pp. 201-4; vol. 222, p. 64; vol. 234, pp. 1, 152, 193, 216.
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tion was his main concern, the kadi sometimes changed his initial
ruling and authorized meat sales for higher prices than he had set
earlier, provided this guaranteed a larger supply.17 The general trend
that emerges from these data is one of greater difficulties for the local
inhabitants stemming from the deteriorating conditions in Syria and
Palestine in the 18th century—conditions that made the import of
sheep from adjacent areas increasingly dangerous and costly. Almost
literally, the local population had to pay the price of the declining
standards of administration and safety in Palestine.

Although listed above among several other guilds that were in-
volved in meat and other animal derivatives in general, the butch-
ers were the most important representatives of this entire category.
Not only were the related guilds (see below, chapters 17-20) depen-
dent on them for the supply of their raw material, but the butchers
were, generally speaking, more affluent. Some butchers—over and
above their regular professional activity—were deeply involved in
trade relations with Egypt: in 1730 a butcher invested in a large con-
signment of soap (14 qinã§rs) intended, no doubt, for sale locally and
possibly even for export. In 1726 a butcher imported a consignment
of coffee beans from Cairo to Jaffa, then had it transported to Jerus-
alem. In both cases the commodity involved was of high value fi-
nancially and a source of substantial profit. Because of their inter-
est in the supply of meat, the butchers entered the sheep business
on quite a large scale: in 1769 a butcher invested the substantial sum
of 357 zolta in a partnership connected with sheep (both purchasing
and raising them) together with an inhabitant of the neighboring vil-
lage of #Issawiyya. Ten years later we learn of yet another butcher
who had invested 500 ghirsh in a profitable tanning and waterskins
(qirab) production business that within a few years brought him a
handsome profit of 80% on his investment, and another 100 ghirsh

on a partnership in Egypt. All these were surplus sums they could
save from their regular economic activity as butchers—yet another
indication of the high rate of profit they made in their normal pro-
fessional line. In the light of this massive commercial activity of theirs,
one wonders whether these people did not cross the boundary be-
tween crafts and trade.

17 See, e.g., two successive rulings in JS, vol. 234, p. 152, just before Ramadan
1752: first he fixed the price for mutton and goat meat at 14 and 12, respectively,
then when two butchers appeared before other guild members and undertook to
supply large quantities as prescribed by him, he raised the mandatory price to 16
and 14, respectively.
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 The last example is relevant in a much wider sense. Thus, in 1779
a particular butcher left an inheritance of 2291 ghirsh, and another
sum of 2327 ghirsh in debts owed him by different people. The com-
bined sum of more than 4500 ghirsh is exceptionally high—far greater
than the average inheritances encountered in the entire period un-
der review (e.g. in 1782 a butcher’s inheritance was evaluated at 344
zolta, the equivalent of 258 ghirsh asadÊ). It places this particular butcher
at the top rung of financial success—no doubt owing to his economic
talents, but also in relation to the achievements of smaller colleagues
of his time, or from earlier generations. Investment in real estate was
the most popular, as may be gathered from a few typical examples:
in 1718 a butcher paid 150 ghirsh for a house in the al-Maghariba
neighborhood; in 1743 another one bought himself a house in the
al-Sa#diyya neighborhood for the sum of 100 ghirsh; 33 years later
another butcher bought a house in the Bab Hitta neighborhood for
110 zolta; in 1765 a butcher sold part of his property for 162 zolta—
which was 60% of the value of a building located in another neigh-
borhood, that of Bab al-#Amud, which he had bought a few years
earlier.18 In short, this was a guild whose members did not just fill
an important culinary need for the local citizenry, but whose talents—
matched and supported by ongoing favorable economic circum-
stances—turned them into highly important players in the overall
economic field.

2. Slaughterers (sall§kh, dhabb§È)

The slaughterers’ guild was directly related to the butchers. They
were responsible for the actual slaughtering of the animals at the
slaughterhouse (maslakh), and for the skinning of sheep. Occasional-
ly, when other animals had to be slaughtered, the butchers would
avail themselves of these services, but this was regarded as an ex-
ception to the rule. The slaughterers were paid by the butchers for
their work, probably per animal, but rejected any attempt to sub-
ject them to other liabilities of any other guild. Thus, for example,
in 1677 they sought the support of the kadi when the butchers tried
to impose on them compulsory quotas of less popular animals—
camels, cattle—to be actually purchased or just financed, along with
the butchers’ guild. Their request was granted because of the basic

18 JS, vol. 213, p. 67; vol. 222, p. 67; vol. 224, p. 111; vol. 232, p. 86; vol.
249, p. 38; vol. 257, p. 38; vol. 261, pp. 46-7; vol. 262, p. 26; vol. 264, p. 94.
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assumption that theirs was a separate guild, whose members were
not supposed to participate in any of the activities of others, includ-
ing the purchase or sale of meat.19 The following year the kadi took
the exceptional step of appointing two brothers as joint heads of both
the slaughterers’ and the butchers’ guilds, but this arrangement did
not last long: later that year a separate head was appointed for the
slaughterers, and the two positions were kept separate thereafter.20

 The appointment of a separate shaykh was the clearest sign of this
guild’s independence. Once appointed, he remained in office as long
as he enjoyed the support of all his guild’s members. This may have
lasted only a few months, or years, and occasionally an old guild head
was reinstated after having fallen from grace for years. The close links
he maintained with the butchers’ guild made his choice relevant to
them; hence their shaykh’s presence at the court session when he was
appointed. Equal treatment of all members—he was told by the
kadi—was the main yardstick he was to apply, both in the distribu-
tion of animals and of income from sales. The immediate benefit that
accrued to the head of the guild was that he was “more equal” than
the others: whereas each fully qualified member was entitled to one
“share” (sahm) of both income and liabilities, and junior members
received even less, he was officially entitled to twice as much.21 All
guild members were supposed to obey his decisions on whatever
concerned “their affairs and their revenues”, i.e. on all professional
matters, and failure to abide by them made the culprit liable to severe
punishment meted out by the kadi.22

The guild members were also dependent on how their head viewed
their performance. He was regarded as the highest authority on their
professional activity, and his word could advance or hinder them.
In 1652 the head of the guild complained of the low standards of
all the slaughterers except for five whose names he specified. He asked
the kadi to allow only those five to continue to discharge their du-
ties, whereas all the rest, being “ignorant children” as he put it, should
be disqualified. These names appear on a list of ten guild members

19 MA, vol. 1, pp. 220-1.
20 MA, vol. 2, p. 99; vol. 1, pp. 213-4. For an 18th-century appointment of a

new shaykh to replace a colleague who turned out to be unworthy of the job “because
of his lack of knowledge of slaughterers’ affairs” see: JS, vol. 218, p. 112 (1723).

21 MA, vol.1, p. 213. We are not privy to any information on the quantities
actually slaughtered, even though this was regularly recorded by a particular scribe
at the slaughterhouse (MA, vol. 1, p. 209).

22 MA, vol. 1, pp. 208-12.
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drawn up seven years earlier, and it is doubtful that they suddenly
became so unfit. The kadi seems to have had similar misgivings, and
so did not act upon the suggestion made to him but instead sent the
ball back to the original court: the decision as to the degree of every-
one’s craftsmanship should be made by the shaykh himself, together
with the inspector of the markets in town, the muÈtasib.23 Whatever
the grudge might have been, no major changes were made in the
number of guild members: throughout most of the century they
amounted to approximately 10, in 1681 12 names appear, “and the
rest” of them, the document goes on, if added could have brought
the total to 15 and more. A similar figure may be gleaned from the
recorded proceedings of the mid-18th century.24 This is just below
the figure we reached for the butchers, and one may assume that
there was a link between the two: it is quite possible that each butcher
employed a preferred slaughterer, which accounts for the correla-
tion.

Then there were the Jewish slaughterers. Because of religious
constraints, no member of this community could eat meat unless it
was slaughtered by a Jew qualified for the job according to certain
Orthodox rites and formulations. These were not, strictly speaking,
ordinary guild members; their names do not figure on the detailed
lists recorded in the court documents. However, they were proba-
bly part of “the rest” cited above, and could not exercise their skills
unless granted a permit by the local kadi. The latter based his de-
cision upon the testimony of fellow-Jews who swore that the candi-
date was “of an Israelite origin, from the [ancient] tribe of
Judas’(isr§"ÊlÊ’l-aßl min sibã yahåd§), or of Muslims who knew his slaugh-
tering record from other towns (e.g. Damascus), or even of local
Muslims—and the permit entitled Muslims, as well as Jews, to buy
his meat.25

Speaking of exceptions to the rule, the following court case that
took place in 1681 is indicative. A certain È§jj Darwish, once head
of the slaughterers’ guild, complained to the kadi that although he
was equally qualified as a slaughterer and a tanner, he was not al-
lowed to practice the latter craft. He summoned two tanners who
produced water-bags, and they testified to his skill in the tanning of

23 MA, vol. 1, pp. 219-20, 208.
24 MA, vol. 1, pp. 213. For a list of ten slaughterers from March 1757 see: JS,

vol. 240, p. 130. For a few more names see: JS, vol. 241, p. 33; vol. 240, p. 24.
25 MA, vol. 1, pp. 214-8.
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animal hides, as well as in the production of waterskins. The kadi,
once convinced of his other talents, authorized him to become a
member of the new guild, without banning him from the old one.
The only condition was that he share all liabilities with the other
guild members; once he did so, no one might hinder him from prac-
ticing both professions concurrently.26 About 70 years later, in 1757,
we come across another example, this time of a slaughterer—and
the head of the guild for more than six months—becoming a butcher,
but a few months later being reinstated as head of the slaughterers’
guild.27 The acquaintance with the butchers established through his
functional links with them might have attracted him to what was an
upgrading of his work (and probably of his pay, too), but eventually
he returned to his old, perhaps more suitable career.

One thing was certain: an individual might change his guild
membership, particularly among closely related professions, but then
he was supposed to sever his old ties and allegiances, as was clearly
proclaimed in a sultanic decree: “It is incumbent upon the subjects
[of the sultan] (ra#iyya) that none among them will practice two crafts
for the sake of [the general] order [of the Empire]”.28 The general
order was not just an amorphous idea; it meant that everyone would
move within his professional sphere, sharing responsibilities and fi-
nancial burdens with his peers. Only thus could each one be enti-
tled to enjoy the benefits that accrued to members of his guild. This
may have been a conservative approach to life, making economic
and social mobility very difficult—though not totally impossible—
but it enabled all these spheres to coexist harmoniously and was
regarded as the best way to promote stability and prosperity in their
universe.

3. Bread supply (ãaÈÈ§n, khabb§z)

The supply of meat (and its various related products to be discussed
later) was a central occupation of many guilds in Jerusalem. Meat

26 MA, vol. 1, pp. 222-3. This was an unusual ruling: the normative behavior
was such that a person could not, and actually did not, move in more than one
professional circle. See, e.g., H. Gerber, Economy and Society in an Ottoman City:
Bursa,1600-1700 (Jerusalem, 1988), pp. 38, 50.

27 JS, vol. 240, pp. 47,130; vol. 241, p. 33.
28 JS, vol. 239, p. 42, dated early July 1755. However, as we have just pointed

out, this regulation was not always kept. There seems to have existed a certain
gap between principle and practice.
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was the richest source of proteins for the town’s population, although
its actual consumption by the common people was limited for rea-
sons of price and availability. During the 17th and 18th centuries,
bread (of a variety of types) continued to be the main staple and most
important source of calories for all segments of the local population.
Braudel’s reference to it as “the least expensive foodstuff in relation
to its calorific content” held true, together with other main aspects
of the supply of bread we portrayed in our earlier work on the 16th
century.29

Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, the millers (ãaÈÈ§n) were
still the most important element in the chain of bread production
and supply. Although the overall population of Jerusalem underwent
a certain decline after the 1570s, the number of millers grew signif-
icantly. The original figures of 10-13 during the 16th century were
no longer valid for the following century, about which we have ample
information. During its early years their number hardly changed; but
from the second decade on it gradually grew to 16, and then to 30
in the early 1640s, remaining at approximately that point during the
1650s as well. In quite a few cases the detailed lists we have of millers’
names provide no information other than first names, making it
impossible to reach any sweeping generalizations. However, there are
enough references in the court records to fuller formulations of those
names, including family affiliation and other identifying details, to
enable us to reconstruct several general features.

Some millers remained active in their profession for many con-
secutive years: 30-40 years were quite common, and even where the
available data is not complete, an average of 20 years is quite nor-
mal. In a few cases (e.g. al-Ghabbari, ibn Tu#ma, Muhammad ibn
#Abd Allah) we can easily identify sons who have taken over from
their fathers, which extended the period of direct family involvement
to 50 years and more. In other instances (al-Dubayk, Takrur, Shir-
bana, Kazzum, Numayr, ibn al-Bahr) there were two or three broth-
ers or cousins who served concurrently as guild members, a fact that
further highlights the constant, ongoing nature of their family involve-
ment with the guild. Very many of these millers were mature indi-
viduals whose names were preceded by the title al-È§jj, indicating that
they had fulfilled the religious obligation of going on pilgrimage, or

29 See my Economic Life, pp. 98-101. For a detailed description and analysis of
the activities of millers and bakers in 16th-century Jerusalem see ibid., pp. 101-
118.
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they were al-mu#allim, meaning that they had reached the high pro-
fessional status of “master”. This element of continuity, although
generally applicable, had a few exceptions: we can trace a distin-
guished guild member in the 1630s and 1640s who was the son of
“the head of the market” (shaykh al-såq), a term used to designate the
practicing head of the merchants’ guild; in several separate cases
throughout the 17th century we found millers who came from a
family of water sellers (saqq§"); one of them had formerly been a grain-
measurer (kayy§l), and the name of another bore the trace of an earlier
occupation—a street sweeper (zabb§l). We do not know whether their
descendants followed their example and remained millers, or also
changed their line of professional activity. Whatever track they opted
for, they tell us a story of upward mobility, of this guild’s attraction
for others.

Another example that can be added to the latter category was a
certain “master” miller, al-mu#allim Musa son of Mahmud, alias al-

farr§n, i.e. “the baker” (a term alternating with khabb§z for guild
members). Either he (who had functioned as a miller in 1602-4) or
his father had been a member of the less distinguished bakers’ guild,
illustrating another case of social mobility. The professional link
between the two separate (though related) guilds was quite obvious,
since the millers provided the bakers with their main raw materi-
al—flour. However, this may be seen as an emerging novel feature
of the 17th century: a steady takeover of parts of the bakers’ guild
by the millers. Several lists of the bakers’ names dating from the early
1640s and 1650s point to a decline of up to 50% in the number of
guild members, as compared to the figures we have for the preceding
centuries (18 and 11 in the 17th, 20-30 in the 16th).30 The same lists
include a substantial number of names of acknowledged millers.
Unlike the trend towards upward mobility described earlier, this
cannot be interpreted as a case of contrary socio-economic mobil-
ity for a simple reason: true, these names figure on the lists headed
“The names of the bakers of Jerusalem”, but specific references are
made to their continued activity in their prior capacity as millers.
The 1653 list, for example, sums up the sources of flour supplied to
each baker: in seven (of a total of eleven names provided), these are
bakers about whom it is said “his flour is provided by his mill (ã§Èåna)”
or originally stated in rhyme—“his oven (ã§båna) is supplied by his

30 MA, vol. 1, pp. 117-9; Cohen, Economic Life, p. 104.
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mill (ã§Èåna)”. In other words, these were millers who had not given
up their initial craft, and they also keep appearing on the millers’
lists for many years after. The change they underwent amounted to
adding another profession to their old one, that of actually baking
and supplying the daily bread of the townspeople. In a way this is
yet another manifestation of the growing importance of the millers’
guild, whose more active and powerful members, without exposure
to outside pressure to give up milling, could expand and actually take
over parts of the bakers’ guild.

There were indications that their separate existence notwithstand-
ing, the dividing lines between the two guilds were occasionally
blurred at the other edge too: that is, with regard to the leadership.
One case was that of Muhammad Kazzum, who had been head of
the bakers in 1647, became a miller in later years, and on several
occasions (1658, 1663,1667) was appointed head of the millers’ guild.
As such, just like his peers, he was put in charge of his own guild
members only—this time the millers. However, during the second
half of the 17th century we come across recurrent references to “the
shaykh of the millers and bakers’ (in the years 1663, 1668, 1690,
1699).31 This was not caused by an oversight, or the excessive dy-
namism of a particular individual, but rather by the kadi respond-
ing to specific requests of members of the two guilds who preferred
a combined leadership for both of them. There seems to be no doubt
as to the voluntary nature of this development, emanating as it did
from the grass roots and confirmed from above by the establishment.
This does not mean that either of the two guilds ceased to exist: as
late as the 19th century we quite often come across specific—and
separate—references to the guilds of the millers and the bakers.
However, in spite of the different functions they fulfilled in the pro-
duction of bread, there seems to have emerged mutual penetration
between the guilds. The bakers became, as was eminently befitting
in terms of their relative importance, not just dependent upon the
millers for their supply, but were actually subservient to them in other
respects.

The millers’ guild’s high profile is also apparent from the pace at
which its heads were replaced. In the 17th century, for which the

31 MA, vol. 1, pp. 9-16. Interestingly enough, during the entire second half of
the 17th century no sijill documents concerning the bakers’ guild were found by
MA—yet another indication of its growing dependence on the millers.
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court records afford us abundant information, we learn of 22 dif-
ferent occasions on which a new head was appointed (or sometimes
an old one reinstated). This was much more than the average inci-
dence encountered in any other guild, and even if allowances are
made for the possibility of an unnaturally high rate of internal fric-
tion and perhaps the particularly quarrelsome nature of the mem-
bers of this group, the same general conclusion still holds: just as is
the case in the realm of money, where a high rate of turnover is an
indication of a heated economy, the relatively high volatility of the
leaders presumably reflects the dynamism of a guild. The general
principle of equality seems to have been a most sensitive issue with-
in the guild, and it was raised—as was that of the generally “insuf-
ficient attention paid to their interests’—as the main reason for their
requests to have their guild’s head dismissed.32 This concept of
equality did not, however, apply to the head of the guild himself.

There were certain benefits that came with the job, for example:
a smaller share (one-quarter of a “role”—dawr) for which he would
be held accountable in any general imposition levied from the guild,
and no personal liability at all in the daily supply of bread to the
governor and his court, an obligation he had to dispose of by divid-
ing it equally among all other guild members.33

In the late 1650s, when the number of millers substantially in-
creased, the kadi agreed to appoint an assistant to the guild’s shaykh.
Another function of the guild was fulfilled by a technical-support
person (mudawlib al-ãaw§ÈÊn), with whom the head of the guild must
have maintained a special relationship, since he was commissioned
to help collect a debt incurred in an earlier commercial transaction
by the mudawlib. This function of technical maintenance was partic-
ularly important for the smooth running of the many mills operat-
ed by the guild members—at least 27 in 1642. 34  

The aforementioned principle of full equality notwithstanding,
some of the members were treated as more equal than others. That
same year the kadi warned the head of the guild that whenever a
tax was to be levied from the entire guild, the operators of seven of

32 See, e.g., MA, vol. 2, pp. 8-9, 15-6.
33 MA, vol. 2, pp. 5, 16 (guild members were supposed to provide a daily 2

raãl of the regular bread called al-khubz al-kharjÊ to the governor’s kitchen; the head
of the guild was exempted from this obligation).

34 MA, vol. 2, pp. 7, 26-7, 42-3.
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its mills should be exempted, just as prescribed by “the old custom”.35

Later in that century some of the details changed, but a substantial
number of mills still enjoyed full immunity from any charges exact-
ed from this guild.36  

No particular levies were mentioned, but at least part of them must
have been the regular demands of the local governor for free sup-
ply of flour and bread for his kitchen. Others were more generally
conceived as irregular taxes (tak§lÊf #urfiyya) levied by the authorities
in kind from the operators of the mills. By definition, regular mills
were liable for all of these demands, under the occasional pretense
of a purchase for which a promissory note was signed pledging a
future refund. If lucky, they would have been repaid by the governor
who was still in office; otherwise the rather large debts that accu-
mulated in this way could have been written off upon the termina-
tion of the governor’s tenure and his transfer to distant provinces.
However, the sums involved were such that no one would readily
have relinquished them: for example, in 1604 the millers, in order
to retrieve their money, authorized a high-ranking official (the wakÊl

kharj of the Khasseki Sultan endowment) to try to collect some 487
ghirsh from a former governor for which a commission of 10% would
be defrayed on any part of the debt he would recover (an even higher
rate was promised for recovery of the whole amount).37

Supplying the governor with cereals or flour (and bread for mill-
ers who also operated bakeries) was just a sideline in the overall
activities of the millers’ guild. Its main function was to regularly
provide the Jerusalem bakers with flour so that they might supply
daily bread to the townspeople. Somewhat reminiscent of the mod-
ern connoisseur of coffee who will not enjoy the beverage unless it
is prepared of freshly ground beans, thus good bread, to be proper-
ly appreciated by its potential buyers, was not only to be freshly baked
but made of freshly ground wheat and barley. This was not only a
matter of the changing sensitivity of the human palate; in a daily

35  Two of them were part of the al-Salahiyya and al-As‘adiyya endowments,
one was earmarked for the upkeep of naqÊb al-ashr§f, another for the commander
of the citadel, yet another allocated for the commander of the “feudal” officers
(alay beyi), and one for the expenses of the North African (al-magh§riba) community
(MA, vol. 2, p. 35).

36 MA, vol. 2, pp. 11-2 for 1672; pp. 40-1 for 1675; see also: pp. 37-8 for 1644,
p. 39 for 1651.

37 MA, vol. 2, pp. 18-20. He had incurred this debt in return for the provision
of a consignment of wheat and barley for which he signed a promissory note.
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diet that was much less rich or variegated than our own, the rela-
tive importance of bread was far greater. Equally relevant were the
rather poor sanitary storage conditions, which would have resulted
in the use of stale flour for baking; this would have affected the local
population and not have been tolerated by the muÈtasib. Be that as
it may, the millers were expected to provide a daily quota for the
different bakeries in town.

In 1614 a total of 450 raãl were supplied to bakers by 14 different
millers, half of whom provided a total of 40-60 raãl each. If we add
an estimation for two additional millers who supplied their own
bakeries, we reach a total of more than 500 raãl of flour per day. In
1653, 545 raãl were provided for other bakers by 16 millers, and if
we add an estimated average of 30 for the other seven who had their
own bakeries, the total of 750 raãl  shows much greater activity that
tallies with other indicators described above.38 In most cases a mill-
er supplied at least two bakers with smaller daily units of 10-20 raãl,
which gave him greater leverage over them. The rationale underlying
this system had, quite naturally, nothing to do with such tactical
considerations, but rather with the responsible approach of ensur-
ing a quantity of flour ground daily for every bakery. This was a
policy established by the authorities, who regarded the regular
supply of bread to the town as one of their major duties; hence the
exact quantities were prescribed by the kadi and were binding for
each guild member. One would assume that in this, as in other
matters of general concern, the kadi based his judgment on infor-
mation and advice he received from the head of the guild. In sev-
eral cases where comparisons could be made, we could easily see
that the quota for a given miller was not constant but rather under-
went substantial changes (e.g. from the beginning to the middle of
the 17th century). The mills were all basically similar, which indi-
cates that the main criterion for setting a quota was not of a tech-
nical but rather a practical nature:39 financial arrangements of the

38 MA, vol. 2, pp. 21-31. On similar conditions that prevailed during the 16th
century see: Cohen, Economic Life, pp. 104-5.

39 The overall space of one dilapidated mill was 10 by 11 dhir§#, i.e.
approximately 6.50 by 7 meters (JS, vol. 253, pp. 134-5; Cf., “dhir§#” in EI2). On
the symbiotic relationship between millers and bakers in late 17th-century Tripoli
see: Humsi, pp. 331-2. In this case the bakers came to the court, where they
undertook to refrain from charging a certain miller more than his annual agreed-
upon fee for the right to operate his mill.
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individuals concerned, or changes in the demand of the population
living in a certain area.

Unlike meat, which was supposed to be slaughtered at one spot—
the slaughterhouse—and sold at a variety of butcher shops located
at the central Sultan’s Market, bakeries were dispersed over all of
the major neighborhoods in town. Since bread was regularly bought
by everyone, bakeries had to cater to the needs of the woman who
preferred to purchase her family’s daily bread at a place close to
home, involving as little exposure to strangers as possible. We were
able to identify at least eleven bakeries, often located close to the
mills, and dispersed in the following neighborhoods: Bab Hitta (three),
Bab al-#Amud (three), the central market (three), al-Nasara (“the
Christians’”), and the North Africans’. Although the direct respon-
sibility of supplying bread lay with the bakers, we have noted above
close ties and a growing affinity between the two guilds. The kadi,
along with the muÈtasib who on the kadi’s behalf inspected all eco-
nomic activities conducted in the centralized markets as well as at
the various shops, had every miller personally come to the court and
pledge to provide the town from morning to evening (either direct-
ly or through the bakers) with the quantities of bread he had prom-
ised. If, for any reason, any of them was found negligent in the
discharge of his duty, the kadi would have him flogged and he would
have to pay a fine to the governor.

The responsibility was thus personal and individual, but in order
to make it more binding, every miller (including their shaykh) had to
vouch for a colleague.40 The bakers, too, had to personally vouch
for one another, and their shaykh had to make a special pledge to
supply the town with daily baked bread that would be available from
sunrise to sunset. On one occasion in 1642, when there was no more
bread to be found in the market, the muÈtasib came “weeping and
complaining” (to quote the text directly) to the kadi about the bak-
ers who closed their shops in the middle of the day. The muÈtasib

reported that they produced just half of their regular quota for no
obvious reason, and when summoned to the court they could not
justify their behavior. While the kadi was considering their punish-
ment, both the Hanafite and the Shafi#ite muftÊs of Jerusalem appeared
personally in court and implored the kadi not to take any drastic
measures against them. The kadi obliged, limiting his intervention

40 MA, vol. 2, pp. 25-33, 41-2.
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to a final warning to them all and extracting a personal pledge from
each of them that such a situation would never again occur.41

Although each bakery sold bread to its immediate neighbors, the
commitment was a general one: to provide enough bread for all of
the townspeople. This included the Christian neighborhood, as
mentioned above, and the Christian affiliation of several millers and
bakers was specifically pointed out in the lists of names drawn up by
the court. We did not come across any Jewish millers, although one
list (in 1653) mentioned a Jewish baker, and in another case two
Jewish bakers vouched for one another. However, unlike the case
of the butchers, religious constraints did not limit the normal Jew-
ish consumption of ordinary bread. For the Passover holiday, how-
ever, there were special restrictions that were enforced according to
Jewish tradition. During seven consecutive days Jews are supposed
to eat only specially prepared unleavened bread, and this required
special milling. According to a well-established “old custom”, the
Jewish community rented two mills located in their neighborhood
and designated by the head of the guild. This was announced at a
special meeting of all members of the guild, who were warned to
refrain from selling flour for the holiday’s unleavened bread (faãÊr)
to any Jew unless it came from one of those two mills.42

Adhering to the quotas laid down by the kadi was one important
aspect of safeguarding the regular supply of bread. Another aspect,
no less relevant for the potential consumers, involved the prices set
by the same kadi. In order to avoid inflated expenses that would
eventually find their way into the price mechanism of the final
product, the kadi set the cost of grinding of wheat (or any other grains
for that matter) at 2 qiã #a mißriyya per mudd (i.e. approximately 7.5
raãl) in 1602; with the growing demand at the middle of the century
it rose to 4 in 1660.43 The kadi also exercised quality control: in 1682
he warned the millers as well as the bakers to buy wheat at 24 qiã #a

mißriyya per mudd (”until the new crop comes into town”), to sell ã§bånÊ

bread at 2 qiã #a per raãl, and to produce white bread that bore no

41 MA, vol. 1, pp. 115-6.
42 MA, vol. 1, pp. 125-6, vol. 2, pp. 44-5. For the involvement of the Sublime

Porte in this, or a related custom, see a decree issued in Istanbul in September
1783 and registered with the Jerusalem kadi about two months before Passover
1784, JS, vol. 263, p. 143.

43 MA, vol. 2, pp. 17-8.
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black marks (indicating the addition of lower-quality ingredients).44

Other years of the 17th century show only minor fluctuations (about
10%) in the price of flour and bread.45

 Moving into the 18th century, we encounter more substantial
changes: in 1719 the ã§bånÊ bread was priced by the kadi at 4, but
early in 1720 he set it at 3 and permitted its sale at 3.5 until the
new crop arrived in town; it was 9 in early 1745, later that year going
down to 6 (with a strict warning against any attempt to tamper with
it until the end of the month of the Ramadan fast); 4 again in 1750;
5 in 1755. The main reason for the changing price of bread was the
oscillating price of wheat: ca. 70 qiã #a per mudd (according to quali-
ty) in 1719, 60 in the mid-1720s, 40-50 in 1721, 40 in 1735, 75-80
in 1755. Since wheat grinding was calculated by the kadi at 0.25%
of the price of 1 mudd of barley (itself set at half the price of wheat),
the rising bread prices reflect an even higher price rise that was
compounded by what the wheat merchants as well as the millers had
been subjected to. Calamities resulting from natural or human causes
bring out the correlation in even sharper peaks: a locust invasion in
the mid-twenties pushed the price of wheat to 4 ghirsh per mudd; the
Napoleonic invasion of 1799 brought it up to 15 in 1801.46

None of these prices was set arbitrarily; they were based on de-
tailed calculations presented to the kadi by the people concerned,

44 MA, vol. 2, p. 45. Other kinds of bread baked in Jerusalem were also priced
by the kadi: khubz, m§wÊ, s§månÊ, armanÊ, qirshalla. Then there was ka#k and kim§j,
baked by members of the ka#k§nÊ guild. Each brand was sold at a special price,
between 2 and 3 qiã#a per raãl (MA, vol. 1, pp. 120-3). The head of the ka#k§nÊ guild
was in charge of the producers of other specialized breads: kimj§niyya, baqsam§ãiyya,
jakajiyya (?) (MA, vol. 2, p. 153).

45 In 1643, for example, the same kind of ã§bånÊ bread was sold at 2.5 qiã#a mißriyya
per raãl; in 1653 flour for the same bread was sold at 18 for 10 raãl (MA, vol. 1,
pp. 120-1).

46 JS, vol. 215, pp. 202-4; vol. 222, pp. 56, 126; vol. 227, p. 253; vol. 234, pp.
2, 21, 193, 220; vol. 235, p. 1; vol. 283, p. 22. In 1812 the kadi set the price of
flour to be sold by the millers at 27-30 silver coins ( fi··a) per raãl (JS, vol. 290, p.
83) (1 ghirsh asadÊ =40 qiã#a mißriyya).

A most instructive breakdown is provided for early 1721: half a mudd of wheat
was bought at 23.5 qiã#a, then after grinding and baking, it yielded 12.25 munn of
bread sold for 37 qiã#a, i.e. 3 qiã#a per 1 raãl . Expenses for 10 mudd of wheat would
come to 149 qiã#a, out of which 15 went for transportation, 16 for the use of the
mill, 15 for sieving (mugharbil), 15 for kneading (#ajj§n), 30 for firewood, 15 for the
baker, 5 for salt, 5 for the water carrier (JS, vol. 215, p. 202). Calculated at this
rate we reach an extra 7.5 qiã#a of expenses on the above transaction, bringing it
to 31 qiã#a—hence a net profit of 6 qiã#a, i.e. 20%, for the baker.
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and on a systematic feedback of checks and reevaluation he conduct-
ed.47 In July 1745, for example, the price of bread had been brought
down to 5 qiã #a per mudd, as a result of the reintroduction of law and
order that enabled the importers of wheat and barley to resume their
regular supply to Jerusalem. Under these circumstances the bakers
undertook to provide the town daily with ample quantities of white,
well-baked, leavened bread for the period of three and a half months.
This was determined by the kadi in order to ensure a smooth and
satisfactory month of Ramadan, when the demand for bread soared
because the daily fasting of the entire population was compensated
by socializing and heavy eating every night. However, the bakers
insisted that they could not work at this price. Hence the kadi again
checked his data, and finally agreed to set it at 6. For his part the
“chief measurer” undertook to facilitate the entire process by pre-
venting hoarding or monopolizing, and instead allocating small
quantities to all the millers and bakers (and also to the needy within
the population), to be distributed from the entire consignment ar-
riving in town every day.48 On the whole the soaring prices described
above hardly involved harassment by the local authorities, or indi-
cated a failing urban system—those in charge of the system, in fact,
tried their best to improve the situation. The soaring prices invari-
ably reflect the deteriorating general conditions in Palestine during
the 18th century.49 The growing incursions of the bedouin tribes
against the sedentary population, the deteriorating standards of the
military units at the disposal of the governors, themselves of lower
personal calibre and functional efficiency—these contributed to a
general decline of agriculture, and hence the rising price of bread
for the urban population.

The main links in the chain of bread production were the millers
and bakers, but along its course there were a few other stops. From
the above breakdown50 of the price of bread we learn of the partic-
ipation of kneaders and sievers. The former may have constituted
part of the bakers’ guild, since we have never come across any ref-

47 See, e.g., a report from 1735, when a certain miller complained of his inability
to sustain the price he was supposed to charge for the bread he sold, which
prompted the kadi to summon the dignitaries of town to discuss his allegations
(JS, vol. 227, p. 253).

48 JS, vol. 235, pp. 1-2.
49 For a general description see my Palestine in the 18th Century: Patterns of

Government and Administration (Jerusalem, 1973), pp. 5-7, 324-7, and passim.
50 See note 137.
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erence to a guild in their name. The “grain sievers” (al-mugharbilÊn

li’l-Èubåb§t), however, did have a guild of their own; its head was
appointed by the kadi upon the recommendation of his colleagues,
and his main function—one is tempted to say: as usual—was to lead
and supervise all guild activities, always guided by the principle of
equality among all members.51 The consignments of grains were
brought to town either by importers (jall§ba) or by the villagers who
grew them in neighboring areas and brought more limited quanti-
ties into town; these were then sold by smaller merchants (bayy§#) who
were entitled to add 25% to the original price.52

The place where all of these sales were carried out was the open
space called “the vacant lot of the grains” (#arßat al-ghil§l, #arßat al-

b§z§r), located near the main market. After unloading the wheat and
barley, the pack animals were kept there, and it was there also that
all grains that came into town were measured, rather than being
weighed as is done in modern times.53

This was not an innovation: the same lot had been utilized for
the same purpose ever since the early Ottoman rule and even be-
fore that. The main difference was that because of the growing activity
there, the income generated in monetary terms kept increasing.54 The
official measuring instrument used was the kayl. It was employed by
the “measurers” (kayy§l), headed by the “chief measurer”(kayy§l b§shÊ).
Unlike our modern world, weights and measures used in Ottoman
times, although called by the same names throughout the empire,
actually differed from one locale to another. Thus the Jerusalem raãl

amounted to 900 dirhams, while that of Gaza and Ramle came to only
800. This was a meaningful difference that could hardly be condu-
cive to fostering close economic ties between the separate adminis-
trative parts of Palestine. The growing centrality of Jerusalem as a
consumer of cereals and other commodities from more remote ar-

51 JS, vol. 207, p. 345.
52 MA, vol. 2, pp. 81-2.
53 JS, vol. 249, p. 87. See also my Economic Life, pp. 106, 110-2.
54 In the five-year period 1785-1790 the total sum levied at the 2 iw§ns (cf. “iw§n”

in M. M. Amin and L. A. Ibrahim, Al-mußãalaÈ§t al-mi#m§riyya fÊ’l-wath§"iq al-
mamlåkiyya, Cairo, 1990) and the adjacent kh§n came up to just over 17,500 zolta¨,i.e.
3500 zolta per year(JS, vol. 273, pp. 66-7). In 1766 the “chief measurer” there
admitted paying an annual 518 zolta plus 100 mudd of barley to the endowment of
al-Afdaliyya for the one-third of his annual rent it owed; the other two-thirds were
to be paid to the Temple Mount endowment. The total of over 1500 zolta was
fivefold the rent paid for the lease in 1560 (see my Economic Life, p. 108).
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eas called for an effort at standardization that would facilitate this
traffic. In 1714 a letter was sent by the kadi of Jerusalem to the main
urban centres of Ramle, Lydda, Gaza, Jaffa and Majdal #Asqalan.
In response to complaints that had reached him about various sup-
pliers who exploited these differences in measurements to their benefit
while causing significant harm to the local population, he instruct-
ed the local authorities in each area to immediately replace their
existing measures with kayl units that had been sent from Jerusalem;
they were to resort to 900-dirham raãls instead of the smaller ones
previously used.55  Such a move had obvious intrinsic logic, but it
should also be seen as one more step towards creating a new ad-
ministrative reality in which Jerusalem’s centrality was increased to
include most of southern Palestine.

Later years make no reference to this particular problem, which
seems to have been adequately solved. However, this very active area
yielded new problems. According to a detailed report of the “chief
measurer” in mid-1769, two different kayl measures were used by
members of the #all§f guild who provided barley and cheaper millet
(dhurra) to the townspeople. When they bought their grains from the
jall§ba, the importers in bulk, they used a larger kayl than the one
they employed when selling to their customers. The difference in
volume actually meant not only financial damage to the importers,
but a rise in prices for the local population. The kadi, whose con-
cern for the well-being of the Jerusalemites was a central consider-
ation, warned that all this should stop and decreed that only one
kayl measure be employed for all transactions. This longer-than-
average sijill focuses on other aspects of grain selling and sheds light
on other guilds involved in this sector of the economy. The porters
(Èamm§l), for whose guild it has left us some twelve names, are not
supposed to interfere in the dealings of the #all§f guild, for which we
have some ten names from earlier years:56 they are not to indulge
in the purchase or sale of grains, which is the prerogative of the latter
only. The #all§fs, on the other hand, must close down the recently
opened shops near the bazaar, since their uncontrolled grain sales
had caused a renewed price hike that was detrimental to the gener-
al public. The only individuals who may buy or sell grains are the
“chief measurer” (kayy§l b§shÊ) and his partner (or certain #all§fs

55 JS, vol. 209, pp. 539, 542.
56 Eight for 1643, a few others for earlier decades (MA, vol. 2, pp. 79-82).
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authorized by them), who may function in the specifically designat-
ed storage area (È§ßil) near the bazaar (the aforementioned #arßat al-

ghil§l)—thus reintroducing proper price control.57 Once again, as we
have seen before, the authorities’ zealous insistence on the strict
implementation of the dividing lines between guilds appears to have
been motivated by a built-in conservatism (which is not incorrect
conceptually). It was, actually, a tool used for more mundane aims,
i.e. to curb any inflationary trends introduced by guild members who
transgressed their limits and indulged in unauthorized and uncon-
trollable professional activities that benefitted themselves, but were
eventually harmful to the population at large.

Such attempts of members of one guild to extend themselves and
indulge in additional activities that were actually the realm of oth-
ers, were not new. Exactly one hundred years earlier, a similar sit-
uation was described by the kadi: the six members of the tarr§sÊn guild,
elsewhere called “the porters of wheat” (Èamm§lÊ’l-Èinãa, or simply
Èamm§lÊn), buy wheat and barley from the jall§ba importers and store
them surreptitiously in a certain cave (al-jåra) near the bazaar to be
sold later at a higher price than the official one. The kadi warned
them against such doings: by monopolizing the grains and raising
their price they inadvertently harm the townspeople, and this must
be stopped. Since one of the culprits was the son of a veterinarian,
the kadi formulated his ruling in a manner that would strike home:
a veterinarian (bayã§r) should practice his own profession exclusive-
ly, just as the tarr§s guild members should follow only their own craft.58

The complaint against their misbehavior was lodged by the “chief
measurer” (kayy§l b§shÊ), but the very same person (along with two
of his colleagues) was himself the object of a reprimand of several
millers who in 1646 asked to be relieved of these measurers’ servic-
es because they directly supplied the Jews of Jerusalem with grains,
thus circumventing the regular channels and harming all other
potential consumers. The measurers (kayy§l) were to supply the market
and the related closed storage areas and depots (magh§lÊq) first; only
then could the incoming cereals be sold to the public—and this was
to be done by the porters. The porters’ guild must not buy the grains
for themselves, but should only transport them in smaller quantities

57 JS, vol. 252, p. 85. On the new name for an old institution see: #arßat al-
ghil§l al-ma#råfa bi’l-b§z§r (JS, vol. 265, p. 35).

58 MA, vol. 1, pp. 59-60.
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for the assigned price of 1 qiã #a for 5 mudds, and only in sacks bear-
ing their marks rather than in the original ones, those of the importers.
The head of their guild—who on one occasion (1635) was also the
“chief measurer” and the lessee of the kayl of Jerusalem —was warned
to treat all members justly and assign all the financial charges in-
curred by the guild as a whole in equal parts.59

Thus, the reality just described was far from exceptional: although
the rules of the game were clearly drawn, they had to be repeated
time and again to guild members who did not otherwise abide by
them. In 1753 a situation very similar to that of 1769 was described
at the court, though the names involved were different: professional
measurers and porters were contravening the market regulations and
indulging in the sale of grains of all sorts. This was a privilege that
had always been reserved only for the kayy§l b§shÊ, who was there-
fore entitled to collect the measuring and portage fees prescribed by
the old q§nun code. The kadi warns that this malpractice must stop,
and no subterfuge such as using the stamped and logoed, separated
sacks (firad al-jall§ba) instead of their own firad will be tolerated any-
more. Since the new “chief measurer” (kayy§l b§shÊ ) installed some-
time earlier, Mustapha Fadli, is an honest and qualified person who
behaves in accordance with the time-honored regulations, he should
also collect all the above fees. Less than a year later the same per-
son’s performance was extolled by a group of millers,  porters and
measurers: not only did he treat Muslims, Christians and Jews equally,
he also pleased all the jall§ba merchants who were the main wheat
importers to town, as well as anyone else who brought grains for sale
to the bazaar. He discontinued the double standards of measuring
grains by a large kayl for the importing merchants, while using a
smaller one for sales to their own customers. He also warned the
porters against the unauthorized use of the logoed sacks that belonged
to the above importers; each and every porter should regularly use
a pack animal of his own, as well as firad sacks distinguishable as his.60

The same logic described above is applicable here as well: the “chief
measurer” was a high-ranking official, a multazim, who leased the
income of the official kayl measure and was granted the right to collect

59 MA, vol. 1, pp. 56-8.
60 JS, vol. 237, pp. 220, 301. (The text reads: “l§ yuq§rishå firad al-jall§ba…wa-

anna’l- Èamm§l yakån lahu bahÊm wa-firda mulk nafsihi”.) In a separate document (JS,
vol. 253, p. 169), taxes are collected from every Èiml wa-firda of grains (i.e. each
firda is one-half of the usual pair of sacks—Èiml—of a given pack animal).
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all the relevant payments of those who availed themselves of his
services. As part of the local administration he was responsible for
the smooth operation of this entire phase of bread production, form-
ing the linkage between the importers and the millers. Any attempt
to circumvent his control would have meant not just breaking the
rules but pushing the prices up. It was to avoid this that he was
encouraged by the kadi to keep the guild members in check—and
rightly so.

In later years (1772, 1776) the same logic prevailed: newly intro-
duced procedures aimed at increasing the income from the lease of
grain measuring—e.g. an additional 10% levied from monasteries
on grains directly supplied, or applying the same tax yardstick to small
consignments of 1 mudd and even less that had formerly been ex-
empted—these and other procedures were declared illegal. The kadi
banned them—under the unusually severe threat of the death pen-
alty—not so much for their “aberrant innovative” nature, but be-
cause they brought about a rise in grain prices, which was equally
damaging to buyers and sellers, and in the final analysis to the gen-
eral public.61 The religious sanction was, indeed, resorted to, but here
again, economic reasoning was highlighted as the most relevant and
meaningful. The last point becomes even more valid if we bear in
mind that the income from the measuring tax was actually leased
out by the administrators of the Temple Mount endowment and those
of al-madrasa al-Af·aliyya 62 to whom it belonged. As a result the entire
issue exceeds the scope of religious jargon, and actually enters the
field of economics; after all, this income was earmarked for the
maintenance of central religious institutions. As late as the last de-
cade of the 18th century the income from grain measurement was
a bone of contention, still widely debated in both Jerusalem and
Istanbul. However, the religious context, which could easily have been
manipulated, was kept at a secondary level by the religious author-
ity of the kadi who, once again, chose to address himself to socio-
economics, i.e. concern for the welfare of the local population, as
the main consideration underlying his approach.63

A final note about the personal economic status of millers and
bakers may be pertinent: it appears that members of both guilds

61 JS, vol. 253, pp. 171; vol. 257, p. 45.
62 For details on this madrasa see: K. Asali, Islamic Institutions of Learning in Jerusalem

(Amman, 1981) (in Arabic), pp. 116-7.
63 JS, vol. 273, pp. 66-7; vol. 274, pp. 144-5.
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managed to accumulate fairly substantial assets.  A Christian miller
bought half a building for 200 zolta in 1744. Another Christian miller
bought a house from a silversmith for 350 zolta in 1736. A Muslim
miller left an inheritance that was evaluated at about 1500 zolta in
1776.64 Bakers did not do as well as millers, but at the above reg-
ular range of 20% profit they seem to have been reasonably well
compensated for their difficult working conditions: a baker bought
himself a house in the Bab Hitta neighborhood for 65 ghirsh in 1739.
In 1751 another baker did not leave many belongings behind him,
but his inheritance contained two houses. At the turn of the same
century another baker left a variety of assets (including several fire-
arms) that were assessed at 345 zolta. If we bear in mind the bare-
foot bakers described in Jerusalem of the 16th century, we may indeed
conclude that they had come a long way.65

4. Extractors of sesame oil (mi#ßar§nÊ)

The kayy§l b§shÊ was quite frequently referred to in the preceding
chapter because of his involvement in the earlier stages of bread
supply. Although measuring the wheat and barley that came to town
was his most important responsibility vis-à-vis its inhabitants and the
waqf authorities, it was not his only task; he was also in charge of
the measuring of sesame brought there. This commodity was import-
ed by the jall§ba merchants mentioned earlier, and it served as the
raw material for the extraction of sayraj or shayraj oil, a major ele-
ment in the daily diet of the local inhabitants, and also used for
illumination.

The extraction of sesame oil was performed in special oil presses
(ma#ßara) by members of the guild of mi#ßar§nÊ (pl. ma#§ßira). Through-
out the 17th century this was a highly active guild: more than 20
appointments of new (sometimes renewed) heads of the guild were
recorded, an average of two per decade. Although many followed
in the footsteps of their fathers, some came from other sectors: sons
of two different “heads of the market” (shaykh al-såq) in the twenties
and seventies, sons of two different upholsterers (munajjid) in the
twenties and eighties, two sons of “beaters” of cloth to be bleached
(daqq§q) in the second and fourth decades. These (and other exam-

64 JS, vol. 233, p. 210; vol. 229, p. 38; vol. 257, p. 16.
65 JS, vol. 230, p. 130; vol. 237, p. 12; vol. 260, p. 172; Cohen, Economic Life,

p. 103.
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ples of regular guild members, e.g. sons of a muÈtasib) indicate an
impressive degree of economic and social attraction that this guild
possessed for people outside its scope. Although the formal name-
lists kept in the court suggest six to nine members altogether, a closer
look at the 17th-century documents reveals that their actual num-
ber was almost twice as high, quite often including several members
of the same family concurrently and/or over the years. They oper-
ated at least ten different oil presses located in various parts of town,
either in separate buildings or in the basements of residential houses.66

Sesame seeds were brought to Jerusalem by specialized jall§ba

merchants from Ramle, Nablus, and from Muzayrib, south of Dam-
ascus. The crucial point of supply was “the vacant lot of the grains”
where they were measured by the kayy§l b§shÊ and his underlings, then
sold to the mi#ßar§nÊs for oil extraction. Not only were the guild
members expected to bear the cost of measuring, but more impor-
tant, all their purchases were made together, at a price set by the
kadi or the muÈtasib, and through their head who later divided the
consignments among them. This arrangement was sanctioned by the
authorities so as to ensure both quality and price control. Precisely
for this reason, and also so as to avoid payment of measuring charges,
some of the guild members tried to buy directly from the importers,
circumventing the “lot” with its inspection station. In 1685, for ex-
ample, the kadi warned the entire guild against such practice: no
transaction should be made without the measurers’ presence (not just
the proper way to behave but also the righteous one, since most of
the income of the measurers eventually went to the Temple Mount
endowment). The kadi quoted a similar ruling to that effect, issued
a decade earlier, and exposing an ongoing transgression of the
mi#ßar§nÊs, as well as pointing to the collusion of the porters—all of
which activities were ordered to be stopped promptly. Other scat-
tered references from earlier years indicate recurrent attempts to have
the measuring performed surreptitiously, then bring the newly ar-
rived consignments straight into the oil presses without even stop-
ping at the grain-measuring lot, thus ensuring, as it were, a “private”
supply of raw material without the knowledge or involvement of the
guild members and their head.67

The mi#ßar§nÊs’ behavior stemmed from financial considerations of

66 MA, vol. 2, pp. 165-79, 192-5; JS, vol. 211, p. 117; vol. 278, p. 23.
67 MA, vol. 2, pp. 196, 199-200.
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an aggressive nature, but some of their responses were couched in
predominantly defensive terms. They claimed that they had often
been deceived by the importers even when they went through the
official channels: they were sold sesame consignments that were mixed
with chaff and dirt, thus adding substantially to the real price they
paid, eventually causing them to lose money on their investment.
When they went a step further and threatened that working under
such conditions made them consider the possibility of discontinuing
their profession altogether, the kadi was not the least dismayed. He
told the guild members that since they were their own masters, their
very acting as mi #ßar§nÊs was a voluntary decision on their part—a
role they were free to pursue or to quit. As to the practicalities, they
were free to negotiate the particular conditions of every deal, and
to insist on turning down any merchandise offered unless it be pro-
vided in a proper manner. Needless to say, no one quit his job.68  

 All of these trials and tribulations aside, one should bear in mind
that the main function of this guild was to supply the townspeople
with an adequate quantity of sesame oil. This was not just a ready-
made item to be offered for sale; they first had to have it extracted
in their respective oil presses. The quality of the oil they provided
reflected both proper workmanship and the kind of sesame seeds they
used. Because the head of the guild had to implement equality in
terms of both quantity and quality whenever seeds were sold to
mi#ßar§nÊs, the prices of the three different qualities of sesame seeds
were set at a 5% differential. These, in turn, affected the price of
the final product, but the price of sesame oil (and its main deriva-
tive, ãaÈÊna69) was not left for them to decide; it was set by the kadi
and made public in a court session attended by the muÈtasib as well
as by the head of the guild and that of the merchants (shaykh al-tujj§r).
It was at the same session that the price of sayraj oil was officially
set, to be applied until a change was announced at the same forum.70

The price of sesame oil was set by the kadi, but his decision was
not arbitrarily taken; it was based on the actual supply of seeds to
the guild members. In the course of the 17th century, because of

68 MA, vol. 2, p. 198.
69 Although fairly well known to patrons of Middle Eastern restaurants and

amateurs of Indian cuisine, this term may still call for an explanation: a thick sauce
made of sesame oil, and served with salads, vegetables etc. (see H. Wehr, A Dictionary
of Modern Arabic).

70 MA, vol. 2, p. 196.
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the shaky nature of the provincial administration in Syria and Pal-
estine, as well as the deteriorating security conditions throughout the
entire region, we witness substantial oscillations of sesame oil pric-
es: 10 qiã #a per raãl in 1606, 8.5 in 1609, 15 in 1627, 8 in 1630, 9 in
1642, 15 in 1660, 14 in 1667, 10.5 in 1668.71 The nature of the
quantities supplied, however, was quite constant. These prices, too,
were set by the authorities in response to what appears to have been
an unchanging level of consumption in a town whose population
remained more or less stable both numerically and in terms of its
culinary habits. Since oil was stored in medium-sized clay jars (jarra)of
5 raãl each, the quota required of each mi#ßar§nÊ was set in similar
terms: an average of two to three jars to be sold daily to potential
customers, totalling 20-25 per day in different years of the 17th
century. The guild was thus providing the entire population with a
daily 100-125 raãl of sesame oil sold at public sites where both price
and quantity could be properly inspected: at the entrance to a cer-
tain bathhouse (Èamm§m al-ßakhra) and “according to the old custom”,
or at certain shops located in the main market (al-såq al-kabÊr) and
at the Gate of the Cotton Merchants (b§b al-qaãã§nÊn). These shops
were held by ordinary small merchants (samm§ns, såqa) whom the guild
members had to provide daily with oil, coordinated, as it were, by
the head merchant (b§z§r b§shÊ). The latter ruling of the kadi went
on to specifically ban any sales in their own oil presses, but two years
later (1609) they were equally clearly told to sell “ample quantities...
in their own places”. These changes in the general guidelines must
have been induced by the changing conditions in the markets and
particularly by the availability of oil in Jerusalem at a given time.
However, the most natural places to sell their goods were their re-
spective oil presses (where, for example, in 1656 the head of the guild
was specifically entitled to sell its own quota of two jars, but also
another three—amounting to 10% of the entire daily guild supply—
that all other members had to provide him with).72 On close perus-
al of the available documentation one may conclude that except for
special occasions, sesame oil was sold by the mi#ßar§nÊs at their own
ma#ßaras—which also served as outlets for their products. Although
this commodity, unlike meat or bread, could be stored for an ex-
tended length of time without any damage to its quality, their role

71 MA, vol. 2, pp. ,180-2, 196-7.
72 MA, vol. 2, pp. 183-5, 193-6.
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in the local economy was conceived as identically mandatory: they
had to pledge, and even vouch for one another, that they would keep
their shops open daily, from morning to evening, where sesame oil
would be sold at the official price to any bidder.

There was, however, an exception: although the terms applied
whenever supply is discussed are “the townspeople” or “the town”,
an occasional reference to “the Muslims” one may come across in
these texts should not be construed as a religious or ethnic term, but
rather as a manner of speech, meaning “the local population”. This
is true both for this guild and in the context of others. However, when
the kadi summoned the mi#ßar§nÊs and urged them to provide enough
sesame oil to the local markets, he explicitly discriminated against
the Christians and Jews there: they were only to be sold small quan-
tities of 2-3 uqiyya, never more than 1 raãl (of 12 uqiyyas), and in order
to avoid any misunderstanding, this commodity was never to be sold
to them in the ordinary clay jars. Some 30 years later, in 1642, a
somewhat different formulation was used: this oil was not to be sold
“to the Christians and to the Jews for the[ir] churches”, and whenever
this rule was broken the guild member in question would be liable
to confiscation of his merchandise for the Temple Mount endowment-
which makes this whole rather exceptional approach more under-
standable. Small-scale sales were aimed, by definition, at private
consumption, hence they could and should be permitted to any person
living in Jerusalem. Larger purchases were explicitly forbidden in this
context because they could be used for general non-Muslim religious
purposes, i.e. to light the houses of worship of these minority groups,
something to be resented by the Muslims and prevented as far as
possible. After all, Jerusalem was revered first and foremost for its
Muslim holy sites, whereas the “protected people” were permitted
to practice their own religion provided they refrained from any public
display of their zeal; any such manifestation might be regarded as
an affront by the Muslim religious authorities and was to be avoid-
ed.73

73 MA, vol. 2, pp. 185, 191. The latter category included the sounds of prayers
at a volume that was heard outside their churches and synagogues, the public
carrying of the cross or palm-tree branches in Christian holidays, or the wearing
of their prayer shawls by the Jews outside their synagogues. Cf. my Jewish Life, pp.
79-83; my On the Jewish Community of Jerusalem in the Sixteenth Century (Jerusalem, 1976),
documents nos. 2, 23, 25 (in Turkish); my “The Expulsion of the Franciscans from
Mount Zion” in Turcica, Revue d’études turques, vol. 18 (1986), pp. 152-5.
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The head of the guild, as we have seen in this chapter, enjoyed
similar rights and obligations as the heads of other guilds. His re-
sponsibilities covered the full gamut from the purchase of raw ma-
terial to the sale of the final products. He did not collect a salary
for his toil, but was remunerated by receiving a special share of both
raw materials and the final product from other guild members (as
described above), and was also exempted from the regular provision
of the governor’s kitchen.74  

Unlike the guilds discussed earlier in this work, this one had
another, built-in smaller guild within it—the guild of oil-press workers
(ßunn§# al-ma#§ßir). The “masters” had journeymen at their disposal
who did the actual grinding for a salary, and the latter chose to be
represented in all professional matters by a head of their own. Con-
trary to what we might have expected, the “masters” did not ob-
ject, and actually their “head’ took an active part in the kadi’s ap-
pointment of their junior.75 One would assume that with the passing
of time the more experienced “workers” would reach the level of
“master” and become equal members of the mi#ßarÊ guild, but even
prior to that we can discern a much wider scope of their activities:
in 1642, for example, one of them was warned by the kadi not to
leave town on an errand to the verges of the Syrian desert (proba-
bly seeking to buy sesame seeds for his own or somebody else’s
account) without having nominated a replacement for himself at his
job of extracting oil (wala yu#aããil maghliqahu fÊ ßan#at al-ma#ßara).76

The main features of the guild, as described in the preceding pages
for the 17th century, remained basically unchanged in the century
that followed. To ensure that the incoming sesame (as well as the
oil extracted) were equally distributed, the head of the guild had to
verify the measuring of the seeds by the “chief measurer” at his official
station, using his official kayl receptacle. The kadi warned against
any attempt to actually measure the merchandise at the oil presses
by way of circumventing the inspection that the above routine tra-
ditionally provided. A new function was introduced to further ver-
ify that this routine was actually maintained: a “sesame scribe” (k§tib

al-simsim) was appointed by the kadi to faithfully record any trans-
actions carried out in town in this commodity, yet another indica-

74 MA, vol. 2, pp. 172-3.
75 MA, vol. 2, p. 179.
76 MA, vol. 2, p. 200.
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tion of the guild’s growing activity. Although the guild included
members of the same families we encountered in earlier years, it was
not a hermetically sealed circle. Thus, in September 1726 all active
members undertook to keep their presses operative so that the town
would get its supply of sesame oil; moreover, they agreed to welcome
any new members if they pledged to join the group on a long-term
basis, provided they were willing to share all their charges annual-
ly. In view of the fact that some ten different members were named
at different points in the second half of the century, and slightly more
at the beginning of the 19th, the guild does not seem to have un-
dergone any major numerical changes.77

In terms of its relative importance as a contributing source to the
regular food basket of the time, sesame oil remained second only to
meat and bread. Hence when, in 1728, the deputy governor was
acquitted of all debts incurred for provisions supplied to his court
and kitchen, three heads of guilds attested to it: the qaßß§b b§shÊ for
meat, ekmekjÊ b§shÊ for bread, and shaykh al-ma#§ßiriyya for olive and
sesame oil. These commodities were not supplied gratis, and although
the price charged for them was lower than the regular price, and
quite often the guilds had to put up a fight in order to be reimbursed
for the governor’s promissory notes, these could not be regarded as
taxes of any kind. From a later court decision, dated 1744, we learn
that the sesame-oil extractors’ guild was exempt from any imposi-
tions, regular or irregular (al-magh§rim wa"t-tak§lÊf a’sh-sh§qqa), except
for one: the compulsory sale of two camels by the governor every
year. This was done at a price he would arbitrarily set, and although
it amounted to a mandatory imposition, the guild could sustain it.
As of the preceding year the governor had tried to change the rules
of the game by way of imposing the sale of six camels. This, they
claimed, was a burden they could not afford, and would leave them
no choice but to emigrate from Jerusalem. The kadi consulted a
variety of merchants and other dignitaries, all of whom supported
the guild’s claim; thereupon he ruled in their favor and against the
governor. This ruling shows, among others, that the guild had suf-
ficient clout to oppose the governor and even force his hand in a
matter of real financial relevance, a trend that did not abate until
the early years of the 19th century. In 1812 the governor of Dam-

77 JS, vol. 221, p. 152; vol. 222, p. 48; vol. 233, p. 22; vol. 241, p. 111; vol.
252, p. 85; vol. 258, p. 129; vol. 263, p. 34; vol. 290, p. 172.
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ascus was involved in another tug-of-war in town: the grain mea-
surers of Jerusalem demanded measuring fees for sesame that reached
the oil presses from out of town, although it never came by the ‘lot
of the grains’ nor was measured therein. The guild members refused
to pay this, and presented an official ruling by an earlier kadi to the
effect that no fees should be levied on any merchandise that was not
measured at the bazaar. The governor confirmed their argument,
ruled that such a policy was tantamount to a “negative novelty” (bid#a

sayyi"a), and ordered his underling in Jerusalem to stop any such
demands forthwith. Juxtaposed with earlier documents from the 17th
and 18th centuries that took a diametrically opposite position, and
compounded by the Damascus governor’s very unusual intervention
in such an internal matter, this new policy can only be interpreted
as an indication of the guild’s relative importance, which seems to
have actually increased over the course of time.78

The growing financial attraction of this guild in the 18th century
may be gathered from a variety of indications. The head of the guild
appointed in 1785 by a decree from Istanbul (rather than by the local
kadi, who usually decided such cases) gave his position five years later
to another member for the considerable sum of 10 zolta—an unprec-
edented move. In 1788 we learn of an actively functioning oil press
that had been set up sometime earlier in that century outside the
walls of Jerusalem, opposite the citadel—quite an unusual spot, with
all the other oil presses, as well as shops associated with other
guilds, being located in town and thus benefitting from the relative
security offered by its walls. Sixteen years earlier, in 1772, a local
businessman claimed to have invested 50% of a partnership of 600
zolta a year before, money they had invested in sesame. The oil they
had extracted had brought them a handsome profit of 500 zolta, of
which he claimed his half. Even if his assertion of a margin of 80%
annual profit on that investment was somewhat exaggerated, it is still
illustrative of the level of financial expectations that the extraction
of sesame oil entailed. No wonder, then, that the inheritance of
another very wealthy businessman, in 1787, also included a share
in a partnership in a sesame-oil press. To top it all, we can look at
the few available cases of mi#ßar§nÊ inheritances, which are very in-
structive indeed: one of them, in 1724, included just one-third of an

78 JS, vol. 224, p. 3; vol. 233, p. 83; vol. 297, p. 79.
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oil press (implying a massive investment of other individuals), sever-
al houses, an olive grove, many debts that people owed—a grand
total of over 2600 ghirsh. The other, in 1785, had even more: two
wives (usually a certain indication of affluence), a large consignment
of sesame, and an even larger one of sesame oil—totalling 4216 zolta

(3162 ghirsh). Even more impressive was a third inheritance, in 1786,
of a mi#ßar§nÊ who had the exceptional number of three wives, a long
list of people who owed him money, a large consignment of oil—a
total of 4778 zolta (3582 ghirsh).79

As for the official prices of sesame oil in the 18th century, the
following picture emerges: 30 qiã #a per raãl in 1717, 24-27 in various
months of 1719, 18 in 1720, 27 in 1722, 24 in 1723, 27 in 1750, 19
in 1751.80 If we compare these figures with the data we presented
for the 17th century, prices are almost double, an increase that is
more or less steady in spite of the seasonal fluctuations. Here, too,
in a manner similar to the picture that emerged in earlier chapters,
this price rise was a direct outcome of the almost endemic difficul-
ties of transport of goods—sesame included—throughout Palestine
as part of the deteriorating security conditions, particularly during
the first half of the 18th century. The Napoleonic wars in the Mid-
dle East around the turn of the century wreaked havoc in terms of
normal life, and even when the French were expelled from Pales-
tine, then from Egypt, the bedouin tribes living on the fringes of the
sedentary populated areas were pushed further away by the central-
izing policies of a self-confident Jezzar Pasha, thus making the sup-
ply of sesame to Jerusalem—in which they were systematically in-
volved—scarcer than any time before. Sesame-oil prices in the early
19th century became substantially higher: in 1812, for example, a
raãl reached 2.5 ghirsh; in 1815 it reached 3.5.81 Comparison of the
latter with the prices of the first half of the 18th century reveals an
increase of several hundred percent. This reflected a combination
of more general factors, in addition to the particular one described
above. On the one hand, the ghirsh #adadÊ calculated earlier at the
rate of 30 qiã #a mißriyya was now set at 40 qiã #a #adadiyya or maß§rÊ fi··a

each. On the other hand, this was part of a wider inflationary trend

79 JS, vol. 220, p. 32; vol. 253, p. 202; vol. 265, p. 109; vol. 266, p. 70; vol.
268, pp. 59-60; vol. 269, p. 40; vol. 272, p. 9.

80 JS, vol. 211, p. 179; vol. 215, pp. 140, 170, 204; vol. 227, p. 401; vol. 234,
p. 261; vol. 237, p. 3.

81 JS, vol. 290, pp. 108,172.
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that pushed all prices up: “the [general] increase of prices” was
formally acknowledged by the kadi as sufficient reason to reevalu-
ate the expenses for orphans determined by an earlier court and set
them at about 40% higher in one case, 33% in another.82 All of these
combined serve as a reasonably satisfactory explanation for the ten-
dency to increase the price of sesame oil.

5. Sweetmeat producers (Èilw§nÊ)

Sun-dried grapes served in the production of the traditional sweet-
meat (Arabic: Èilw§; Turkish: helva) by the guild that drew its name
(Èilw§nÊ) therefrom. In the mid-17th century we count twelve mem-
bers of the guild; later in the century the names changed, but the
number was still about ten. As with other guilds, members of this
one, too, were related to one another, and the tradition of sweet-
meat production persevered in the same families from one genera-
tion to the next.

The guild’s affairs were conducted by its head, whose virtues—
particularly his piety and God-fearing conduct (min ahl al-dÊn wa’l-

diy§na)—were extolled whenever he was up for tenure. However, his
professional qualifications were at least as relevant whenever the
question of appointment arose: the guild members would cite his
“being well versed in the cooking of sweetmeat” as his most impor-
tant credential when they requested the appointment of a new head
to replace an incumbent who had just tendered his resignation. Once
appointed, the guild members had to obey all his orders, while he,
quite expectedly, undertook to treat all of them equally.83

In the case of this guild, more than with others, particular atten-
tion had to be paid to the process of production and to the raw
materials used. Although the best sweetmeat was made out of rai-
sins (zabÊb), other fruit was also occasionally used. The kadi’s warn-
ings tell us how other ingredients were improperly used by guild
members: generally speaking, locally produced “jam” (rubb), i.e. a
thick paste concocted from different fruit, was employed instead of
that made out of raisins; more specifically, the two most common
substitutes were carob paste and dumdumun, a honeylike paste (dibs).
These were made of the rather hard fruit of these two trees, which

82 JS, vol. 288, p. 124; vol. 298, p. 142 in 1806 and 1815, respectively. On the
changing rate of exchange see: JS, vol. 209, p. 146 ; vol. 290, p. 75.

83 MA, vol. 1, pp. 75-7.
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was first crushed by a specially trained assistant “beater”/ “tread-
er” (darr§s), then cooked by the guild members. Since the price of
raisin-made sweetmeat was set by the kadi at a relatively high level
(e.g. 9 qiã #a per raãl), any cheaper substitute going by the same name
would mean unfair competition and an unjustifiable high price for
a low-quality product. Hence, the kadis made repeated warnings
against this in different years. In the early years of the century,
however, the use of dumdumun was not categorically forbidden: the
head of the guild was instructed by the kadi to distribute this fruit
equally among all members, one of whom was even personally
warned against unlawfully stocking up—thus depriving his colleagues
and pushing up the price. It may well have been a matter of the right
proportions of raw materials to be used: as long as dumdumun consti-
tuted just one element (alongside others, e.g. jawz walnuts), its use
was permissible, but only when guild members started producing
sweetmeat predominantly of this ingredient was its use eventually
banned.84

In the 18th century we have indications of the guild being simi-
larly active (it had both a head—shaykh—and an appointed assistant
deputy—naqÊb), and its products were sought after. Sweetmeat was
one of the standard articles the governors were supplied with by the
guild members. Among the latter we come across descendants of
17th-century Èilw§nÊs still practicing the same profession that had been
in their family through the ages. Moreover, late in 1729 the kadi
reprimanded the head of the marketplace, as well as two Èilw§nÊ guild
members, against a practice they were probably associated with: the
unlawful production of sweetmeat by unauthorized and profession-
ally unqualified individuals. As long as they did this without shar-
ing all the responsibilities and financial liabilities of the guild, they
could not be allowed to proceed. Whoever wanted to become a
member was to share with all other members both the profits gained
(magh§nim) and the liabilities incurred (magh§rim) by the guild as a
whole.85 Thirteen years later, several guild members complained to
the kadi of a certain unassociated person who was selling sweetmeats
of inferior quality for a cut price, whereupon the kadi had him come
to court and pledge to abide by the price regulations and all other

84 MA, vol. 1, pp. 75-6, 78-9.
85 JS, vol. 207, p. 70; vol. 223, p. 153.
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obligations of this guild—which he now entitled him to become a
member of.86

We should also mention the existence of yet another guild that
produced other kinds of sweets, the guild of the qaã§"ifiyya.87 Their
sweet pastry—e.g. kun§fa, qaã§"if, zal§biyya—called for somewhat dif-
ferent expertise than that of the sweetmeat producers. Hence these
were separate individuals (in 1627, five names are listed), for whom
the kadi appointed a special head. However, a degree of mobility
between these two related guilds should not be ruled out.

6. Coffee sellers (qahwajÊ)

In 1633, when Sultan Murad IV officially banned public drinking
of coffee throughout the empire, he was ineffectually trying to put
an end to a habit and an institution by then rooted in most towns
and cities under his rule. Jerusalem, much smaller in size and pop-
ulation than Istanbul or Cairo,88 could hardly compete with the
impressive number of coffeehouses frequented by their inhabitants.
It could, however, equally qualify as a “café society”89 in terms of
the services offered there by members of the guild of café owners
and coffee sellers (qahwajÊ). Unlike most other guilds this one was
relatively new, and although by the early 17th century it had be-
come part and parcel of the system, one could still discern (see below)
signs of the uphill struggle conducted there to prevent, less than 50
years earlier, the introduction of this guild into Ottoman Jerusalem,
so deeply imbued with Islamic tradition. Because of its exceptional
nature it is relevant to check when the sale of coffee was first intro-
duced into Ottoman Jerusalem, and the kind of reaction it generat-
ed within the local society.

86 JS, vol. 232, p?,70.
87 MA, vol. 2, p. 215. Atallah misread (or rather: he copied the original

misspelling of the scribe) the name of this guild, which he erroneously rendered
al-waΩ§"ifiyya.

88 M. Tuchscherer, “Café et cafés dans l’Egypte ottomane (XVIe-XVIIIe
siècles)” in H. Desmet-Grégoire (ed.), Contributions au thème du et des Cafés dans les
sociétes du Proche-Orient (Aix-en-Provence, 1992, pp. 25-6; A. Saraçgil, “Generi
voluttuari e Ragion di stato: politiche repressive del consumo di vino, caffé e tabacco
nell"impero ottomano nei secc. XVI e XVII” in Turcica, vol. 28, p. 166, and a French
preliminary version, “L"opposition au café dans l"empire ottoman” in F. Georgeon
(coordinateur), Le café et les cafés à Istanbul XVIe -XIXe siècles, Études turques et ottomanes,
Documents de travail, numèro 1 (Paris, mars 1992), p. 9.

89 B. Lewis, The Middle East: 2000 Years of History from the Rise of Christianity to
the Present Day (London, 1995), p. 8.
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The earliest reference to the preparation and sale of coffee in
Jerusalem is to be found in the sijill registers towards the end of the
rule of Suleiman the Magnificent.90 In mid-1557 several prominent
#ulam§" “and many other Muslims’ came to the court and lodged a
complaint against a certain båzajÊ and another qahwajÊ, i.e. people who
sold coffee and båza (a slightly fermented drink made of farina)91 in
their shops. The complaint goes on to detail the nature of their
activities: the coffee is consumed publicly (taj§hur) in a manner similar
to drinking wine, i.e. by passing around wine cups (qadaÈ), while
entertainment is provided by male singers accompanied by beating
drums and lute (ãunbår) playing. Meat is also grilled on the premises
for the customers. All of this activity is an illicit novelty (bid #a) that
had been taking place for a relatively short time on the main street
called khaãã D§"åd, leading from the citadel to the Temple
Mount: “These two introduced it, and this had not been a habit from
ancient time until these very days; only they were the cause for it”.
The two were summoned to the court, admitted the factual descrip-
tion of their deeds, and were explicitly forbidden from any further
sale of their merchandise in Jerusalem.

Two years later we learn that this prohibition was actually en-
forced. Another qahwajÊ complained that the closing of his coffeeshop
had caused him great financial loss; moreover, instead of the pro-
spective contribution to the well-being of the local community, it had
damaged those of its members who had lent him money to launch
his business, who now found themselves devoid of their funds as well
as their anticipated profits. Since it was not the actual consumption
of coffee that was the reason for the prohibition but rather the
improper public behavior it involved, he asked to be allowed to
resume its sale to potential customers provided they refrained from
drinking it at his shop. The inspectors sent by the kadi to visit the

90 JS, vol. 35, p. 71, dated July 28, 1557. This coincided almost fully with the
emergence of kahvehanes in Istanbul, dated by Peçevi “around 1555”, cited by
Saraçgil in Georgeon, p. 7. The introduction of coffee beans to Damascus in 1540
also coincided, more or less, with the emergence of this public institution in
Jerusalem (cf. R. Deguilhem, “Le café à Damas et le traité du àayÉ >amal al-DÊn
al-Q§simÊ al-Dimaàqi” in Bulletin d’etudes orientales, vol. 45, 1993, IFEAD, Damascus,
pp. 21,27).

91 Described as having “a sort of fizzy tingle imparted by the carbon dioxide
produced during fermentation”(R. S. Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses, Seattle, 1985,
p. 123).
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place reported that it was indeed very modest, and practically dark,
whereupon the permission requested was granted. The kadi specif-
ically warned the shopkeepers and operators against future undesir-
able activities such as passing around cups in a way reminiscent of
wine drinking, as well as public singing and grilling meat, or any
permissive behavior.92

Within the short period of at most two years, two contradictory
policies were instituted by the Shar#i court, and the general trend
that seems to have been emerging was that the establishment was
gradually coming to terms—although still under certain conditions—
with this unfamiliar type of public activity in Jerusalem. At first the
Ottomans tried to put an end to this very new institution. Then they
retreated and seemed inclined to grant a qualified permission for it.
The new institution became increasingly tolerated, provided the
promiscuous by-products associated with such gatherings were
stopped. The religious (and social) yardstick of bid#a was no longer
applied in an attempt to summarily halt the launching of more
coffeehouses in Jerusalem, and by 1565 at least five were function-
ing there. Towards the end of that year, a decree was sent from
Istanbul to Jerusalem to the effect that all of them be discontinued
and never reopened. The reasoning behind this ban was still to be
sought in the socio-religious context, although the considerations were
of a practical nature: not only did these coffeehouses cause people
to neglect their five mandatory daily prayers, but they had actually
become meeting places for all sorts of social misfits who spent night
and day there, harming others as well as themselves.93

 The two contradictory policies were concurrently applied in Jeru-
salem; they seemed to demonstrate the difference between the prin-
cipled “theoretical” approach of the centre and the “practical” com-
promise approved by high-ranking officials of the periphery.  When
the above decree reached Jerusalem, it was publicly read at a spe-
cial session of the local court, and the kadi took steps to implement
it by altogether ending the public preparation and sale of coffee in
coffeehouses. Several months later, a certain Khalil Mishmish did

92 JS, vol. 37, p. 316.
93 JS, vol. 47, p. 36; vol. 49, p. 98. This is, probably, a copy of a document

also copied in the mühimme defterleri, vol. 5, cited by S. Faroqhi, “Coffee and Spices:
Official Ottoman Reactions to Egyptian Trade in the Later Sixteenth Century”
in Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlands, vol. 76, 1986, p. 89 (as cited in
Tuchscherer, op cit., p. 41, note 12).
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not abide by the decree: he went on selling coffee at his establish-
ment (located at the Khan al-FaÈm market), which became increas-
ingly popular (frequented, as described, by “group after group”), and
all of the explicitly prohibited, reprehensible deeds were still regu-
larly performed there. When brought to the court this qahwajÊ ad-
mitted that he had reopened his establishment, claiming that he had
done so with the specific authorization, renewed every month, of the
deputy governor of Jerusalem. Interestingly enough, it emerged that
some of the patrons of his coffeeshop were quite respectable indi-
viduals: a rich merchant, a È§jj, an expert member of another guild
("ust§). No reference was made to this apparent conflict of authority,
or rather authorities, and all the kadi could do was repeat the sul-
tanic prohibitions. Moreover, this case was not an exception to the
rule: sometime earlier a similar case had come before the court.
Another coffeehouse operator admitted to being aware of the Sul-
tan’s prohibition, which prompted him to prepare to move his very
popular shop to the less venerated town of Nablus. When the ßåb§shÌ

of Jerusalem—the officer in charge of law and order—learned of this
he gave him first verbal, then written assurance that he could con-
tinue his professional activity in Jerusalem unhampered.94 The
mundane reasons for this open-minded benevolence on the part of
the local authorities can be readily understood.

The many references in the court proceedings of the 1570s and
1580s indicate that coffeehouses remained vital institutions in Jerus-
alem, constantly growing in respectability and popularity. Some of
them eventually became parts of endowments, meaning that they
were no longer regarded as marginal establishments that diverted
people from the performance of their mandatory daily prayers, or
as centres of corrupt activities that contravened Islamic law. How-
ever, the nature of their activities—other than regularly providing
the townspeople with hot, fragrant coffee—did not change signifi-
cantly. On August 22, 1591, a local dignitary requested the court
to issue an injunction against the administrators of a certain endow-
ment in the Bab al-Qattanin neighborhood. If they granted Musa
al-Qahwati (who was already operating another coffeehouse, as his
name indicates) the lease they had promised him so that he could
transform the building in question into a coffeehouse, it might af-
fect the quality of the dignitary’s life: “If this becomes a coffeehouse

94 JS, vol. 49, pp. 148, 215, 622.
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in close proximity to him, it will harm his wives and children and
his family as a result of the introduction of singing and frequenting
of the place by good-for-nothing men”.95 Having established the facts
as reported, the kadi ruled that the accord they had reached on the
above matter was null and void.

At approximately the same time, i.e. from the early 1590s onwards,
we reach the final stage in the acceptance of coffeehouses: they
became part of the guild system.  •§"ifat al-qahwatiyya, the guild of
coffeemakers and coffee vendors, was led by a “head’(shaykh, lit.: “the
elder of”), and when he stepped down, his brother was appointed
by the kadi as the new head of the guild. This appointment was the
result of a specific request and recommendation of other members
of the guild. The kadi used this as an opportunity to warn against
the sale of coffee left over in large clay pots (qudår) at their shops. In
other words: no sweeping prohibition, but active involvement of the
kadi in the orderly operation of the guild, verifying its professional
standards and the quality of the services it offered to the public at
large.96 From then on, the duality of the approach described above
ceased to be relevant. The Sublime Porte may still have thought
differently of coffeehouses and their operators, but no further refer-
ences to the problematique of this beverage were recorded.

Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, the guild of coffeemakers
and sellers functioned exactly like all other guilds. The kadi appointed
the heads of the guild and repeatedly instructed them to treat all
members equally; new coffeehouses were opened in different parts
of town, the only condition being the provision of a “guarantor” (kafÊl)
who would vouch for the new qahwajÊ and his proper conduct; the
price of a cup of coffee was fixed and made public by the kadi, who
also instructed guild members about proper behaviour and the clean-
liness of their respective shops.97 Moreover, the kadi involved the
head of the guild and its other members in his warning to all im-
porters of coffee beans (bunn) that they would be held responsible
for the regular supply of coffee to Jerusalem, to be sold for a fixed
price at a particular shop in the såq al-tujj§r marketplace.98

95 JS, vol. 72, p. 376. On coffeehouses that constituted parts of endowments
see: vol. 58, p. 336; vol. 62, p. 452; vol. 67, p. 159; vol. 69, pp. 43, 97; vol. 72, p.
265.

96 JS, vol. 72, p. 61, dated April 11, 1590.
97  See MA, vol. 2, pp. 144-7. 
98 MA, vol. 2, pp. 149-50.
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The code of behavior at the coffeehouses was still a major con-
cern of the kadi. In a summary of a court session attended by high-
ranking religious and military dignitaries that took place in 1608, a
long list is given of reprehensible acts (munkar) perpetrated in sever-
al Jerusalemite coffeeshops: “they bring in beardless youngsters to
wait on them, they pass around the coffee cups, some of the mor-
ally corrupt ( fasaqa) refuse to take them from the waiters unless they
[first] take a sip from them; they bring different musical instruments
like #ud, kamanja, sanãÊr, and they openly boast of doing all these rep-
rehensible acts even during the times of prayer”.99 Several of these
patterns—unequivocally condemned by the kadi—are reminiscent
of the descriptions of half a century before: mindless entertainment
activities, interference with the mandatory daily prayers. The first
part of the description, replete with sexual innuendos, deserves elab-
oration. The general atmosphere of debauchery permeating the
coffeehouses, as intimated by the vocabulary used earlier by the kadi,
reaches quite explicit heights here. The former references to the idle,
aimless passing of time in the shop, the serving of the new drink in
wine cups, were naturally seen as hinting at the prohibition of wine
drinking in Islam, to be similarly applied to this new beverage. In
several 16th-century references in our sources, the drinking of wine
is very clearly related to sodomy (talwÊã, liw§ã),100 of which one inev-
itably thinks when reading the above description.

True, there were no women present in coffeehouses of Ottoman
Jerusalem (as was the case in cafés of other towns of the Ottoman
Empire, termed “Pôles de sociabilité masculine... c’est un périmètre
où les femmes n’ont pas accès”). 101 In our case even the sex of the
singers and musicians could be identified with certainty as male, by
virtue of the Arabic grammar. However, in a segregated society such
as the one we are dealing with, a young boy serving coffee (as fre-
quently portrayed in miniatures)102 could readily become a sex sym-

99 MA, vol. 2, pp. 146-7. For similar observations on liberties taken with these
young people in Cairo coffeehouses in the early 17th century see: Tuchscherer,
p. 48, note 139.

100 JS, vol. 37, p. 316; vol. 39, p. 118. Even the use of the Arabic verb jama#a
in the context of the above-mentioned early descriptions of coffeehouses in
Jerusalem may have been deliberately meant to convey certain sexual undertones.
On the negative connotation of “passing around of the cup” see Hattox, pp. 117-
9.

101 H. Desmet-Grégoire in her introduction (pp. 20-1) to H. Desmet-Grégoire
& F. Georgeon (eds.), Cafés d’Orient revisités (CNRS editions, Paris, 1997).

102 Cf. A. Marcus, op cit., figure 5.2 following p. 176.
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bol, and the circumstances described above may easily be interpret-
ed as leading to quite explicit acts of fondling and sexual harassment.
A few other references in the sijill to such beardless youngsters, whose
presence in the coffeeshops was resented by their neighbors as well
as criticized by the kadi, indicate that even in later years these prac-
tices continued.103

The introduction of coffee drinking to Jerusalem may thus be
viewed from a variety of perspectives. It was regarded as religiously
sinful,104 socially harmful, and morally abject. Although the new
beverage, which had no intoxicating effect, was a far cry from the
forbidden wine, it bore suggestions of it: the very gathering in a public
place outside of one’s home brought to people’s minds the tavern;
the receptacles used were called wine cups until several decades went
by and a particular term, finj§n, became commonplace; the custom
of sitting idly day and night, the passing around of these cups, were
also pointed out, though no particular reference was made to the
drinks consumed; and the mingling with young boys in such rather
dark and crowded places offered almost ideal conditions for pederastic
procurement. It was, therefore, the nature of the gathering, the
establishments where coffee was publicly sold and sipped, rather than
the beverage itself, that the kadi tried to counteract. No objection
was made to the drinking of coffee as such, and this, in turn, was
also conducive to the full incorporation of the new institution into
the town.

Then there were reasons linked to the very special nature of Jerus-
alem. On the one hand, this was one of the most venerated religious
centres of Islam, where reprehensible activities were regarded as more
evil than elsewhere. On the other hand, in this walled town the gates
were locked after sunset, and no one was supposed to leave home
until the following morning. The coffeehouse, which functioned day
and night, was more than a possible hideout for a variety of out-
casts and potential criminals (hence after a burglary the authorities
would seek the suspects there). It became increasingly popular among
ordinary people as well, thus enabling Muslims of all kinds to spend
time there, giving vent to social needs and desires in the evenings

103 MA, vol. 2, pp. 145-6.
104 Although it was introduced to the Arabic-speaking world by members of

Sufi brotherhoods and was closely associated, almost physically, with mosques (see
H. Desmet-Grégoire, op cit., pp. 16-18; R. Deguilhem, op cit., pp. 21, 26-9).
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without actually breaking the law by wandering in the streets. The
growing popularity of coffeehouses increased the income of their op-
erators; hence the steady rise in the rent they were willing to pay as
early as the late 16th century. This was in sharp contrast to the case
of the above-mentioned buza shops and shopkeepers, who do not
reappear in our sources after the early prohibitions of the 16th cen-
tury; it seems that what mattered here was not the “stolen water”
syndrome, but rather the changing preferences of the human pal-
ate. In the 18th century, with the growing popularity of tobacco, a
new activity was added to the coffeehouse: smoking. Inheritance lists
recorded in the court proceedings show that qahwajÊ households
included not only a variety of cups, pots and trays but also several
argÊle water pipes. As we know from descriptions of similar places in
neighboring Egypt, opium may have been added to these otherwise
innocuous water pipes in Jerusalem, as had been the case in Cairo.105

The picture emerging from the 18th century tells us of a more
basic change that was gradually taking shape during those years: the
growing importance of coffeehouses. They (and related shops) pop
up in all Jerusalem neighborhoods,106 usually in close proximity to
other shops, but also on the ground floors of otherwise ordinary living
quarters. In quite a number of cases such establishments could be
found in markets (såq, kh§n), where a large turnout of customers gave
the coffeehouses ever greater popularity.107 Because of the growing
demand for coffee, several basements were turned into sites for the
roasting of coffee beans (maÈmaß), which were sometimes even pre-
pared there before being sold to private or commercial customers.108

In other cases, some shops used for other purposes were now turned
into coffeeshops, for which guild members were willing to pay a
higher rent.109 Moreover, although some coffeeshops paid an annu-
al rent similar to that remitted by members of other guilds (10-15

105 JS, vol. 49, pp. 98, 532; vol. 76, p. 257. For inheritance lists of coffeehouse
utensils that included several argÊle water pipes in 1785-1790 see: JS, vol. 265,
p. 85; vol. 266, p. 45; vol. 267, p. 53; vol. 272, p. 35. For descriptions of coffeehouses
in Cairo including the smoking of opium see: Tuchscherer, pp. , 36-7.

106 As was the case in mid-17th-century descriptions of Cairo (Tuchscherer,
p. 25).

107 Cf. Tuchscherer, p. 38.
108 JS, vol. 217, pp. 132, 225; vol. 218, p. 340; vol. 261, p. 50; vol. 275, p. 97;

vol. 307, p. 64.
109 JS, vol. 248, p. 103; vol. 298, p. 100.
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zolta110 silver coins annually), in a growing number of cases encoun-
tered from the 1750s on, much higher rents, or prices, were regu-
larly paid by qahwajÊs. 111 Since inheritance lists of guild members
invariably show that their economic situation was rather modest,112

the main reason for these higher payments could only have been a
growing demand.

The guild of coffeemakers and vendors was neither affluent nor
large: the above description, cited from a 1608 sijill, mentions seven
different names that are referred to as “[all? A.C.] the qahwajÊs of
the day in Jerusalem”. This number may have grown somewhat in
later years, but the aggregate figure of active coffeehouse references
scattered through the court records of 18th-century Jerusalem still
seems to be of only one digit, perhaps just slightly more. Guild
members operated one coffeehouse each, but the actual size and
general structure of these shops underwent significant changes. Over
the years, the small, dimly lit Arabic qahwas or Turkish kahvehanes
became larger; windows were cut into their formerly blank walls; and
at least in one case we come across a very impressive structure that
is conceptually new. From a deal concluded in March, 1839, we learn
of the sale (for the princely sum of 2550 ghirsh !) of a two-story cof-
feehouse in the Bab al-#Amud neighborhood, its roof covered with
four domes, its upper floor flooded with light flowing through six
windows, both floors well endowed with a variety of professional trap-
pings.113 This was not a brand-new building, but rather a much
improved version that had been upgraded earlier, in the 18th cen-
tury.

Murad IV’s sultanic ban on coffeehouses from the year 1633 seems
to have had very little effect in Jerusalem: by the time it was an-
nounced, public drinking of coffee had become an integral part of

110 Cf. “zoloãa” in A. C. Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire Turc-Français, vol. 2
(reprint of the 1886 Paris edition, Amsterdam, 1971), pp. 50-51.

111 For example: 150 zolta paid for less than 10% of a coffeehouse and its
basement (JS, vol. 260, p. 102); an identical sum paid for half a coffeehouse in
another neighborhood (JS, vol. 264, p. 23); an annual rent of 30 zolta paid for yet
another coffeehouse (JS, vol. 276, pp. 111-2); approximately 5% of a coffeehouse
sold for 300 zolta, three times as much as was paid for a similar part of an adjacent
barbershop (JS, vol. 277, p. 168).

112 For example: the muhr paid by a qahwajÊ who married the daughter of an
expert tailor was a modest 60 ghirsh (JS, vol. 223, p. 327). For inheritance lists of
members of this guild see: JS, vol. 225, p. 145; vol. 266, p. 45, pp. 176-7; vol. 267,
p. 53; vol. 272, pp. 35-6; vol. 286, p. 58.

113 JS, vol. 322, pp. 277-9.
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the socio-economic reality, and as long as this did not change, the
once marginal institution and the guild members who served it ac-
quired and maintained centrality.

B. Municipal services

7. Water carriers (saqq§")

The waterbags (qirab) referred to above were regularly purchased in
bulk by the agents of the central administration for the provision of
the annual caravan to Mecca and Medina, or for special occasions
when large-scale military operations were planned. In daily life they
were seen throughout the entire town as the professional tools of the
water carriers’ guild. Although every house in Jerusalem had cisterns
that stored rain water collected during the winter, the only natural-
ly flowing water came out of the Silwan fountainhead that was quite
close to town, but outside its walls, i.e. at a spot that was fairly re-
mote from all the residential areas. Provision of water for replenish-
ment of the cisterns and for the regular private consumption of the
local population during the long, hot summer days, as well as for
the production of certain vital commodities (e.g. daily bread), was a
major service that the local authorities were expected to extend to
all town dwellers.

The guild of the water carriers (saqq§") was entrusted to ensure the
uninterrupted supply of water to everyone in town. Although it did
not require as much training or knowledge as most of the other guilds
discussed in this work, perhaps for this very reason a relatively large
number of members participated in its daily routine. In the second
decade of the 17th century we identified at least 25 of them, and in
later years, when more than 15 were summoned to court “along with
the rest of the guild’, their number could not have been much dif-
ferent. They were headed by a shaykh appointed by the kadi, and
rather exceptionally also called muqaddam, i.e. foreman. For inexpli-
cable reasons, twice in the early part of the century, the nomina-
tion session was attended, in addition to the guild members, by a
certain master (ust§) muht§r (Turkish: mehter)114 who took an active role

114 This term, which usually referred in Ottoman texts to musicians of different
kinds, also meant “attendant of the baggage, tents etc.”, and in another compound
was related to the escorts of the annual caravan of pilgrims to Mecca (Redhouse,
q.v.). These activities made his presence at the above session quite natural. If,
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in it. Quite a number among them were members of the same fam-
ily, and another element of continuity was provided by the naqÊb of
the guild, an assistant who stayed on when any head was replaced
by another. When a new appointment was made, it was the candi-
date’s “full knowledge” of his profession that was praised in a vari-
ety of superlatives; before being appointed he pledged, as usual, to
treat all members equally. The latter, on the same occasion, had to
pledge to fully obey any instructions he might issue.115

Water had to be supplied to the local population in the course of
every day, but not before sunrise or after sunset, i.e. not during the
night. Since it was meant to provide for every resident as a private
consumer, guild members were not allowed to distribute water to
public institutions such as bathhouses or shops (magh§liq). This re-
striction, issued at the very beginning of the century (1601), stood
to reason: less than 50 years after the reconstruction and renewal of
the water supply system to all public facilities in Jerusalem, it was
expected to function properly, and therefore it did not need to be
added to by the guild—an addition that would bring about an un-
justified rise in the demand for water.

The other part of the kadi’s order sounds less logical: the water
carriers should provide neither the Jews nor the Christians with water.
In the context of Ottoman Jerusalem, where the local population was
regarded as a single unit of consumers, without any imposed quotas
or binding distinctions among the different ethnic and religious
groups, such a prohibition sounds out of tune.

In seeking an explanation we should turn to another warning,
issued by another kadi in 1623. Muslim witnesses reported to the
kadi that the water carriers were selling water to coffeehouses and
grinding mills in town, as well as to the Jews and the Christians. They
drew this water from the cisterns of the Temple Mount, to the point
that they almost dried up during the hot days of mid-August. Mem-
bers of the public could only resort to the “pomegranate” cistern (bÊr

al-rumm§na), located on the Dome of the Rock esplanade (ßaÈn). The
quantity of water left there might still provide for the traditional
believers’ pre-prayer ablution (wu·u"), as well as serve as a source for
the needy (“widows and orphans”). All Muslims could help them-

however, we apply the more usual meaning, i.e. a musician, his presence may well
be related to the musical instruments (most probably cymbals) played by the water
carriers to announce their presence to the local residents at home.

115 MA, vol. 1, pp. 199-203.
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selves to its water, therefore, on condition that they use small recep-
tacles (al-ibrÊq wa’l-jarra"ß-ßaghÊra), and do so only for their own pri-
vate consumption. This regulation was made public in order to enable
the largest possible number of potential users to avail themselves of
this source, hence it naturally—and specifically—ruled out any draw-
ing of water therefrom by guild members. If, however, a guild
member were to try to fill his waterbag (qirba) from this or any oth-
er Temple Mount cistern, he would be subjected to severe beating
and other punishment meted out by the authorities.116 In other words,
the local authorities were very attentive to the needs of the inhab-
itants, particularly towards the end of the summer when the avail-
able water became scarce. However, this ruling excluded Jews and
Christians, who were not allowed on the Temple Mount. In order
to make water accessible to them, too, they probably commissioned
members of the guild to bring it from the cisterns on the Dome of
the Rock esplanade. Whereas water was free for those who helped
themselves to it on the Mount, the minorities (and all other public
facilities mentioned above) were willing to pay for it. From a Mus-
lim perspective this introduced an element of unfair competition:
when the water carriers took out large, “commercial” quantities, they
actually increased the demand for water and limited its supply. To
set the record straight, the authorities issued what clearly looked like
a discriminatory regulation—not so much against the interests of these
relatively small groups, but rather to safeguard those of the Muslim
majority. After all, this was a Muslim state, and even by modern
criteria the government’s first and foremost responsibility was to tend
to the needs and interests of the majority of its people.

For very many years there was no mention of this discriminatory
policy with respect to the supply of water to Jews and Christians—
either in the sijill descriptions of the local reality or in the complaints
sent to Istanbul—and one would tend to assume that the above
complaint, though repeated twice within 20 years, was an exception
to the rule. Then, more than 150 years later, in November 1796,
we find a decree sent to Jerusalem by the governor of Damascus. It
has been brought to his attention that water carriers sell water they
draw from the Temple Mount cisterns to the Christians and Jews
in town. This behavior should be stopped immediately, since this
water is meant to serve only the Muslim scholars who sojourn

116 MA, vol. 1, pp. 203-4.
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(muj§wirån) at al-Aqsa mosque—or more generally to provide for the
needy Muslims of Jerusalem. The governor of Jerusalem, along with
the dignitaries of town, should see to it that this order is fully com-
plied with: if anyone persists in such unlawful behavior, he should
be severely punished, and jailed for an extended period. Moreover,
those who buy the water should also be appropriately punished.117

These three different formulations of the same policy mean that we
cannot regard it as an exception. The recurrence of similar accusa-
tions against this guild after so many years makes them sound much
more substantial than just a kadi’s passing whim. Moreover, the
involvement of the Damascus provincial authorities this time adds
unusual weight to these claims—both administratively and histori-
cally. This was no longer a local issue; it was upgraded and became
sufficiently important to involve the provincial authorities of Dam-
ascus. In a way, this policy is reminiscent of the limitations on Jew-
ish slaughtering in the 16th century: although stemming from pure-
ly economic competition, they were couched in religious terms.118

Here, too, we have an attempt to bring an end to a practice that
put the potential Muslim consumers at a disadvantage vis-à-vis the
Christians and the Jews, invariably using religious considerations and
terms. It should also be noted that the Damascus decree covers several
other issues, mostly Muslim ones, aimed at safeguarding the Mus-
lim character of Jerusalem and its holy sites. For the Ottoman au-
thorities as well as for their Muslim subjects this religious context
had a most authentic sound, but in terms of substance, just as im-
portant were economic considerations—i.e. restraining the scope of
activities and the range of profit making of the water carriers’ guild.

The cisterns of the Temple Mount were a special case in the above
context. Other than that, members of this guild had to regularly
attend to the supply of water to public facilities in town from the
same cisterns. Generally speaking, this was the responsibility of the
guild, but in particular terms, specific water carriers were assigned
to specific spots, for which job they were remunerated on a daily
basis. In 1719, for example, a certain Isma#il al-saqq§" was put in
charge of the daily supply of water to the fountain (sabÊl) near the
mosque of the North Africans (al-magh§riba), to be drawn from the

117 JS, vol. 278. pp. 50-1.
118 See my Jewish Life, pp. 149-150. See also: A. Raymond, “al-saqqa"in fi’l-

Qahira”, in Al-Majalla, no. 18 (Cairo, October 1966), pp. 36-45.
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Temple Mount reservoirs; for this he was allotted a daily stipend of
2 qiã #a mißriyya. In 1720, the head of the guild was entrusted with the
regular filling of the fountain at the gate of the citadel, his daily salary
to be paid from the permanent income of a house in the al-Sharaf
neighborhood that had been endowed particularly for that purpose.
In 1729, another water carrier was appointed to attend to two foun-
tains—that of the Dome of the Rock and that of “the throne” (kursÊ) of
Sulayman, for which duties he was allocated 30 loaves of bread daily
from the soup kitchen of Khasseki Sultan.119

The added value of water sold, even if combined with these steady
salaries, could not have amounted to huge sums of money. One would
therefore think of water carrying as a profession with a low economic
profile. However, several cases we encountered in our registers call
for a revision of this general impression. In 1726 a water carrier
bought a small part of a house in Bab Hitta neighborhood for 12.5
ghirsh; in 1790 another member of the guild bought half a building
in the same neighborhood for 35 ghirsh; in 1803, upon the death of
a water carrier, his heirs inherited a two-story house he had owned.120

These and similar episodes convey a better economic image: their
relatively low rate of income notwithstanding, members of this guild
could save enough money to buy and own real estate, and even
bequeath it to their offspring. This was a result of their being part
of the guild: constituting a part of the entire economic setup of Jeru-
salem, they had their duties but also enjoyed certain privileges—
particularly the exclusive right to sell water to the entire population
all year round. Consequently, they could rely on a reasonably steady
income for their immediate subsistence, and for the acquisition of
some additional assets.

8. Bathhouse janitors (Èamm§mÊ)

The supply of drinking water (to individual consumers as well as to
producers of certain commodities), and its use for ablution, referred
to so far, were the two most important services provided to the
population in this context. There was, however, a third one, offered

119 JS, vol. 215, p. 14; vol. 217, p. 41; vol. 222, p. 90. On “the throne of
Solomon” see G. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems (Beirut, Khayats reprints,
1965), pp. 164-9, 177.

120 JS, vol. 221, p. 168; vol. 272, p. 28; vol. 285, p. 49.
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as a general service by the local authorities—that of public bathhouses
(Èamm§m).121

At the beginning of the 17th century there were four major bath-
houses in Jerusalem: Èamm§m al-sulã§n, Èamm§m al-#ayn, Èamm§m al-batrak

and Èamm§m al-shif§. Each of them was located in a different neigh-
borhood and was leased to a different member of the guild of
bathhouse janitors. Since the janitor had to be knowledgeable in his
work, he usually was a “master” (mu#allim, ust§), and was helped in
carrying out his functions by journeymen and technical assistants
(ß§ni#, mudawlib li’l-Èamm§m§t). To ensure proper service, the kadi had
each guild member vouch for a colleague, undertaking to have him
appear in court whenever summoned. The guild, however, also
included other professionals—the barbers (Èall§q)—as equal mem-
bers whose services were initially available to the public in the bath-
houses, though some of them by now operated separate shops in town.
Each of the two components of the guild definitely required an el-
ement of specialization in the ways they performed their duties, but
the guild as such contained all the members without any distinction.
In the 17th century, the guild would quite often be referred to as
that “of [both] janitors and barbers”. The cumulative figure for guild
members, therefore, was significantly higher than one expected, given
the limited number of bathhouses available. In 1624, for example,
their list reached 16 entries; in 1673, 12 different names were list-
ed.122 There is no way for us to tell who among them was a barber
and who a bathhouse janitor, but there is one indication of a cer-
tain mobility between the two groups. Thus, in 1665 eight “barbers”
requested, and received, the kadi’s approval to appoint a person
whose alias was “the son of the bathhouse janitor” as head of the
barbers. Some of the above group were listed several days later as
“bathhouse janitors”, and since these terms recur in the relevant
documents more than once, we may assume an element of inter-
changeability.123 There must also have been women attendants ca-
tering to the female customers, but unfortunately we did not come

121 See my “Local Trade, International Trade and Government Involvement
in Jerusalem during the Early Ottoman Period’ in Asian and African Studies (hence-
forth: AAS), vol. 12, no.1 (Jerusalem 1978), p. 6 and note 4. See also Cohen and
Lewis, Population and Revenues, pp. 69, 96-7, 104. Cf. A. Raymond, “Les bains publics
au Caire à la fin du XVIIIe siècle” in Annales Islamologiques 18, pp. 129-150.

122 MA, vol. 1, pp. 86-9.
123 MA, vol. 1, pp. 88-9.
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across any reference to them in our sources.
Conceptually, the head of the guild was no different from his peers

in other guilds. Equality among all members was supposed to be his
guiding principle, but he was also expected to draw professional
distinctions among their various ranks and categories.  He was usu-
ally nominated by the local kadi, but at times a request reached
Istanbul and resulted in an official appointment (ber§t) issued there.
He was to be knowledgeable about the professional needs and pos-
sibilities of both elements this guild contained, and was remunerat-
ed for his services with a stipend (waíÊfa). No lease of any bathhouse
could become valid unless the head of the guild was present and gave
his consent, approving the candidate’s qualifications. In the first
decade of the 17th century there seems to have existed a certain link,
perhaps even amounting to an administrative dimension or respon-
sibility, between the guild and Shams al-Din, the mehter baâÌ (Arabic:
muht§r b§shÊ). On several occasions the kadi issued instructions to the
guild members as to how they should run their bathhouses. Wheth-
er these were new or just a reminder of already existing regulations,
they were not issued through the intermediary of a guild head but
rather in the presence, and with the active participation of, the above
Shams al-Din. First, all lessors of bathhouses were warned against
any increase of entrance fees, whether directly or through a sublet.
Second, they were to issue all their Muslim customers clean towels—
large and grey for bathing, small and white for drying up. Third,
they had to keep all bathhouses permanently clean and properly
heated, and no technical staff (laborer—ß§ni#, provider of fuel mat-
ter and igniter of the furnace—waqq§d) should be appointed thereto
without the particular permission of the said Shams al-Din.124 About
50 years later, one of these warnings was repeated in an even more
specific manner: no guild member was to charge any woman seek-
ing to enter the bathhouse more than the regular 1 qiã #a, a recent
precaution relayed to them through a certain “master” Mahmud,
the muht§r b§shÊ of the day. Although in earlier, as well as in later
years, the kadi formally appointed a head of the guild, there were

124 MA, vol. 1, pp. 90-3. The production and supply of towels made of specific
material and particular colors was regarded as yet another element prescribed by
the kadi in the presence of the muht§r of Jerusalem. It was also stated that the size
of the towels should be standardized, 3 Istanbul dhir§# by 1.75 Istanbul dhir§# for
the large, 2.5 Istanbul dhir§# by 2 Damascene dhir§# for the small ones. Cf. W. Hinz,
Islamische Masse und Gewichte (Leiden, 1955), pp. 54-64.
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times when another functionary, himself not a member of it, served
as the crucial link between the authorities and this guild. The re-
currence of this indicates that it was not a personal but rather a
functional matter. As his title indicates, a person in charge of the
musicians, who probably entertained the customers either before or
after they took their bath, was closely associated with the running
of the bathhouses, and was considered reliable enough to be entrusted
with relaying to them the wishes as well as the concerns of the ruler
in lieu of a regular head of the guild.

Of the two professional components that made up this guild, most
public attention went to the bathhouse janitors and the conduct of
their business. Being a barber, on the other hand, seems to have been
a much more straightforward, perhaps even simpler occupation. As
in other guilds, the “masters” employed and trained younger candi-
dates, but after a time had no more binding authority over them:
when, in one case, an apprentice barber reached the age of adult-
hood and expressed his wish to quit and move on, the kadi had to
intervene and make it clear that he was entitled to leave and serve
anyone else he chose.125 A court case dated 1687 sheds considerable
light on the barbers and their public image. One Khalil the Barber
aroused widespread public criticism, expressed through an excep-
tionally large number of dignitaries who came to the court to voice
their grievances against him. They complained that the barber’s shop,
which was located across from the Shar#i court, had become a source
of ongoing gossip and public discomfort. Because of its proximity
to the court, the barber and his customers were well informed about
everything that took place within its walls, which information they
spread widely in town. The greatest damage they caused was to the
Muslim women who passed by this shop on their way to the court,
and whom the barber and his customers would eye shamelessly and
embarrass on all occasions. The kadi was thus requested to impose
a mandatory closure on this barber’s shop and prohibit other mem-
bers of the guild from reopening it in the future. The kadi obliged,
had the shop closed, and its keys returned to its owner, while the
barber moved all his tools to another location.126

The 18th century witnessed several problems of a technical na-
ture related to the water supply of the bathhouses (see below), oth-

125 MA, vol. 1, p. 94.
126 MA, vol. 1, pp. 95-6.
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ers that concerned the Jews and the Christians, as well as working
conditions in those installations. A decree sent by the governor to
the kadi in June 1716 confirmed the basic concept of opening hours,
i.e. mornings allocated for men, afternoons for women. However,
the bathing of all the women together was improper—Jewish and
Christian ladies should be separated from the Muslims, and should
use the premises only on Wednesdays.127 Thirty years later, while
all guild members acceded to the kadi’s insistence on the opening
of the bathhouses in accordance with a certain ruling for daily use
by men, no further reference was made to women, probably because
the above decree was being heeded.128

At the beginning of December 1760, a group of Muslim dignitar-
ies requested the court to issue a ban on the use by the Jews of a
ritual bath (maãbal) they had been operating within al-#Ayn bathhouse.
The kadi agreed, and had it eliminated. Two months later, on Feb-
ruary 7, 1761, another group of local Muslim personages reported
that as a result of a rather broad interpretation of this order, similar
ritual baths had also been eliminated in other bathhouses. Since
unlike the first one, these were neither recent nor was it reported
that they hurt the feelings of the Muslims, the zeal displayed in the
demands for their destruction was exaggerated. The kadi obliged,
and granted the ruling requested for the ritual bath in al-Batrak
bathhouse, located in the Christian neighborhood, as well as the one
in al-Sakhra bathhouse in the Jewish neighborhood: both should be
immediately restored, never to be tampered with in the future.129

In neither case was any reference made to the janitors’ guild; their
responsibility was the proper running of the bathhouses, not the legal
status of any part of their buildings. However, this legal-structural
problem was dealt with in an attempt to placate the Muslim popu-
lation, while also enabling members of the religious minorities to
conduct their traditional rites. As seen earlier in the context of the
water carriers, the privileges of the Muslims were always to be hon-
ored and maintained first; only then would the sanitary needs of the
“protected people” be attended to.

127 JS, vol. 210, p. 86. This brings to mind an earlier (16th century) discri-
minatory policy against the Jews in the Jerusalem bathhouses, see my Jewish Life,
p. 73, p. 239 note 2 (for the Ottoman Turkish original see my Ottoman Documents,
pp. 83-4).

128 JS, vol. 234, p. 266.
129 JS, vol. 243, p. 261; vol. 244, p. 65.
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This does not mean that the high-activity profile projected by the
guild of bathhouse janitors was diminished. Towards the end of 1724,
five of them, the lessors of the five main bathhouses in town, came
to the court along with some 30 of their staff, guards and journey-
men (n§ãur, ß§ni#, mukhaddam). The latter complained that their “mas-
ters” imposed on them duties they had never before been responsi-
ble for: they had them wash the towels of all their customers, Muslim
and non-Muslim alike, then forced them to buy soap, as well as olive
oil (for massaging their customers)—and turned all of these into
regular sources of income, i.e. tek§lÊf-i â§qqa taxes. All of these—except
for the customary buying of olive oil for the bathhouse customers
by the guard—were unauthorized and reprehensible innovations (bid #a

sayyi"a). The staff members produced a legal opinion of the Jerusa-
lem muftÊ stating that all payments made by the customers for ser-
vices rendered in the bathhouse were discretionary and the “mas-
ter” lessors were not supposed to interfere or demand any share in
them.130 The unusually large number of contenders present at the
court conveys the impression of a widespread practice, rather than
the exceptional misconduct of an individual. The attempts to en-
croach on the established rights of the working class reflect a grow-
ing demand for the services they offered at the bathhouses, which
enabled the “masters” to exact illegal impositions under the threat
of expulsion from their work. We could not, unfortunately, estab-
lish the exact reasons for this new development: was it a result of a
growing number of applicants for the jobs of attendants, or of a
growing demand for the services of the “masters” owing to a cer-
tain upsurge in the number of customers?

Other indications of the growing pressure on the lease of bath-
houses (which may have been related to the general inflation that
the Ottoman economy underwent in the 18th century) may be gath-
ered from the court proceedings of March 1737. A group of mem-
bers of the janitors” guild competed in court as to the rent to be paid
for the lease of al-Sakhra bathhouse. Those who finally won under-
took to pay a daily sum of 22 qiã #a silver coins, i.e. 22 zolta per month,
to be remitted to the endowment at the beginning of each month.
If, for any reason, the lessor would not be in a position to honor his
lease, he would nevertheless be held liable to pay for the entire year.
Moreover, the lessor also pledged to have doors and other architec-

130 JS, vol. 220, pp. 7-8. The bathhouses referred to were al-#Ayn, al-Shifa, al-
Sultan, al-Sayyida Maryam and al-Batraq.
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tural elements there repaired out of his own resources. A few days
later, another guild member leased two other bathhouses, adding 10%
to the rent formerly agreed upon (a daily 110 qiã #a for the entire al-
Shifa and 50% of al-#Ayn)—thus confirming the same trend for much
more active, and lucrative, bathhouses in other parts of town.131

These instances in fact signalled the existence of a general curve,
so to speak, that was valid in other parts of the century and for
different bathhouses. The guild member who leased al-Shifa bath-
house in 1718, for example, agreed to pay an increase of 10% over
what his predecessor paid; the lessors of al-Sultan bathhouse paid
even more for their lease. Four years later a sum of 24 ghirsh was
paid by a guild member (and his military partner) as a substantial
down payment towards further expenses on refurbishing the same
bathhouse of al-Sultan.132 The increase of these and similar remit-
tances means that the lessors were hoping to collect even more from
their customers. This may have been linked to a growing demand
for their services as a result of a rising standard of living, but it was
affected even more by the difficulties in the supply of water to the
network. The diminishing quantities of water arriving in town dur-
ing the 18th century were a direct result of the deteriorating secu-
rity conditions along the aqueduct that provided Jerusalem with water
from its distant source, south of Bethlehem.  Consequently, guild
members reported water-supply problems, even reaching the point
of shutting down an occasional bathhouse.133 Other problems
stemmed from poor maintenance and a variety of natural causes
(earthquakes, torrential rains) that brought about serious disruptions.
In order to reactivate the al-Sultan bathhouse, described as being
“in ruins”, in 1734 its lessor had to invest some 300 ghirsh on repairs
and refurbishing. The following year two bathhouses could hardly
function because of water shortages, and they resumed their normal
functioning only after a massive input of money and work by the
town’s chief builder (mi#m§r b§shÊ). In 1760 a breakdown of the heat-
ing system occurred in another bathhouse, its repair estimated at
about 400 zolta.134 Needless to say, in these and other cases the res-

131 JS, vol. 228, pp. 262, 265.
132 JS, vol. 213, pp. 20-1; vol. 215, p. 144.
133 JS, vol. 215, p. 205. On the responsibility of the villagers of Bethlehem and

Bayt Jala to maintain the aqueduct see: JS, vol. 235, p. 366; on other aspects see
vol. 235, pp. 340, 344; vol. 214, p. 246.

134 JS, vol. 227, pp. 130, 264; vol. 244, p. 99.
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toration had to be fully financed from the income of these bathhouses.
All of these notwithstanding, the profit made on these leases was
sufficiently large to enable them to absorb the unexpected expenses
and still leave the guild members with a handsome revenue. In 1766,
for example, when a partnership that had leased al-#Ayn and al-Batrak
bathhouses was dissolved after one year of operation, the janitors
involved could split a net profit of 230 zolta, plus another 100 worth
of equipment accumulated there.135

The barbers, equal members of this guild, were similarly well-
provided, as may be gleaned from some of their inheritances: in 1752
a deceased barber left an inheritance estimated at more than 100
zolta ; another, who died in 1776, owned livestock, a house in al-
Maghariba neighborhood and many other items estimated at 638
zolta; in 1784 a barber’s inheritance included the house he owned
in Bab Hitta neighborhood, totalling 250 zolta; in 1793 another in-
heritance came to 465 zolta, including a house at Bab Hitta and
beehives in the neighboring al-#Azariyya village.136 Membership in
the guild, conferred or confirmed by the kadi primarily to ensure
the supply of proper services to the population, carried with it not
just functional responsibilities but also personal benefits that made
it a lucrative attainment.

9. Scavengers (zabb§l, tarr§b, mu#azzil al-murtafaq§t)

Socially one of the less impressive groups of professions was that
dealing with the cleaning of public facilities. Descriptions of the open
sewage flowing in the polluted streets of Cairo, written by some of
the French who accompanied Napoleon to Egypt in the late 18th
century, impressed anyone who read them, and accorded with many
similar travellers’ reports about other Ottoman urban centres, Jeru-
salem included. All of these towns lacked a regular municipal au-
thority or town council that we might expect to attend to such
matters, while the provincial administration displayed steadily less

135 JS, vol. 227, p. 317; vol. 250, p. 152. In 1724 a janitor bought the upper
floor of a house for 130 ghirsh, and in 1742 a janitor sold half a house for 180 zolta
(JS, vol. 220, p. 7; vol. 232, p. 63).

136 JS, vol. 237, p. 263; vol. 258, p. 7; vol. 265, p. 12; vol. 266, p. 28; vol. 275,
p. 28. For a variety of properties owned by barbers see also: vol. 211, p. 148; vol.
224, pp. 29, 48; vol. 237, p. 25; vol. 239, p. 104; vol. 242, p. 124. It is worth pointing
out that some of the barbershops were located either next to a bathhouse or in
close proximity to a coffeehouse.
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and less genuine interest in the well-being or health conditions of
the population.

Against such a backdrop one could easily  arrive at negative con-
clusions about the nature of public life, where no municipal servic-
es were to be sought or found. However, we have seen so far that
in a town like Jerusalem water supply was an important problem that
was addressed by the local kadi, with the financial and administra-
tive backing of Istanbul. Likewise, the town generated all sorts of
garbage, and its disposal was attended to by this same representa-
tive of the state apparatus through the local machinery of the guild
system.137

In the 17th century there was already an element of specializa-
tion in this sphere: Jerusalem had a guild of zabb§lÊn and another
one of tarr§bÊn . The former, as its name indicates, was in charge of
cleaning the garbage from private houses and their immediate sur-
roundings. About ten different garbage cleaners were identified at
the beginning of the century, and their professional activity was, as
with the bathhouse janitors, coordinated by Shams al-Din, the me-

hter baâÌ. They pledged to pursue their line of work the whole year
round, both in the summer when the need for it was vitally felt, and
in the winter when some of them tended to neglect their duties. The
kadi warned them particularly against entering any residential pre-
mises, even if it were just a basement, to collect the garbage with-
out first receiving the owner’s specific permission. The guild mem-
bers not only assented to this regulation but also had to vouch for
one another, promising that they would fully abide by it.138

 In the 1620s and 1630s we encounter the other guild, the tarr§bÊn,
whose name is a derivative from tur§b, soil or dirt.139 We have no
indication of street-sweeping activities, as their name may have sig-
nified; it rather implies the removal of other granular substance—
the residue of the olive oil and other chemicals used in the process
of soap production. In 1639 the head of the guild undertook to treat
all guild members equally “according to their old custom”, imply-

137 For earlier references to this major contribution of the kadi to the regular
attendance to certain hygienic standards of the town as well as to the well-being
of its inhabitants see JS, vol. 35, p. 356 (1570); vol. 55, p. 535 (1573). For a Hebrew
translation of these particular sijills see my Jews in a Moslem Court (in Hebrew)
(Jerusalem, 1993), pp. 222, 227-8.

138 MA, vol. 1, pp. 190-1.
139 MA, vol. 1, pp. 54-5.
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ing a well-established activity. Soap production was, indeed, an old
tradition in Jerusalem, and the approximately 20 soap factories
operating in town ever since the first Ottoman century must have
discharged a substantial quantity of refuse.140 The guild’s responsi-
bility was to remove it from the residential areas and even from the
town walls, since dumping the soap-waste next to the walls of Jeru-
salem would have led to acid corrosion of the limestone. Moreover,
when the court speaks of “removing the residue of the soap facto-
ries and other [institutions]” it implies the existence of additional
sources, e.g. ashes from bathhouse furnaces. All this waste had to
be disposed of far from town, and the accumulation near town of
many decades’ deposits eventually became quite distinctive in what
was referred to in the 19th century as “the soap factories” mounds/
heaps’ (tulål al-maß§bin). At this stage, however, the authorities’ main
concern was to avoid dumping it in open spaces, where it might
damage agricultural crops. In 1627, therefore, the kadi instructed
the head of the guild to keep his colleagues from disposing of this
refuse in vineyards and groves (kuråm), or in vegetable gardens (Èaw§kÊr)
in the vicinity of Jerusalem. The surprising element comes at the very
end of the kadi’s instructions: “the refuse (tur§b) should be dumped
in its place and the garbage (zib§la) should be dumped in the gar-
bage [disposal] place”. The distinction was still valid in terms of the
substance, but it seems that the members of this guild dealt with both.
The absence of any reproachful comment as to this apparent trans-
gression, combined with the lack of any further appearance in our
sources of any zabb§lÊn either in this or in the following century, leads
to one conclusion: sometime in the 17th century there seems to have
been a fusion of these two complementary guilds, and that of the
tarr§bÊn prevailed.

This guild continued to function regularly during the 18th cen-
tury. In 1711 the kadi agreed to the request of several of its mem-
bers to appoint Ahmad al-Jibali as their head, and instructed him
to treat them all equally. Eight years later a certain Hasan was
appointed to the same position, the guild being described as “those
who remove the dirt and the garbage (qim§m§t)”, yet another indi-
cation of the guild’s new, amalgamated nature. In 1723, following
complaints against the head of the guild for not implementing the
mandatory equality among its members, the kadi appointed a new

140 See my Economic Life, pp. 63-86.
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one, #Awda al-Jibali. On this occasion we finally find definitive
proof that this is “the guild of [both] the tarr§bÊn and the zabb§lÊn”.
Then in 1728, upon the appointment of Shihada al-Jibali as head,
light is shed on another feature of the guild: none of its members
are to undertake the sweeping of the monasteries “and other” in-
stitutions without his specific authorization. The following year al-

È§jj Badr al-Jibali was appointed shaykh, and he pledged to treat all
members equally in all that concerned the guild. Other heads were
appointed in 1734 and 1745, and also bore the nisba title al-Jiba-
li.141

In the early 1720s we are introduced to other people referred to
as al-Jibali, only this time theirs is a different guild: “those who empty
the latrines”(al-murtafaq§t). When the appointment was announced
and the customary pledge to treat all guild members equally was
made, the kadi warned the “al-Jibali group”( ã§"ifa) that none among
them may practice emptying these lavatories (al-murtafaq§t wa’l-bal§#§t)
without their head’s authorization.142

The title “al-Jibali”, which we have seen so closely associated with
these guilds in the 18th century, calls for special attention. In 1721
this group (ã§"ifa) was referred to as having lived in Jerusalem for a
long time, but still keeping their specific character. They are regarded
as “very beneficial” to the town, importing ( jalb) a variety of provi-
sions (dhakh§"ir wa-ghayruh§) to it—which leads us to surmise contacts
with other regions and an element of mobility.143 Then, in Septem-
ber 1732, a decree was sent from the vali of Damascus to the gov-
ernor of Jerusalem, summing up a sultanic injunction that had ar-
rived from Istanbul. The Sublime Porte ordered back to their original
places of abode (awã§n) the former inhabitants of the Gaza district
who had moved into the Jerusalem and Nablus districts, and also
into the town of Hebron. The vali of Damascus reports that during
his tour of Palestine for the annual collection of taxes (dawra), he did
actually relocate some of them. However, since there still remained
in Jerusalem uninvited residents originally from the area of Gaza and
Ramle, the governor of Jerusalem should immediately return them
“to their places”. These subjects are referred to as “jib§liya wa-ghayru-

hum”—which is most helpful in solving the above problem. The “al-

141 JS, vol. 207, p. 50; vol. 214, p. 7; vol. 222, p. 113; vol. 223, p. 155; vol.
227, pp. 65, 178; vol. 233, p. 298.

142 JS, vol. 215, p. 9; vol. 217, p. 183.
143 JS, vol. 217, p. 19.
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Jibali” we encountered so often in the above guild had, actually, orig-
inated from the port of Gaza, probably from al-Jibaliya village, north
of the town itself. 144 Sometime in the late 16th century and for
reasons unknown, some families emigrated from there to Jerusalem,
where they decided to stay. These Jibalis maintained close contacts
with their former village and with Gaza its urban centre—hence their
continuing contribution to the incoming trade to Jerusalem (e.g. rice
arriving from Gaza); but the more incorporated they became into
Jerusalem’s local network, the more they had to find themselves an
economic niche of their own. The guilds that were in charge of public
sanitation—a sector that could be of little attraction to any element
among the deeply-rooted, regular inhabitants of Jerusalem—seem
to have offered these newcomers (not unlike more recent examples
we encounter in contemporary urban societies) a possible outlet that
they seized in the 1620s and 1630s almost to the point of mono-
polization. Their integration was not easily accomplished, was prob-
ably even resented (once again ringing familiar bells) by certain el-
ements in the local population, as reflected in the above decrees of
the central as well as the provincial authorities. The above order to
have them expelled does not remain in the general realm of a the-
oretical decree; it ends with a specific attempt to give it teeth: the
Jerusalem governor will answer for any neglect, and pay an indemnity
of 50 ghirsh for each Jibali who might remain in town.145

As postscript to all this it should be noted that in keeping with
the general decline of the Ottoman administration in the 18th cen-
tury, this decree was not heeded. In later years we come across many
references to Jibali inhabitants in Jerusalem, holding properties near
Gaza and acquiring new ones in and around Jerusalem. They were
still regarded as a separate category; then in 1759 we discover how
this came about: many members of this “group”(ã§"ifa) came to the
court where they recounted how every year they had paid a certain
amount of money to the governor in return for his support and
protection. One of them claimed to be exempted from this imposi-
tion by a sultanic decree issued in 1745. In other words, the Jibalis
did not remain in Jerusalem by default, but rather after having at-
tained permission to do so from the administrative representatives
of the central government. 146  

144 W.-D. Hütteroth and K. Abdulfattah, Historical Geography of Palestine,
Transjordan and Syria in the Late 16th Century (Erlangen, 1977), p. 144.

145 JS, vol. 225, p. 188.
146 JS, vol. 233, p. 57; vol. 234, p. 40; vol. 243, p. 4. A court record from 1788
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10. Washers of the dead  (mughassilå ’l-amw§t)

Water was used not only for the living, but also for the dead. Ac-
cording to Muslim tradition the corpse must be washed, then shroud-
ed, before it is buried and prayers are recited for it. In the 17th
century this particular guild was quite active, exclusively attending
to the washing and shrouding of the dead, headed by a shaykh who
was well versed both in the teachings of the Shari#a and in the
practical aspects of this occupation, including the collection of the
dues they were entitled to for services rendered. The kadi was more
directly involved in the conduct of their religious and social role, e.g.
his insistence that they prepare the dead for burial just before noon
or afternoon prayer, so that the burial would not affect the daily
prayer schedule.147

The same guild went on functioning along the same lines in the
18th century. In 1711, for example, eight of its members (some of
them related to one another) came to the kadi and asked that he
appoint a certain one of them as head of the guild. The kadi agreed,
and their candidate was then appointed. Three years later, in Feb-
ruary 1714, the kadi interfered in an attempt to redress a procedure
that seemed to have encumbered their professional activities for quite
a while. Relatives of the deceased, whether he was young or old, had
first to address the court clerk in charge of the distribution of inher-
itances (qass§m), and acquire from him a document confirming that
the division among the heirs had been carried out according to the
prescriptions of Islamic law. No guild member could initiate even
the early stages of his routine unless presented with a written doc-
ument to that effect. However, on certain occasions when no au-
thoritative functionary could be reached at the court, the corpse was
not attended to, let alone washed and shrouded, thus unnecessarily
augmenting the bereaved family’s grief. Moreover, some guild mem-
bers, knowing the relatives’ anxiety to have their dear ones buried
as quickly as possible, took advantage of this opportunity to extort
exorbitant payments. The kadi branded all these practices “illicit
novelties”(bid #a), and ruled that they must cease. In such a situation

describes another annual payment the Jibalis living in Jerusalem had to pay a
bedouin tribe residing on the Mediterranean coast, probably near Gaza (vol. 268,
pp. 136-7). All these levies were no trifles, but were worthwhile to ensure the right
to reside in Jerusalem.

147 MA, vol. 2, pp. 201-3.
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the washers of the dead had to assume their responsibilities without
recourse to any written document, and were not free to decide upon
their remuneration. The rate to be charged for washing and pre-
paring the dead for burial had been fixed: 10 qiã #a from the rich, 5
from the poor, and no charge at all from the very poor. These new
instructions were announced by the public criers in town, and guild
members were warned that if any of them charged a higher rate,
they would be fined.148  

The washers, like members of other guilds, were men only. In this
case, however, the need to show propriety and respect towards all
the deceased made female participation incumbent. The above in-
junctions were addressed to a variety of people concerned, includ-
ing one Alfiyya, a woman washer. In 1722 the head of the guild,
along with several of his colleagues, presented the kadi with three
different women who were allegedly most knowledgeable about
washing deceased women. They asked him to permit them to apply
their expertise formally as female members of the guild, provided
they charged a fee identical to the one determined in the sijill. The
request was granted, with a special proviso: no other woman would
indulge in the washing of the deceased.149 Only approved guild
members were entitled to perform the functions conferred upon it.

11-12. Undertakers (Èamm§lå’l-mawt§) and diggers (Èaff§rån)

The guild of undertakers (Èamm§lå’l-mawt§, lit.: “the carriers of the
dead”), although separate from that of the washers, was very close-
ly related to it, and some of their members interchanged.150 This in-
teraction was not just personal but structural as well. When, for
example, two new heads were appointed for the undertakers’ guild
in 1625, they were instructed by the kadi as to how they should run
their affairs, which also included the washing of the deceased. The
various official tariffs for the undertakers’ guild, prescribed by the
kadi, include sundry payments to the washers, as if they shared the
same guild.

 Their major function, however, was the transportation of the dead

148 JS, vol. 207, p. 60; vol. 209, p. 9.
149 JS, vol. 217, p. 241.
150 For example: Ya#qub son of Ya#qub, who in 1619 appeared on the name-

list of undertakers, was appointed six years later as head of the washers’ guild (MA,
vol. 1, pp. 80-1; vol. 2, p. 201).
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to their burial grounds. In 1619 there were four different such sites
in Jerusalem, in conjunction with which the undertakers were enti-
tled to levy a special charge: carrying the coffin to the more distant
Ma"man Allah (now known as Mamilla) cemetery cost 5 qiã #a mißriyya,
while carrying it to the three other cemeteries (Bab al-Rahma, al-
Yusufiyya, al-Sahira) cost only 4.151 Twenty-five years later the rate
was raised to 8 for the first and the last of these, 6 for the other two.
The undertakers were also entitled to 1 qiã #a for fetching the plat-
form (dikka) on which the pre-burial washing was carried out, whereas
no payment was authorized for conveying the coffin and the special
cloth wrapping that covered it. In 1653 the actual carrying of the
coffin cost 10 qiã #a for a large saÈliyya that four people had to carry,
only 4 for the small one, the washing of the deceased came to 6,
then 2 for whoever poured the water, and another 2 for the actual
lowering of the body into the grave.

The head of the guild who collected all these charges was instructed
by the kadi to divide them equally among the guild members, of
which there were about ten (some of them fathers and sons, others
brothers or cousins, most of them of Persian extraction, i.e. once
again: foreigners from remote countries) in different years of the 17th
century.152

Another special guild was that of the grave-diggers (Èaff§rån), closely
related to the others involved in burying the dead. On one occasion
we encountered even a formal link between two of them: in 1626 a
certain Da"ud al-Ramli was appointed head of the washers’ guild,
concurrently with his appointment as head of the diggers. This implies
not only a degree of professional expertise in both fields, but also
an authoritative position accepted by members of the two guilds—
which was a sine qua non for properly discharging the responsibility
that this double title carried with it. If we bear in mind the above
instance of double responsibility for two other guilds, we reach a more
general conclusion: the high degree of professional specialization

151 True, the cemetery of Ma"man Allah (commonly known as Mamilla) was,
relatively speaking, somewhat farther away from the city gates than the other three,
but this was not the only reason, perhaps not even the most important one, for
the different rate charged. Mamilla was regarded as “the largest cemetery of [that]
town”, where many famous Muslim dignitaries had been buried over the ages
(cf. Mujir al-Din, vol. 2, p. 64; for the other cemeteries see ibid., pp. 63-5 and passim).
For a detailed description of these cemeteries see: Kamel Asali, Islamic Mausolea
and Cemeteries in Jerusalem(Amman, 1981) (in Arabic), pp. 117-45.

152 MA, vol. 1, pp. 82-5.
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we witness in the realm of the dead did not rule out a significant
degree of cooperation among the three guilds involved—a certain
unity within diversity.

On one occasion this guild was referred to as “the diggers and
the builders”, relating to the two main aspects of their craft. They
first had to dig an appropriate grave, then build its supporting walls
and cover, in one of the four conventional cemeteries for the Mus-
lim inhabitants of Jerusalem. In the case of this town, so rich in history
and historic relics, the kadi had to warn them to refrain from using
old stones or old paving tiles.153 The preparation of graves cost dif-
ferent prices at different spots: for using old graves a sum of 8 qiã #a

at Mamilla cemetery, 5 at each of the other three; for digging a new
one at Mamilla 11/3 ghirsh had to be paid, 1 ghirsh at the other places.
To ensure proper standards, the person who commissioned the job
had to be present while the grave was actually dug, along with the
shaykh in charge of each cemetery. However, under no circumstances
was an old grave to be recycled unless the old bones it contained
had fully disintegrated.154

The Jewish diggers were a special case. They, too, had to acquire
a specific authorization from the kadi to practice their craft, although
their permit applied only to the Jewish cemetery located near the
village of Silwan just south of town. In 1649 a certain Hayyim the
North African (al-maghribÊ) was appointed as the authorized Jewish
digger, to the exclusion of any other person who might wish to dig
graves in that cemetery. Four years later the heads of the Jewish
community reported to the kadi that there was a substantial num-
ber of Jews who dug graves for their coreligionists, for which work
they charged exorbitant sums of money. A certain member of their
community, their report went on, was willing to save the abject
and the needy among them all these expenses, offering to perform
this service free of charge. The kadi acceded to their request, pro-
hibited digging by anyone else, and issued a permit to the above Jew
to perform this free service to his community. A year later the Sub-
lime Porte was approached, then issued a document appointing two
other Jews to be the only official diggers for their community. The
kadi had it registered in the court records, and also prohibited any-
one else from countermanding it.155 This rather hectic pace of ap-

153 MA, vol. 1, p. 69-70.
154 MA, vol. 1, pp. 73-4.
155 MA, vol. 1, pp. 71-3. On Jewish diggers in the 16th century see my Jewish

Life, p. 88; A World Within (Philadelphia, 1994), vol. I, p. 87.
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pointments for an apparently minor position indicates that, for the
community involved, an authorized grave-digger was of much greater
importance than we might otherwise surmise.

13. Tourist guides (d§llån)

Jerusalem was not only rich in historic Islamic traditions; it also
encompassed several sites that were held sacred by every Believer
and generated a steady flow of Muslim visitors. The focus of all these
was the Temple Mount, with the Dome of the Rock and al-Aqsa
mosque. Some of the visitors preferred to stay there for an extend-
ed period, joining study circles of distinguished scholars; others came
for a brief visit to these and related tourist attractions, either in the
course of their travels or on their way back from the annual pilgrim-
age to Mecca and Medina. All of them were offered assistance and
guidance by the members of the guild of the guides (d§llån) ”to the
pilgrimage sites (maq§m§t al-ziy§ra) at the Dome of the Rock and al-
Aqsa mosque”.

The guild had ten members, one of whom was the head; it was
very zealous in guarding their vested interests. They apparently had
ample reason to be anxious: in 1641 it was reported to the kadi that
unauthorized guides were meeting the pilgrims outside Jerusalem’s
walls and showing them around the holy sites, their faulty knowl-
edge notwithstanding. Moreover, other individuals were selling the
visitors figurines made of clay, allegedly taken from the cave situat-
ed beneath the Dome of the Rock and representing historical fig-
ures—claims that were baseless factually and harmful financially.
Thus the kadi instructed “stocky #Abd al-Qadir”, the head of the
guild, to stop anyone who tried to behave in such unauthorized ways,
and if necessary, bring them to the court where they would be pun-
ished. All guild members were to be equally treated by the head,
but each guide was to be left alone to handle his own customers,
without interference by others. The head was also to stop any sales
of the kind just mentioned, as well as insist that each of the staff of
the Temple Mount stay within his allocated area and address the
visitors there, while refraining from showing them around other areas.
However, if high-ranking individuals wished to visit these places, their
tours should not be conducted by ordinary guild members; only
handpicked top staff of the Temple Mount (the deputy shaykh al-Èaram

and the deputy n§íir) could guide them there. And finally, no one
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was to be allowed to intercept the pilgrims outside the town gates
and monopolize them.156

Another category of tourists, mentioned above in a different con-
text, were the Christian pilgrims. These were not (nor the Jewish ones
for that matter) allowed on the Temple Mount, and were probably
guided to their respective holy and historical sites by local members
of their own creed whose special role was based, among other things,
on the fact that they spoke their language. However, these pilgrims
undoubtedly attracted a variety of people willing to offer them their
services for the right price. Allegedly sacred relics and other memen-
tos—among them prayer beads and rosaries—were in demand by
Christian visitors. In 1734, two local Christians who sold such rosa-
ries complained of two other Christians who usually produced them.
According to their complaint, these producers would carve all kinds
of beads from camel bones, then sell them as well, thereby creating
an unfair element of competition. The kadi supported their basic
assumption, i.e. that each specialized craftsman should practice only
his own profession; hence he summoned the accused to his court and,
while sanctioning their role as producers of such items, prohibited
them from interfering in the promotion and actual sale of such tourist
mementos.157

14. Beauticians (muzayyina, mumashshiãa)

Active participation of women in the economically organized guild
life was rather limited. Their involvement was primarily related to
other women, as we have already seen in the context of washing
corpses. Not less important, quite naturally, was attending to the
beautification of the live female members of the congregation. This
was done mainly for the occasion of marriage, when the services of
professional beauticians were sought. As with any other profession,
the women who were to take charge of cosmetics were appointed
by the kadi. Judging by their names, they were quite advanced in
age: the two beauticians confirmed in their job in 1657 bore the title
È§jja, i.e. both of them had been to the annual pilgrimage to Mecca
and Medina, a religious duty not usually performed by young or
recently wed women.

The main function of the beautician was to apply makeup (hence

156 MA, vol. 1, pp. 138-9.
157 JS, vol. 227, p. 175.
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their name muzayyina) to the face and hands of the bride, as well as
to those of her female relatives. Also important was to do their hair
(tamshÊã), and perform sundry services expected for the occasion. Other
women might also perform these, if they were specifically authorized
by the officially assigned beauticians, for which permit they very likely
had to pay. On these happy occasions music was also played, hence
the official “musician” (Turkish: mehter, Arabic: muht§r),158 who was
deeply involved in the event, was formally warned not to interfere
in the beautician’s work, and not to take more than the customary
5 qiã #a silver coins for each wedding.159 This was just a fraction of
the regular payment on this occasion: in 1721, two sisters and a third
woman, all referred to as “wedding ladies” (faraÈiyya), were instruct-
ed to pay 2 sikka gold coins for each of the three weddings they did
not attend as assigned.160

15. Physicians (ãabÊb, jarr§È)

The nature of most public institutions in Jerusalem was either com-
mercial (markets, factories, shops) or religious (mosques, churches,
synagogues). The latter ministered to the soul, but some attention
also had to be paid to the human body when in need. The one (and
only) hospital in Ottoman Jerusalem in the period under review was
centrally located close to the main church, the Holy Sepulchre, as
well as to some of the main markets, and was called al-bÊm§rist§n al-

ßal§ÈÊ. This was not a recent addition to the town, but as may be
gathered from its name, it belonged to the endowment of Salah al-
Din al-Ayyubi, going back to much earlier times.161 The Ottomans,

158 We have not come across a guild of musicians, though a few references
indicate their existence in Jerusalem. The mehter was probably in charge of the
various forms of drum beating, used in order to make a variety of public
announcements. His appointment, as well as his stipend, were decreed in Istanbul,
although we may assume that he collected certain benefits from the guilds he was
involved with, in addition to his daily remuneration financed by the Cave of the
Patriarchs’ endowment (sim§ã al-khalÊl). The main guilds he was associated with were
the bathhouse operators, the public criers, the water sellers, the #åd players and
the beauticians. These were all professions that would attract public attention by
one form or another of drum beating (daqq al-ãibl), also regularly performed at the
Jaffa gate after the #aßr prayer, i.e. at dusk, by way of announcing the closing of
the town gates (MA, vol. 2, pp. 243-6; JS, vol. 235, p. 21; vol. 262, p. 63; vol.
264, p. 19).

159 MA, vol. 2, p. 163.
160 JS, vol. 215, p. 78.
161 #Årif al-#Årif, Al-Mufaßßal fÊ ta"rÊkh al-Quds (Jerusalem, 1961), pp. 178-9; M.H.
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however, took charge of the ongoing expenses; most important, they
paid the salary of the physicians who practiced there.

The position of a surgeon ( jarr§È) was financed by the poll-tax ( jizya)
payments levied annually from the Christians of Jerusalem. There
were actually several physicians serving there concurrently: in 1605
“master” Ibrahim was appointed surgeon there, replacing his father
who had just given up that position; in 1608 another surgeon, the
rayyis (“chief”) Ahmad, took over from his grandfather, Muhammad
the physician (al-muãabbib), upon his death; on the very same day
another rayyis, Musa the surgeon, was also appointed in the deceased
Muhammad’s stead. Their different salaries (1, 12 and 6 qiã #a daily,
respectively) indicate different ranks and responsibilities of otherwise
fully qualified doctors whom the kadi formally appointed; there may
also have been a few more.162 To head all the physicians (including
all those called jarr§È, ãabÊb and ÈakÊm), the kadi appointed a head of
the guild whom they had to consult on each case they treated, while
he was instructed to conduct himself equally towards them all. When
appointing the new head, the kadi extolled his professional qualities
and distinguished medical career, stressing that he had reached the
highest rank possible in the medical profession. This was an achieve-
ment based on competence. The kadi did not fail, however, to
mention yet another relevant fact, i.e. the candidate’s origin: he was
the son of the guild’s former head.163 True, all of these attributes
may have been interrelated, and his excellence may have been a direct
result of the right kind of instruction received from his father, the
old master. However, the very fact that he had been born into the
right family seemed to be most relevant in this profession, more so
than in other guilds.

The rank of “head” definitely brought much prestige with it, but
the most important source of prestige was the professional expertise
itself that had accumulated over earlier years. Thus, for example,
in 1644 the master surgeon Muhi al-Din was consulted by the kadi
on a matter of malpractice; he was then asked to perform another
circumcision operation to relieve a suffering young patient. Only later
was he appointed head of the guild, and the kadi ruled that no cir-

Burgoyne, Mamluk Jerusalem, (1987), pp. 62, 66, 299, 580; Mujir al-Din, vol. 2, pp.
47, 53; Asali, Islamic Institutions, pp. 294-7; MA, vol. 1, p. 26, note 1.

162 MA, vol. 1, pp. 26-8.
163 MA, vol. 1, pp. 29-30.
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cumcision was to be performed in Jerusalem without his explicit
permission.164

As one might expect in this rather delicate line of professional
activity, the kadi’s permission to practice medicine was always re-
quired. Moreover, when someone proved unworthy of the title, as
occurred in the case just described, or in another earlier one, in 1602,
it was the kadi who withdrew the right to practice medicine in the
future.165 There were also people who, though not guild members,
did actually practice some sort of traditional medicine, and in sen-
sitive moments involved the court in their business. Thus, in 1628
a peasant from neighboring Bayt Safafa village undertook to remove
a cancerous tumor from the mouth of a desperate patient, the latter
absolving him of any responsibility in case of a fatal accident. The
kadi gave his approval to this rather exceptional agreement, to which
all parties, including the immediate relatives of the patient, gave their
unqualified consent.166

The kadi was also regularly involved in the appointment of med-
ical staff other than the physicians themselves. The Salahi hospital
treated both physical and mental patients, and employed male nurses
for the two different departments. Although a daily salary of 2 qiã #a

was paid for this job, it seems to have had its built-in difficulties. In
1602, for example, Musa the carpenter, who had also been employed
as a male nurse, was dismissed because of his lengthy absence from
town (seven consecutive years!). He was replaced by another part-
time job seeker, Hasan the water-carrier, who was appointed by the
kadi for the same salary. The following year this new recruit too
decided to quit, and the kadi appointed a third person; when this
one died some seven years later, the kadi appointed his son in his
place.167 

The parameters described for the 17th century remained valid
during the century that followed. The head physician and chief
surgeon at the Salahi hospital were still appointed by the kadi, who,
similar to the previous pattern, preferred to invest these powers and
responsibilities with the descendants of a deceased holder of the same
positions. Their salary, however, a daily 4 qiã #a in the early 1720s
and the late 1780s, was paid from the income of the Salahi endow-

164 MA, vol. 1, pp. 28-9.
165 MA, vol. 1, p. 30.
166 MA, vol. 1, p. 33.
167 MA, vol. 1, pp. 31-2.
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ment.168 Some of the Jerusalem doctors were Jewish, and therefore
could not be on the payroll of the Muslim endowment or serve
regularly on the hospital’s staff. They treated patients privately, as
did some Jewish women who were trained oculists (kaÈÈ§la). Judg-
ing by testimonies recorded in the Shar#i court, their medical expertise
was generally acknowledged and their practice was widely respect-
ed within the local community, irrespective of their religion or eth-
nic group. However, not unlike during later centuries, sometimes the
medical treatment went wrong and relatives of the injured party sued
them for malpractice. The potential bias against the accused Jewish
party notwithstanding, the kadi addressed these cases with utmost
caution, and did not hesitate on some occasions to fully support the
medical personnel involved: in 1711 he exonerated a Jewish doctor
blamed for a Muslim woman’s miscarriage allegedly caused by a
wrong concoction he had administered during her pregnancy; in 1784
a Muslim patient died as a result of a urological operation performed
by a Jewish surgeon, but after serious consideration and advice
obtained from expert witnesses the kadi rejected the accusation of
malpractice brought against him by the family of the deceased; in
1760 a claim against a female Jewish oculist was dismissed when the
Muslim dignitary who had complained of her alleged wrongdoing
admitted that the treatment she gave him was not the cause of his
eye problems.169 Sometimes, as we learn from a court ruling dated
1719, the kadi even gave his full support to a Jewish doctor against
the leadership of his own congregation: this person of modest re-
sources and an advanced age was not to be subjected by them to
any taxes or other impositions, as was clearly stated in a sultanic ex-
emption he had been granted for the help and free treatment to be
administered to needy Muslim patients—a worthy cause he had been
involved in for many years.170 Time and again the kadi emerges as
the functionary who not only played an important technical role in
the orderly running of the guild system but also, more generally and
no less important, upheld the true interests of the community as a
whole.

168 JS, vol. 218, p. 136; vol. 269, p. 147.
169 JS, vol. 207, p. 21; vol. 243, p. 274; vol. 265, p. 36.
170 JS, vol. 214, p. 32.
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16. Veterinarians (bayãarÊ)

In an economy that resorted so often to the use of animals in the
performance of the many duties described in this work, one could
also expect to find professionals qualified to treat those animals when
necessary. These were the veterinarians (bayãarÊ), whose advice was
sought on any matter concerning livestock.

Late in 1608, a donkey was at the centre of a dispute brought
before the kadi. The plaintiff Muhammad accused Ahmad the de-
fendant, from whom he had bought a donkey sometime earlier, of
fraudulent behavior. A defect was discovered after the deal had been
concluded, and since this was alleged to be an old blemish, the plain-
tiff insisted that the whole transaction be cancelled. The head (mu-

qaddam) of the veterinarians, asked to submit a professional evalua-
tion, testified that it was a new, recently emerged defect. This view
was adopted by the kadi, who then ruled that the transaction was
valid and binding.171

C. Leather goods

17. Tanners (dabb§gh)

In the chain of production of leather goods, the role of the tanners
involved sights and odors that would impress modern bystanders as
anything but pleasant—nor did people of the 17th century like them
either.172 These manifestations, however, seem to have had little effect
on their relative importance in Ottoman days. The first indication
is one of sheer numbers: in the late 17th century, we come across
lists of almost 40 different names of members of the guild. 173 This
was the second largest guild numerically, a fact that must have had
some relevance to the volume of its professional activities as well.
Examining these names more carefully we discover not only the

171 MA, vol. 1, pp. 35-6.
172 A. Raymond, “Le déplacement des tanneries a Alep, au caire et a Tunis a

l’époque ottomane: un  ‘indicateur’ de croissance urbaine” in P.-R. Baduel, (ed.),
Villes au levant, hommage à André Raymond, Revue du Monde Musulman et de la Méditerranée,
no. 55/56 (Aix-en-Provence, 1990), pp. 34-5. On Ottoman tanners see also: Heide-
Marie Doganalp Votzi, Der Gerber, der Kulturbringer (Frankfurt etc., Peter Lang Verlag,
1997). I would like to thank Suraiya Faroqhi for this reference.

173 MA, vol. 1, pp. 141-4.
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anticipated close family links indicating little mobility, but also a
variety of other common denominators. Some show direct links to
the military establishment (za#Êms or their sons, bölükb§âÌs), others are
followed by the name al-b§b§ . The latter, totally unrelated to the
modern use of this Arabic word, immediately brings to mind the term
akhÊ b§b§ . On one occasion, in 1677, the head of the guild was also
known as akhÊ b§b§, whereas ten years later, at the ceremony of the
appointment of a new guild head, the akhÊ b§b§ (who by now was
somebody else) was present. His authority overrode that of all heads
of guilds, his own guild included, and it was applied primarily in cases
where one authority clashed with another (as we shall see).

This guild also seems to have been well structured, and included
a few subordinate functionaries who attended the ceremony and gave
their consent to the new appointee: a scribe, a deputy (naqÊb) , and
his lieutenant (yÌÆÌt baâÌ). The head of the guild had to treat all mem-
bers—mainly Muslims, and a few Christians—on an equal basis. The
similarity of the style used reflects a pattern that is encountered in
all other guilds (though for reasons of brevity we did not repeat this
pattern in the descriptions): the choice of the head by his peers, whose
recommendation was regularly adopted by the kadi; the latter’s
insistence on equality as the most important yardstick to be applied
by the head in his relations with all guild members; the central role
played by the head in the purchase of raw materials and their dis-
tribution among the guild members. The head was thus in charge
of the purchase of raw sheep and goat hides from Jerusalem’s butch-
ers, and from other centres in Palestine as well: Hebron, Nablus, Gaza
and Ramle. He was supposed to distribute these raw materials equally
among all active members of the guild, unless anyone was out of town,
in which case the absentee forfeited his right to “his” share. By the
same token the shaykh was expected to see to the proper distribution
of other necessary raw materials, such as chemicals they had to use
(galls—#afaß , rather than the sumac leaves that were occasionally—
and dishonestly—employed). Particular attention had to be paid to
the different stages in the production process: hides should always
come from slaughtered animals, the skins of those that had died a
natural death should never be used, proper chemicals should be
applied, and more generally “whenever they perform their tanning,
they should do a good job”. 174

174 MA, vol. 1, p. 149.
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One of the most efficient ways to ensure the proper inspection of
the chain of production was to have all tanners function in one central
location. Members who tried to evade this and work in their back-
yards were warned against doing so, and their continued practice
of their craft was threatened by both the head of the guild and the
kadi. However, we learn from a complaint lodged in 1602 by a Coptic
tanner who had been functioning from a building in a residential
neighborhood (maÈallat al-naß§r§ ) for four consecutive years, and was
finally exposed by the owner of that building, also a tanner, who
complained of damages to his property. More than 70 years later a
Muslim tanner was similarly accused of turning his own house into
a tannery, rather than working, as was expected of every guild
member, at “their old place where they had traditionally been op-
erating”. In these as well as other cases, all tanners, as indicated,
were instructed to function only from the traditional tannery that
was part of the endowment of the town hospital dedicated to Sala-
din (al-bÊm§rist§n al-ßal§ÈÊ). 175 The latter was located in an open space
within the walled town, close to the medical complex that bore its
name; hence the immediate neighborhood became known as “the
tannery” (al-madbagha). 176

The most important element in the tanners’ occupational equip-
ment was water, of which relatively large quantities were needed for
the various stages of production. To begin with, the processing of
the hides called for large quantities of water, as well as sufficient space
to spread the skins out. The best area available for this was the
Kedron Valley, outside the walled town, where a fountainhead—
the Pool of Siloam—had discharged a steady flow of water since
biblical days. In the early decades of Ottoman rule this area was used
by tanners;177 subsequent stages were performed at the older, tradi-
tional tannery within the walls. Water seems to have been adequately
available there too, until its supply became scarcer due to increased
tanning. Also, diminishing quantities of water came to Jerusalem as
a result of more general structural problems involving the aqueduct
leading from Solomon’s Pools, some seven miles south of the town.

175 MA, vol. 1, pp. 144-5, 147, 153. Not surprisingly, when major repairs in
this medical complex were discussed, “the entire tanners’ guild” attended the court
session (JS, vol. 232, pp. 111-2).

176 JS, vol. 259, p. 226 (al-m§rist§n al-mashhåra bi’l-dabb§gha). See also: Asali, Islamic
Institutions, pp. 296-7.

177 Cohen, Economic Life, p. 17.
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The head of the guild rented a storage area (È§ßil) near the hospi-
tal’s compound, where he probably kept the hides to improve their
quality and to distribute them among the guild members. On Oc-
tober 10, 1603, he was told by the kadi to stop drawing water from
that depot, “because this water was needed by the hospital for the
sick and the imprisoned people [in it]”. About a month later the same
tanners were summoned to the court again, this time by the guild
leadership. They claimed that this was a draconian regulation, since
they actually needed the water for their own consumption, for wash-
ing their hands, as well as for ritual purification before the manda-
tory daily prayers. Once their protestation was confirmed by inde-
pendent witnesses, the kadi authorized capping the cistern and
installing in it a very small receptacle (muÈallaba in a small khirza) so
that it might be used for the above-mentioned purposes by the tan-
ners and by the hospital patients. It was specifically forbidden to use
this water for the professional washing of the hides.178

About a century later, on May 17, 1778, we learn of another
development that took place in the Kedron Valley. For many years
at an early stage of processing the sheepskins, the tanners had been
washing the dirt from them. They did so in the large “pool of [the
village of] Silwan” (birkat silw§n) close to the source of the spring.
This, however, polluted the water that the nearby villagers needed
for their own consumption. The vali, Ahmad #Izzat Pasha, hoping
to redress a deteriorating situation, purchased a plot of land from
one of the villagers where he had two new pools dug: a long one to
provide for their own livestock as well as for the animals of visitors,
and another, smaller one for the tanners’ exclusive use. The latter
undertook to refrain from using either the old pool or the new, long
one, vowing that if any of their number broke this commitment, the
kadi would automatically fine the culprit the high sum of 500 ghirsh;

the latter would then be dismissed from the guild and banned from
the profession. The main source of this ongoing grievance having
been addressed, the kadi also warned members of another guild, the
bleachers (qaßß§ra), to refrain from bleaching their cloth or garments
at the source of the fountain, known as umm al-daraj, threatening them
with a similar penalty. Instead they were granted the right to use
the old pool, formerly in the service of the tanners, for their profes-
sional washing process. A few days later, when it turned out that the

178 MA, vol. 1, pp. 145-6.
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pool now at the disposal of the tanners was not wide enough, the
governor bought an adjacent plot from the local peasants and do-
nated it to the tanners for enlarging the pool.179

This entire project was undertaken with the explicit aim of im-
proving the living conditions of the nearby villagers: although they
had been benefitting from the traditional payments provided by the
tanners for the use of their land, it seems that the increased wash-
ing activities caused them constant trouble. Hence they were present
during the relevant court sessions, and vowed to persistently inspect
the functioning of the entire complex of pools and report to the
governor accordingly. The latter’s involvement should be seen in the
light of his interest not only in the people of the nearby village of
Silwan, but in the circumstances of those living in Jerusalem itself.
Providing tanners with new facilities outside the town walls meant
improving living conditions in the residential areas within the walls—
and this was as important a consideration as that of providing proper
working conditions for the guild members. It followed the logic and
practice applied in earlier years by the Jerusalem authorities in or-
der to promote the activity of the tanners’ guild without excessively
depressing the existing quality of life of ordinary people and of oth-
er institutions in the town. Ottoman Jerusalem did not enjoy large
water reservoirs, such as those in the vicinity of Cairo; hence one
could not expect the tanners’ workplace to be moved to a totally new
area, as was indeed the case with the pond of al-Azbakiyya.180 The
project undertaken by Jerusalem’s vali was of a similar nature: al-
though dedicated by him to the almighty God as an act of religious
piety, it was actually intended to meet the growing demand for the
services provided by the tanners without adversely affecting the
welfare of the public at large. It is in this context that his rather
exceptional initiative of donating his own money and building new
pools should be seen. 

A sidelight becoming apparent from the above description was the
tanners’ interrelation with other guilds. At a certain stage in the
process they separated the wool of the animals from their hides, and
as confirmed by the guild of the wool-weavers, it was traditionally
regarded as the tanners’ responsibility to provide them with raw

179 JS, vol. 259, pp. 112, 115-6, 120. 
180 A. Raymond, Grandes villes arabes à l"époque ottomane (Paris, 1985), pp. 60-61,

191. For a more elaborate discussion of the same problem see Raymond’s article
“Le déplacement des tanneries” in Villes au Levant, pp. 34-43.
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wool.181 Another guild that regularly bought their commodities was
that of producers of footwear (al-baw§bÊjiyya, al-sar§mjiyya). The tan-
ners were expected to provide them with good quality hides in suf-
ficient quantities before selling any of their goods out of town.182 Then
there was the close link to the guild of the cobblers (as§kifa), with
some of the tanners not only supplying the raw hides but actually
practicing both crafts. Unlike the usual procedure that limited pro-
fessional activity to only one guild, they were authorized to do so
by the kadi.183

 Last but not least was the regular link the tanners maintained
with the butchers’ guild, which was their major source for raw sheep-
skins. In 1641 an important session was convened at the Jerusalem
court, attended by the akhÊ b§b§ , the leadership of the tanners’ guild
(the head, his deputy—naqÊb—and the guild’s scribe) and that of the
butchers. The latter complained that although it was customary for
them to supply sheepskins requested by the tanners, without impos-
ing quotas or prices, for some time the heads of the tanners’ guild
had been trying to centralize all purchases through them. When the
kadi was satisfied that the facts corresponded to this description, he
warned all present that sales should proceed along traditional lines
of free trade, with everyone buying from whomever he pleased. This
attempt of the resurgent guild to impose its will on the historically
stronger butchers’ guild failed. Some 35 years later, in the late 1670s,
when there were other indications of increasing demand for their
work, the tanners complained of the butchers’ behavior: this time it
was they who were rather negligent in keeping pace with the tan-
ners’ work. The kadi responded by summoning the butchers to his
court and issuing a strict warning that they were not to sell sheep-
skins to any potential customer unless he was a member of the tan-
ners’ guild.184 This was another sign of the growing power and rela-
tive importance of the tanners’ guild, which only a century before
had hardly existed; now they were imposing their will on both the
butchers and the slaughterers, the older and traditionally more cen-
tral guilds.

181 MA, vol. 1, p. 152.
182 MA, vol. 1, pp. 151-2,195-6.
183 MA, vol. 1, p. 150.
184 MA, vol. 1, pp. 148-9; vol. 2, pp. 118-9. Cf. a reference in 1755 to “the old

habit” of the butchers of Jerusalem to sell the tanners’ guild all available Èawar,
i.e. bark-tanned sheepskins (JS, vol. 234, p. 190). See also: JS, vol. 238, p. 180.
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Another indication of their growing weight may be gleaned from
several late references to their increasing solvency: in 1760 a tan-
ner’s inheritance included half a house and other commodities,
amounting to 241 ghirsh; in 1786 a tanner’s widow’s inheritance
reached 450 zolta, out of a much larger inheritance, partly hides and
water bags, partly buildings; in 1793 another tanner left an inher-
itance that was valued at 538 zolta; in 1801 a tanner whose wife was
a tailor’s daughter left an estimated 1670 ghirsh. 185

The growing relative importance of this guild in Jerusalem raises
a much broader question: was the close relationship, possibly the
intrinsic link, that existed between the holder of the office of akhÊ b§b§

and the most senior of the tanners only a Jerusalem phenomenon,
or was it perceptible in other Syrian towns at that time? In mid-17th-
century Damascus a certain sayyid Muhammad, son of sayyid Ahmad
al-b§b§, was dismissed by the kadi from the headship of the tanners’
guild “because he had not [sufficient] knowledge of tanning matters...
and he was [also] incapable of pursuing the matters of al-b§b§wiyya”.186

Documents transcribed from the proceedings of the court of Tripoli
in the second half of the 17th century add further depth and cred-
ibility to this presumed link.187 When, in 1668, the tanners com-
plained to the kadi of misconduct on the part of one of them, a court
session was convened in the presence of the head of their guild as
well as that of al-sayyid #Ali, son of al-sayyid Jamal al-b§b§. 188 Eleven
years later we encounter the same person, who had been relieved
of the position of akhÊ b§b§ sometime earlier, reinstated by the kadi
upon the specific request of a variety of guild heads (and most con-
spicuously that of the tanners, who arrived accompanied by many
members of his guild) in the same position, also referred to as “the
shaykh of the seven [guilds]”. 189 This reappointment involved the dis-
missal of another tanner who had been serving in the same capac-

185 JS, vol. 244, p. 43; vol. 268, p. 108; vol. 275, p. 89; vol. 283, p. 70.
186 Rafiq, maΩ§hir, p. 165.
187 Humsi, op cit., documents nos. 23, 35, 48, dated 1668, 1679, 1686,

respectively.
188 Ibid.,pp. 267-9. Although no precise details are provided, this must have been

a major case of criminal behavior, since the kadi sentenced him to death.
189 Ibid.,pp. 305-7 (also copied in #A. #Imad, al-sulãa fÊ bil§d al-sh§m fÊ’l-qarn al-

th§min #ashar, Beirut, 1993, pp. 248-9). The other guilds were those of merchants,
shoemakers, tailors, makers of trimmings, cobblers, barbers and bakers. These were
a far cry from the “commercial aristocracy of Paris in 1625” termed as “the Six
Corps (drapers, grocers, haberdashers, furriers, hosiers, goldsmiths)” (Braudel,
Capitalism, p. 404).
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ity of akhÊ b§b§ for some time, and it was justified on two grounds:
first, traditionally the position of akhÊ b§b§ had been held by mem-
bers of his family (“he ... and his father before him, and his grand-
father”); second, he was of noble extraction—a descendent of the
tribe of Quraysh (“as his grandfather [the prophet Muhammad] said:
#Thou should give priority to a Qurayshi"”). This noble descent had
been “truly established’ among all the other ashr§f (offspring of the
Prophet); he was also praised for his even-handed treatment (“justly
and equally”) of all tanners, devoid of all arrogance (“regarded himself
as one of them”). There is no direct description of his role as akhÊ

b§b§, just an indication of a major element of it: whenever a dispute
involving members of any guild arose, he would intervene and re-
solve it in a manner satisfactory to everyone and without charging
the parties concerned a burdensome fee. The general air of proper
behavior and desirable origin should not distort the down-to-earth,
practical approach towards the nominee: he was appointed because
of his long experience in the same job, as well as the fact that he
was “befitting and suitable” for it, regardless of his occasional mor-
al indiscretions (“he used to enter coffeehouses and consume opiates—
mukayyif§t—therein”).

 We would have expected the general nature of the akhÊ b§b§

position to apply to all guilds, a hope somewhat dashed by the ref-
erence to “the seven” (although the guilds enumerated in this case,
his own included, actually came to eight). Some of them were in-
trinsically related to different lines of leather production, but others
(e.g. bakers or tailors) seemed very remote from any direct link to
the tanners or to their main line of activity. The query that arises
upon reading this breakdown is meaningfully answered only when
we read another report from Tripoli, dated in 1686. Heads of a long
list of guilds were assembled at the court, where they put forward
their proposed candidate for the position of akhÊ b§b§ for the kadi’s
approval. The first among the ten individuals listed was the head of
the tanners, who, unlike his peers, came accompanied by many
ordinary members of his guild. Some of the other heads present were
functionally identical with those mentioned a decade earlier. How-
ever, there were also other heads who represented different guilds:
grocers, spice-dealers, weavers, blacksmiths, carpenters “and the rest
of the heads and masters of the guilds’. In other words, the akhÊ b§b§

was first and foremost a distinguished tanner, but his authority was
very broad, and he regulated matters pertaining to all guilds. In order
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to qualify for the job he had to be devout and virtuous, a person
who enjoyed the consensus of all guild heads. Most appealing on this
occasion, therefore, was the candidate they put forward: a certain
sayyid Ibrahim al-Baraka who was also the head of the Khalwati sufi
order. Needless to say he got the job and was properly appointed
by the local kadi. “The seven” were mentioned here, too, as having
consented to the nomination, along with the heads of “the other
professions”- in short, all of them.190

Two main conclusions emerge from the sijill documents in regard
to the structure and functioning of the guild system in general. First,
as noted, the growing relative importance of the tanners in Jerusa-
lem expressed itself not only in their relations with other profession-
ally-linked guilds, but also in the choice of tanners for the prestigious
position of akhÊ b§b§. Although at this relatively early stage silver-
smithing may have been regarded as the most important profession
in it” (see below, p. 100), some of the tanners were already deemed
sufficiently important (probably in financial terms) to qualify for this
job. Second, this situation was not exclusive to Jerusalem. When these
findings are juxtaposed with the realities of Tripoli and Damascus
as portrayed in the court registers, it transpires that the tanners
became of major importance in other major Syrian towns as well.
The position of akhÊ b§b§ that could be identified there, too, over-
rode all other guild heads, and though there seems to have been
nothing to preclude the choice of other professionals for it, in actu-
ality it appears that quite regularly—at least up until the late 17th
century—it was entrusted to members of the tanners’ guild only. This
may be taken, among others, as an indication of their centrality in
Jerusalem’s economy as a whole.

18. Shoemakers (al-baw§bÊjiyya)

The tanners were the main suppliers of raw material (Èår, sukhty§n)
for the shoemakers’ guild. Although its name indicates the produc-
tion of slippers (b§båj), this guild produced a wide variety of foot-
wear including jazm§t, baw§bÊj and suyår§t; hence its other, less often
used name—sar§mjiyya. Special designs were made for men, while
others were reserved for women.

Quite an active guild, it had at least 20 members, both Muslims
and Christians, and at one point (1691) more than half of the names

190 Ibid., pp. 346-7.
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gleaned from the court documents are Christian. However, as far
as we can gather from the available information, the head of the guild
was always a Muslim. Quite regularly he would be called “master”
(ust§, åst§, ust§dh); most interestingly, there were many guild mem-
bers who qualified for this title (seven in the first quarter of the 17th
century, six in the early 1680s). This seems to indicate a relatively
high degree of professional proficiency.

The head of the guild was in charge of all matters of general
interest pertaining to this field, including purchase of raw materials
and sale of the finished products. He was also the official represen-
tative vis-à-vis the authorities. For example, in 1631 when the gov-
ernor of Jerusalem required a substantial quantity of footwear for
himself and the members of his entourage, the guild’s head obliged;
six months later he collected the amount due for the entire guild,
himself included. He was appointed by the kadi upon recommen-
dation of other guild members. Whenever his performance seemed
unsatisfactory to the other members, they would seek his dismissal
and then suggest a candidate to replace him. In the year 1629, for
example, a large group of guild members complained to the kadi
that this function had been left vacant for a while, as a result of which
the guild had sustained substantial financial damages; thereupon the
kadi appointed one of them for the job. On the other hand there
were cases of an opposite nature: in 1602 a general warning was
issued to all guild members to refrain from “any act of insubordina-
tion” to their head; journeymen, it was pointed out, should always
obey their masters. Towards the end of that century (1691), the head
of the guild complained that certain members, Christian and Mus-
lim alike, for some time had been purchasing their raw materials
without his knowledge or that of the “elders” of the guild. More-
over, since the culprits in question did not observe the standards set
for the production of their goods, their final products were below
standard, and on the whole “they did not obey either his words or
his deeds”. Thereupon the kadi repeated his warning that all such
disobedient activity must cease, and the head of the guild must treat
all members equally.

Other functionaries of the guild were its lieutenant (yÌÆÌt baâÌ) and
its workers’ commissioner (mu#arrif li’l-ßunn§#). Both of them were also
appointed by the kadi, upon the recommendation of other members,
and they assisted the head of the guild in discharging his duty.191 

191 MA, vol. 1, pp. 192-8; JS, vol. 269, p. 27.
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Although the training of apprentices took place within the guild, it
was the kadi who announced their graduation (undoubtedly after
having passed the professional tests within the guild), and authorized
a formerly dependent member of the guild as having attained pro-
ficiency in his craft and having received a new status of full inde-
pendence. 192 We have no direct information that products of this
guild were exported outside of Jerusalem, but the growing econom-
ic and social development of the port of Jaffa, among other things,
brought about the production of footwear there, at least part of which
was for export. In the mid-1740s a Christian shoemaker from Jerus-
alem set up shop in Jaffa, in partnership with a local Christian;
judging by the inventory compiled when they parted in 1750, theirs
had been a very successful business venture.193

For many years this guild was concentrated mainly in the cov-
ered cotton weavers’ market (såq al-qaãã§nÊn). A long, detailed sijill from
the very beginning of 1782 tells the story of their departure from
that venue. The name of this market remained unchanged, although
it had become the shoemakers’ workplace. The inhabitants of the
neighborhood bordering on this market complained to the kadi of
the sad state it had reached in subsequent years: the shoemakers had
left their shops for some time, causing a deterioration of the entire
market. Some of the shops had become dumping grounds strewn with
garbage of all sorts, others were taken over by “the Egyptian beg-
gars”, who made the place very unpleasant and unsafe. Not only were
people attacked there during the night; passersby were also robbed
in broad daylight, until finally the ruffians were banished.

In view of the immediate proximity of this elongated complex of
shops to the Temple Mount, these developments were very damag-
ing to the town and its residents; hence the neighbors applied to the
kadi to have the shoemakers brought back. The kadi summoned the
akhÊ b§b§ of Jerusalem, the head of the guild and its members, as well
as the administrator (mutawallÊ) of the endowment of the Dome of
the Rock who was in charge of all of these shops. The guild mem-
bers were instructed to reoccupy their former shops, for which they
were each to pay the relatively low rent of 4 zoltas. To ensure their
continued stay, each shoemaker pledged to pay the governor’s kitchen
a fine of 10 raãls of coffee beans if he voluntarily left for another shop;

192 JS, vol. 216, p. 48.
193 JS, vol. 234, p. 130.
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moreover, by so doing he would forfeit his right to practice this craft
in the future. To add further weight to this ruling, the kadi wrote to
the Sublime Porte and requested that a pertinent firman be issued,
obliging the guild to permanently live and work in that complex, thus
ensuring the continued welfare of the believers, proper behavior near
the Temple Mount, and an ongoing source of income for its endow-
ment.194

In other words, we encounter here a combination of interests of
public safety (the concern of the local residents) and fiscal expediency
(the income of the endowment) that were geared to enforce a tradi-
tionally centralized economic order otherwise neglected, even desert-
ed by one sector of its main protagonists—the guild members them-
selves. The shoemakers apparently had been doing well enough to
seek greater freedom and independence by working separately else-
where. They could not, however, resist the combined pressure of the
authorities and the population—and for some time, at least, returned
to their old pattern of behavior.

19. Cobblers ("isk§fÊ)

As we have seen above, some tanners were concurrently regarded
as members of another guild, that of the cobblers. These were an
exception to the general rule of exclusivity, by which a guild mem-
ber was supposed to belong to only one particular guild. Those who
repaired old shoes, and probably also occasionally indulged in pro-
ducing new ones, were the cobblers .  

The guild was run by a Muslim head who was referred to as
“overall head” (shaykh muãlaq). However, he was assisted by two others,
a Jew and a Christian, referred to as “particular head” (shaykh kh§ßß).
The latter were appointed because of the relatively large number of
guild members of their particular denomination, with whom they
enjoyed a special status; but they had no relevant role as far as their
Muslim colleagues were concerned. In all three cases, the appoint-
ment was made upon the recommendation of the particular group
members, and the junior ones pledged full allegiance to their more
senior colleague. The relevant document, dated 1688, mentions the
names of eight “and several more” Christian cobblers, eight Jewish,
and five “and more” Muslims. In earlier days, during the first de-

194 JS, vol. 264, p. 108.
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cade of the century, the number of Jewish and Christian names list-
ed was much smaller, that of Muslims more than three times as large.
One may quite safely speak of a minimum of 20-25 guild members,
perhaps more, throughout the 17th century. Here, too, we encoun-
ter members of the same family, and quite often individuals whose
name indicates a remote Syrian origin (Nablus, Sidon, Salt, Dam-
ascus, Aleppo, Hamat etc.).

The head of the guild was always a Muslim, and in one case the
same person appointed in 1608 was still in charge in 1627. He was
to treat all guild members equally, buy all the hides they needed
(usually water buffalo, sometimes camel), and distribute to his col-
leagues “as much as each of them could deal with”. The guild
members had to obey his decisions, refrain from buying any of the
materials they needed for their trade without his permission, and
always conduct their work in “their” unspecified marketplace. His
expertise as the highest professional authority was particularly cru-
cial when the question was hides imported from Egypt, since their
quality was generally known to be dubious.195

 Being a cobbler, at least for a Jewish individual, was regarded
as less lucrative an occupation than being a blacksmith: the former
were exempted from certain indemnities of a general nature levied
by the heads of the Jewish community. In two different cases more
than ten years apart in the early 17th century, Jewish cobblers sued
their community head for his attempt to oblige them to pay along
with the blacksmiths—and they won because they were cobblers.196

This must have stemmed from the general impression of the court
that members of this guild could not afford to pay. Reality was quite
different: to be a cobbler, as we may gather from the relatively large
number of their guild members, was quite a sought-after occupation.
The reason for this, we may guess, had to do with their anticipated
income. Unlike our modern way of thinking, cobblers then were far
from occupying the lower rungs of the economic ladder. An inheri-
tance list of a deceased cobbler was estimated at the not insignifi-
cant sum of 155 zolta (dated 1760); another one bought a house for
450 silver ghirsh (1711); the inheritance left by the latter amounted
to about 1000 ghirsh (1714).197 Having been part of an occupational

195 MA, vol. 1, pp. 19-25.
196 MA, vol. 1, pp. 22-3.
197 JS, vol. 243, p. 150; vol. 207, p. 12; vol. 209, p. 118, respectively.
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guild that—like all others—had a monopoly on its craft, at least some
cobblers seem to have accumulated an impressive amount of mon-
ey, real estate and other possessions, which was handsome compen-
sation for their otherwise less lucrative toil.

20.  Makers of waterskins (qirabÊ)

In the middle of the 17th century, the kadi inspected the function-
ing of the water carriers’ guild (saqq§") and discovered that they had
been engaged in the production of their own waterskins from hides
that they tanned. To organize their work better he appointed one
of them to be head of what he referred to as the guild of “the water
carriers who made waterskins” (al-saqq§"ån al-qirabiyya). About 30 years
later, in 1680, the brother of this person was appointed to the same
position, upon a request submitted to him by eight “tanners of wa-
terskins” (al-dabb§ghån li’l-qirab). The main task they expected of him,
as was the case in other guilds, would be to treat them all equally
in anything that concerned their craft, and more particularly to block
any further attempts of È§jj Darwish to obstruct their work. The latter,
they claimed, was an outsider as far as they were concerned, since
he was a slaughterer. The kadi, having agreed to their request as
the best way to promote the interests of the guild, ruled that no display
of disobedience should be tolerated, particularly on behalf of that
notorious slaughterer.198 As mentioned above, Darwish persisted in
his attempts to expand his professional activities to other fields, and
no other references can be found of further interference in the af-
fairs of the waterskin makers. Although he may have changed his
spots, it is perhaps more likely that the guild had become clearly
detached from related crafts, hence a non-member could not play a
role in its affairs .

Actually, this guild was already functioning in the early years of
the 17th century. In 1615 there were five tanners who specialized
in the tanning of waterskins, and they were specifically warned against
the use of imperfect hides: they must never make recourse to dis-
honest tampering with either sick animals199 or those that had died
of natural causes (faãÊr). Only masters (mu#allim) in the tanning and
production of waterskins could grant formal permits (ij§za) to work

198 MA, vol. 2, pp. 88-9.
199 “Either sheep suffering from tuberculosis or swollen goats” (min al-jild al-

ladhÊ fÊhi’l-daran wa-la min jild al-ma#iz al-maj#åma).
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in this field; a certain water-carrier who tried to produce waterskins
was to be banned from the pursuit of this work as long as he had
not merited a permit.200 At this early stage of the 17th century, this
guild was formulating its own particular existence, branching away
from the more traditional ones of tanners and water-carriers. From
the second half of that century onwards, the degree of specializa-
tion had sufficiently crystallized, and this guild became a separate
entity.

In the 17th and 18th centuries the production of waterskins be-
came an important source for the local economy. The growing
number of guild members—from five to eight, then to ten in the latter
half of the 17th century—was a direct outcome of the growing de-
mand for its goods. We do not know whether this was induced by
their high quality or low price, but one thing is certain: these wa-
terskins were not just purchased locally but began to be sought af-
ter in the entire region, from Damascus to Cairo. While the gover-
nor of Cairo had 345 waterskins bought in Jerusalem as part of his
military preparations in 1606, the purchases of the governor of
Damascus in 1700 amounted to five times as many, and were of a
variety of sizes.201 In 1799, when the Ottomans were preparing a
major campaign to oust Napoleon from Egypt, they needed large
quantities of waterskins for the crossing of the Sinai peninsula. Hence,
in Jerusalem and Hebron they bought more than 5000 waterskins
of different sizes and quality.202 The evident growing demand also
expressed, quite naturally, the change in patterns of local consump-
tion, pushing up the price of this commodity in a way that far sur-
passed the rate of inflation. Viewed from the perspective of supply,
it represents the guild’s impressive ability to provide the Ottoman
market with an item that in modern parlance would fall within the
category of ‘strategic goods’. In this strict, narrow sense the guild’s
contribution added another dimension to Jerusalem’s relevance to the
empire as a whole.

200 MA, vol. 2, p. 93.
201 MA, vol. 2, pp. 89-92.
202 JS, vol. 281, pp. 60-61. The prices paid were 135-210 qiã#a per unit, as

compared to 72-115 paid 99 years earlier.
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D. Metalworks

21. Gold- and silversmiths (ß§"igh)

One of the court cases mentioned above (p. 57), in which a derelict
shop was turned into a coffeehouse, took place in 1765 in “the market
of the gold- and silversmiths” (såq al-ßiy§gha, also known as såq al-

ß§gha). 203 Some 200 years earlier, in the second half of the 16th
century, the Ottoman authorities were instrumental in reactivating
several old markets in Jerusalem, as well as in initiating some new
ones. The gold- and silversmiths, who until then had been working
either from their homes or from scattered shops, were encouraged
to move into one of these newly inaugurated markets and operate
only from there.204 At first some guild members tried to evade the
new regulation (and more importantly, the tight control it involved),
but by the end of the century såq al-ß§gha—in itself part of the en-
dowment of the Dome of the Rock—became the only place in town
from which gold- and silversmiths conducted their professional ac-
tivities. In later years no further mention was made of this problem,
and the very opposite complaint emerged: towards the end of the
17th century several members of the guild would share one shop in
their såq al-ß§gha, a practice the kadi insisted should be discontin-
ued. The reasoning was that such behavior undermined this impor-
tant endowment, the income of which was computed by the num-
ber of shops it actually operated in Jerusalem. We may assume that
this was an indication of the growing demand for the merchandise
and services they provided.205 On the whole, the guild structure
hardly changed over the centuries, and 300 years of court proceed-
ings provide us with a plethora of valuable information attesting to
the continued existence of, and important role played by, this guild
in Ottoman Jerusalem.

A firman issued in Istanbul in mid-1785206 indicates the great
importance that was ascribed to this guild: “one of them is the guild
of gold- and silversmithing, and it is the most important craft in it
[i.e. Jerusalem], because it is from silver and gold that jewelry and

203 JS, vol. 248, p. 103. The term ß§"igh (plural: ßuyy§gh or ß§gha) originally means:
“one who gives form”.

204 For the 16th century see my description and analysis in Jewish Life, pp. 162-
170.

205 MA, vol. 1, pp. 298-9.
206 JS, vol. 266, p. 34.
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gold and silver articles are produced for whoever wants [them]. It
demands loyalty, integrity, honesty, and perfect skill”. In the eyes
of the contemporary Muslim authorities it was not the supply of
various vital elements of food or water that constituted the most
crucial and prominent occupation, but rather the production of
luxury goods made of silver and gold. The high standards of profi-
ciency required in this profession may have partly accounted for this
esteem, but one might attribute a large, perhaps the largest part of
it, to the very nature and value of the precious metals with which
these craftsmen worked.

Another indication of their great relative importance within the
guild system is related to the bearer of the function of akhÊ b§b§. In
his article in the new edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam, Frank
Taeschner suggests that “akhÊ b§b§ ... brought under their control
almost the whole Turkish guild organization, both in Anatolia and
the European provinces (but not, however, in the provinces with Arab
population)”.207 In sharp contrast with these words, our decree clearly
identifies the holder of this position in Ottoman Jerusalem, which
was definitely part of those “provinces with Arab population”. It
opens with a general but precise statement: “It has been an old custom
in Jerusalem, with the aim of ensuring [public] order and comfort
for people [living] in it, that the akhÊ b§b§ is to be the [person] who
speaks for, and controls, all the guilds and crafts in it”. Since the
very same heading recurs seven more times in this decree, each time
directly related to the guild of the Jerusalemite ßuyy§gh , its use can-
not be referred to as merely façon de parler, or scribe’s error. The akhÊ

b§b§, “according to tradition”, as per our document’s description,
would choose a member of this guild for its head, and if on a later
occasion the latter’s performance proved unsatisfactory, he saw to
it that the guild’s head was reprimanded. This was a general norm
applicable “in all large Muslim cities”, that is, throughout the Otto-
man Empire, but here we meet an actual case where it was enforced
in Jerusalem in the 18th century: an individual offered himself as a
candidate for the position of head of the gold- and silversmiths’ guild,
but sometime later he proved to have done so under false preten-
ses. The issue was referred to the akhÊ b§b§, who was asked by the
kadi to undertake the responsibility himself (temporarily, no doubt).
All members of the guild were then duly informed. This procedure

207 “AkhÊ b§b§,” in EI2, vol. 1, pp. 323-4.
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was not just a formality: as long as the akhÊ b§b§ was in charge of
the daily affairs of the guild, he was expected to supervise the be-
havior of its members. If anyone misbehaved professionally, the akhÊ

b§b§ was specifically authorized to have him punished.
Of the many appointments of heads of the guild recorded in our

sources, this one was particularly bizarre. Khalil al-Da"udi, who
claimed to be a ß§"igh and achieved the ultimate professional recog-
nition, turned out to be a dealer in spices (#aãã§r) and was summarily
removed from the position of head (shaykh) of the guild. This lapse
of judgment on the part of the Ottoman provincial authorities may
have resulted from a factual error: Khalil al-Da"udi came from a
family of famous gold- and silversmiths; about 30 years later anoth-
er member of the same family, Tahir al-Da"udi, died and left the
position of shaykh al-ß§gha of Jerusalem vacant. Two brothers, al-sayyid

Abu’l-Su#ud al-Da"udi and al-sayyid Mustafa al-Da"udi, were asked
to fill this position temporarily. About a year later another decree
(ber§t) was sent from Istanbul to the same two sayyids, announcing
their full-fledged appointment.208 With such a family background,
the above-mentioned Khalil could easily have passed for a jeweler.
Although he must, moreover, have had a certain expertise in this
field, repeated complaints by other guild members as well as his own
admission that his actual profession was spice-dealing brought about
his dismissal.

This conflict between two high-ranking functionaries seems to have
had deeper roots than meet the eye. Several years earlier, at the
beginning of September 1777, a complaint was submitted to the
authorities in Istanbul involving them both, although from a some-
what different angle.

This time it was the same Khalil al-Da"udi who lodged a com-
plaint in his capacity as head of the jewelers’ guild against Muham-
mad the akhÊ b§b§. The latter, it was alleged, was also a member of
this guild, an affiliation he used for unauthorized and “excessive
interference” in the regular conduct of the guild. The Sublime Porte
instructed the kadi of Jerusalem to look into the matter, and if the
court was not presented with any particularly relevant permit, the
akhÊ b§b§ should not be allowed to disturb the guild anymore.209 Unless

208 JS, vol. 314, p. 54; vol. 315, p. 76. The close relationship between this family
and the headship of this guild could be encountered as late as the mid-1840s, when
Sa#d al-Da"ådÊ assumed this position (JS, vol. 326, pp. 6-7).

209 JS, vol. 258, p. 138. It may be noted here that this entry uses for this guild
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we assume that these were two different people who bore the same
name, which is always a possibility, Khalil finally lost the protract-
ed personal and functional battle that pitted him against a higher
authority; having failed, he chose to keep his distance by switching
guilds. To give up one traditional line of professional activity for
another, more lucrative and less problematic one could hardly be
effected unless he had formerly been involved in the other, more
recent line—a rare case of economic and social mobility. Still, as long
as he could, he maintained the position of head of the jewelers’ guild,
which must not only have been esteemed by his peers but also con-
sidered lucrative by himself.

Beyond the immediate factual dimension of this case, one may
discern three different layers of a more general nature. First, the
matter of professional mobility: a person who had originally been a
spice-dealer became a jeweler, then found himself obliged to return
to his original guild. This could not have happened unless the other
jewelers agreed to accept his leadership in spite of his earlier career
as a spice-dealer. In the late 18th century, although the guilds were
distinctly separate from one another, this is an indication of a cer-
tain erosion in the otherwise clear lines of professional division. The
person involved enjoyed a particular family background as described
above, but his very decision to switch camps may be an early har-
binger of later deterioration of the system. A second layer is that of
the relations between the occupiers of the two positions. Although
the order of priorities was clear, the lower functionary dared chal-
lenge his superior both locally and on the highest level of the Empire
—thus displaying not only his trust in the system, but a degree of
deteriorating authority at the local level. Lastly, matters concerning
guild activities were usually regulated by the local kadi, and did not
involve the central administration. Very likely this exceptional case
was dealt with from Istanbul because it involved a conflict of authority
between an akhÊ b§b§ and a head of a professional guild, and partic-
ularly because of the great economic importance of the one in ques-
tion. The sensitivity of the raw material they used for their trade,
the value of which by far surpassed that of other guilds, added more
weight to the otherwise central role of the head of this “most im-
portant craft”. 

the Turkish term quyåmjÊ, which on several other occasions is used with the Arabic
identical ß§"igh.
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At this point we should consider the main features of this central
role. As is implied by the title of shaykh ( ”the elder”, the leading
person), this individual was regarded—and as we shall later see, the
same held true for many other guilds—as the supreme authority on
all matters concerning the craft. As such he had to see to it that each
and every member who wanted to work in precious metals present-
ed the local authorities with a reliable guarantor (kafÊl) who would
vouch for his personal integrity and financial solvency; even the shaykh

was not exempt from this obligation, although in his case the guar-
antor had to be a prominent individual, e.g. the commanding offic-
er (dizd§r) of the citadel.210 His routine involved the appointment of
new guild members as well as the dismissal of others. All purchases
of raw materials—both silver and gold—were to be made through
him, or at least with his knowledge and confirmation; the delivery
to customers of finished work required his approval; he set the price
of every product; he arbitrated all disputes between guild members;
and in all matters related to the craft, his decision was binding and
final.211 However, the head of the guild was appointed by the kadi
from among the guild members and upon their recommendation,
without any time limit stipulated; whenever they thought the head
could no longer discharge his functions properly, they sought his
dismissal by the local court. Quite often guild members were directly
related to one another—sons, brothers, cousins. On several occasions,
therefore, the kadi made appointments that perpetuated these fam-
ily ties even though he acted upon suggestions made to him by the
guild members; even in these cases the candidate had to meet the
high professional standards set by the guild.  Consequently, quite
often in our texts the name was preceded by the Arabic ust§dh or
Turkish usã§ or usta—the equivalents of the title “master”.  

The costliness of the materials involved, and consequently of the
finished products, made price setting by the shaykh a task of primary
importance for his colleagues as well as for the general public. “If
he saw a piece of jewelry, he would advise as to the adequate price,

210 This was a standard procedure in many crafts, as well as for other positions
that involved public responsibility, such as head of a neighborhood (shaykh È§ra).
It became much more relevant in the case of this guild because of the large sums
of money involved, and the danger of unscrupulous guild members’ disappearance
from town (see, e.g., MA, vol. 1, p. 284).

211 JS, vol. 49, p. 125. See also Nelly Hanna, Construction Work in Ottoman Cairo
(Cairo, 1984), pp. 8-10, 58-9.
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its [weight] rate, and the rate of its alloy, so that no damage might
befall the buyer or the seller”.212 Silver seems to have been used by
the guild more commonly than any other metal, hence the shaykh’s
particular interest in it. Pure silver (kh§liß) was naturally the most
expensive and used most often by the artisans; hence the head of
the guild was issued a special stamp (damga) that he applied to attest
to its adherence to the standard. When the silversmiths agreed, early
in the 16th century, that “they will practice their craft in silver of
one type”,213 they may have referred to pure silver, and the stamp
would have served as sufficient guarantee of its quality. However,
this self-imposed regulation was easier to stipulate than to enforce,
and towards the end of the 16th century the use of low-grade silver
(mu#§mala) was also permitted. Two categories of silver jewelry were
then established: one was produced from pure silver ingots (and its
price was set at 3 qiã #a per dirham, plus 1 akçe for labor); the other
used 14-karat silver, and its price was set at no more than 2 qiã#a

per dirham. We are even given an insight into the actual application
of these two categories: the more expensive jewelry included neck-
laces (baghm§, jan§zir), bracelets (inj§s), earrings (balkhat al- Èalaq), and
cast pendants (hay§kil). The second category was for cheaper orna-
ments: peasants’ jewelry, simple bracelets for the arms, neck and
ankles (aswirat al-fall§ÈÊn wa-aãw§quhum wa-khal§khÊlihim).214

Any silver item displaying the above stamp would have borne proof
of its standard—a very powerful tool given to the head of the guild.
Its occasional misuse could ensure handsome profits for a dishonest
guild head, and if proven, could bring about his dismissal. In 1624,
for example, a Muslim dignitary complained that a silver-plated sword
sheath he had ordered from the Christian head of the guild had been
delivered to him in a condition that amounted to a professional fraud:
the pure silver stamp the guild head had printed on it was a mis-
representation of silver of a much lower grade than was actually used.

212 JS, vol. 266, p. 34.
213 JS, vol. 33, p. 144.
214 JS, vol. 75, pp. 164, 242. For a detailed description, as well as illustrations

of some of these ornaments, see E. W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern
Egyptians (London, 1908, reprinted 1954), pp. 572-7. The guild that one would tend
to think of as catering to the more affluent urban population appears to have been
closely related to, and to have systematically catered to the rural population as
well. For further details on this particular aspect of town-village relations carried
on until the 19th century see: JS, vol. 326, pp. 6-7.
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The kadi had another silversmith conduct a chemical test in court,
and it emerged that the head of the guild had actually used a 30%
lower grade of silver and had falsely applied the stamp. Thereupon
the head silversmith was dismissed, convicted and flogged.215  

Professional expertise as well as personal honesty were major
criteria for settling any dispute that arose in connection with the head
of the guild. In the early 1680s, contradictory claims were made by
two rivals. Da"ud bölükb§£¶, whose father, too, had been a command-
ing officer in the citadel of Jerusalem, had served as head of the
silversmiths’ guild ever since the early seventies. Ten years later this
position was shared by him and another person, an expert called ust§

Muhammad the convert. Many Christian and Jewish members of
the guild asked the kadi to dismiss Da"ud because he was a “mili-
tary man” who lacked a proper understanding of the intricacies of
this craft. The kadi granted their request, but in 1687 we learn that
these two had reached a compromise. Their new arrangement, too,
seems to have failed: Da"ud bölükb§âÌ claimed that the convert Mu-
hammad had insufficient knowledge of jewelry making and pricing,
and had cheated on several occasions. This protracted dispute was
finally resolved by the kadi, who, in view of the full support given
to Da"ud by all members of the guild, once more appointed him as
its undisputed head.216

The support of its members was a crucial element in the kadi’s
consideration of a candidate to head this guild. Although objective
criteria were always taken into consideration, personal preferences
must also have played an important role in this context. One of the
main demands presented to each new head of this (and practically
every other) guild was that he treat all members equally.217 When-
ever the kadi dismissed an incumbent head, it was because of the
latter’s unequal treatment of his underlings, recurrent incompetence
due to failing health, or deteriorating standards of behavior.

Since most of the foregoing references highlighted professional
work in silver, one should point out that the popularity of silver
notwithstanding, guild members used other materials as well. First,

215 MA, vol. 1, pp. 274-5.
216 MA, vol. 1, pp. 277-83.
217 The terms used were “yus§wÊ baynahum fÊ magh§nimihim wa-magh§rimihim” (see,

e.g., MA, vol. 1, p. 277). D. Ze"evi’s reading of the same formulation (in his An
Ottoman Century, p. 227, note 40) should be corrected accordingly.
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they occasionally availed themselves of copper, sometimes as a ba-
sis for silver-plated jewels.218 Second, the same craftsmen also worked
in gold. In a detailed inheritance list of Da"ud ibn Faraj Allah, the
Karaite Jew who died in Jerusalem in 1631, there were various
precious stones and silver, as well as pieces of gold jewelry (earrings,
rings etc.).219 The dishonest head of the guild whose story was told
above, Khalil al- Da"udi, was exposed by members of the commu-
nity who attested to specific cases in which he had shown himself to
be devoid of even an elementary knowledge of the craft. Moreover,
instead of protecting the interests of the public he conspired with
others to have fake gold pieces sold to unknowing customers. Only
sometime later, when the fake jewelry in question was actually worn,
was the fraud exposed. Khalil was consequently discharged from
office and forbidden ever to practice this craft in the future.

References made so far to Christian and Jewish members of the
guild point to a more general question: what was the guild’s ethnic
composition, and how homogeneous were its heads? Although Ot-
toman Jerusalem was predominantly Muslim, and all its Jews and
Christians combined hardly amounted to 20% of the entire popu-
lation, members of these two minority groups were very heavily
represented in the guild. In an earlier work on 16th-century Jerus-
alem I described this as the period when “hardly a year went by
without mention of dealings or litigations involving a Jewish jewel-
er”.220 In a certain year the records included at least ten different
Jewish members of the guild, and certain of those names were re-
peatedly mentioned as ßuyy§gh for many years consecutively. Progress-
ing to the 17th century, Jewish membership still seems quite sub-
stantial, but it is increasingly matched and even surpassed by the
number of their Christian colleagues. Among the Christians we
encounter Copts, Armenians, Greek Orthodox; among the Jews there
were several Karaite jewelers as well. Arriving at the 18th century,
we find that Christian members dominate the scene.221 To be sure,

218 For a case in the very early 17th century, where earrings were falsely
produced at the rate of more than 50% copper plated with silver in an attempt to
cheat a Muslim lady from the neighboring village of Lifta, see: MA, vol. 1, pp.
292-3.

219 JS, vol. 119, p. 553.
220 A. Cohen, Jewish Life, p. 169.
221 See, e.g., the list of names given for 1681 (MA, vol. 1, pp. 279-80), or that

dated 1724 (JS, vol. 220, p. 21). The head of the guild in the latter case, however,
was a Muslim, the son of the aforementioned Da"ud bölükb§£¶. 
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the names of guild members that figure in the court registers during
the very same years show a substantial Muslim presence. Although
the nature of the sijill documents cited above makes it impossible to
draw a precise statistical picture, a comparison of names listed sys-
tematically and other relevant occasional references therein leads to
the following general conclusion: although on different dates there
were some ten members from each of the three denominational
groups, the large concentration of Christian and Jewish craftsmen
created the impression of a predominantly non-Muslim guild.222  

Equally, and perhaps even more, impressive is the fact that—unlike
most of the other guilds—not all of this guild’s heads were Muslim.
While in earlier days some of them were Jewish, 17th-century doc-
uments provide us with several examples of guild leadership entrusted
to Christians. In August 1559, the Jew Musa ibn Harun served as
shaykh of the guild, and in March 1592, when the guild members asked
the kadi to dismiss their Muslim head, they suggested that he be
replaced by a Jew, to which the kadi agreed.223 In the following
century, while no additional cases of Jewish shaykhs emerge, Chris-
tians reappear as heads of the guild: in 1624 Arslan the Christian
(al-naßr§nÊ) reached the end of his tenure as the guild’s head, and in
1656 an Armenian was appointed to that position. These are indi-
cations (among others in Jerusalem, and in financial matters gener-
ally in other Ottoman towns) of the growing importance of Chris-
tians, who were gradually replacing Jewish members of the guild.
In the 18th century the number of Jewish jewelers decreased signif-
icantly, probably as a result of the general deterioration and decline
of Jewish life in Jerusalem. This meant that the guild became pre-
dominantly Christian, although not as exclusively as it appeared in
the 1785 decree: “and their artisans are protected (dhimm) people from
amongst the Christians (min al-naß§r§)”.224 Although an inaccurate
statement (after all, the same decree mentions a Muslim head of the
guild, implying at least a certain Muslim presence), it is indicative

222 MA, pp. 273-93. 
223 JS, vol. 37, p. 477; vol. 75, p. 49.
224 A. Raymond (in his Artisans et commerçants au Caire au XVIIIe siècle, Damas,

1973, pp. 228, 456, 500-501) describes a similar state of affairs in Ottoman Cairo,
where many jewelers were either Christian or Jewish, and as of the late 17th century
“le terme de ß§"igh est reservé aux seuls chrétiens”. Mixed guilds were also common
in 18th-century Bursa where goldsmiths were similarly “classed as Christian”
(Faroqhi, Bursa, p. 102).
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of the general impression that prevailed at the time, projecting to a
large extent the social and economic reality.

The very substantial presence of Jewish and Christian gold- and
silversmiths in Jerusalem reflects two factors. First, Muslims—per-
haps as a result of religious constraints225 and limited historical tra-
ditions—constituted just one, and not necessarily the largest part of
this guild. Second, Jews and Christians did not enter this field only
because of the limited enthusiasm of their Muslim neighbors. Al-
though that may apply to other Muslim urban centres as well, it held
true particularly in Jerusalem because of the very nature of the town:
Christian and Jewish pilgrims would visit Jerusalem regularly, and
they spent both time and money there. Hence, local members of these
two communities were well equipped to deal in, produce and deliv-
er goods sought by the foreign pilgrims. The mawsim226—the annu-
al “season” for the sale of different objets d’art—must have coincided
with the period of pilgrimage, i.e. springtime with its Jewish Pass-
over festivals and Christian Easter celebrations. Thus the special tax
collected from the Jewish and Christian gold- and silversmiths by
the muÈtasib of Jerusalem at the end of the season. He did not, how-
ever, collect it “out of season”, as it were, even though the products
of this guild were sold throughout the year to pilgrims who came
on other occasions, as well as to local people coming from Jerusa-
lem and its neighboring villages.

Ottoman Jerusalem had other guilds that provided the local pop-
ulation with much more vital necessities, e.g. that of the butchers in
charge of meat supply. Why, then, did the 1785 document refer to
ßiy§gha as “the most important”, and how far can its authenticity be
confirmed by descriptions of other Ottoman towns? Suraiya Faro-
qhi, in her analysis of Anatolian towns, refers to metal industries,
but although silver is occasionally mentioned, it is “mostly copper
and ironware [that] also formed an important activity in towns’,

225 Religious constraints did not, however, stop Muslims of all walks of life from
utilizing a wide variety of home appliances, military equipment and luxurious fabrics
that were made of, or at least had a substantial element of, gold and silver. A long
list of such items is provided in a sultanic decree issued in mid-September 1822,
declaring once again (an earlier version, JS, vol. 271, p. 4, goes back to 1790) the
use of gold and silver as “unlawful”(n§ me£rå#a), then stating more specifically that
“the use of utensils [made] of gold and silver by [either] male or female is not
permissible in any way” (JS, vol. 307, pp. 31-2). For a short summary see:
Ta"rÊkh-i Cevdet (Istanbul, 1309 A.H.[1891]), vol. 5, pp. 32-3, vol. 12, p. 45.

226 JS, vol. 6, p. 424.
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rather than the products of silversmiths.227 In André Raymond’s
Ottoman Cairo, the guild of the ßuyy§gh is quite often referred to,
but never as part of the “corporations considerées”; it seems to have
been of moderate importance, and was usually grouped together with
less important guilds such as painters, fishermen, muleteers etc.228

This classification in its somewhat blurred form echoes the Koranic
warnings against excessive accumulation of gold and silver by those
who “do not expend them in the way of Allah”.229 Even more clearly,
it brings to mind Ira Lapidus’s description of the Mamluk period,
when the Muslim literary distinction between “respectable” and “non-
respectable” trades seems to have been valid in Syrian towns, and
“goldsmiths...belonged to subordinate occupations”.230 Did this “sub-
ordinate” position spill over to Ottoman times, and does it account
for the lack of any reference to this profession in A. Abdel Nour’s
general description and analysis of Ottoman Syrian towns from the
16th through the 18th centuries?231

In sharp contrast to all of these bits of information, impressions
and critical judgments, one inevitably recalls S. D. Goitein’s descrip-
tion of the “Mediterranean society” several hundred years earlier,
in the very heart of the lands of Islam, where “next to textiles,
metals...and above all the gold [and] silver...industries were predom-
inant in medieval arts and crafts’.232 It may be that his valid find-
ings were the exceptions to the rule, or should we apply them to the
Ottoman scene as well? The existence of three separate markets for
the gold- and silversmiths’ guild in Ottoman Hamat seems an indi-
cation of the economic importance of the guild for which these
markets were designed.233 The central location of the glittering
goldsmiths’ market in Istanbul’s kapalÌ çarâÌ, famous among visitors
of present-day Turkey as well as among students of Ottoman histo-

227 S. Faroqhi, Towns and Townsmen of Ottoman Anatolia (Cambridge, U.K., 1984),
p. 171. Silversmiths, not surprisingly, do not figure among her Men of Modest Substance
(Cambridge, Mass., 1987).

228 Raymond, Artisans, vol. 2, p. 528.
229 Cf. “Fi··a” in EI2, by A. S. Ehrenkreutz.
230 I. Lapidus, Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Ages (Cambridge, Mass., 1967),

pp. 82-3.
231 A. Abdel Nour, Introduction à l"histoire urbaine de la syrie ottomane (XVIe-XVIIIe

siècles) (Beirut, 1982).
232 S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, vol. 1 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967),

p. 108.
233 #Abd al-Wadåd MuÈammad Yåsuf, “•aw§"if al- Èiraf wa’l- ßin§#§t”, pp. 93-

4.
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ry, can only be interpreted as manifesting the trade’s importance at
the time. A. Raymond’s recent research, approaching the topic from
an architectural perspective, seems to have reached a conclusion that
tallies more readily with our interpretation than with his earlier
textual analysis. In the Arab cities of the Ottoman Empire (and one
may assume that this was not an entirely new phenomenon), the
Grand Mosque was the conspicuous centre of town. In close prox-
imity to it ‘s’établissaient des activités fondamentales comme le
marché des orfèvres’.234 This was true for Aleppo, Damascus and
Algiers, whereas the jewelers’ guild was ‘less directly linked’ to the
Mosque in Bagdad, Tunis and Cairo. We have now come almost
full circle, where the centrality of the guild of the ß§gha in Jerusalem
as described in our document coincides with the architectural and
conceptual pattern of other major Syrian towns.

 Here it is again pertinent to cite Goitein’s words, this time con-
cerning the logic behind the very existence of this craft. Gold and
silver were not merely used to produce ornaments intended to grat-
ify the human search for beauty and desire for luxury; they also
“served largely as a means of investment and saving”.235 This could
not possibly have changed under the Ottomans, and in this respect
Jerusalem must have been structured very much like other urban
centres. But there was one particular trait in which Jerusalem over-
shadowed other towns: its religious importance. Holy to Christian-
ity and Judaism as well as to Islam, it constituted a permanent focal
point for pilgrims of all creeds. Memories of holy Jerusalem—an
adjective devoutly repeated as an integral part of the town’s name
in the languages of its various admirers236—were better preserved
when buttressed by a souvenir obtained there. Hence the flourish-
ing trade in articles made of precious metals, the importance ascribed
to the guild that produced them, and the authorities’ high regard
for these items. Not unlike the two holy shrines in the Hijaz, Otto-
man Jerusalem, too, had lost much of the political and administra-
tive weight it had possessed in earlier days. However, since it con-
stituted part of the most powerful Muslim state of the day, and its
importance was further underscored by its being highly coveted by

234 Raymond, Grandes villes arabes, pp. 232-3.
235 Goitein, Mediterranean, vol. 1, p. 108.
236 The Arabic term invariably used in the thousands of pages of the Jerusalem

sijill registers is: al-quds al-sharÊf (Turkish: kudüs-i £erif), also referred to as bayt al-
maqdis.
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foreign powers, it could, and actually did, use the general interest it
aroused to regain a certain degree of its erstwhile importance, this
time in what we would now call the tourism industry. It is in this
combination of religious fervor and commercial interest—both lo-
cal and international—that the importance of Jerusalem ß§gha should
be measured during the heyday of the empire as well as throughout
its years of decline. It is in this multiple context that gold- and sil-
versmithing became “its most important craft”.

22. Blacksmiths (Èadd§d)

We have seen several guilds that had both Muslim and non-Muslim
members. The blacksmiths’ guild (Èadd§d) was also so constituted; in
fact, it appears to have been predominantly Christian, with very few
Muslims.

The most obvious indication may be found if we look at the
appointments of the guild’s heads. Whereas, in earlier instances, we
could point to an occasional Jewish or Christian head of a predom-
inantly Muslim guild, here the very opposite was the case. All those
whose nomination we could trace for both the 17th and the 18th
centuries were Christians. Although our sample is quite broad, it is
far from exhaustive; occasional Muslim leadership cannot be ruled
out, particularly given the fact that the guild included Muslim mem-
bers. However, even from the quantitative angle Muslims appear to
have played a very minor role. Combining two lists of guild mem-
bers’ names just before and after the middle of the century, we reach
a figure of 11, and looking only at the 1650s we encounter a few
new members; checking the lists from 1670, the total number is 10,
and later in that decade the total figure reached is even higher—14.
Since in several documents the court speaks of “the rest of the black-
smiths”, the final membership figure may be even higher—but al-
most exclusively Christian.237

Surveying the available documents of appointment, we note a very

237 MA, vol. 1, pp. 61-5; vol. 2, p. 239; JS, vol. 215, p. 39; vol. 218, p. 56.
Whenever a non-Muslim is mentioned, a special formula indicates his different
religion: a Muslim will always be ibn for “son of”, whereas the appropriate term
that the court’s scribe uses for a Christian (and in other cases a Jew, too) is wuld
or veled. However, when, for example, in 1658 two of the names are cited in the
above Muslim formula, a possible inaccuracy cannot be ruled out, at least in the
case of one of them, whose father had a typically Christian name: Óann§ (the
shortened Arabic form of John).
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exceptional one: in 1647, the members of the guild came to the kadi
and declared that they had agreed to perform all their duties in the
service of the governors with no reference to an appointed head. They
undertook to carry out all their professional work “equally”, using
the magic word always repeated by the kadi to any newly elected
shaykh. Hence the kadi confirmed this very special arrangement: the
guild would be run by itself. To the best of our knowledge this
experiment was never repeated afterwards, and we have no clue as
to how well it functioned. It probably did not function very well, but
it adds credence to our growing impression of the importance of the
services provided to the governor by the guild—over and above the
supervision of production and supply of goods—as a vital element
in determining the state’s basic positive approach to the very exist-
ence and permanent functioning of this institution. On the other
hand, it sheds more light on the other question, that of the nature
of the relations prevailing between the kadi and the guild: the kadi
not only honored the guild’s decision as to who should be chosen
to conduct its affairs, but would even submit to their decision as to
who should be appointed. In the triangular relationship of members,
governor and kadi, the latter, who on the face of it had so much
regulatory power, actually used it in response to the will of the people,
while the services the members rendered to the state apparatus elic-
ited its support for the entire guild system.

Technically speaking, the last episode occurred not as an exer-
cise in power-sharing but simply because the members could not
agree on a candidate for the job. This was related to personal ten-
sions among them, but a certain advantage could be drawn from
the situation: this way the guild saved the expenses for their shaykh,
particularly his exemption from their regular obligations to the
governor (al-kilaf al-#urfiyya), which simply meant reducing the actu-
al tax burden borne by each guild member.238 However, because the
institution of the head of the guild proved too crucial to forgo,
notwithstanding the extra costs it involved, we find the usual rou-
tine recurring: in 1656, for example, two heads were appointed
concurrently, and in 1670, upon the death of a shaykh, his son was
nominated in his place. The general conditions that went with the
job were similar to those prevailing in other guilds: equal distribu-
tion of raw material and profits on the one hand, and of impositions

238 MA, vol. 1, pp. 61-2.
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incurred on the other. He also fulfilled the special duty of issuing
permits to blacksmiths who wished to leave town on professional
business in the neighboring villages. They would go to repair dam-
aged tools, as well as to promote the sales of new ones.

The guild produced a variety of utensils upon demand by the
peasants—e.g. ploughshares, sickles or hoes—jointly undertaken but
performed separately in their respective shops, then provided to their
customers in the villages. Being a guild member meant partaking in
the contractual arrangement that was thus created with the villag-
ers, each member being entitled to his respective share once pay-
ments were due, unless he specifically declared himself as giving up
his lot. Since as late as the 17th century many transactions in Jeru-
salem—and in Palestine as a whole—were still concluded on a bar-
ter basis, the guild members were usually paid for their services with
wheat and other agricultural produce that they later sold in town.
They had to do this in order to raise the cash to defray the cost of
iron bought from ironmongers, though they were granted delays for
the actual payment of pledges made earlier.239 Finally, there was also
the regular supply of the needs of the local governor and his under-
lings, e.g. horseshoes and other equestrian equipment, with which
the guild had to furnish the governor from the very first day of his
arrival in town.240

The heavy Christian presence in the blacksmiths’ guild manifest-
ed itself also in the urban setting: the “blacksmiths’ neighborhood”,
and even a residential complex bearing their name (Èawsh al-Èadd§dÊn),
were located within the larger Christian neighborhood. In the 18th
century these already contained a mixed professional population:
Christian silversmiths, for example, bought houses there, and weaving
facilities were also located in residential basements there.241 These
buildings were not inexpensive, and the sums of money the black-
smiths invested indicated a certain affluence: in 1714 a blacksmith
bought himself a house in the same neighborhood for 90 ghirsh asadÊ

239 MA, vol. 1, pp. 65-6. In the early 17th century iron was quite expensive:
a consignment of 80.5 raãl was bought at a price of 39 sulã§nÊ, i.e. approximately
0.5 gold coin per raãl .

240 MA, vol. 1, p. 67.
241 JS, vol. 209, p. 59; vol. 217, pp. 92, 217; vol. 221, p. 330; vol. 232, p. 70.

On Èawsh and its architectual constitution see A. Abdel Nour, Introduction à l"histoire
urbaine, pp. 130-5; Raymond, Villes, pp. 223-5; J-P. Pascual, Damas à la fin du XVIe
siècle (Damas, 1983), pp. 48-9; N. Hanna, Habiter au Caire aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles
(Le Caire, 1991), pp. 70-3.
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(then worth 1.5 zolta each), and a room added to the above-men-
tioned blacksmiths’ Èawsh complex was bought in the same year for
50 ghirsh; in 1719 a blacksmith had an upper floor built onto a house
he owned in the Christian neighborhood; and in 1726 20% of a house
in the blacksmiths’ neighborhood cost 100.242 All of these point in
the same direction: being a blacksmith may have involved getting
one’s hands dirty, but it also brought substantial income and eco-
nomic status.

23. Sword makers and knifesmiths  (suyåfÊ, sak§kÊnÊ)

By the very nature of their craft, blacksmiths could produce many
varieties of knives and swords. These tools were of particular im-
portance, and to ensure that they did not fail their users at a crucial
moment, the know-how applied and the metal employed in their
production required special expertise. Thus we find a separate guild,
the sword makers and knifesmiths (suyåfÊ, sak§kÊnÊ), who concentrat-
ed on manufacturing these products only.

There was a strong Christian presence in this guild as well, though
Muslims were more important here. In the course of two separate
court sessions, in a document from 1611, five Muslim members and
six Christians (two of whom were Armenians) are listed, and although
we may assume that these lists were not exhaustive, it seems that
the total number, as well as the overall activity, were more limited
in this than in most other guilds. However, since it had great im-
portance in what we would now call security matters, the head of
the guild, notwithstanding the apparent Christian majority, was a
Muslim.243 Moreover, a close look at his name reveals an interest-
ing mobility: “master” Nasir al-Din ibn Qasim al-Zurdukash, who
was entrusted with the title and responsibility of shaykh of this guild
in 1611, two years later became a silversmith, and in 1632 was even
appointed head of the silversmiths’ guild.244 There was, undoubted-
ly, more money to be made as a silversmith than as a knifesmith,
hence his upward mobility. His experience in leading one group that
worked in metal must also have been most helpful in supervising the

242 JS, vol. 209, pp. 59, 169; vol. 213, p. 156; vol. 221, p. 330.
243 In 1726, the only reference we have is to a Muslim knifesmith who leased

his shop from an endowment near såq al- ãabb§khÊn ( JS, vol. 222, p. 53).
244 MA, vol. 1, pp. 206, 273, 284. His name indicates that his father, at least,

had prior knowledge of dealing in metal: zarad means coat of mail, in the production
of which he was probably well versed.
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affairs of the other, perhaps even in being elected to that post.
However, this seems to have been an exception to the general rule,
and for lack of evidence we cannot even address ourselves to the
question of whether he quit his old profession when he moved up.
Judging by clearly drawn rules cited on other occasions about the
inadmissibility of belonging to two separate guilds, we tend to think
that even if he tried to hide such a fact, this pattern of behavior would
have been discontinued by order of the kadi.

The rules of this guild were no different from those applied in the
others. All their raw materials, especially iron and steel, were to be
acquired through their head or with his explicit permission, and then
distributed among all members without discriminating against any
of them. The sale of all their products, including standards and prices,
was to be similarly regulated by him.

24-25. Coppersmiths and tin-platers (naÈÈ§s, mubayyi·)

The production of some of the commodities sold in Jerusalem in-
volved high temperatures that could be achieved in receptacles made
of copper. Soap factories and bathhouses, makers of sweetmeat and
coffee, were the main consumers of copper or brass (nuÈ§s), mostly
for repairs in the cauldrons or other boilers that deteriorated from
excessive use in their production lines. Copper- and tin-plated utensils
were also in demand, not on a commercial level but rather for use
in ordinary households—pots and pans, bowls and dishes, coffeepots
and urns etc. All of these were the realm of the coppersmiths and
tin-platers (naÈÈ§s, mubayyi·).

In the early 17th century we encountered seven guild members;
then in the 1640s and 1650s, 14 different names were listed, many
of them related to one another. Their full number was actually higher,
since most documents refer to these name-lists as “among the cop-
persmiths and tin platers’, indicating that there were others as well.
Most of them were Muslims, with a certain Christian presence; in
1644 an “expert” (mu#allim) called Murad the Christian was listed
among the guild members, and in 1678 a group of three other Chris-
tian coppersmiths were warned by the kadi to cease behaving in a
manner that circumvented the head of the guild.245 The latter was,
as usual, appointed by the kadi upon the recommendation of other

245 MA, vol. 2, pp. 154-7, 162.
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members, without any time limit to his tenure. The same guild
members who were instrumental in his nomination could also bring
about his downfall: when, in 1653, against the common expectation
of his permanent presence in town, the head of the guild went on
the Èajj pilgrimage (which meant an absence of several months), the
guild requested that the kadi replace him, and a new one was in fact
appointed. The latter, who had previously served as a Janissary sta-
tioned in the Jerusalem citadel (and probably went on collecting his
pay regularly), seems to have been too rough for some, at least: three
years later he was replaced when the kadi confirmed a complaint
against his “being a military person” whose behavior caused them
various troubles. The very same person, however, was reinstated
sometime later, as in 1659 a large group of guild members com-
plained once again, this time in much harsher terms, of his misbe-
havior. He spoke ill of them to the authorities, hurt them directly
both in speech and deed, and instead of helping them in the perfor-
mance of their work, transmitted their final products to their cus-
tomers and collected the payment they were due. Either this per-
son’s challenge to the guild was too strong, or he was so closely related
to the authorities that extra pressure was needed, or both. This sit-
uation, however, was exceptional in that the members resorted to a
threat that unless he be replaced, they would “discontinue their craft
and emigrate from their town to another one”. Under such pressure
the kadi was left with little choice but to accede to their demand.
However, the same Khalil did not disappear from the scene: in 1670
he was again serving as head of this guild, while other members of
his family were also engaged as coppersmiths in later years.246

The unprecedented argumentation used by the coppersmiths in
attempting to bring about Khalil’s dismissal, and his eventual reemer-
gence as their shaykh, give us an insight into the real importance of
the holder of this position. The head of the guild was in charge of
the purchase, through guild members who were personally involved,
either directly or with his authorization of the raw materials, name-
ly copper and tin. Their equal distribution within the guild, as well
as the application of the same yardstick in the levy of taxes and other
impositions from the members, were the main pillars of his author-
ity, and whenever he disregarded these, he lost the members’ respect,
forfeited the discipline of the guild, and was eventually replaced. Once

246 MA, vol. 2, pp. 156-8, 162.
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again, the application of equality was not technical but conceptual:
in fact, he was supposed to take into account the different capaci-
ties of each coppersmith, and decide upon his respective quota ac-
cordingly (“to burden every one of them according to his capaci-
ty”). His responsibility, as noted above, was also applicable to the
entire sphere of actual production. He set the professional standards
and supervised  employment, fixed the prices of goods produced and
on occasion even collected the payments from the customers. When-
ever he did not personally take charge of the sale of copper in town,
his permission was always sought by the relevant guild members.247

In the course of the court session that was mainly devoted to the
appointment of their head, the kadi took advantage of the opportu-
nity to repeat the general regulations, as well as referring to partic-
ular issues, that concerned the guild members. In mid-April 1644
he addressed, among other things, the question of tin-plating. The
application of a thin layer of tin to utensils made of copper gave them
a smooth, unbroken, shiny coating, as if these were aesthetic finish-
ing touches. It was also performed, however, for reasons of substance:
the natural corrosion of the metal was thus covered in a way that
made these items of cutlery and tableware healthier and much more
pleasant to the human palate. This production process, probably
involving the emission of unpleasant odors, was to be conducted only
in the tin-platers’ shops. It should not, warned the kadi, be practiced
in the town’s residential quarters, and particularly not in the Jewish
neighborhood.248 What would otherwise seem to be a commendable
display of interest in the population’s well-being becomes somewhat
more suspect when the Jews are singled out. There is always a pos-
sibility of the Jewish population being discriminated against, partic-
ularly by a guild that had no Jewish members. However, the reason
for avoiding this neighborhood is actually much simpler: the date
of this court ruling coincides with the beginning of spring in that part
of the world, which is the time when the Jews celebrate their Pass-
over, a venerated holiday apotheosized by special dietary laws. One
way of avoiding the use of the ordinary eating utensils—which is
strictly forbidden during that week—is to buy a new, previously
unused set, or alternatively, to get a new coating on some of the old
ones, which will thus become “kosher” (admissible for those partic-

247 MA, vol. 2, pp. 154, 156, 158-9, 161-2.
248 MA, vol. 2, p. 155.
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ular dietary laws). Since this tin-plating meant big business for the
members of the guild, they would undoubtedly perform this service
close to where the potential customers lived, i.e., in the streets of the
Jewish neighborhood. This service was offered all year round to all
the local inhabitants, but the specific reference to the Jews was a
deliberate warning against performing it on a large scale at that
particular time. On the whole, it should be seen in the wider con-
text of the kadi’s policy of safeguarding the entire Jerusalem popu-
lation against interested parties (see chapter 17, Tanners) who tried
to gain narrow commercial benefits while impairing the general wel-
fare.

E. Textile production

26. Cotton merchants (qaãã§n)

The market of the cotton merchants (suq al-qaãã§nÊn), an old, well-
established complex dating back to the Mamluk period, was very
thoroughly restored and refurbished in the late 1560s.249 This was
not just part of a general Ottoman policy of urban restoration, but
also an incentive for further economic development. As we have seen
in the case of the other markets, the activity carried out there was
not limited to cotton production, although the critical mass of the
latter, i.e. the carding (nadf ) of the raw cotton did indeed primarily
take place there.

One indication of the intensity of the guild’s activities is the ra-
pidity with which its heads were replaced. In practically every de-
cade of the 17th century, a new head of the guild was appointed by
the kadi. The number of guild members who came to the court for
that occasion was ten or more, and in the middle of the century we
could identify about 20 different names of those present. Some of
them were clearly related to one another, and over the years quite
a number of sons replaced their fathers in the same capacity. All of
them were to be treated equally by their head as well as by his as-
sistant (naqÊb), both in terms of privileges and liabilities. There were,
however, several cotton merchants whom the kadi exempted from
any of the latter: in 1608, for example, the four shops managed by
descendants of the Prophet (ashr§f ), plus two more, were proclaimed

249 See my “Local Trade” in AAS, vol. 12, pp. 8-9.
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exempt from all indemnities the guild was liable to; in 1663, two
others were thus declared.250 All other guild members had to fully
obey any instructions issued by their head, including the behest to
regularly provide the governor with cotton. We do not know what
particular type was sought by the latter; it may have included ele-
ments from both kinds of cotton the guild mainly dealt with, raw
and spun.

We should point out here that although the cotton merchants
themselves, quite naturally, also practiced actual spinning, much of
their cotton was, in fact, spun by women who worked from home,
in and around Jerusalem. The cotton merchant’s shop was where
he personally worked, sometimes aided by a young apprentice. This
shop also served as a depot where he kept both the raw materials
he had purchased from the villagers and the final product—the spun
cotton. The employment of this home-based workforce indicates a
growing demand for spun cotton, which the members of the guild
could not possibly satisfy by simply putting in more work hours. This
rising demand could also be satisfied, to a certain degree, by increas-
ing the supply of raw material provided by the peasants. Although
Jerusalem was located in the midst of a rural area, actually surround-
ed by many villages, the main cotton- growing fields were somewhat
more distant: 10 to 15 miles to its west, just beyond the point where
the hills end. Sloping into open plains that stretch some halfway
between Jerusalem and Ramle were the best regions for extensive
cultivation of cotton in central and southern Palestine. It was from
those sources that the cotton merchants received their main supply,
with some subsidiary provisions coming from the hillside villages to
the north of that area, along the main route to Nablus.

The gradually growing activity of the guild should be seen in a
wider context, that of the next stage in the chain of production,
namely weaving (Èiy§ka). A detailed summary of a 1654 court ses-
sion gives us some insights into the problematics involved.251 Mem-
bers of the cotton merchants’ guild complained to the kadi of ob-
stacles they had been encountering for some time from the weavers’
guild of Jerusalem. The latter had been blocking their recently opened
commercial channels of sale of their goods to distant customers. The
cotton merchants had for some time been selling their merchandise

250 MA, vol. 2, pp. 135, 142.
251 MA, vol. 2, p. 143.
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to Damascus and its vicinity (bil§d al-Sh§m), as well as to other des-
tinations in the Ottoman Empire as a whole (bil§d al-Isl§m). These
sales were conducted in a purely Islamic context, the merchandise
being purchased in Jerusalem by unorganized Muslim merchants,
then transported for the production of certain brands of cloth (e.g.
baghd§dÊ), as well as semi-strategic products such as tents (khiy§m). In
return for their spun cotton the guild received new consignments of
raw cotton; hence these new sales actually meant enlarging their
market both geographically and in terms of the overall quantities
produced. The disruption of this new range of activity by the weav-
ers meant not just loss of money for the cotton merchants, but also
the firing of all those women whom they employed in the spinning
process. No wonder, therefore, that as a result the local economy
suffered, and the prices of spun cotton soared. When the kadi inter-
viewed the weavers, they admitted that the quantities of spun cot-
ton available in Jerusalem had dropped significantly and consequently
their price had soared, but they could not be blamed for this. The
main reason was the exporting of cotton in the opposite direction—
to Sidon. Large consignments of it were being shipped to there, later
to be transported to Europe by non-Muslim (ÈarbÊ), Catholic-French
(ifranj) merchants. This new practice was prohibited by the kadi, who
again stipulated what to him was the only possible order of things:
first, the weavers of Jerusalem should avail themselves of the cotton
for their own craft; then whatever was left over could be sold to
Damascus and other Syrian towns.

Three general conclusions may be drawn from this episode. First,
the cotton merchants’ initial insistence on their sales being conducted
in a truly Muslim context had an unusual and somewhat suspicious
ring when it was first expressed. This was then practically confirmed
by the disclosure of their unauthorized dealings with the European
Christians. Second, this entire episode should be seen in an inter-
national context of the growing commercial ties between the French
merchants of Marseille and the Syrian port of Sidon. Indeed, we know
from internal French commercial correspondence of the growing
number of boats loading cotton in Sidon so as to provide for the
increasing demand of the French industry in the 17th and 18th
centuries.252 The main item they imported was “cotons d’Acre”,

252 A. Cohen, Palestine in the 18th Century, passim; D. Panzac, “Commerce et
commerçants des ports du Liban sud et de Palestine (1756-1787)” in Villes au Levant,
pp. 75-93.
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which originated, as the name indicates, in the northern part of
Palestine. It now emerges that the demand for cotton by the French
was such that it made even a long and unsafe journey from Jerus-
alem to Sidon a worthy undertaking for the local merchants. And
there was the third context, which is the focus of this work—that of
the guild system. The Ottoman authorities had no predetermined
preference in this conflict between the two guilds, each of which had
to cater to a certain need in the local economy. The main concern
was that nothing impair the system as a whole; hence if at one link
of the entire chain the rights of one guild were infringed upon by
another, the kadi took a firm position that they be restored, thus
enabling the smooth functioning of the entire mechanism.

The extent to which this kadi’s ruling was carried out is unknown
to us. The commercial links between Marseille and Sidon, and then
with Acre, became increasingly tight in the 18th century as cotton
maintained its primacy on the list of goods exported from Palestine.
The archives of the Chamber of Commerce of Marseille, where these
processes were amply documented, focused particularly on the cot-
ton trade but contained almost no references to a continued flow
from Jerusalem or Ramle.253 Nor did the court proceedings from that
century relate to these or similar issues. It may well be that the guild
heeded the instructions issued by the kadi, and refrained from sending
more spun cotton to Sidon and its vicinity. If they were still involved
in the European trade, this would have been directed through the
port of Jaffa, which underwent substantial development during those
years.

The guild of cotton merchants maintained its high 17th-century
profile in Jerusalem for another 100 years, until the beginning of the
19th century and beyond.  Young boys were placed by their fathers
as apprentices with old masters to be trained “on the job”; new guild
heads were appointed by the kadi in the same pattern we have
described for earlier years.254 By the mid-18th century the cotton
merchants’ market(såq al-qaãã§nÊn) had severely deteriorated, causing
great concern among the neighbors: they came to the kadi, report-
ed its deplorable condition (khar§b, i.e. dilapidated) as well as that of

253 See my Palestine in the 18th Century, pp. 128-137; R. Paris, Histoire du commerce
de Marseille, Le Levant, vol.5 (Paris, 1957), pp. 399-400. For statistical data on French
commerce with the ports of Acre and Sidon see, e.g.: ACCM, sèrie J.823; ACCM,
L1 files 7-32; Archives Nationales (Paris), sèrie B11018. 

254 JS, vol. 214, p. 16; vol. 232, p. 178; vol. 254, p. 181.
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the adjacent al-Shifa bathhouse, both of which had become centers
for social misfits, and they requested his help in redressing the sit-
uation. The following year, in April 1754, the leaseholders could
report a massive influx of money to the structural repairs and refur-
bishing of the 26 shops inside the recently restored market.255 As
noted earlier, members of other guilds leased some of these shops,
but cotton merchants also continued to occupy another part of that
market and to work from there. In 1782 there was a further dete-
rioration of the same market, coinciding with a general decree sent
to Jerusalem from Istanbul concerning the sale of spun cotton. The
established procedure whereby any such merchandise (as well as
tobacco) was to be sold only in particular shops, to enable the sys-
tematic levy of taxes, was to be discontinued. These commodities
(exempt as they were from all taxes) would from now on be sold at
any shop in Jerusalem, and to any bidder—a clear attempt to en-
courage the local guild members to do more business: this new
principle, which opened new venues to potential buyers who might
thus more readily come to do business in tax-exempt Jerusalem,
would amount to raising the guild members’ level of competition with
their peers in other towns, particularly the outlets in the main
Mediterranean ports.256 This, indeed, was a much more promising
way of improving the conditions of these Jerusalem merchants than
the reality that emerges from the reports of members of the same
guild who resided in the neighboring town of Bayt Jala: in 1741
several of its cotton merchants complained to the kadi about their
Jerusalem peers, who were forcing them to share the various impo-
sitions (magh§rim) required of them by the local authorities. The kadi
supported their complaint and declared all Bayt Jala cotton merchants
exempt from the Jerusalem impositions, but also announced that they
must not purchase any cotton in Jerusalem in the future.257 Improving
the potential conditions of competition in Jerusalem was not only
more logical from a purely economic perspective but also more
promising than the arbitrary imposition of fiscal regulations on oth-
ers, a policy that could more easily be evaded and therefore was less
auspicious than the new, more liberal one.

Although most of the guild’s members—over 15 during different
years of the 18th century—were Muslim, it also included several

255 JS, vol. 237, p. 300; vol. 238, p. 16.
256 JS, vol. 256, p. 37.
257 JS, vol. 231, p. 68.
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Christian colleagues who were regarded as equal members. The
growing demand for cotton in the Palestinian ports quite naturally
had an effect on prices in more remote regions, Jerusalem included.
In 1745, for example, the administrator (mutawallÊ) of the Khasseki
Sultan endowment, who was also the customs officer of the port of
Jaffa, forced upon members of this guild—Muslim and Christian
alike—a mandatory purchase (ãarÈ) of cotton at a price 25% higher
than its current market value. They did not have much choice but
to obey him, but six months later this proved to be a sound invest-
ment: the price rose by more than 50% over the one they had paid.
They refused to pay him this difference, and only as a result of the
kadi’s intervention agreed to the payment of an extra 40%. These
fluctuations in such a relatively short time usually reflected an un-
expected upsurge in demand (e.g. the sudden arrival of boats from
France with large commissions for cotton of any kind), within the
wider upward trend of the above-mentioned European quest for
cotton. For the guild members these changes entailed potentially large
margins of profit, substantiated, among others, by the few examples
we have of cotton merchants’ inheritances (e.g. a case in 1796 where
a cotton merchant left an unusually large sum in cash—1576 zol-

ta—as part of an even larger inheritance). 258

27. Weavers (È§"ik, Èayy§k)

The weavers’ guild was the main consumer of spun cotton, which
they used for weaving cotton cloth. Although usually referred to by
the just-mentioned general term, the full name of this guild conveyed
a more precise idea of their specialty: “the weavers of cotton
cloth”(Èuyy§k al-qum§sh al-quãn). The fabric they wove had to be pro-
duced according to specifications set by the kadi: 1 dhir§# wide, 20
long;259 in case of failure to comply with this standard, the price to
be charged was to be lower than the official one.

This guild’s general structure was not basically different from the
general pattern. Its head was recommended by a large group of
members who came to the court, then approved by the kadi who
issued the appointment, with no time limit for tenure. As long as he
treated all members equally, justly distributing among them the raw
materials and other provisions, as well as the impositions set by the

258 JS, vol. 231, p. 68; vol. 233, pp. 309-10; vol. 279, p. 71.
259 The former “small”, the latter, “Istanbul” dhir§# (MA, vol. 1, pp. 108-9).
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governor, the shaykh went on discharging his responsibilities over all
the professional activities of the guild. Over and above his religious
integrity and honesty, his professional proficiency was the most
important feature taken into account whenever the appointment of
a new head was considered. Ongoing misconduct in these spheres
could bring about his disqualification, either at the kadi’s initiative
or even upon the head’s own request. Thus in 1687, for example,
the poor Arabic of the primarily Turkish-speaking Turcoman head
of the guild was cited as a liability in his relationship with the Ara-
bic-speaking guild members, but he was actually fired because of his
failing health and advanced age.260 The following year, it was the
weavers’ initiative that brought the members to the kadi requesting
that he replace their head, mainly because of what they described
as wrongdoings. During the year that he had been in office he had
besmirched them in the eyes of the authorities, levied a variety of
unlawful and unjustified charges from all guild members, and occa-
sionally simply extorted sums of money from them. The kadi did fire
him for all those reasons, but two years later, in 1690, he was once
again filling the same position, when a smaller number of guild
members than before requested that the kadi dismiss him and nom-
inate a more reliable new head instead.261 One general feature seems
to hold true: throughout the entire 17th century and beyond, the
guild members very conscientiously tried to keep a well-qualified and
reliable shaykh in charge of their professional activities. A recurring
element, therefore, was that quite a number of heads of this guild
came from the same or related families (e.g. Ibn abi Zar#a in the
1630s, ’60s and ’80s).262

Close family ties were also a common trait of ordinary guild
members. The Turkish-speaking head apparently had this and other
relevant qualifications that won him the support of other, ordinary,
mostly Arabic-speaking guild members. If we look at the list of names
that emerges from the different court cases involving this guild, the
Turkish connection seems much wider. Time and again we encounter
many members designated as “al-råmÊ”, usually to be interpreted as
“the Christian” of a Greek (råm) Orthodox persuasion. However, a
closer look at their names reveals that they were Muslims: they had
authentic Muslim names (e.g. Muhammad or Mustafa), and when-

260 MA, vol. 1, p. 101.
261 MA, vol. 1, pp. 102-3.
262 MA, vol. 1, pp. 97-103.
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ever their father’s name was appended, it was with the ordinary ibn

for “son of”, rather than wuld (Turkish: veled), which designated a
non-Muslim. These al-råmÊ weavers indicate an origin emanating from
somewhere in the European provinces of the Ottoman Empire, the
part known as Rumeli (possibly even from Anatolia). They had
probably belonged to Christian families converted to Islam in those
regions at a much earlier stage, and by the 17th century were indis-
tinguishable from any other Muslims. They may have brought along
with them certain professional expertise in the field of weaving that
had been developed in their original provinces, then transplanted
to the Arabic-speaking provinces, Jerusalem included.263 Their very
substantial presence in this guild may have been related, after all,
to the above-mentioned Turcoman head (and relatives of his, e.g.
his father before him, or other Turcoman members); both elements
were of a somewhat undefined origin, chosen for techniques and other
assets they were privy to, and most appreciated for all these by the
rest of the guild members.

The court cases referred to earlier, however, contained some
Christian names as well. These were related to as “the protected
[people]” (al-dhimmÊ), or “the Christian”, and in a few cases they were,
actually, at the very core of the recorded sijill. Thus, for example,
we discover that in 1672 the weavers’ guild contained within it three
separate Christian sub-categories—Greek Orthodox, Armenian and
Assyrian (siry§n). Each one of these had a weaver of the relevant
denomination in charge of its members (mutakallim), attending to their
needs and guarding their particular interests. Thus, when the Jerus-
alem governor charged the entire guild with the supply of 60 cotton
tunics that served as basic garments (thawb)264 for his entourage, the
head of the guild, himself a Muslim, aimed to have 80% of them

263 In another town of Palestine, Safed, a similar pattern was noted earlier on:
Jewish immigrants who had brought their skills from Spain to Salonica moved on
to Palestine after the Ottoman conquest in the 16th century, and through the use
of fulling techniques imported to there turned it into a center of textile production
(cf. Cohen and Lewis, p. 61).

264 Cf. S. Weir, Palestinian Costume (London, 1989), pp. 48-9, 51, 54-5. This cotton
shirt is described as “a plain long shirt or tunic (thôb) [that] was the basic garment
of both villagers and bedouin [in Palestine]”, distinctly different from women’s thawb
(ibid., passim). For a detailed description of the cotton-growing and the textile
industry in Nablus and its hinterland in the 19th century see: B. Doumani,
Rediscovering Palestine: Merchants and Peasants in Jabal Nablus, 1700-1900 (Berkeley and
Los Angeles, 1995), pp. 103-30.
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supplied by its Christian members, the rest by the Muslim ones.265

This was rejected by the former, who claimed that the latter consti-
tuted the largest part of the guild in terms of number of looms avail-
able and volume of work generated. The court was, therefore, re-
quested to dictate a less biased approach to the head of the guild,
and indeed the kadi adopted the modified proportion they suggest-
ed: only 66.66% would be provided by the Christian weavers, whereas
all the rest, amounting to 33.34%,  would become a liability to be
borne by the Muslims. In a separate ruling issued the same day, the
Christian weavers suggested an internal breakdown of their quota:
two-thirds of their 66.6%, i.e. 44.4% of the entire imposition, would
be furnished by the Greek Orthodox, the rest to be borne by the
others at a similar proportion of 2:1: 14.8% by the Armenians, 7.4%
by the Assyrians. Since these were all proportions proposed by the
Christians, one would assume that they projected a more accurate
picture of the guild’s makeup from their perspective. If these figures
are taken at face value, this would mean that the largest group within
the guild was Greek Orthodox, and that all in all this was a pre-
dominantly Christian profession. On the other hand, whenever the
proceedings bring up a list of names of weavers, most of the 10-20
given at different points in time are Muslim, as, indeed, were the
heads of the guild and their assistants (naqÊb). This comports with the
argument propounded above by the Christians, i.e. that although the
Muslim weavers’ overall volume of production was higher than theirs,
they insisted only on a 2:1 proportion between them and their Muslim
colleagues. We tend, therefore, to tread midstream on this issue: the
weavers’ guild undoubtedly contained a substantial Christian element,
and the figures just quoted probably constitute true and reliable
information. The proportions cited earlier, however, are slightly
slanted and include a quotient that the Christians agreed to add to
their undertakings by way of placating the Muslim majority.266 As
we have seen in other instances, some of the guilds contained Mus-
lim as well as non-Muslim members, and although the basic con-

265 This was definitely a liability: in many cases the governor did, eventually,
pay for the goods, but at a price substantially lower than the normal, and not
necessarily in cash. In 1634, when the governor received 150 cotton shirts (thawb)
he had demanded from the weavers’ guild, he paid them in a consignment of soap
amounting to 187.5 raãl altogether, calculated at 12 qiã#a mißriyya each (MA, vol. 1,
p. 109).

266 MA, vol. 1, pp. 106-8.
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cept was one of equality among all members, the particular charac-
ter of the different components was always taken into account, with
a certain built-in prejudice against the Christians. In other words,
the Christian weavers were always aware of the fact that they lived
and prospered within a Muslim state, and hence fully agreed to pay
more than pure statistics would have warranted.

At the inception of the 18th century we acquire another insight
into an inter-guild problem that was earlier addressed in our discus-
sion of the activities of the cotton merchants’ guild. In July 1700, a
group of weavers complained to the kadi of unusually large purchases
of spun cotton by the cotton merchants’ guild. The established rou-
tine was, according to them, that owners of spun cotton would bring
it to be sold for cash at the wad market (såq al-b§shåra),267 a routine
the weavers were only too happy to comply with. When, on the other
hand, the sellers insisted on exchanging their merchandise for raw
cotton, this would be performed by the cotton merchants. The only
other involvement of the latter, they argued, was to offer the use of
their weighing facilities to the weavers, naturally for a price. Other
than that, the weavers vigorously objected to any purchases of spun
cotton by the other guild, which actually amounted to undercutting
their own supply. The kadi consulted a variety of experts in this and
related fields who supported the weavers’ allegations, whereas the
cotton merchants insisted that they bought spun cotton. The kadi
then adopted the weavers’ line and banned the cotton merchants from
any further unauthorized competition with them.268

This conflict of interests between the two guilds was a new one,
though not as recent as the court record suggests. About 50 years
earlier a similar case was deliberated by the Jerusalem court, except
that this one was triggered by a complaint of the cotton merchants.269

The gist of it, however, was very similar: an attempt by the weavers
to block any purchases of spun cotton by the cotton merchants.
There, too, this was described as a new development, in which one
guild was trying to infringe upon the well-established rights of the

267 In the 16th century we have encountered a somewhat dubious såq al-khaãr
wa’l-b§shåra, which we suggested to be a possible misspelling of såq al-ghazl wa’l-
b§shåra (in my “Local Trade”, AAS, vol. 12, pp. 7-8 and note 12). The present sijill
substantiates our earlier hypothesis by establishing an intrinsic link between these
two elements.

268 MA, vol. 1, pp. 105-6.
269 MA, vol. 1, pp. 104-5; vol. 2, p. 143.
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other. However, the main reason then, and in our case as well, was
a steadily growing demand for spun cotton, caused by the French
merchants, and pushing prices up. The rising price also entailed
higher profits for whoever dealt with these items, hence the grow-
ing incentive for the cotton merchants to trespass the conventional
hunting grounds of the weavers.  At the turn of the century the French
had no direct involvement in the trade of Jerusalem, but their in-
tensifying commercial activities in other parts of Palestine must have
directly affected the process initiated several decades earlier. Although
this time, unlike the 1654 case, the weavers do not revive the old
argument of forbidden sales of cotton to the European Christians,
the long shadows cast by the coastal enterprises of the latter reach
as far as the hinterland of Jerusalem. The kadi, nevertheless, sup-
ports the established order of the existing economic structure: he
upholds the weavers’ arguments, prohibits the cotton merchants from
encroachment, new or old, and objects to the introduction of any
novelties—regardless of the possible benefit that might accrue to the
local Palestinian economy.

Moving into the 18th century, we do not find any changes in the
general guild setup described so far. The kadi kept appointing its
heads upon the recommendation of its members, Muslim and Chris-
tian alike. He was, therefore, regarded as head of all the Muslim and
Christian weavers.270 The equivalent of our present-day concept of
“affirmative action”, described above, was very conscientiously ap-
plied whenever the governor demanded that the weavers provide him
with cotton thawb, a basic body garment, adhering to the same pro-
portion of 2:1. Moreover, an attempt was made in 1715 to weaken
the Christians’ position: according to an allegation made by the
Muslim members, whenever the governor’s demand did not exceed
ten thawbs it should all have been borne only by the Christians. The
Christians objected to this idea, which from their perspective could
rightly be interpreted as setting a dangerous precedent. The Mus-
lim members were asked to present the court with a copy of an earlier
decision allegedly confirming their claim, but failed to do so. There-
upon the kadi ruled that no change should be introduced that would
alter the above symmetry, regardless of the size of the governor’s
imposition.271 In 1722 another attempt was made, this time to charge

270 JS, vol. 209, p. 505.
271 JS, vol. 209, pp. 468, 472.
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the weavers’ guild (where the Christian members were expected to
chip in the lion’s share) with the provision, free of charge, of light
cotton blankets for the governor—unlike tent canvas, for which they
were always paid. We do not know whether this was also rejected
by the kadi, but all of these instances (and others later in the centu-
ry) add up to a general tendency to inflict increasingly burdensome
demands on the weavers—not so much because of any hardening
of the government’s treatment of the “protected people” living in
the society, but rather as an attempt to tap the general rise in their
business that we saw starting somewhere around the mid-17th, then
proceeding and intensifying throughout most of the 18th century in
Palestine.272

A final word on the weavers’ shops. These were not located in a
commercial concentration of similar workplaces, but were rather to
be found all over town, dispersed throughout all the neighborhoods.
Moreover, quite often a weaver’s shop would be located in the
basement of an ordinary residential building, and though this may
have caused friction with the tenants, we have come across no ref-
erence to such friction in our sources. Each shop contained sundry
pieces of equipment, the most particular element of which was the
looms, usually not exceeding ten in each (priced at 480-750 fi··a silver
coins per loom).273

28. Dyers  (ßabb§gh)

The value of the newly woven cloth appreciated once it was put
through the next stage in the chain of production, i.e. the applica-
tion of color. This was a long-established tradition in the entire
Ottoman Empire and beyond, predating Islam and undergoing vast
expansion under its rule. Use of the English term “dyeing” in our
context calls for certain qualification, so that it will convey the pre-
cise meaning it bore at the time and place we are dealing with. The
Arabic term ßabb§gh was used in Ottoman Jerusalem only for dye-
ing cloth with indigo, a substance imported from India (as its name
indicates) since Greco-Roman times. The Arabic equivalent is nÊl or

272 JS, vol. 217, p. 378; vol. 233, p. 162.
273 JS, vol. 207, pp. 229, 349, 365; vol. 208, p. 76; vol. 209, p. 134; vol. 217,

p. 227; vol. 218, pp. 168, 253; vol. 220, p. 191; vol. 221, pp. 161, 465, 566; vol.
223, p. 328; vol. 234, p. 129; vol. 242, pp. 134-6; vol. 252, p. 29; vol. 259, p. 75;
vol. 266, p. 89; vol. 286, p. 95.
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nÊla, from the same Sanskrit word meaning dark blue.274 Deliberately
avoiding the question as to whether the biblical term tekhelet means
that a similar substance was already in use in ancient Palestine, or
introduced there in later years, we should, however, point out that
from the 10th century A.D. onwards, Arab geographers singled out
indigo crops in Jericho and other Jordan rift valley areas (ghawr in
Arabic, hence the locally grown indigo was termed ghawrÊ).275 No
wonder, therefore, that as of the early Ottoman days in Palestine
we come across official references to this particular crop, grown about
20 miles east of Jerusalem.276 

Considering this historical and geographical background, the dyers’
guild was a most natural phenomenon in Jerusalem. During the 17th
century, with the growing pace of other guilds involved in textile
production, we witness a similar rise in the activity of the dyers. From
the mid-’60s to the mid-’70s, just under 20 names of guild members
can be identified as attending court sessions (along with other un-
named colleagues), whereas a decade later, in the late #80s, their
registered number exceeded 20, indicating (with their unnamed
“other” members) an even much larger guild.277 Many of them were
descendants of the Prophet (sayyid), or bore the honorable title of È§jj—

all Muslims, with just one instance of an Armenian who tried to
practice this craft, undoubtedly attracted by the potential profit to
be made in this fast-growing guild. In 1634, however, he was for-
bidden by the kadi from proceeding with the practice of this craft.278

In some cases we could easily identify fathers replaced by their sons
as guild members, passing on their professional knowledge within
the family, which was also true for several elected heads of the guild,
although the actual appointment was always issued by the local kadi.

Indigo consignments brought into town were put under the guild

274 J. Balfour-Paul, Indigo in the Arab World (Curzon Press, Richmond, Surrey,
1997), pp. 10, 43. For an impressive sample of several shades of this color of textile,
taken in contemporary Yemen, see op cit., frontispiece. See also: “nÊl” in EI2.

275 J. Balfour-Paul, p. 19.
276 JS, vol. 57, p. 386 (for a Hebrew translation of this sijill see my Jews in a

Moslem Religious Court (the 16th Century), pp. 265-6.
277 MA, vol. 1, pp. 264-8.
278 MA, vol. 1, p. 269. Unlike Ottoman Damascus, where a significant Jewish

presence was noted among the dyers (see Balfour-Paul, p. 76), the dyers’ guild in
Jerusalem had no Jewish presence at all—neither in the 17th nor in the 18th
century. The one Jewish dyer noted by Warren in the 19th century must, therefore,
have been an exception to an already well-established rule (Balfour-Paul, p. 72).
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head’s supervision, to be distributed later among the members “ac-
cording to their ranks’ (mar§tib). This seems to contradict the usual
formulation that all raw material must be distributed “equally”. The
principle was maintained, but practical considerations were also kept
in mind: as we saw in the case of several other guilds (e.g. the bak-
ers and the millers), the size and volume of the working facilities at
each member’s disposal differed, hence the modified quantities of
raw materials they were regularly offered. This does not necessarily
have to do with any formal “rank”; the only rank we came across
in our texts was “master”, and he was probably entitled to a larger
share than ordinary members. Hence the way the head of the guild
treated all members may be described as equality applied accord-
ing to changing personal variants.279

Most of the 17th-century documents deal with the earliest stage
of the process, i.e. the provision of indigo, which seems to have been
a major concern of the head of the guild. Even when consignments
of indigo did not arrive through his good offices but were imported
to Khan al-Sultan marketplace by their owners, their distribution
had to be executed with his knowledge and consent. When, how-
ever, as sometimes happened, a dyer personally purchased some in-
digo outside of Jerusalem and had it brought to town on his account,
he was to make it available to all of his colleagues at a 20% com-
mission. The most natural source of indigo was the Jordan rift val-
ley that gave its name, as mentioned, to the ghawrÊ brand, usually
brought into town by its growers and sold to its bidders through the
head of the dyers’ guild. However, another source was more distant
Egypt, where guild members would send their money in advance,
then import the product as their own. There were other, even more
remote sources of supply: al-l§hårÊ, originally from Lahore, India, and
al-#amalÊ, probably from another source in the East; all arrived through
the annual Èajj caravan or were shipped over a maritime route. All
the different brands were imported by the jalb merchants, and here
too the same rules applied: their sale and distribution to all of the
guild members were to be accomplished through the head of the guild
according to the long-established internal regulations. At least some
of these consignments, perhaps most of them, came via Egypt, more
commonly known as a source of rice supply; hence the Khan al-"Urz,
the main outlet for rice imported from there, served also as the

279 MA, vol. 1, pp. 262-8.
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distribution station for indigo.280 The established custom of chan-
nelling all incoming indigo through a central point, either the one
just mentioned or the larger al-Sultan market, was adhered to so as
to properly control price and quality, both of which constituted an
important element in defining the final product and its eventual
market value.

The dyeing process involved profound professional knowledge that
was kept secret within the guild and passed on, in most cases, from
father to son in the same families. Judging by contemporary descrip-
tions, these were not just unknown to others but also unpleasant; they
involved the use of reeking ingredients that would usually be quite
repulsive to the uninitiated.281 There were, nevertheless, new mem-
bers who felt attracted to this line of activity, no doubt because of
financial prospects it offered. Thus, for example, in 1714 some 15
guild members asked the kadi to appoint as their head a certain
military officer (bölükbaâÌ), and once this somewhat unusual choice
was confirmed, the only condition attached was the usual one that
they must obey all of his decisions, particularly when he distributed
among them all the indigo that arrived in town.282 It seems to have
been a satisfactory arrangement since seven years later the same
person was still running the guild’s affairs, distributing the import-
ed indigo at the marketplace in the presence of all the dyers, who
agreed that each of them would receive his quota “according to his
state of affairs” (#al§ È§lihi).283 In 1726 the same regulation was reit-
erated, amplified by a sweeping ban on interference in this process
by anyone outside the guild—including even the peasants who grew
the indigo or the Egyptian importers who had it brought to town.284

The above-mentioned officer-turned-dyer was not the only form of
involvement of military personnel in matters related to this guild; it
seems to have had its attraction for other soldiers. In the same year,
1726, a Janissary married the daughter of a dyer, and since the usual
pattern was for marriages to occur within the same, or closely relat-
ed guild or social group, we may assume here, too, that this mili-

280 MA, vol. 1, pp. 264-8, 271-2.
281 For a 17th-century description of the process in Aleppo, and the repulsive

smells it involved there and elsewhere, see Balfour-Paul, pp. 99-100, and also pp.
84-8.

282 JS, vol. 209, p. 211.
283 JS, vol. 215, p. 136.
284 JS, vol. 222, p. 63.
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tary person was either a member of the guild or aspiring to become
one. A few years later, when another Janissary rented three shops
for himself in the “coal market” (såq al-faÈm), one of them was spe-
cifically “equipped for dyeing”.285

The main feature of a dyeing shop was the fermentation vats, in
which a concoction of indigo, alkaline, dates and less pleasant in-
gredients (e.g. animal excrement) slowly fermented on a low fire,
closely inspected by the guild experts. These kh§biyas286 were to be
found in several different neighborhoods: Bab Hitta, Bab al-#Amud,
Da"ud street, #Arsat al-ghilal, the New market, the Jewish neighbor-
hood. Many of them were installed in shops that constituted parts
of endowments, which gave them an opportunity for uninterrupted
activity, their changing tenants notwithstanding.287 Moreover, in view
of the growing pace of textile production altogether, one might expect
new dyers’ shops to be opened: in 1785 we come across eight vats
for dyeing introduced “recently” by Muslim dyers near al-#Amri
mosque in the Jewish neighborhood, with the authorization of the
administrator of the mosque’s endowment. These being new ones,
they involved an investment of 9 zolta each, whereas twelve older
ones in a shop facing the bazaar were sold 17 years earlier at 5.5
each.288 In 1784 the administrator of the Dome of the Rock endow-
ment gave his permission to reconstruct a dilapidated basement and
introduce several dyeing vats there, for the total sum of 200 zolta.
In 1795 half of a dyeing shop that had formerly been a coffehouse
(in itself a most revealing fact as to the interchanging relative im-
portance of these two institutions) was sold for the substantial sum
of 283 zolta, which probably contained, besides the actual cost of the
twelve vats sold, a non-negligible element of property appreciation
due to a growing demand. In 1824 these prices shot up higher: two-
thirds of a dyer’s shop containing 14 vats was sold for a record sum
of 700 zolta.289 

A few general conclusions, as well as some additional and direct-
ly related figures, may be drawn from the foregoing. The value of

285 JS, vol. 221, p. 310; vol. 224, p. 56.
286 See several illustrations in Balfour-Paul, p. 69, plates 2-5.
287 JS, vol. 207, pp. 3, 306; vol. 209, pp. 32, 507; vol. 214, pp. 91, 95; vol.

218, pp. 35, 286; vol. 220, pp. 118, 191; vol. 237, p. 264; vol. 244, pp. 158-9; vol.
251, p. 70; vol. 281, p. 66.

288 JS, vol. 265, p. 20; vol. 266, p. 10.
289 JS, vol. 263, p. 163; vol. 277, p. 118; vol. 309, p. 23.
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the dyeing vats, the main element in the entire process, could have
undergone certain changes accruing from differences in size and
location. However, when the prices paid for them in business trans-
actions are projected against the chronological graph, a more sys-
tematic trend emerges. In the early 1720s vats were sold for an
average calculated price of 4-6 zolta each, in 1734 for 7.5, in the 1740s
and 1760–10, in 1766–5.5, in 1768–9, in 1772–6, in 1785–9, in
1795—about 20, and in the early 19th century—50 zolta.290 A clear
rising graph, with a few fluctuations, is another clue to the general
trend suggested already, i.e. a growing demand for the products of
this guild, which pushed the prices of dyed cloth up (even if we bear
in mind the general trend of inflation) and concurrently increased
the profits of the dyers; hence their readiness to offer higher prices
for these utensils. The number of dyeing vats in the different
shops was also constant: there were usually some five to seven, but
there were also a few shops, mainly towards the end of the century,
that contained 12 and even 24.

A final, related point concerns the economic status of the dyers.
The rising prices discussed above were, quite naturally, paid by people
who could afford them, and must have had certain resources. This
is even further highlighted by the sums they were ready to invest in
equipping or repairing new or old dyeing facilities. In some cases a
dyer would even invest money in other lines of activity: in 1788, for
example, Mustapha ˘elebi al-Sabbagh (“the dyer”) invested 1740
zolta in the reconstruction of a rundown soap factory that he leased
from the Temple Mount endowment.291 This individual was excep-
tionally well-off, but even more modest dyers were reasonably com-
fortable. In 1782 an inheritance of a deceased dyer amounted to more
than 400 zolta, including a house in Bab Hitta and a separate shop
he owned.292 Some 35 years earlier another dyer left a much more
substantial inheritance, including real estate, a rifle and pair of re-
volvers, a considerable consignment of indigo (of which the “Euro-
pean”, by now arriving from France, was 30% more expensive than
the “Egyptian” equivalent), and debts of several Armenian produc-
ers of printed fabric (baßmajÊ).293 In 1782 the kadi ruled alimony

290 JS, vol. 214, p. 241; vol. 218, p. 35; vol. 227, p. 57; vol. 244, pp. 158-9;
vol. 251, p. 70; vol. 253, p. 172; vol. 277, p. 118; vol. 309, p. 23.

291 JS, vol. 263, p. 163; vol. 268, p. 152; vol. 277, pp. 135-6.
292 JS, vol. 264, p. 80.
293 JS, vol. 235, p. 7.
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payment (nafaqa) to a dyer’s divorced wife at a higher-than-average
rate of 4 mißriyya per day. She may well have deserved this raise, but
equally valid is the fact that her ex-husband was deemed sufficient-
ly well-off to afford it on a regular basis.294 The work the dyers did
must have been quite repellent, given the odors emitted and the
irremovable stains on hands and clothing. However, unlike the tan-
ners they went on conducting their trade within the town walls (in
the open spaces around the Mooristan, as we are told by Warren in
the 19th century),295 and conspicuous as all this made them to their
fellow town-dwellers, their economic success was not affected. Hence,
the overall conclusion of Balfour-Paul that “generally speaking dy-
ers have in more recent times tended to come fairly low down the
social ladder”296 seems somewhat out of tune with the reality that
emerges from our own sources. Rather than the element of “mys-
tique”, influenced by this European bias, it was their economic ease
that accompanied the growing demand for their products, which gave
the dyers their “ambiguity”, i.e., an acceptability in the local soci-
ety reflecting their economic status.

29. Tinters and bleachers (qaßß§r) 

The dyers were the most important, but not the only, craftsmen in
this field. Although they could produce other colors by adding dif-
ferent pigments to their overwhelmingly dark blue output, it seems
that they normally did not get carried away by the rich variety of
other hues. However, as human history shows us, demand for other,
more colorful cloth abounded from time immemorial. In Ottoman
Jerusalem, too, that demand existed, although from the paucity of
available information we gather that it may not have been major.

A particular guild of craftsmen, called qaßß§r, produced cloth of
other colors: they would first beat the cloth to bleach it (qiß§ra), then
apply colorful dyes to it. The variety of colors they offered was quite
impressive: red, brown (asmar), green “and other colors”. The sec-
ond general feature of this guild was its overwhelmingly Christian
membership. The ßabb§gh guild, as we saw, was exclusively Muslim,

294 JS, vol. 256, p. 16.
295 “This trade is carried on about the Murestan, the vacant spaces within being

taken advantage of for dyeing, and exposing the articles dyed. On a fine day may
be seen hundreds of yards of ground covered with blue stuff” (C. Warren, Under-
ground Jerusalem, London, 1876, p. 509, as cited by Balfour-Paul, p. 78).

296 Balfour-Paul, p. 75.
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and unlike other Arabic-speaking towns, Jerusalem had no Jewish
element engaged in this craft. However, the “protected people” who
wished to practice this profession could join the qaßß§r guild and
become full members. There were also several Muslim guild mem-
bers, but it seems that the Christian craftsmen constituted the majo-
rity.

No wonder, therefore, that in the late 1670s and 1680s, the kadi
appointed a Christian to serve as head of the guild. In terms of
authority he was no different from his Muslim peers: he was to treat
all guild members (approximately ten altogether) equally, and no
qaßß§r could undertake any job, big or small, without his explicit
authorization. This means that he could regularly supervise both the
quality and the price of the work performed by any guild member.
In 1691, however, a Muslim dyer was appointed to this position: #Abd
al-Qadir al-ßabb§gh, who had served as head of the dyers’ guild in
1681, was now entrusted with this separate guild. All members,
Christian and Muslim alike, were warned to obey his instructions
in matters of professional practice, quality of work and pricing. This
was in line with the formulation regularly attributed to any guild head,
but in view of the above-described division of labor, and to avoid
any misunderstanding as to his authority, it was doubly important
to underline it in this particular context. 297

30. Cloth printers (baßmajÊ)

A guild that was not to be found in Jerusalem in the 16th and 17th
centuries seems to have emerged sometime in the early 18th centu-
ry. They were engaged in the craft called baßm§, and the guild mem-
bers were called baßmajÊ. The lexicographic meaning of the term is
related to “printing”, “printers”, or “dealers in printed matter”, but
from the context of the few available documents it seems unlikely
that they produced books or any similar printed documents. Their
profession did involve an element of printing, but more likely that
of floral or other ornamental designs on cloth.

The earliest reference to this craft was encountered in 1744, when
a list of belongings of an Armenian included “two baßma body shirts
of a European style (qamÊß)”—placing it in the context of textile.298

On another occasion that same year, a group of twelve Armenian

297 MA, vol. 2, pp. 132-3.
298 JS, vol. 233, p. 214; Weir, Palestinian Costume, p. 48.
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experts (mu#allim) in “the craft of baßma”came to the court and com-
plained of a certain Hanna, a Greek Orthodox, who wanted to
practice their profession “with his own hands” without having availed
himself of a permit issued by the experts in the field. Not only did
he try to involve himself in a manner that was both illegal and
damaging to their craft, but more important, no other Christian had
ever participated in their professional activities. The only Christian
denomination whose members could, and actually did, practice their
technique had always been the Armenian. The kadi, quite logically,
inquired how this person came to be involved in the first place, and
was told that he had been working for one of them, in the capacity
of an unskilled laborer. They requested, therefore, that as long as
he did not attain their explicit permission, this person would refrain
from an independent or related practice of their profession, and would
not do or even say anything that might be harmful to their guild.

We can disclose no information as to how this dispute was con-
cluded, but the attempts of unaffiliated Christians to become part
of the guild did not cease. Eleven years later, in late June-early July
1755, two documents shed more light on the guild.299 In two some-
what different versions, eleven Christian members of this guild (whose
names are given without any reference to their denomination) are
reported to have come to the court and launched a complaint against
a certain tailor and his father known to have formerly served as a
barber. These two, claimed the guild members, had been systemat-
ically practicing their craft, though they did not belong to this guild
and were concurrently practicing another profession. The second
version accused a larger number of Christians, who in the course of
one year allegedly had made a handsome profit of 5000 zolta that
they would not share with others.

 Whether the accusation was mainly made as an attempt to have
them redistribute their profits and share at least some of them with
others, or, as suggested in still another version, just to stop infring-
ing on the Sultan’s recent prohibition against the same people si-
multaneously practicing two differing professions, the pertinent fea-
tures that emerge are clear. This guild of baßmajÊ was made up
exclusively of Armenian Christians who applied their craft of baßm§

by printing on cotton cloth (possibly imitating Indian fabrics). The
Christian connection is not surprising, since in the Ottoman Empire

299 JS, vol. 239, p. 42.
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the printing of books was introduced by non-Muslims, and only in
later years, in the 19th century, did Muslims take part as well. The
rush by members of other guilds to join must have been because of
the handsome profits that could be expected from practicing this new
craft—whose established members were doing their utmost to keep
it blocked. And last but not least, this was a new line of activity,
perhaps indicating a change in style and taste, the introduction of
which coincided with the rapidly growing textile industry in its dif-
ferent stages in 18th-century Palestine.

31. Cloak weavers (#abawÊ, bushåtÊ)

In Jerusalem’s cold winter nights and cool summer nights, as well
as throughout the entire high-plateau and hilly areas stretching to
its north and south, cotton clothing was not sufficiently warm to wear
alone. Another layer had to be added—the hand-woven cloaks (#ab§"a,

#ab§ya, plural: #iba) made of wool. The best and most popular was
sheep wool, provided by the neighboring bedouins, who also sup-
plied the town with their sheep for meat. However, merchants were
willing to traverse long distances in their quest for the raw material.
In the second third of the 17th century, for example, commercial
ties intensified between Jerusalem and the remote but most impor-
tant port of Sidon. We have already seen how this conduit was used
for the export of spun cotton from Jerusalem; in the other direction,
sheep wool was purchased in bulk, then transported to Jerusalem.
A detailed transaction reported in 1632 describes how, at an impres-
sive profit, this commodity was sold in Jerusalem in exchange for
cloth of various colors and other textiles—abr§d (?)—that were then
all sent back to the maritime outlet.300 

The extensive trip just described was taken by two merchants in
search of wool for Jerusalem, and the profit they subsequently made
is an indication of a growing demand for this commodity. This was
also reflected in the guild’s activity. Throughout the 17th century,
at a relatively quick pace, heads of the guild were appointed, replaced
at the guild’s request, and sometimes reappointed at a later date. Even
more telling were the extensive name-lists of the members who at-
tended the court sessions at which these appointments were made.
In 1629 two lists were drawn up separately: ten Muslim members

300 MA, vol. 2, p. 61. For a variety of photographs of #ab§ya and bisht see Weir,
Palestinian Costume, pp. 48-50 and passim.
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and seven Christians, the latter enjoying the guidance and supervi-
sion of a shaykh of their own, who had the unusual sobriquet of “the
nun’s son” and served, no doubt, under the leadership of the Mus-
lim overall head of the guild. In later years there were always sev-
eral Christian members within this predominantly Muslim guild,
without any reference to the existence of a structured Christian sub-
unit, and the kadi’s almost ritual warning that the head must treat
all members “equally” must have had a special resonance for them.
As the century progresses, we come across more names of members:
in the mid-1630s there were 17 guild members, in the late ’40s there
were 20 Muslim and 6 Christian members, in the mid-’50s approx-
imately the same number of guild members attended the appoint-
ment at the court session, and in 1663 their number reached 27
(including 3 Christians).301

Their main occupation was weaving the broadcloth out of the wool
yarn that had been spun earlier. The cloth was woven at a fixed
width—faßl athm§n al-ßåf—then cut and sewn into cloaks. The main
products were the #ab§"a cloaks, but other items were also manufac-
tured: woolen coats (bisht / bushåt), blankets for saddles (baã§"in al-

ruÈÈ§l), shaw§ã sh§miya, pelts (shu#år), and a variety of other wool prod-
ucts, made of coarse as well as fine wool. The head of the guild,
always a reliable, highly professional, and honest, righteous person,
was in charge of the purchase of raw material, the spinning of the
yarn and the weaving of the cloth according to well-established stan-
dards. He was also involved in all that concerned the sales of the
final products, and the supply (at a reduced price, sometimes hard-
ly paid for at all) of certain quantities of cloaks and coats for the
governor. Membership in the guild involved the right to produce and
sell the above variety of products, but it also meant helping to de-
fray the impositions of the authorities. This naturally affected the
price of the final products, or the profits of the craftsmen; hence they
sought to increase the number of those who would contribute. In
1675, the guild’s head complained that more than 20 merchants
summoned to the court were not willing to help supply the manda-
tory wool cloaks for the governor. When they admitted this was true,
the kadi banned them from any future display or sale of the guild’s
various products.302

301 MA, vol. 2, pp. 47-54, 59.
302 MA, vol. 2, pp. 47,50, 55, 59-60.
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The spinning of the wool yarn was performed not only by the
weavers’ guild but also by women who worked in their homes. The
head of the weavers’ guild was in charge of quality control of their
products as well. In 1630 complaints were brought against the Jew-
ish women spinners, who, according to the then-head of the guild,
were cheating on the quality of the yarn they provided. Instead of
producing pure white wool yarn, they were weaving into it differ-
ent low-quality threads that could not easily be traced from the
outside. The kadi warned the head of the Jewish community that
he must have them discontinue this practice, and revert to the tech-
nique applied previously: avoiding low-grade, colored threads, and
producing skeins of unadulterated (shalal)  yarn only.303

32. Tailors (khayy§ã)

The tailors’ guild (khayy§ã) was multi-ethnic, including Muslim,
Christian and Jewish members. In 1632, for example, its overall
membership of 23 was made up of 9 Muslims, 8 Christians and 6
Jews. In 1681, when the number of Christian tailors grew, 10 of them
came to the court and asked that one of them, an Armenian, be
appointed head of their section; their request was granted. His main
responsibility was to see to the equal distribution among them of
profits and liabilities “according to the old custom”. He was, how-
ever, subordinate to the overall head of the entire guild, who was
also appointed by the kadi, upon the recommendation of the other
members. In 1632, and probably on other occasions as well, the head
of the guild was one of its “masters” (ust§dh, åsta, åsã§), expert in the
various lines of their activities: “hemming and shredding, stitching
and attaching, cutting and sewing”.304 All this professional know-how
was passed on within the same families from one generation to the
other; thus when the above candidate was put forward by his col-
leagues in the stated year, it was pointed out to the kadi that his father
too had served in that capacity.305  

The general pattern in which preference was given to members
of the same families does not necessarily mean that newcomers were
not welcome. Naturally, they were expected to have a certain ex-
pertise in the field, but once this was confirmed by the guild’s head,

303 MA, vol. 2, p. 58.
304 “al-kaff wa’l-shall, al-darz wa’l-tanbÊt, al-qaã# wa’l-tafßÊl”.
305 MA, vol. 1, pp. 129-31.
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they could join as equal members. The kadi’s perspective, however,
was slightly different: he did not overrule the latter’s decision, but
insisted that the newcomer provide a local person who would vouch
for him. As we have seen, this was not an exceptional demand but
rather the rule. Every guild member, new or old, was expected to
furnish the court with a fellow tailor who reliably vouched for his
professional behavior and undertook to step into his boots if he failed
to report to the court whenever summoned, or if he proved unable
to deliver merchandise he had promised.306 In this way both the
guild’s structure and performance were reinforced: on a functional
level everything was held together by the mutual bond between the
guild’s head and its members, while the personal formal pledge of
each of them, to be honored even when the person directly involved
was not available, guaranteed that no one would evade his respon-
sibilities.

Although this was a recurring administrative pattern to be found
in other guilds as well, its relevance in this context was more than
just a matter of accepted practice. Cloth was then, as it is now, used
first and foremost for sewing garments, which was this guild’s main
occupation. However, during the period under review, in Jerusalem
as in other towns of the Ottoman Empire, cloth was regarded as the
most popular—and reliable—way of saving. Eighteenth-century
inheritances, for example, were very often strewn with a variety of
fabrics, old and new, large and small, that were quite valuable and
must have constituted a major element in every household. Provid-
ing a tailor with a piece of fabric to be cut and sewn meant, there-
fore, risking a substantial sum of money; hence the particular rele-
vance of the routine described above. If we take another example,
that of a court case from early 1712, the financial importance of fabric
is further confirmed: two Christian partners, who had invested 7500
ghirsh #adadÊ in a consignment of different kinds of cloth, later made
a handsome profit of 5000 when they sold it.307

Tailors, who primarily dealt with cloth, which was often provid-
ed by their customers, also had at their disposal other fabrics of
various kinds, and therefore must have had certain resources of their
own. In several cases where we came across marriages in tailors’
families, the bride-money paid was quite substantial: 150-250 zolta

306 MA, vol. 1, pp. 131-6.
307 JS, vol. 207, p. 165.
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from the late 1720s to the mid-’40s.308 In 1727 one master tailor sold
a house with two weaver’s shops in its basement for a total of 190
ghirsh #adadÊ. A year later an inheritance of a certain Shahin, anoth-
er master tailor, amounted to 250 ghirsh, including a house worth 80
ghirsh. In 1760 yet another tailor sold one-third of a building he owned
for 150.309 These properties were not concentrated in a particular
part of town but dispersed through different neighborhoods, and as
we have just seen even included shops used by other guilds. The
tailors themselves did not need a separate workplace, since they
usually worked from home—hence the importance of owning, or at
least renting, a house for themselves. And on a final note, the prof-
its they made enabled them to invest in other fields as well: in 1730,
for example, a master tailor was a partner in the purchase of a
substantial consignment of wheat, worth 150 ghirsh.310

The main function of the tailors’ guild was the sewing and sale
of garments. Quite often this would be performed by the same tai-
lor for a given individual, but it might also be divided into the two
separate components of the process: production and sale. Late in 1717
a certain sayyid Hasan launched a complaint to the court against the
head of the tailors’ guild. The latter, went the complaint, would not
let him sell a variety of sewn-up clothes: bagh§zÊ mukhayyaãa, qumß§n

mukhayyaãa (European- style body shirts), qann§lÊn mukhayyaãa. The
argument the head resorted to was that only the tailors were enti-
tled to sell all of these, since they also shared in the impositions levied
from the guild. Hasan produced a legal opinion (fatw§) of the Jerus-
alem muftÊ to the effect that the head of the tailors could not inter-
fere in the free sale of products of his guild because this would con-
stitute a monopoly (iÈtik§r), which was forbidden by law.  The kadi
ruled accordingly, prohibiting any future interference in or obstruc-
tion of the sale or purchase of clothes, be they sewn or not.311

It would be interesting to compare this case with a similar one,
cited earlier and dated 1675, in which another kadi took an oppo-
site view: when the cloak weavers complained of the sale of their
products by independent merchants, he adopted the argumentation
pronounced by the guild, and prohibited any future sale of wool
cloaks by people who did not partake in the payments of all impo-

308 JS, vol. 223, p. 70; vol. 228, p. 24; vol. 233, p. 90.
309 JS, vol. 221, p. 465; vol. 223, p. 38; vol. 243, p. 33.
310 JS, vol. 223, p. 363.
311 JS, vol. 212, p. 40.
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sitions levied from the guild. It may well be that the different per-
sonalities of the two kadis in question contributed to their adopting
different decisions, but the time that had elapsed may have played
an even greater role. The ruling of the early 18th-century kadi re-
flects a weakening of the all-inclusive—yet exclusive—nature of the
guild that is projected by the late 17th-century decision. The nature
of the items concerned, though clothing in both cases, was diamet-
rically opposite from one basic perspective: woolen cloaks were an
exclusively local product that was not exposed to any external com-
petition, whereas the tailors used both locally woven and imported
European textiles. Throughout the 18th century these and other
imported goods constituted a growing segment of the entire market
in Palestine, confronting the tailors (and other guilds) with compe-
tition that weakened their erstwhile exclusive leverage; hence the
kadi’s leniency towards the merchants, as opposed to the artisans.
In a way, those two contradictory decisions illustrate the beginning
of the impact of European mercantile penetration into the local
market, first weakening, then impairing, and finally destroying many
and perhaps most of the local guilds. But as this part of the process
took place in the 19th century, it falls outside the scope of this work.

33. Silk merchants (qazz§z, #aqq§d)

The main raw material on the tailors’ purchase list was different sizes
of cloth from different sources. There were other items, too, small-
er in size and less expensive, but equally vital for the production line:
threads and buttons. These were supplied by a different guild, that
of the silk merchants (qazz§z, #aqq§d).

 In 1719, for example, a Christian tailor owed a Jewish merchant
selling sewing matériel (#aqq§d) some 62 ghirsh for the purchase of silk
and silk threads (qayã§n wa-ÈarÊr), as well as buttons.312 The presence
of a Jewish merchant in this craft, very closely related to, perhaps
identical with, the silk merchants, is not surprising: we have already
seen several Jewish tailors, and on an earlier occasion, back in 1640,
a row seems to have erupted between the Jewish and the Muslim
merchants dealing in these items. Several Jewish merchants, whose
names were provided by their Muslim competitors, were summoned

312 JS, vol. 215, p. 5. The term used here for “tailor” was not the usual Arabic
one, khayyã, but the Turkish terzÊ, which had by that time become part of the local
Arabic vernacular.
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to the court. They were accused of circumventing the Muslim mem-
bers of the guild whenever it was suggested that they buy their silk
matériel from them, making their transactions elsewhere. The Jews
confirmed that they had been selling silk, buttons and threads, as
well as unspecified “other items”. Moreover, they had among them
“people” (probably women) who knew how to prepare all these items
properly, so that they would be acceptable for tailoring. Since this
had been an ongoing arrangement for many years, the kadi agreed
that the Jews proceed as previously, but added that they must also
agree to buy their buttons from the Muslim members of the guild.313

Much later, in 1703, we learn that the Jews had become equal
members of this guild. At least seven Jewish names are listed as having
arrived at the court with the request that the kadi appoint a head
for their guild. Quite naturally, they recommended a Muslim mem-
ber of the guild, originally from Aleppo, for this job, and the kadi
agreed. When appointed, the new head undertook to give equal
treatment to all guild members, Muslims and Jews, to inspect the
standard of their workmanship, and particularly to avoid the use of
faulty weights whenever silk was bought or sold.314 In later years we
encounter very active Jewish involvement in the field of silk and its
derivatives, all the way down to the end of the 18th century.315 Their
enterprising commercial activity bordered on trespassing the terri-
tories of other guilds. Thus in mid-1704, a group of spice-dealers
(#aãã§r) requested that the kadi take firm action against the Jewish
members of the guild of silk merchants (#aqq§d) who were dealing in
goods that did not concern them. The kadi warned them that they
could only sell silk, both raw and spun yarn, at their shops, and must

313 MA, vol. 2, p. 85. It seems that Mahmud Atallah—who otherwise performed
a most meticulous job in reproducing the texts of the relevant sijills—misread the
name of the guild, which he termed “al-farr§zÊn”. This should have been either
“al-#aqq§dÊn”, their work description being almost identical with that of the
aforementioned debt of 1719, or even better: “al-qazz§zÊn”, which involves just
adding an extra dot, quite often missing in the sijill, to this word. The lack of any
other entry or even a passing reference to such a guild as suggested by Atallah,
whereas two of the three names of Muslims in this entry are identical with silk
merchants appearing in 1610, seems to offer further support to our reading of the
term.

314 JS, vol. 202, p. 108. On the Jewish involvement in this trade in Egypt see:
Ahmad al Damurdashi, Kit§b al-durra al-muß§na (Cairo, 1989), p. 32, note 3.

315 JS, vol. 210, p. 77; vol. 217, p. 28; vol. 220, p. 180; vol. 234, p. 14; vol.
266, pp. 133-4. For a Hebrew translation of these proceedings see my Jews in a
Moslem Religious Court, The 18th Century (Jerusalem, 1996), pp. 332-5.
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refrain from further dealing in silk fabrics, coffee beans and other
items that were outside of their professional expertise.316 This be-
havior constituted, quite obviously, a breach of the guild system
regulations, but it also indicates a high degree of economic dyna-
mism. The inheritance of a silk dealer reported in 1758 is an indi-
cation of the financial success achieved within this guild: his prop-
erty was estimated at the substantial sum of 1975 zolta and it included,
among other things, two and a quarter houses in Jerusalem.317

As for the structure of this guild, it was similar to that of all the
others: it was headed by a shaykh who, upon appointment by the local
kadi, undertook to treat all members equally in all professional
matters, particularly in the distribution of the raw silk that arrived
in town.318

34. Goat-hair weavers (sha##§r)

Unlike cotton or sheep wool that could be spun into yarn, then woven
into fabric to be used for clothing, goat hair (sha#r) was too short and
stiff for such purposes and it was used by a different guild for differ-
ent ends. The guild of goat-hair weavers (sha##§r) used special looms
for the production of sacks, tent (bayt sha#r) flaps, and a variety of
items that were more relevant to Jerusalem’s inhabitants than to their
bedouin neighbors, i.e. for the production of various animal accou-
trements: ropes, straps, bags and horse-cloth, bell hangers etc.

 In the 1630s and early 1640s we come across name-lists of just
under 20 members of this guild, whereas in 1690 only seven names
are given. We could identify from these lists several families, and also
some members whose name indicates a special relationship with
animals (e.g. a veterinarian’s son—ibn al-bayã§r—or a bedouin—al-

#arabÊ). All of these names appear in conjunction with the appoint-
ment of the guild’s head, when his candidacy was recommended to
the kadi, sometimes along with that of his lieutenant, the yÌÆÌt b§âÌ of
the guild. The new head was always a well-established guild mem-
ber, on occasion even the son of a former head, whose term of of-
fice had no time limit: it would be terminated either upon his death
or when he chose to resign, but also when the guild members com-
plained of his behavior and asked for a more appropriate replace-

316 JS, vol. 202, p. 382.
317 JS, vol. 242, pp. 48-9.
318 MA, vol. 2, p. 95.
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ment. The distribution of taxes among all guild members seems to
have been more of a burden in this guild than in all the others, if
one judges by the variety of requests for exemption that guild mem-
bers submitted: in 1608 it was due to illness, in 1632 it was the
exorbitant expenses of a large family combined with cleaning ser-
vices performed at a tomb of a saint (maq§m) in Jerusalem, in 1660
because of being on the staff of al-Aqsa mosque.319

It also seems that given the relatively low income expected from
the items this guild manufactured, the governor’s demands for a
steady supply of gadgets for his retinue’s horses were more difficult
to meet. One way of cutting the cost of these demands was by re-
ducing the quantity of goat’s hair used in the course of production.
In 1605, a delegate of the governor came to the court and complained
of the size of sacks (bar§nÊs) provided to his master for the transport
of soap consignments. When the head of the guild was asked about
this, he reported that the products supplied by all other weavers
except one were according to the established standard. The person
concerned was summoned to the court, and admitted that he had
had this consignment worked on by a young apprentice of his, not
by himself. Thereupon the head of the guild weighed the sample
brought to court and discovered that 3 uqiyya out of 14 were miss-
ing—about 20% below the standard.320 Another way to upgrade their
income was, as one may have gathered from some of the aforemen-
tioned cases, by engaging in another line of work. Thus, for exam-
ple, in 1644 a kadi issued a warning to a guild member that he must
concentrate on his work as a sha##§r and refrain from indulging in
any greengrocer’s activities, such as the purchase of a variety of fruit
from the peasants, or their eventual sale to potential customers.321 

In the 18th century no major changes could be traced in terms
of guild activity as a whole, or that of the individual member. In
1627 up to 50% of the different utensils itemized in a goat-hair
weaver’s shop were sold for 7 ghirsh, whereas 103 years later a goat
hair weaving loom was estimated at 5.5 ghirsh. This was worth twice
as much as all the household effects sold upon the death of a guild
member, when most of his belongings—estimated in toto at 40 ghirsh—
consisted of raw goat hair and a few related utensils that he had used

319 MA, vol. 1, pp. 247-52.
320 MA, vol. 1, pp. 257-8.
321 MA, vol. 1, p. 260.
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in doing the work at home.322 The guild as such seems to have
continued its routine functioning: in 1713, for example, the kadi
appointed a new head, upon the recommendation of all members,
and his duties were no different from those stated on similar occa-
sions some 100 years earlier. The only noticeable change was that
whereas in the 17th century most guild members, including heads,
were simple people whose names were generally cited with no pre-
fix or title, the new head appointed in 1713 was a descendant of the
Prophet.323 Although this is too small a sample to draw any mean-
ingful conclusions, there were a few other indications of an improved
status of members of this guild. Thus, in 1714 about a third of a
house was purchased for 25 ghirsh by a sha##§r who had owned other
real estate.324 In 1796 a goat-hair weaver—the son of a miller—died
and left a much more substantial inheritance, estimated at 145 zol-

ta, than encountered in this guild before. Then in 1820 the number
of members who were either sayyid or È§jj increased significantly,
actually following the upheavals of the end of the previous century,
when even goat hair was in very short supply. Hence the annual
demand for 2000 pairs of saddlebags (jawz khaysha) for the pilgrim-
age to Mecca decreased by 15%. Its price was also set, this time (in
1818), at 50% higher than usual. In 1820 the guild acknowledged
having been paid in full, and this time it undertook to provide the
same quantity but at another 10% raise.325

  Finally, it might be pertinent to see whether these prices tallied
with the general steep upwards trend sketched in earlier chapters.
It took about one raãl of goat hair to produce a double-bag, which
in 1730 cost less than half a ghirsh—which can now be estimated as
an eight- to twelvefold increase.326 These were devastatingly diffi-
cult years for the local population, even though the central govern-
ment found a way to cover the deficit and thus solve the immediate
problem of the goat-hair weavers’ guild.

322 MA, vol. 1, pp. 257-8; JS, vol. 224, p. 96.
323 JS, vol. 208, p. 11.
324 JS, vol. 209, p. 111.
325 JS, vol. 278, pp. 37-8; vol. 290, p. 310; vol. 302, p. 2.
326 MA, vol. 1, p. 258; JS, vol. 224, p. 96; vol. 302, p. 2.
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F. House and household

35. Carpenters (najj§r)

The carpenters’ guild (najj§r, on one occasion also referred to as
turners, kharr§ã) contained two elements, Christians and Muslims.
Documents of appointment going back to the 17th century indicate
an active guild that in the 1660s had over 20 different members. In
addition to these full-fledged members, there were also hired labor-
ers: in 1621, for example, such a laborer had an annual contract in
which he undertook to carry out any professional assignment imposed
by his master, for 10 silver ghirsh (fully valued at 30 Egyptian qiã #a

each). The entire annual salary was paid in advance, whereas the
carpenter also pledged to provide his hired laborer with a full set of
clothing (qamÊß, lib§s, sh§sh, #ab§t, b§båj—tunic, trousers, headgear,
overcoat, slippers) in the course of that year.327 

A comparison of names for those years conveys a picture of a slight
Christian majority (twelve, vs. eleven Muslims), a proportion that
prevailed until the end of the century.328 However, all the function-
aries appointed by the kadi—the different heads who came and went,
like their deputies (naqÊb) who were supposed to take over tempo-
rarily when the head was absent—were Muslim. There was no
Christian section or Christian deputy, as seen on other occasions:
all members had to pledge their allegiance to the guild’s one and
only head. He, on the other hand, was to treat them equally in
anything associated with their professional activities.

The above documents do not claim to present a full numerical
picture; if anything, they initiate a further increase in the relative
Christian presence in this guild. The same tendency emerges from
a court case that was recorded in December 1738.329 Fourteen car-
penters came to the court, eight of them Christian and the other six
Muslim. The former claimed that for many years, whenever the
governor imposed taxes on this guild, the Christians had paid one-
third, the Muslims the rest. This, according to their claim, was an
arrangement agreed upon by all members, and not disputed by any
other guild. Because in recent years (perhaps due to an unprecedented
rise in Christian membership) the burden of these impositions had

327 MA, vol. 2, p. 249.
328 MA, vol. 2, pp. 209-14.
329 JS, vol. 229, pp. 263-4.
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become much heavier, the Christians asked their Muslim colleagues
to share these charges with them on an equal basis—as was the case,
allegedly, with the other guilds. The Muslim carpenters refused,
denying the very existence of any such arrangement.  Moreover, they
turned the above proportion upside down, testifying that the rule
applied in all mixed guilds was that the Christians shouldered two-
thirds, the Muslims one-third of the tax burden. In view of these
conflicting reports, the kadi was presented with a legal decision (fatw§)
issued by the Hanafite muftÊ of Jerusalem, ruling that whenever an
imposition of the governor was levied from any guild, all its mem-
bers who performed similar work must be charged with an equal
share—with no differentiation between Christians and Muslims. The
kadi ruled accordingly that “equality is the legal principle to be
followed” among the carpenters, as was the case with all other guilds.

Buttressed by these two important documents, the Christians had
ample reason to rejoice, or at least relax, although we have no ev-
idence as to how far this line was actually followed in later years.
We may, however, look upon this whole episode as an indication of
the changes in relative importance that occurred within the guild.
The Muslim witnesses’ claim seems familiar from at least one other
case of a mixed guild discussed above (see chapter 27,Weavers), and
in the case of this guild, as described for the 17th century, it may
have partially reflected (even though in a somewhat exaggerated
proportion) the actual numbers involved. The possible reason for this
request for a change, presented by the Christians in the second third
of the 18th century, could have been either a growing self-confidence
that called for the elimination of a numerically imprecise ethnic quota,
or a growing change in the makeup of a guild that had formerly been
predominantly Christian. We tend to support the first line of thought,
because of lack of any other indication as to a growing number of
Muslim carpenters. As late as 1714, when a new head of the guild
was appointed, the proportion of the members who attended the court
session indicated no change in the guild’s makeup: five Muslims
(including the new head), and twelve Christians of different denom-
inations.330

Another angle also leads to the same conclusion, i.e. general eco-
nomic developments at the time. Those were the years of a grow-
ing French presence in Palestine, commercial and otherwise, which

330 JS, vol. 209, p. 93.
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must have strengthened the Christians’ self-image; its reverberations
reached Jerusalem from the distant port of Acre and the somewhat
closer port of Jaffa. Moreover, what this ruling of the kadi amount-
ed to was actually the application of a principle we have seen re-
peated in this as in all other guilds—that of equality; an exception
was thus corrected and a situation rectified. In a wider context, this
may be regarded as a forerunner of a policy that the Ottomans more
vigorously applied a century later throughout the empire and for
reasons remote from the situation “in the field’, as it were. The
economic waves that washed the coasts of Syria and Palestine dur-
ing the 18th century had very little to do with the pressures later
applied by the European powers and leading to the Tanzimat. But
even at this early stage—and in a purely local Muslim context—
attempts were being made to reduce the existing economic discrim-
ination. These came totally from within the local society, and did
not reflect a change brought about by foreign Christian powers, but
rather Islamic policy and logic; hence they could more easily be
accepted.

36. Potters (f§khårÊ, faw§khÊrÊ)

The potters’ guild (f§khårÊ, faw§khÊrÊ), of which we encountered five
members in 1686, produced earthenware in Jerusalem and sold it
there through several “agents”, referred to as ‘sellers’ (bayy§#). The
guild was headed by a shaykh who was appointed by the kadi, and
was to be guided in all his professional activities by the well-estab-
lished principle of equality that was applicable to both assets and
liabilities.

A year later, the very same sellers (members of the same family)
were all discredited in court by several Muslim dignitaries who ac-
cused them of cheating customers, undermining attempts of guild
members to sell their own products, virtually trying to monopolize
the field, and thus ignoring the public interest.331 Since part of the
relevant document is missing, we cannot fully appreciate the episode
and its outcome. However, we may assume that this was an attempt
of either the producers or the salespeople (or both) to monopolize
the sales of these products—in order, no doubt, to increase their
profits. This would normally happen in a fast- growing market, where

331 MA, vol. 2, pp. 86-7.
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each party tries to outbid the other in view of soaring demand.
Regardless of who had the upper hand in this dispute, it reflects a
growth in the guild’s activity and importance.

From the few documents that we have for the 18th century it
transpires that the guild went on functioning in its traditional way,
supervised by the head who continued to perform his duties unless,
as occurred in 1720, he could not carry on, whereupon he tendered
his resignation to the kadi.332 Also, as with other guilds, the kadi set
the prices of this one’s products: e.g. a large piece was referred to
as  ãåbar 1.5 qiã #a.333 

37. Builders (bann§")

The 18th century witnessed two parallel trends in the architectural
facade of Jerusalem: the dilapidation of a variety of buildings, and
the repair and construction of both old and new elements. The wear
and tear of existing buildings was due to both human neglect and
the accumulating effect of natural causes. Lack of proper mainte-
nance, occasional snow that was too heavy for the wooden roofs to
withstand, and rainwater seeping through the insufficient insulation—
all of these took an increasingly heavy toll. Some of the repairs were
relatively straightforward, such as the use of the insulating concoc-
tion called qaßrm§l for connecting roofs and upright walls. Others were
more painstaking, such as the replacement of wooden roofs by stone
ones, strengthened by iron bars. And there was also an increasing
tendency to erect a top floor (ãabaqa) on a lower building. All of these
tasks were performed by professional builders (bann§").

On June 22, 1717, a large number of people came to the court,
complaining of the recent conduct of the builders’ guild. The harsh
weather conditions of the preceding winter had caused much destruc-
tion to buildings in town as well as in the surrounding villages. This,
in turn, had generated a growing demand for the builders’ profes-
sional services everywhere, pushing up their wages and enabling them
to be particular about where they would go. They opted for work
in the villages, where they could set their conditions with little ex-
posure to the critical eyes of the provincial authorities. This meant,
went the plaintiffs’ argument, that hardly any building activities could
be conducted in Jerusalem, not to mention the 50% rise in wages.

332 JS, vol. 215, p. 161.
333 JS, vol. 215, pp. 203, 204.
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The kadi summoned the head of the builders, as well as the mem-
bers of the guild, and warned them to refrain from taking business
trips to the villages (or to other towns) unless all the reconstruction
pending in Jerusalem had been completed. The kadi further warned
them that any builder who left town without his specific permission
would be punished. As for their inflated wages, the kadi agreed to
give his blessing to the higher figures quoted by the chief builder,
which were a direct outcome of the widespread demand for their
services (18 qiã #a instead of the former 12 for a master builder, 12
for a builder, 9-10 instead of 7-8 for a laborer), and all the guild
members agreed to adhere to these and refrain from any further
increase.334

This court session was attended by eleven guild members, all
Christian, “and other builders”. Some of these may have been
Muslim, but this guild’s professional expertise seems to have been
best preserved among the Christian families. This does not apply to
the chief builder mentioned above. The positions of mi#m§r b§shÊ and
his two deputies (mi#m§riyya) were all held by Muslims. This was not
because of an impulsive application of the local authorities’ will; it
was decided in Istanbul and sanctioned in an official decree. Through-
out most of the 18th century, the most important position in the
building field remained within the same Muslim family. The
reason seems quite clear, and, under the prevailing circumstances,
not without an intrinsic logic: the holders of this position were in
charge, first and foremost, of any construction activity envisaged on
the Temple Mount, as well as in the other mosques of this venerat-
ed town, and were also responsible for the upkeep of the water supply
system to Jerusalem and within its walls. These, much more than
ordinary building assignments for its inhabitants as a whole, were
roles of primary religious cum political importance. Although in
actuality most of the chief builders were involved in the mundane
business of inspecting ordinary buildings in town and controlling
repairs carried out by its inhabitants, Istanbul was mainly interest-
ed and involved in the maintenance of the official facilities just
mentioned, for which it allocated money, expecting reliable reports.335

Thus although the builders’ professional expertise was held in great
esteem by the comptroller of the Èaramayn endowments, and the dar

334 JS, vol. 211, p. 152.
335 JS, vol. 235, p. 34.
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üs-sa#adet aÆasÌ, their two governing authorities in Istanbul, it was
deemed sufficiently well preserved by being transmitted from one
generation to another within the same family.336 

Although on several occasions attempts were made in Istanbul to
remove the traditional chief builders from their position, for most
of the 18th century the job was held by members of the al-Nimari
˘elebi family. Ibrahim son of Hibat-Allah, Salih and Sadiq his sons,
Nur al-Din their cousin—these are several members of the same
family who were the chief builders for most of the century. The
insignificant subvention they collected from the annual money transfer
from Istanbul to Jerusalem (al-ßurra al-råmiyya) was only a small part
of their income. An idea of less regular sources they helped them-
selves to may be gathered from a complaint registered with the kadi
by those who were provoked by their allegedly systematic extortion
of unlawful payments for building permits and related documents.
However, the substantial building activities in 18th century Jerusa-
lem provided them with ample opportunities to earn handsomely even
if they exercised their authority in an exclusively legitimate manner.
No wonder, therefore, that the family endowments established from
the mid-17th century onward contained a long list of whole or par-
tial units of real estate, both residential and business properties, which
they accumulated in Jerusalem.337

G. Trade

38. Grocers (baqq§l, samm§n, såqÊ)

In its daily life the Jerusalem population consumed a variety of food-
stuffs, over and above the basic bread bought from the bakers and
the meat purchased from the butchers. The daily products were
usually sold by the grocers (baqq§l, samm§n), and since in most cases
(though not exclusively) they were sold in the markets, their dealers
were also referred to as “marketeers”, såqÊ retail merchants.

Judging by the name-lists we sifted through, this was the largest
guild in town: at one point, in 1635, we counted 39 different names,

336 JS, vol. 263, pp. 6-8.
337 JS, vol. 221, pp. 50-2; vol. 223, pp. 79-80, 166; vol. 225, p. 233; vol. 226,

p. 195; vol. 227, pp. 22, 90, 112, 339-41; vol. 228, p. 228; vol. 229, pp. 251-5;
vol. 248, pp. 3-4, 54; vol. 250, p. 166; vol. 259, pp. 89-90; vol. 268, p. 119; vol.
275, p. 11; vol. 286, p. 18.
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some of them closely related to one another.338 Most of these names
appear on another list as well, dated two weeks earlier, but this one
also has 12 other names, which brings the total figure to just over
50 grocers.339 Most of them were concentrated in “the large mar-
ket” (also known as “the Sultan’s market”) and in “the cotton weav-
ers’ market”, but others were located in residential neighborhoods:
Bab al-#Amud, Bab Hitta, the Jewish neighborhood. The grocers were
mostly Muslim, but, not unexpectedly, three of those identified among
the latter, plus two more mentioned a short time later, were Jew-
ish.340 They were headed by “the head of the market” (b§z§r b§shÌ),
appointed by the kadi upon his recommendation, or at least with
his explicit consent. The main task of the head of the guild was to
attend to all matters that concerned the grocers, particularly to “treat
them equally” in the distribution of all commodities that arrived in
town for sale. No one was supposed to buy any goods (e.g. fruit,
vegetables or grain, honey, oil, samn butter, rice) unless the head was
present, so that he could make sure they were properly weighed on
the public scale—al-qabb§n—and justly distributed. The grocers, on
the other hand, were to ensure that their shops were well provided
with all commodities, available for all potential customers every
day.341

The head of the guild was also held responsible for the regular
provision of the governor’s kitchen from his own shop, and only if
there were any items missing could he turn to the other grocers for
help.342 Such was the case at the very beginning of the century, in
early 1603, but it turned out to be a burden too heavy to be carried
alone. Gradually, it had to be modified into a more reasonable
arrangement: first, less than a year later, when the governor’s offic-
er in charge (wakÊl kharj) came to collect his due, the validity of the
above regulation was reconfirmed, but in view of the difficulties it
presented, the grocers agreed to share this responsibility with their
head to the tune of 50%. Then, several months later, another step
was taken to further alleviate his burden: the grocers agreed that they
would take charge of two-thirds of the supply of honey and buttered
milk (samn), and if grain was also called for, they would sell him the

338 MA, vol. 1, pp. 238-40.
339 MA, vol. 1, pp. 237-8.
340 MA, vol. 1, p. 235.
341 MA, vol. 1, p. 240.
342 MA, vol. 1, pp. 224-6.
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quantity requested for the going price, so that he could meet all the
governor’s demands.343 As for the distribution among the members
of the guild, similar to what we have already encountered in other
cases, the shares imposed on the different members were not auto-
matically set at identical rates, but rather changed according to the
volume of business and income of each one of them (e.g. in 1653,
18 members were held responsible for 7.5 dawr “roles”, i.e. shares,
of one-third, one-half or one full “role” each, their head included).344

However structured, these impositions were not imaginary or
symbolic, as we can gauge from the following figure: late in 1631,
the head of the guild formally acquitted the governor of all he had
owed him for the supply of just over four months, amounting to 410
ghirsh. True, these included the month of Ramadan, when overall
consumption tends to rise because of the long nocturnal festivities
at the end of each day’s fasting.345 However, this gives us an insight
as to the burden they had to share: these commodities were even-
tually paid for, but the price charged from the governor, even if and
when fully reimbursed, was much lower than the market price. No
wonder, therefore, that grocers tried to avoid this service, and some
of them, through Istanbul’s intervention or the kadi’s support, man-
aged through a variety of excuses to get a formal exemption.346

The grocers operated from well-defined shops, most of them lo-
cated at specific markets and also in some of the residential areas
mentioned above. There were, however, attempts to circumvent these
orderly patterns and offer merchandise for sale at unorthodox loca-
tions. In 1647, for example, a group of guild members complained
to the kadi of the unauthorized sale of a variety of fruit at different
spots in town: the entrances to several markets, steps leading into
town, or simply in the middle of certain streets. Such conduct, they
claimed, created unwarranted bottlenecks that disturbed normal
traffic in central places and disrupted the free movement of the public.
The kadi supported the grocers’ assertion, prohibited any similar
behavior in the future, and issued a public warning to the effect that
culprits would be strictly punished.347 Eighteen years later, judging
by another court ruling, things had not significantly improved: this

343 MA, vol. 1, pp. 228-9.
344 MA, vol. 1, pp. 230-1.
345 MA, vol. 1, pp. 233-4.
346 MA, vol. 1, pp. 232-3.
347 MA, vol. 1, pp. 240-1.
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time the offenders were more clearly identified as villagers from
Majdal #Asqalan near Gaza as well as the Jibalia neighborhood in
Gaza itself. They were selling seasonal fruit at the same locations
described before, disturbing public order there in similar ways. The
kadi, alerted by the grocers, issued another stern warning against
squatting at those spots and disturbing public order.348 The reasons
given in both documents are indeed valid, and anyone familiar with
the conditions prevailing in present times in and around the vege-
table and fruit market in the Old City of Jerusalem would confirm
both the picture drawn by the complainants and the logic followed
by the authorities. However, the main reason was different: the
grocers were not much interested in the traffic problems of their time;
their main concern was to sell their merchandise without being
subjected to external—and, from their perspective—unfair compe-
tition. Anything sold outside the well-defined territorial scope of the
market by free-lance merchants who paid no attention to price control
or to rent, was bound to be cheaper than merchandise sold by guild
members. The main economic logic, therefore, was to avoid unreg-
ulated sales by unorganized merchants that might undermine the
entire guild structure.

 The same logic also applied to purchases of goods at uncontrolled
areas by organized guild members. In 1666, several grocers were sum-
moned to court because of reports submitted by the head of the guild
and the muÈtasib. Although part of the regular guild, they did not
abide by the controlling rules of purchase of incoming goods, in this
case pertaining to buttered milk (samn). According to a well-estab-
lished practice, this should always be brought to the vegetable market,
known as såq al-khu·ar wa’l-b§shåra,349 where proper control of qual-
ity and prices could be assured. However, for the very purpose of
avoiding this control, some merchants waited outside of Jerusalem
for the incoming caravans, where they concluded private deals with
the jall§ba importers. The kadi ruled against this, warning that any
violator would be severely punished.

Calling upon the kadi to intervene in support of the existing or-
der and regulations meant, among other things, that these were not
being properly upheld by their natural guardians—the guild mem-

348 MA, vol. 1, pp. 241-2.
349 For the 16th century see my Economic Life, p. 122. For the 17th century see

MA, vol. 1, p. 244.
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bers and their head. As we move into the 18th century, we discover
that other cracks appeared in the system. The samm§n grocers, whose
name indicates that they were supposed to deal mainly in buttered
milk (samn), oil and related items, did not limit themselves to these.
In 1746 we hear a complaint that they sell rice at their shops, in an
unregulated and uncoordinated manner, resulting in their monopoli-
zation of its trade in Jerusalem and the almost total disappearance
of rice from the markets. When the kadi looked into the matter, he
was told by many veteran grocers and other merchants that this was
a relatively new practice, having been introduced some 15 years
earlier. Prior to that, the procedure followed was that rice imported
to Jerusalem was stocked at the “rice market” (kh§n al-ruzz), and sold
only at its entrance. This was replaced by a growing trend among
grocers to stockpile rice in their own stores, and very gradually re-
lease small quantities for sale, bringing about a steep rise in its price.
The kadi ruled that this should cease altogether, and rice should once
again be stored only at its particular market, not to be sold by any
grocer in his shop.350 Similar to an earlier description of develop-
ments concerning the selling of grain, this implied not only a grow-
ing demand but also a weakening of the authority of the head of the
guild, the b§z§r b§sh¶. The immediate complaint, and the kadi’s
concern, focused on eliminating the technical causes that were harm-
ing the interests of the public. But the “laxity and lack of attention”
to the former decree, to quote the original document, that were
pointed out as the reasons for the declining standards were only the
symptoms. They stemmed from the gradually deteriorating standards
of the grocers’ guild, as part of the general decline of the system as
a whole.

39. Greengrocers (khu·arÊ)

“The vegetable market” (såq al-khu·ar) was one of the central mar-
kets of Jerusalem; it was rebuilt and refurbished in the early 1560s
by the local authorities.351 Although Jerusalem of those days was not
densely built and had a variety of vegetable gardens (È§kåra) in the
many open spaces scattered among the built-up areas within its walls,
it was dependent on a regular supply of vegetables from its agricul-
tural hinterland; hence the importance of this market. In this respect

350 JS, vol. 235, p. 51.
351 See my Economic Life, p. 7 and my “Local Trade” in AAS, vol. 12, pp. 9-10.
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the situation was quite similar to that pertaining to sesame grains,
cereals or meat: in order to properly supply the inhabitants’ needs,
the sale of vegetables had to be regulated and dealt with by a par-
ticular guild.

When a group of ten greengrocers “who sell vegetables in the
vegetable market” addressed the court in 1629, they complained of
the difficulties they were facing in this sphere. Instead of bringing
all their vegetables straight to the market, some of the villagers were
met outside Jerusalem by “certain groups” of both authorized and
unauthorized merchants, to whom they sold their merchandise. This
undercut the supply offered by the proper channels of the vegetable
market, and also circumvented the price-control mechanism that the
state system normally provided. In order to rectify the situation, the
greengrocers requested the kadi to appoint a head of their guild, who
would treat all guild members equally and discontinue the practice
of greengrocers buying vegetables outside the town walls. All the
vegetables would then, said the greengrocers, be brought straight to
the market where they would be sold at their official price. The kadi
appointed their candidate, as he did on another occasion, in 1647,
this time with no reference to the above malpractice, very likely not
repeated on any significant scale. The newly appointed head under-
took to treat all guild members equally in everything related to their
craft, to distribute equally among them the guild’s assets and liabil-
ities, while they pledged to obey everything he said.352

Some 150 years after the reactivation of the vegetable market, in
1712, the local authorities decided it was time to attend to manifes-
tations of neglect and mismanagement. Parts of the general struc-
ture as well as quite a number of its shops needed internal repairs
and roofing over. The kadi sent an inspection committee headed by
the chief builder (mi#m§r b§shÊ), whose detailed report served as a
guideline for the repairs. The amount of 390 ghirsh #adadÊ that was
spent on the refurbishing job was to be reimbursed by the active shops
of that market in the hope that the ten presently unused shops would
again become attractive to potential bidders. We have no further
information as to whether more greengrocers returned to these or
to other shops used by members of other guilds (e.g. a butcher), but
in this case no news may be interpreted as good news—the money
was paid or pledged, and judging by past experiences, a reconstructed

352 MA, vol. 1, pp. 127-8.
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market was a good incentive for renewed professional activity.353

Seven years later, when the kadi announced the prices to be charged
by the greengrocers for a variety of items, vegetables sold at that
market were authorized to go for a 25% higher price than when sold
outside it ( fÊ’l-maÈall§t al-ar·iyya)—a clear indication of the above
tendency.354

This does not mean an end to the hurdles the guild members had
to overcome. In 1782 the kadi ordered the cessation of a recent
practice of the customs officials (ghafarjiyya): peasants who arrived in
town from the neighboring villages brought a variety of fruit and
vegetables for sale (grapes, eggplants, cucumbers, pomegranates, locks
of sheep’s wool, as well as coal and wood)—all of which was sup-
posed to be exempt from taxes. Exacting tolls from these or any other
such “fruit” was a “negative innovation”(bid #a sayyi"a) that should cease
immediately, and these villagers were to be allowed to continue
bringing in their merchandise and selling it in town without any
monetary imposition whatsoever.355 Although here, again, the kadi
couched his warning in clear religious terms, it should be viewed in
the correct economic context: such practice would eventually raise
the price of these commodities for the local consumers. Moreover,
it confronted the greengrocers with a difficult dilemma: should they
absorb the price rise themselves, or pass it on to their customers—
an act of disobedience against the kadi’s prescribed prices? An un-
lawful imposition of this kind was not part of, and actually contra-
dictory to the routine of the guild system, hence it was basically
damaging and categorically forbidden.

At his shop every greengrocer could sell at the prices set by the
kadi any available fruit and vegetables, as well as other village com-
modities—such as wood, coal and soap—that we would not neces-
sarily regard as belonging to these categories.356 Nevertheless, among
guild members there seems to have been an element of specializa-
tion for certain popular items that fell within both categories: cu-

353 JS, vol. 207, p. 327; vol. 213, p. 82.
354 JS, vol. 215, p. 204.
355 JS, vol. 256, p. 37.
356 Here are some examples of the kadi’s official prices from September 1719

(quoted in qiã#a coins per raãl): garlic 12, sumac 6, ground sumac 12, almond 30,
peeled almond 72, local village honey 40, coastal honey 30, vinegar 6, vegetable
fat (samn) 75, olive oil 24, pine nuts ßnåbar 22(JS, vol. 215, p. 204). A few more
from August 1720: watermelon 1.5, figs 1.5, grapes (different brands) 1.5-2 (JS,
vol. 215, p. 203).
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cumbers, squash and eggplants. Such were the “cucumber sellers”
(bayy§#Ê’l-khiy§r), whose merchandise was sold per raãl at the central
weighing scales (qabb§n) in the marketplace.357 These were itinerant
merchants, and as a rule their prices – somewhat surprisingly from
a contemporary standpoint—were set at 5%-25% higher than those
charged at the shops.

As the 18th century progressed, we come across new ways of
circumventing the greengrocers’ systematic guild structure, undoubt-
edly a sign of a weakening of the system. In 1789, for example, the
head (shaykh) of the neighboring village of Ayn Karm hired a mili-
tary officer (oda b§shÌ) to help their women sell the fruit and vegeta-
bles they brought into town. The officer was advanced the princely
sum of 400 zolta for the entire season, to be topped off later by the
villagers at the rate of 4 qiã #a per camel load, 2 per donkey load, and
1 per each basket (salla) actually sold. This arrangement proved
satisfactory to all parties directly involved for quite some time, just
as in another nearby village, al-Walaja, where the services of another
officer were hired for exactly the same task.358  

Grapes were an ordinary item sold by greengrocers, but their price
setting involved a somewhat more elaborate procedure. Every year,
in either September or October, weather conditions permitting, the
heads of the following neighboring villages came to the court: Walaja,
Bayt Iksa, Bayt Hanina, Ayn Karm, Maliha. Along with them came
the dragomans of the three major Christian monasteries (Greek
Orthodox, Catholic and Armenian). These were, on the one hand,
the main suppliers of grapes, and on the other, the major consum-
ers (in terms of wine production). After consulting them as to the
quantities available that particular year, the kadi would set the price
of grapes to be binding throughout Jerusalem. Prices were set in bulk
quantities of qinã§r (100 raãl each), e.g.: 6 ghirsh in 1730, 8 in 1748,
7 in 1750, 62/3

 in 1752, 8 in 1753, 8.5 in 1754, 12.5 in 1809, 20 in
1810.359 No special allowance was made for large purchases: divid-
ed by 100 these figures provided the identical retail price that reg-
ular, smaller customers were charged. The fluctuating prices reflected
the annual changes in weather conditions, whereas the obvious rise

357 JS, vol. 215, p. 203: in June 1720 the first two were sold at 2.5 qiã#a per
raãl, the latter at 6 per raãl.

358 JS, vol. 269, p. 121.
359 JS, vol. 224, p. 101; vol. 234, pp. 99, 131, 154, 164, 183; vol. 290, pp. 42,

62. 1 ghirsh #adadÊ (sometimes referred to as zolta) = 30 qiã#a.
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in the latter figures reflects the general inflationary trend of the early
19th century, which, as we pointed out in earlier chapters, affected
goods imported from remote places as well as those grown in the
immediate neighborhood of Jerusalem. The prices were affected, not
the guild activities: in 1820 a name-list of active greengrocers con-
tained 28 entries,360 a far higher figure than anything we found in
earlier years—probably indicating the increased demand for their
services in a demographically growing Jerusalem.

40. Spice-dealers (#aãã§r)

We have already mentioned spice-dealing several times, which re-
flects its relative importance within the general economic setup. On
one occasion (see above, p. 145) spice-dealing was referred to in
conjunction with the silk merchants, who were trespassing on the
spice-dealers’ rights and selling items that were regarded as within
their province. When we consider it from the injured party’s per-
spective, two points deserve special attention. First, handsome prof-
its could be made from the sale of spices or coffee. This was a suf-
ficiently alluring incentive for members of a less fortunate guild to
systematically break the law and the established order. Second,
because the spice-dealers’ guild was apparently undergoing a degree
of deterioration and change at the beginning of the 18th century, it
could not sort out its problems without turning to the kadi for help.

Thirty-one years later, in mid-1735, the entire spice-dealers’ guild
was summoned to the court where the kadi warned them against the
sale of “useless” (or what we would probably call “outdated’) spices
of different kinds, as well as against the sale of “rosy rice” (al-ruzz

al-wardÊ) instead of the “expected” pepper, i.e. the pepper that was
used to give it the appropriate taste and color. The head of the guild,
probably aware of his limited authority over his own guild members,
asked the kadi to try to restore internal order among them. Thus,
the kadi warned them all that any incoming goods must be weighed
and bought at the head of the guild’s shop, to ensure their correct
standard and price. Whenever sold to customers, these spices should
be of “pure quality”; and if any of these regulations were broken,
the culprit would automatically be fined 5 raãl of coffee beans.361

Although we have no evidence as to how effective these threats proved

360 JS, vol. 290, p. 308.
361 JS, vol. 227, p. 287.
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to be, they obviously point to a general trend of declining profes-
sional standards and authority within the guild itself.

Many years later, in 1778, another authority was enlisted in or-
der to rectify a deteriorating situation: this time it was the governor
himself, who very seldom interfered in economic matters. He issued
a decree addressed “to the heads of the guild and its members”,
prohibiting the sale of pepper, spices and other condiments from any
place other than the spice-dealers’ market, and with the specific
permission of the head of the guild. Since the commodities sold by
this guild included items that might be poisonous, they required
special expertise and mutual supervision that could be achieved only
if strictly controlled at one location and practiced only by members
of the guild. Things do not seem to have improved greatly even after
this decree was made public: 28 years later, in 1806, the same ban
had to be reiterated by another governor, in his attempt to put an
end to the sale of “pepper, spices, sugar, ropes (aÈb§l) etc.” by un-
authorized individuals and outside the sole designated market.362 The
guild went on functioning within the spice-dealers’ market and into
the 19th century, but the erosion noted a century earlier went deeper
and deeper: items that had always been restricted to its members
only were now dealt with openly by unauthorized merchants, side
by side with the official guild. In the 16th century, in contrast, a newly
constructed market was appended to the old one,363 thereby concen-
trating all of the guild’s activities in one spot and achieving a de-
gree of proper supervision. Three hundred years later many abuses
had become accepted: shops were opened outside the designated area,
depriving it of its exclusivity and thus further undermining the au-
thority of the spice-dealers’ heads and the guild system as a whole.

The deteriorating state of this guild stemmed mainly from the
nature of its merchandise: items of relatively small size and great value
that were highly coveted by the local population, and never avail-
able in sufficient quantities because of the remoteness of their source
of supply. In the 16th century, when the official Ottoman policy was
to promote Jerusalem’s economy by way of encouraging, among other

362 JS, vol. 288, p. 108. Ropes were regularly sold at spice-dealers’ shops: in
1722, for example, a certain Ali denied the allegation that he was unlawfully selling
spices, but confirmed the sale of a consignment of ropes (Èillat aÈb§l) that he even
suggested to sell to members of the guild, which they indeed eventually agreed to
buy from him (JS, vol. 217, p. 351).

363 For details see my Economic Life, pp. 6-7.
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things, international trade with the town, specific regulations (kanun-

name) were promulgated in Istanbul that exempted from taxes all
spices imported from the Far East (and other locations) to be sold
in the spice-dealers’ market. The market inspectors (muÈtasib) of
Jerusalem who might lose from the application of these regulations
tried to circumvent them from their early days, hoping to increase
their own income, but they were overruled by the kadis.364 

In 1677, we learn that the century that elapsed did not blunt these
attempts: the head of the spice-dealers complained of recurring in-
terventions in matters of his guild by the muÈtasibs who were trying
to impose their authority, along with illegal taxation, on them. The
kadi looked into this matter very carefully and found that there had
been previous rulings of the Jerusalem court, adopted and recon-
firmed by a long list of his predecessors, prohibiting any such impo-
sitions. He also consulted the texts of the original Ottoman regula-
tions, as well as subsequent decrees issued on this subject, then
reached a clear conclusion: he ordered that no functionary, high or
low, would levy any charges, under any pretext, from the spice-
dealers, nor would the muÈtasibs enter their market or interfere in
the pricing of the commodities sold there.365 This episode adds an-
other dimension to the erosion that the spice-dealers’ guild was
undergoing: the vested interests of the market inspectors should have
been supporting the guilds, but in this particular one they preferred
their own narrow interest to that of the system, thus inflicting more
blows on the spice-dealers and further impairing their guild.

The attacks the spice-dealers’ guild was suffering from different
directions did not have any noticeable effect on its number. The court
session of 1735 was attended by 17 different spice-dealers whose
names are cited, “and the rest of the guild members”, which means
a higher figure altogether. At the beginning of the 17th century some
15 members’ names are noted, and in 1675 a similar figure is given.
The guild was made up mostly of Muslims, many of whom were
distinguished descendants of the Prophet (sayyid), or at least people
of religious or economic importance, referred to as È§jj, shaykh or
khaw§ja (the latter term meaning: a rich merchant). There was also,
as pointed out earlier, a Jewish presence in this guild: the 1656
document, and that of 1675, list four different Jewish names each.366

364 Ibid.
365 MA, vol. 2, pp. 77-8.
366 MA, vol. 2, pp. 65-8, 72-5.
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No less indicative of the substantial profits that could be made by
members of this guild were properties they accumulated in the line
of their professional duties. A certain spice-dealer’s inheritance in
1768 included two luxurious silver watches, an unusually large sum
of cash he kept in his shop at the spice-dealers’ market, and two
houses (in #Aqabat al-Sitt neighborhood) estimated at the exception-
ally high price of 1000 zolta—altogether an unusually high total of
2000 zolta. A year earlier we learn of another spice-dealer who was
concurrently a partner in the lease and operation of a soap factory
in the Jewish neighborhood.367

The guild was led by a head whose assistant, the naqÊb, too, was
always chosen by the kadi. Unlike the head of the guild, whose func-
tions our documents keep reiterating, those of the naqÊb were taken
for granted and never detailed. But if we are to adopt the Egyptian
model as applicable in Jerusalem, the naqÊb also had specific respon-
sibilities: he was master of ceremonies of the guild, thus represent-
ing “the old traditions”.368 The head of the guild was in charge of
all their professional activities, for which role he was exempted from
all taxes or impositions levied by the provincial authorities. To en-
sure adequate supervision he undertook to use his own scale to weigh
all incoming spices and distribute them equally among all guild
members, the yardstick being not just the repetitive noun of “equal-
ity”, but “according to their ranks (mar§tib)—higher, middle and
lower”. We have already touched upon the matter of graduated
equality, which is here confirmed even more clearly. The choice of
these terms indicates a hierarchy within the guild, which could only
have been based on professional expertise, reflected also in a simi-
lar financial status. Although the keyword characterizing the head’s
policy within the guild—in this as well as all others—was “equali-
ty”, it is through a document from 1675 that we get a rare insight
into how this was actually translated into reality. This yardstick was
to be applied vis-à-vis  all members in the context of both benefits
and liabilities, the latter usually meaning occasional impositions by
the governor. These, goes the document, should be levied from the
guild members “according to their degree of [potential] sustenance
(taÈammul)”. The unit for measuring each member’s share was called
“shop charge” (kharj dukk§n), and its application varied: some spice-

367 JS, vol. 250, p. 48; vol. 251, pp. 54-5.
368 G. Baer, Egyptian Guilds in Modern Times (Jerusalem, 1964), pp. 10, 14,15.
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dealers had to pay the rate of “one unit” for themselves and anoth-
er quarter for their children, one paid 1.5 unit, others paid a quar-
ter or half a unit each. In other words, the principle of equality not-
withstanding, it was the economic reality that set the actual rules:
those who were better-off enjoyed more credit and incurred greater
liabilities; the others could, and did, pocket and shoulder a smaller
share. This reality seems, perhaps, somewhat less equal than what
is implied by the bare theoretical principle, but it certainly conveys
a reasonable as well as viable institutionalized arrangement.369

There were other practical considerations that had to be taken
into account. In 1651 a certain È§jj Yusuf was performing his duties
in his shop, located at the spice-dealers’ market. The guild’s head
complained to the kadi that he was suffering from a serious illness,
namely leprosy (d§" al-jadh§m). He therefore asked that Yusuf be re-
moved from his shop to avoid damage to the customers and, no less
relevant, to the marketplace as a whole. The advice of a physician
was sought, and once he confirmed the above report, the kadi ruled
that Yusuf must be temporarily removed from his shop and given
medical treatment. Only upon his recovery would he be permitted
to return there and resume his professional activities in a manner
commensurate with the other spice-dealers.370 More fortunate was
another guild member, shaykh Haydar, whom the head of the guild
occasionally obligated to pay various charges imposed on the entire
guild. In 1675 he complained to the kadi, alleging that he was ac-
tually not a spice-dealer but one of the staff of the religious court.
True, for more than 30 years he had been assisting the spice-deal-
ers, whenever requested to do so, in the purchase of commodities
they were in need of, but never in all those years had he been a spice-
dealer. The kadi ruled in his favor, pointing out that being on the staff
of the court he was not liable to such impositions, particularly in view
of the large family he was supporting; hence none of the future guild’s
heads, let alone the present one, were to involve him in the payment
of any of the al-tak§lÊf al-#urfiyya impositions, notwithstanding what-
ever help he might be extending to the spice-dealers.371

369 MA, vol. 1, pp. 66, 75.
370 MA, vol. 2, p. 76.
371 MA, vol. 2, p. 74.
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41. Soap merchants

The distinction between producers and salesmen as has been de-
scribed in our discussion of the potters’ guild, or a similar division
that existed in several other guilds (e.g., butchers), was quite usual
in Ottoman Jerusalem. This degree of specialization was not, how-
ever, mandatory for all professions, and did not apply to the more
centralized soap industry.

In an earlier description of this guild, relating to the 16th centu-
ry, we summed up the nature of the merchants-artisans relationship
in the field of soap production as follows: “Merchants probably did
not personally engage in manual work, but were very closely relat-
ed to it. They invested money, time and energy in soap-production,
and were actually and systematically involved in the entire process
… They were not tycoons who invested money in various kinds of
business but had nothing to do with the operation they were finan-
cially involved in. These merchants were also artisans in a broader
sense of the term: they constantly participated in the actual process
of production”.372 In the 200 years that followed, the same descrip-
tion held true: merchants, quite naturally not extremely small ones,
invested their money in the production of soap, then employed their
commercial networks to promote its sale to markets both nearby and
remote. They might have been called “producers”, but we preferred
to use the term that was used at the time.

The guild of the merchants (t§jir, tujj§r) was often called by this
very general term, implying that the local population knew exactly
what their main occupation was. Very seldom were they referred to
by the full and more precise formulation: “the merchants who cooked
the [olive] oil into soap”.373 The special respect in which others held
them was expressed by the recorded use of the term al-s§da preced-
ing the guild’s official name, meaning “the lords”. Although this term
in a slightly different form usually designates the direct descendants
of the Prophet, only few among them qualified as such, bearing the
correct title of al-sayyid. Most of them, however, did have another
title, that of khaw§ja, signifying “an affluent merchant”, very often a
descendant of such a family. Moreover, in quite a number of cases
we could establish with certainty a continuous participation of
members of the same families dating from the 16th century onwards:

372 See my Economic Life, pp. 96-7.
373 MA, vol.1, p. 42.
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al-#Asali and al-#Usayli, al-Duhayna and al-#Anbusi, Hasuna and Ibn
Katib al-Zayt.374 As for the size of this guild, it is impossible to es-
tablish a precise figure, but comparison of the available lists of those
of its members who attended the court sessions yields at least 14
names for the first decade of the 17th century, 18 for the 1620s, 15
for the 1630s—all of these being probably only partial lists, as may
be easily gathered from the language used in the records.375

All the above-mentioned lists were recorded when the head of the
guild was appointed by the kadi. His main attributes were extolled:
his social status (min a#y§n al-tujj§r), professional expertise and righ-
teous piety. Once he was appointed, all the guild members pledged
allegiance to him, and they kept the pledge for as long as he super-
vised their affairs without prejudice or harm to the established or-
der of their guild. If he failed to uphold the spirit of equal treatment
of all guild members, they withdrew their support, either forcing him
to tender his resignation or convincing the kadi to have him replaced.

As indicated by its name, the members of this guild did not per-
sonally engage in soap production; it was produced by professional
soapmakers (ß§ni#, ßabb§n).376 The members’ main concern was the
trade in all its aspects: the purchase of olive oil, the preparation
(“cooking”) of soap, and most importantly its sale to customers in
Jerusalem, as well as its export to different parts of the empire.
Although in the 18th century we have references to very large soap
consignments being exported via Jaffa to the core provinces of
Anatolia, and in the 16th century we came across soap shipments
to Yemen, the main outlet for Jerusalem soap throughout all the
Ottoman years was Egypt.377

Although the selling price of soap in Egypt included several ex-
penses that were added to the commodity as the caravan progressed
along its way, the main element was, nonetheless, the price of the
soap itself as it had been calculated in Jerusalem; its most impor-
tant component was the raw material, i.e. the olive oil. Weather and
botanical-agricultural conditions caused fluctuations in the annual

374 Cohen, Economic life, p. 84; MA, vol. 1, pp. 37, 40, 42, 46.
375 MA, vol. 1, pp. 37-47, 50. The lists are occasionally followed by the formula

“and the rest of the merchants” or “[these are] among the [wider group of]
merchants”.

376 On the different stages of the production process see my Economic Life, pp.
81-6.

377 Cohen, Economic Life, p. 87; JS, vol. 286, pp. 82-3.
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yield of the olive trees, and hence concomitant changes in the price
of the oil extracted therefrom. The scattered data available for the
first half of the 17th century indicate that other factors—probably
growing demand—affected the general trend of rising prices of oil.
In 1604, 1 qinã§r of oil was priced at 20 sulã§nÊ gold coins (of 40
Egyptian qiã #a each), hence 1 raãl cost 8 Egyptian qiã #a. Five years
later, 1 raãl came to 13.5; in 1609 it went down again to 8, but by
1632 had reached 17 Egyptian qiã #a per raãl.378 The general upwards
trend (if we disregard seasonal fluctuations) is further emphasized
when we reverse the chart, to the late 16th century, when olive oil
for the preparation of soap was sold at the equivalent of 5.2 Egyp-
tian qiã #a per raãl.379 One raãl of soap cost 10.8 Egyptian qiã #a in 1604,
16.5 in 1608, 13 in 1618, 12 in 1632 and 13 in 1633.

When, in the latter year, soap merchants complained that they
were losing money, the kadi authorized an increase of 2 Egyptian
qiã #a to 15 per raãl.380 The reason was the scarcity of oil that year;
hence this increase was necessary to create an incentive for the soap
merchants to buy oil from the new yield, and use it in the produc-
tion line, generating additional income.

The kadi never regarded the testimony of the party involved as
his sole source of information, and habitually consulted other knowl-
edgeable informants (e.g. the muÈtasib); but once convinced of the
authenticity of their request, he confirmed it and authorized the
increase. The same was true with regard to setting the price to be
charged in Egypt: in 1604, for example, the kadi agreed to add
another 6 Egyptian qiã #a to every raãl sold, after receiving a detailed
breakdown of the various expenses incurred on the road to Cairo;
in 1632 he calculated this surcharge to be worth 4.5 qiã #a to every
raãl. This meant a rise of some 40%-60% over the original price in
Jerusalem, a substantial increment that had no negative effect on the
demand in Cairo. A large part of it could have been saved by taking
the sea route, but disasters such as the sinking of a consignment they
had tried to dispatch by ship in 1603 (probably also the growing
activity of pirates in the eastern Mediterranean) served as a reminder
that the land route, though more costly, was preferable to any al-
ternative.381 The authorized price became official and binding for

378 MA, vol. 1, pp. 42, 44-5, 48, 51.
379 See my Economic Life, appendix 2, pp. 144-5.
380 MA, vol. 1, pp. 43, 45-6, 49-51.
381 MA, vol. 1, p. 44.
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everyone, and it seems to have left a large margin of profit for the
merchants who stood to benefit from it, as well as from earlier stag-
es of the production process. The kadi, although formally representing
the central administration, emerges once again as the main support
of the people: he would not automatically back every request for
higher prices, but whenever presented with convincing arguments,
would authorize what amounted to a higher income for the mem-
bers of the guild. On occasion we became aware of his apparent over-
indulgence in helping the soap merchants: in 1608, for example, he
authorized an exceptionally high price of 80 ghirsh asadÊ per qinã§r of
100 raãl, which included a surcharge for the different exchange rates
between Jerusalem and Cairo.382 Unable to verify this claim, all we
can do is raise an eyebrow, since although the same situation must
have held true before and after this episode, it was not taken into
account in other documents dealing with the same question.

Each soap factory’s production capacity was different; the append-
ed facilities (e.g. the number of oil-storage pits, the location) also
contributed to the total value. A case cited in 1602 indicates that
the 16th-century boom in this field extended to the following cen-
tury: less than 20% of a soap factory was purchased by a member
of this guild for 250 sulã§nÊ gold coins.383 It did not stop there: in 1723
a high-ranking officer, za#Êm, sold his 33% share of the al-Bashaw-
iyya soap factory for 900 ghirsh—comparatively speaking a very sig-
nificant appreciation of value, indicating the large profits anticipat-
ed from this enterprise.384 A less auspicious fate befell another soap
factory in Bab al-#Amud neighborhood, part of the al-Azbak endow-
ment, which in 1712 was declared non-operational and virtually in
ruins; hence it was exchanged (istibd§l) for another property (with the
aim of solving the endowment’s immediate problem. This also indi-
cated that someone else hoped to benefit from this one, eventually;
as did the new buyers of an adjacent “Roman” complex of 21 vaults
who invested 90 ghirsh there). This was not unique: in 1783 another
soap factory located nearby, in Suq al-Zayt, was leased for 15 ghirsh

annually on a long-term basis, along with several adjacent shops, all
of them in a state of ruin and constituting a source of discomfiture
to passersby. This may have improved the situation, but a much more

382 MA, vol. 1, p. 45.
383 MA, vol. 1, pp. 52-3. See also my Economic Life, pp. 65-74.
384 JS, vol. 218, p. 410.
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massive investment than only the rent was needed to reactivate the
place. Hence, in 1801, a member of the distinguished al-#Alami family
undertook a thorough repair project that would cost the sum of 1550
ghirsh, to be subtracted annually from the cost of the renovation and
of the now more lucrative lease of 25 ghirsh.385 He certainly did not
do this as an act of piety; the only reasonable explanation for such
an investment is that the entrepreneur involved expected high re-
turns.

This was by no means a unique phenomenon: in 1764 a certain
spice-dealer, who was also the administrator of the Dome of the Rock
endowment, submitted a detailed report of his expenses for repairs
in a dilapidated soap factory that was part of that endowment. Three
years later, another spice-dealer was a partner in the operation of
yet another soap factory, located in the Jewish quarter.386 Soap
production seems to have been sufficiently lucrative to attract inves-
tors from these and other circles who were willing to take a calcu-
lated risk—in anticipation of profits based, no doubt, on their ac-
quaintance with the economic realities of their time and place.387

A closer look at these realities further validates our assessment.
In 1719 a merchant, who had been producing soap for six years at
a soap factory of the then-naqÊb al-ashr§f, submitted a financial re-
port of his activities. The commissions he collected during this pe-
riod amounted to an average of over 2000 ghirsh per year. Even if
we take at face value his testimony that his expenses amounted to
two-thirds of the total intake,  a large net income remained, and
judging by what we know from other reports of actual expenses
incurred, we may certainly assume much higher profits.388 Fifty years
later, in 1769, the claim to part of the profits of an operator of
Muhammad Qutayna’s soap factory was turned down when the kadi
learned that the claimant was not a partner as he indicated, but rather
a hired journeyman. But even as such he knew the amount of profit
in question when he demanded his alleged share of the 6000 zolta

for one year, and 800 gold coins for the other.389 These are substantial
sums of money, both for the individual soapmaker and for the town,

385 JS, vol. 207, pp. 226, 244; vol. 263, p. 164; vol. 283, pp. 108-9.
386 JS, vol. 248, p. 39; vol. 250, p. 34.
387 As well as others, e.g. an investment by a Jerusalemite in a dilapidated soap

factory in Jaffa in 1726 (JS, vol. 221, p. 275).
388 JS, vol. 214, p. 36.
389 JS, vol. 254, pp. 400-1.
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which altogether had some 20 such factories. No doubt, then, the
well-placed, knowing muÈtasib tried to gather a crumb for himself:
in 1774 he was taken to court by several soap merchants for his
attempt to levy a special tax of 1 Egyptian qiã#a for each earthen-
ware 5 raãl jar of oil purchased by them for the production of soap.
They insisted that oil had always been brought directly to the soap
factories, and bought without anyone’s interference. Their evidence,
both written documents and oral testimonies, confirmed their claim;
hence the kadi ruled in their favor, and declared his underling’s
attempt to be unlawful and therefore null and void.390

The soap was “cooked” inside the soap factory, each concoction
(ãabkha) made of 10 qinã§r of olive oil, to which some ingredients were
added (e.g. alkali, lime); 14 qinã§r of soap would be produced out of
this. Hoarding soap was apparently regarded as a reasonably good
investment for non-producers (the guild members, quite naturally,
were always anxious to sell their products so that they could buy new
oil): if we take, for example, the inheritance of the affluent “chief
builder” of Jerusalem in 1746, it contained 2 soap ãabkhas that were
estimated at 2138 ghirsh, i.e. 1069 each. Divided by 14 we would reach
a price of 76 ghirsh per qinã§r—almost twice as much as the cost of
soap in the 16th or 17th centuries. Another price, quoted in 1734,
estimated a ãabkha at the even higher value of 1200 ghirsh, and in 1712,
i.e. at an earlier point in the 18th century, a price 50% higher than
the amounts recorded for that century was charged for soap. The
price of olive oil did not undergo a similar quantum leap, nor those
of the other ingredients used in the process. In other words, even if
we regard this as an exceptionally highly priced soap, the propor-
tion of 1:1.4 established for the increase in volume in the course of
production, and reconfirmed from 18th century data, must have left
the producers with a fine profit on their investment.391 It should be
remembered that quite often the soap factories were leased out to
other oil owners who wished to have soap produced in their own
name. In those cases they could not earn as much, but they were
paid a commission of just over 10 zolta per each “cooking”, and
thereby tapped another source of income.392

390 JS, vol. 254, p. 156.
391 JS, vol. 207, p. 229; vol. 227, p. 213; vol. 235, p. 82. Several years later,

for example, olive oil was sold for 15 qiã#a per raãl (vol. 234, p. 261). For 16th-century
statistics see my Economic Life, p. 95. For the 18th century see, e.g., JS, vol. 234, p.
133 (olive oil sold for 17 qiã#a per raãl).

392 JS, vol. 225, pp. 186-7, for the beginning of the century; vol. 268, pp. 99-
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Finally, we should note that this prosperous craft contributed to
the general welfare of Jerusalem beyond the direct income accruing
to this guild and its workers: a special tax was levied for each con-
signment (Èiml) of soap exported to Egypt, providing a steady income
earmarked for the regular supply of prayer mats in the major mosques
of the Temple Mount and Hebron.393 Thus the importance of the
merchants-artisans to Jerusalem extended beyond their immediate
contribution to the town’s economy and included the wider religious
sphere as well.

42. Soap porters (#att§l)

Those who worked in the soap factories, either as journeymen or
assistants on the production line, were hired manpower who were
not organized into a guild. Soap, an important and bulky export item,
required special attention in all that concerned its transport and
packaging. There was, therefore, a separate guild of those engaged
in all the post-production stages—the (soap) porters (#att§l).

Their main function was to spread the newly produced yield in
conelike pillars, formed of interspaced layers of soap cakes (referred
to as tashbÊk, interwoven in latticework fashion) that would allow a
constant flow of air  for drying purposes. They also moved the dried
soap cakes from this section to another, just outside the soap facto-
ry; loaded them into the proper sacks for transportation and helped
with the weighing of each consignment. For each stage they collect-
ed a separate payment: 20 Egyptian qiã#a for the first, plus two cakes
per person, then 2, 2 and 1 qiã#a per camel-load (Èiml, amounting in
Jerusalem to approximately 140 raãl) for all the following ones, re-
spectively.394 The limited space in which they had to perform the
aforementioned central function, starting with the cutting of the soap
cakes, required the employment of children whose maximum num-
ber was not to exceed eight, and who, as prescribed by the kadi,
“should not be [too] small”.

All the guild members had to agree to these as well as the other

100, and vol. 272, pp. 98-9 (when the growing demand enabled them to double
the commission they were paid), for the end of the century.

393 JS, vol. 277, p. 3; vol. 282, pp. 39-40. For the quantities involved in the
early 19th century see: vol. 290, p. 23.

394 MA, vol. 2, p. 62. For further details see my Economic Life, pp. 81-4, 88-9.
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regulations of their craft, which were enforced by their head. The
latter was appointed by the kadi at a session attended by his col-
leagues, who recommended him and pledged full obedience to him.
He, for his part, pledged to treat them equally (although it was agreed
that the sons of three guild members would each be allocated only
half of the regular share, probably because of their young age).395

At the beginning of the 17th century there were more than ten soap
porters, whose descendants followed in their footsteps in later
years.396 

On one occasion we get a glimpse of what sounds like a conflict
over wages. In 1612, six guild members walked out, declaring that
they refused to work for the wages offered by the producers. The
latter insisted on a wage scale based on the concept described above,
with only slight changes. The determination displayed by the por-
ters proved weaker than their threats. Sometime later four other
porters, related to some of the older ones, agreed to abide by the
new regulations; thus no interruption occurred in the overall pro-
cess of release and distribution of the soap consignments to their
potential customers. Some 40 years later we encounter the sons of
most of the old members functioning within the regular framework
of the guild; in spite of the general boom, from which the produc-
ers benefitted greatly, the porters had been taught a lesson: they
seemed complacent about accepting a somewhat lower wage than
the one their older generation had vainly tried to resist.

The provincial authorities’ rather severe approach to the soap
porters was also manifested in the guild’s renewed setup: the lax
structure that prevailed at the beginning of the 17th century, where
a less formally defined muqaddam (i.e. “the one put in front of” his
peers) applied equality among them all while conforming to the need
for “the strong one to feed the weak”,397 was replaced by the more
ordinary, and more rigid, shaykh, who conducted it along the same
lines as in the other guilds. If we are to draw any conclusion from
an inheritance of a soap porter dating 1773, at least one member of
this guild did quite well under the circumstances: his belongings were

395 MA, vol. 2, p. 63.
396 Atallah misread some of the documents (MA, vol. 2, pp. 83-4) which he

mistook to be another guild, al-fatt§lÊn, but a close look at their names, when
compared with those listed in our guild (MA, vol. 2, pp. 62-4), convincingly shows
that the two were identical—al-#att§lÊn.

397 MA, vol. 2, p. 83.
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estimated at about 650 zolta and included two rifles as well as shares
in two separate buildings.398

43. Muleteers (makk§rÊ)

The transport of soap consignments from Jerusalem to Egypt via the
overland route, as well as their maritime export via the port of Jaf-
fa, required a regular guild that handled pack animals. Large con-
signments were carried by camels, smaller ones by the highly pop-
ular mules, which were always aided and guided by donkeys. The
guild members were called muleteers (makk§rÊ, q§ãÌrjÌ).

At different stages during the 17th century, when a head of the
guild was appointed by the kadi, we encountered different members
who attended the court, many of them sons of members of the old-
er generation—ten or more altogether.399 Since this guild’s functions
took its members outside of Jerusalem quite regularly, its head was
occasionally absent, at which times his supervision of their activities
was rather problematic. In such cases he always appointed a depu-
ty who attended to all impending duties, and with whom he also had
to leave behind at least one mule, for emergencies.400 Given his
responsibilities, this deputy had to be vouched for by members of
the guild who did the same for the incumbent head, in accordance
with their regular mutual pledge before the kadi.

During the 18th century, no significant changes occurred in the
functioning of this guild. In 1722 the kadi confirmed the request of
the 18 different muleteers who came to the court and asked that he
appoint one of them to the vacant position of the guild’s head. The
new appointee was warned that he should treat them all equally, as
usual. This time, however, the principle of equality had a special
meaning, since Jewish and Christian muleteers had joined the guild
alongside the Muslim majority. Some 120 years earlier the kadi had
had to warn the guild against exploiting the Jewish pilgrims; in the
meanwhile this was more handily rectified by Jews joining it: in 1722
the friendly diminutive appellation of “Moshiko” to one of them
indicates the degree of Jewish involvement. In later years we encoun-
ter other Jewish muleteers.401

398 JS, vol. 255, p. 73.
399 MA, vol. 2, pp. 204-6.
400 MA, vol. 2, pp. 205-6, 208.
401 JS, vol. 209, p. 137; vol. 214, p. 307; vol. 217, p. 339; vol. 222, p. 102; vol.

228, p. 38; vol. 251, p. 102.
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Christians, too, joined this guild, and the list of 1722 referred
specifically to two of them. These were not exactly a new element:
in the very early 17th century we encountered a Christian guild
member (originally from Lydda) conducting such active trade that
he had to hire a full-time assistant muleteer (“on a par with his peers”)
to run errands for him with his mules for the monthly pay of 1 ghirsh

(to be collected at the end of each month). This was the going rate
for hired labor, and seems to have been standard procedure—Chris-
tian and Muslim alike—within this guild: in 1619 another muleteer
hired a Muslim from Safed “to attend to his five mules” and carry
out any assignment required for the same annual salary.402 To tighten
the supervision over the services offered to Christian pilgrims, the
1722 document stipulated that the permission of the guild’s head
should be sought on each occasion where Christians were hired.

Unlike other guilds, this one operated over an extensive stretch
of land, which involved coordination with their peers in other ur-
ban centres, particularly with the muleteers of Ramle and Gaza: the
Jerusalemites pledged to pay all of the latter, whenever they hired
an animal in either of these towns. On another occasion, in 1744,
other regulations concerning the Christians were brought to the
guild’s attention. The well-established procedure was that when
pilgrims arrived in Jaffa, the port’s customs officer would hire from
the muleteers the number of animals they needed, pay the custom-
ary 4 zolta per animal, and have them escorted to Jerusalem. The
growing number of pilgrims arriving in Jaffa whetted the appetite
of the guild members, who sometime earlier had demanded a raise—
a demand the Christians refused. In support of their claim, the lat-
ter produced old Muslim witnesses who confirmed that 4 zolta had
always been the exact rate paid coming to Jerusalem, followed by a
similar sum on the pilgrims’ return to Jaffa, and another 4 zolta for
a round trip between Jerusalem and the Jordan river. In the latter
case, every pilgrim made his own arrangements directly with the
muleteers, whereas their fee from Jaffa was handled by the customs
officer’s interpreter. He would personally accompany them on their
way to Jerusalem, riding in front of their caravan and taking care
of the ghafar road-tax payments to the bedouins. The kadi adopted
the Christian stance; he then summoned the entire Jerusalem guild,
along with the muleteers of Jaffa, Ramle and Lydda, quoting a sul-

402 MA, vol. 2, pp. 246-8.
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tanic decree and warning the muleteers: no one could charge more
than 4 zolta from the pilgrims travelling between Jaffa and Jerusa-
lem, plus another ½   for each animal’s fodder. This was agreed upon
by all present, and the muleteers pledged in the traditional way (bi’l-

sam§# wa’l- ã§#a) to act accordingly.403

44. Bookbinders and booksellers (mujallid al-kutub, b§"i# al-kutub)

As noted, the importance of Jerusalem in Islam, and more particu-
larly that of the holy shrines on the Temple Mount, attracted a steady
flow of Believers and pilgrims who wished to visit the various sites
and possibly benefit spiritually from them. Some of these opted for
an extended stay, joining scholarly institutions (madrasa, z§wiya) and
other study groups under the guidance of the scholars (#ulam§") who
lived there. The substantial annual subvention (ßurra) sent from Istan-
bul and Cairo to support the upkeep of many religious officehold-
ers in Jerusalem, contributed to increase the number of those whose
main occupation involved the reading of books and sharing of their
information with others. Although there was no printing in Jerusa-
lem (or in other urban centres in the Ottoman Empire) during the
period under review, there may have been copying of existing manu-
scripts and, more important, binding and rebinding of the books
available there.

Shaykh Ibrahim al-Kashmiri, of Indian origin as his name indi-
cates, in 1730 was appointed head of the bookbinders and booksell-
ers of Jerusalem. Some 30 years earlier, in 1702, his father, now
deceased, was granted a warrant (berat) for the same position, and
now the kadi nominated the son.404 Although he was a new nomi-
nee, this was not a new institution; in the 1680s and 1690s similar
appointments were announced, either for members of the guild or
for its leadership.405 On all occasions the new head was commend-
ed for his truthfulness and honesty, as well as for his professional-
ism and religious zeal. These were all-important qualities, given the
kind of texts that were dealt with by the members of this guild. The

403 JS, vol. 233, pp. 87-8. We do not have enough data to generalize on the
economic achievements of members of this guild, but the one available reference
from 1717 (JS, vol. 212, p. 50) indicates that at least the muleteer whose inheritance
was recorded there had done reasonably well, and even owned parts of four different
buildings in Jerusalem.

404 JS, vol. 223, p. 354.
405 MA, vol. 1, p. 34.
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kadi, therefore, specifically mentioned that these yardsticks should
be applied by him in all his future activities. The document of 1730
indicates that the number of guild members was steady: if, on a future
occasion, any member were to consider vacating his position, sug-
gesting that the head of the guild replace him, this information was
not to be acted upon arbitrarily. It was to be made available to all
potential candidates among the local scholars (#ulam§"), or any other
functionaries serving in the various endowments in town.

45. Public criers and brokers (dall§l)

The bookbinders and booksellers were a most reasonable combina-
tion. The original term used in our documents for the latter was either
the basic b§"i# or the less common dall§l. The initial meaning of the
verb dalla is “to indicate, to demonstrate, to show publicly”; hence
when we first encountered the noun stemming from it, in the 16th
century taÈrÊr records, we rendered it “public criers”.406 In 1565, when
the kadi warned several spice-dealers that they must acquire a head
for their guild, he also told them to get an appropriate dall§l—a public
crier, no doubt.407 However, even at that early stage we thought the
same noun might possibly also mean a “small merchant”. After all,
the person who publicly announced other people’s commodities for
sale could add items of his own and gradually become a merchant
in his own right.

The 17th-century court records provide ample information that
substantiates our earlier hypothesis on the way this term should be
understood. A language is a living phenomenon, as we know; thus
over the years the exact meaning of a word may undergo certain
modifications. The noun dall§l, indicating a profession, became “a
broker”, ”a middleman”, i.e. a dealer, but the guild kept exercising
its original public-crying as well. Within the same guild a distinc-
tion was made between the mun§dÊ, i.e. the person who made the
public announcement, and the dall§l, the broker. A person could
practice both functions, then be referred to by both terms (dall§l wa-

mun§dÊ), but by now the line was very distinctly drawn. When re-
munerated for their services, payments for any transaction carried
out by guild members were to be divided into three identical parts:
one for the broker, one for the public crier, one for the head of the

406 Cohen and Lewis, Population, p. 130 and note 45.
407 See my A World Within, part 1, p. 133.
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guild.408 Whether represented by one individual or not, the functions
were clearly defined, and the appropriate way to address the guild
from the 17th century on would, therefore, be “brokers”.

This was one of the most active guilds during the 17th century.
One indication, as we have seen in earlier cases, is the pace at which
its heads were replaced: more than 15 different individuals in less
than 100 years, some of them being appointed to this position more
than once. Moreover, the keen interest displayed in this position by
more than one person at a time brought about some fierce compe-
tition that in several cases ended in former opponents sharing the
leadership. The percentage suggested above for the share he was
entitled to looked quite enticing from the guild’s head perspective,
but even if the reality was less rosy, there must have been sufficient
incentives to undertake the post. The attraction was such that some
candidates came from other fields; once appointed, they must have
given up those fields: in 1625 the head who had been part of the
Damascus governor’s entourage gave up this position, to be replaced
as the guild’s head by another military officer from the garrison of
the Jerusalem citadel, who managed to stay in this job for several
years. In 1633 the former chief cook at the Khasseki Sultan soup
kitchen competed with an established guild member, and the con-
flict was such that other people had to intervene until they reached
a compromise, whereby each  got half of the job.409 Some of these
tensions resulted from the fact that candidates would seek—and
receive—nominations from Istanbul, which the kadi could not ig-
nore, even when these conflicted with other information at his dis-
posal. During different years in the 17th and 18th centuries there
was another kind of candidate who competed for this position: the
head of the North African congregation (magh§riba), who in 1673,
for example, claimed that he was entitled to this position as of right
(along with that of the official couriers—al-su#§t), since two years
earlier he had been granted an official decree from Istanbul to that
effect. When the relevant document was authenticated by the kadi,
he confirmed the appointment, as well as the daily stipend of 8 qiã#a

that went with it.410 The combination of a steady salary and a cer-

408 MA, vol. 1, pp. 182, 184.
409 MA, vol. 1, pp. 156, 158.
410 MA, vol. 1, p. 165. Atallah’s reading al-suq§t should thus be rectified. These

messengers were usually sent on official business to the main cities of the empire
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tain percentage of every guild was, indeed, exceptional, and made
this position even more lucrative than others.

 The members of this guild pledged to consult their head on every
deal—whatever commodity they sold: slaves and concubines, or
animals, as well as inheritances put up for public auction—and to
obey his orders. As long as he did nothing to antagonize the guild
members and committed no offense ( junÈa), he could proceed with
his responsibilities. If, on the other hand, he could not properly
conduct the guild’s affairs, either because of health problems or due
to his absence from town, the kadi replaced him immediately. When,
in 1649, the head of the guild became paralyzed, unable to “serve
the governors of the land, nor the Muslims”, the kadi did not even
remove him; he just added a second head who was sufficiently qual-
ified to perform all his duties.411 He did this, probably, as an act of
grace, so that the original person could continue to enjoy some of
the benefits that came with the job. The more usual pattern was the
one followed in 1688, when eight guild members complained of the
misconduct of their head who had not only imposed on them a higher
share than the one they had normally paid, but was also, it was feared,
contemplating leaving town without paying owners their due for items
they had deposited with him. The kadi replaced him immediately,
and instructed the new head, another North African, to refrain from
appropriating the proceeds of any sale—be it live animals or the
belongings of a dead person. Moreover, ruled the kadi, he should
apply the principle of equality to himself as well as to all the mem-
bers of his guild by limiting his cut to just one share of the revenue,
identical with the share every other member was entitled to.412

The items to be sold by the broker were deposited with him; he
was not allowed to buy any for himself, and once the deal was com-
pleted he was expected to give the money earned to its lawful own-
ers. Although many of the commodities sold were not as precious
as was the case with the silversmiths, the accumulated value of the
articles the brokers were entrusted with could have reached substan-
tial sums. The suspicion expressed by the guild members in 1688
was, therefore, not at all hypothetical; there were numerous cases.
In 1627, for example, a well-established broker disappeared from

(e.g. Cairo, Damascus, Istanbul), and the local kadi had to be notified of their errand
(JS, vol. 209, p. 537).

411 MA, vol. 1, pp. 154, 157,159.
412 MA, vol. 1, pp. 166-7.
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Jerusalem, taking with him everything he had been entrusted with
by his customers.  The way to minimize the effects of such a mis-
hap was to have respectable people vouch for the broker’s behav-
ior. We have seen it happen in other guilds; in the present case,
however, the number of written pledges copied into the registers is
much more impressive than elsewhere. In the lawsuit just summed
up, for example, the person who had vouched for the evasive bro-
ker was summoned to court, and while he promised that he was trying
to apprehend the fugitive, he was asked to provide another pledge,
this time for himself—which he did. 413 Generally speaking, the pledge
was to fetch the broker whenever summoned (kaf§lat iÈ·§r), but some
of them specifically referred to the eventuality of loss or theft of any
item for which the guarantors personally undertook to pay ( fÊ’l-m§l

wa’l-dhimma). All of these pledges were made in the court, but quite
often the head of the guild was directly involved—either as a guar-
antor for a member of his guild or, more commonly, as the person
who conducted the session at which the pledge was made. Another
stratagem was to avoid granting an applicant for brokership a sweep-
ing, general permit, instead dispensing a limited one; thus, a broker
was authorized to deal only in the sale of consumer goods, or only
in a particular brand of animals (e.g. donkeys).414

Whenever the term “all” members was used in association with
this guild, it had a much wider meaning than normally assumed: it
also included women and Jewish members. There were Muslim
women involved in brokerage, as specific references were occasion-
ally made to guild members—“male and female” alike. However,
the names available in our documents pertain to Jewish women only:
in 1631-2, for example, nine different Jewish women and six Jewish
men were vouched for separately as brokers, in most cases by a Jewish
guarantor.415

This may have come down to us by pure chance, or it may be
that stricter rules were applied to the somewhat different, hence rather
less reliable Jewish members of the guild. We tend to ascribe it to
the former rather than the latter reasoning, since years later, in 1720,
when another batch of guarantees for brokers was recorded in the
court registers, it included two Jews, one Christian, and seven

413 MA, vol. 1, p. 170.
414 MA, vol. 1, pp. 185-6.
415 MA, vol. 1, pp. 167, 171-80.
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Muslims.416 This, in any event, should not be interpreted as a di-
minishing Jewish participation—the opposite was the case. In 1788,
as well as in 1794, references were made to a particular section, that
of the Jewish brokers, within the general guild. Not only were they
recognized as a separate entity, but the kadi even agreed to appoint
one of them and they all pledged to fully obey him as the head. They
remained, however, an integral part of the guild and regularly pledged
to transmit part of their income to the guild’s head. All profits, as
well as losses they might incur, were to be distributed among them in
equal shares in the following manner: since their section contained
10 members, the proceeds of each transaction would be divided into
13 shares, 1 for each with the remaining 3 dedicated exclusively to
their head.417 In this voluntary partnership arrangement, although
they appointed a scribe for their section’s bookkeeping, much de-
pended on the honesty and sincerity of their reporting. If, warned
the kadi, anyone proved to be cheating his colleagues (“at a rate of
1 ghirsh or more”), he would remove him from the guild, then fine
him accordingly. We may recall that in the preceding century the
percentage offered to the head of the guild was 33.3, basically not
very different from the share he was promised here. In the course
of two centuries no meaningful erosion in the role and importance
of the head of this guild can be traced.

On the whole, the same features that we have observed during
the 17th century may be discerned in the 18th. Late in 1714, for
example, the kadi appointed two heads for the brokers’ and the
messengers’ guilds, concurrently.418 The first of the two was referred
to as “the North African”, a connection we have noted earlier. In a
variety of documents recorded during different years of that centu-
ry, we witness recurrent attempts to wrest these lucrative positions
from the head of the North Africans and invest the honor, and more
importantly, the accompanying income, with other candidates. In
1728, for example, a saddlemaker (sarr§j) and a fez seller (q§"uqjÊ)
claimed that they had been granted these two positions by a sultan-
ic decree from Istanbul, although the head of the North African
descendants of the Prophet in town insisted that upon the death of
his predecessor he had been put in charge of both functions. As it

416 JS, vol. 215, p. 200.
417 JS, vol. 269, p. 22; vol. 275, p. 45.
418 JS, vol. 209, p. 260.
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419 JS, vol. 221, pp. 510-1. The origin of this connection is unclear to us, but
we doubt that it had any ethnic basis: we know positively that the brokers were
not North African, and the expression “the North African messengers” (al-su#§t al-
magh§riba) that appears in this document was probably a scribe’s error replacing
the authentic al-s§da al-magh§riba. For other attempts of a similar nature see: JS,
vol. 209, pp. 281-2; vol. 265, pp. 2-3, 88.

420 JS, vol. 218, p. 402.
421 JS, vol. 243, p. 172.

turned out, the two outside contenders had attained their nomina-
tions under false pretenses, in violation of the incontestable link
established for generations among all these functions. Thereupon the
kadi confirmed the status quo, to the disadvantage of “the foreign-
ers” who had tried to usurp it.419 

The lower echelons, the regular members of the guild, went on
about their routine business: making their usual public announce-
ments of potential transactions or actual sale lists of inheritance items,
large or small. They also set the suggested prices, in accordance with
their professional knowledge and the usual laws of supply and de-
mand: thus, for example, a house left by a deceased person was es-
timated by the broker at a certain price, then—probably because of
its substantial value—it was publicly announced for 60 consecutive
days, to make sure that there was no higher bidder.420 These an-
nouncements were made orally, providing the brokers with ample
work that was not necessarily reflected in an equally substantial
income: those who remained in this field did not impress us as liv-
ing in particular comfort, e.g. a broker’s inheritance in 1760 amount-
ed to 226 zolta.421
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C. CONCLUSION:
GUILDS AS HARBINGERS OF CIVIL SOCIETY

The story told in the preceding pages attests very clearly to the solid
existence and the teeming activities of professional guilds through-
out the years of Ottoman rule in Jerusalem.

Up to the first decades of the 19th century, influential professional
guilds functioned in Jerusalem. They were not a residue of earlier,
classical Islamic rule,1 but were highly significant, intensely active
institutions, encompassing all major and sometimes minor aspects
of life of the local population. Hardly a shred was left of the old-
time association of Islamic guilds with religious orders, although
values of religiosity and righteous conduct were still among the criteria
for choosing their heads. “Priority of moral criteria”, to borrow David
Landes’s formulation, was indeed applicable to our Ottoman con-
text.2

On the face of it, one may wonder how “relevant” the guilds were.
Conspicuous in a historical scanning of Jerusalem’s society during
those days were the more usual and normative spheres that includ-
ed the governor and his retinue, members of the religious establish-
ment and their various subordinates, as well as the military units
stationed in the city, all of which were more and more closely linked
to the rest of the indigenous population. The less articulate mem-
bers of the family structures and of society as a whole were the old
people, the younger generation, and the women. Although these were
all, of course, present, in our sources they emerge only rarely if at
all. Particularly conspicuous in Jerusalem were the religious minor-
ities—Christian monks and clergy, Jewish scholars and students,
pilgrims of all denominations who came to visit and not infrequent-
ly decided to extend their stay. Another component of the local society
that left a similarly low profile, thus remaining almost unnoticed until
recently—in Jerusalem, not unlike other urban centres of that time—
were the economically active crafts and guilds.

1  As suggested by C. Cahen’s title: “Y a-t-il eu des corporations profession-
elles dans le monde musulman classique?” in A. H. Hourani and S. M. Stern, The
Islamic City (Oxford and Philadelphia, 1970), pp. 51-63.

2 D. S. Landes, The Wealth and Poverty of Nations (London, 1998), p. 243.
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Volume and composition

In studying the proceedings of the Shar#i court these organizations
emerge, first in connection with individuals referred to casually who
personified particular problems, then as larger groups,  ã§"ifa, which
eventually combined to form an intricate network of professional
guilds. The aggregate figure of identified members of the guild sys-
tem in any year of the period under review is roughly 900. Since
many of the documents also refer to “the rest” of the members of a
given guild, and as we know that the novices and less accomplished
journeymen remained unidentified in our sources, we may assume
a group easily reaching 1000 individuals. If we bear in mind that
Jerusalem around 1800 contained a population of approximately
9000,3 this figure indicates a surprisingly high percentage of econom-
ically active inhabitants. The vast majority of these were Muslims,
with some Christian and Jewish presence as well, covering, as we
have seen, an extensive range of occupations.

Although the court proceedings offer very reliable information and
enable the reader to reconstruct a quite detailed picture of guild
activity and guild life in Ottoman Jerusalem, the final result is far
from perfect, because of our human limitations as well as the lacu-
nae in the information available. Glimpses into the guilds’ makeup
and modus operandi are scattered throughout the court registers in cases
deliberated by the kadi or in copies of documents he issued to inter-
ested parties. Although the picture that emerges is very broad, it is
not all-inclusive: there may, in fact must, have been some guilds that
through pure chance left no trace in our sources. Several possibil-
ities of additional guilds that left their mark on similar contempo-
rary Syrian or Egyptian towns are missing from our list: Jerusalem
was a holy town and therefore may not have tolerated the profes-
sional activities of prostitutes, but what of ordinary thieves, whose
organized existence we have learned about elsewhere, and who
occasionally operated in Jerusalem? Or is it not likely that groups
were formed to guard against the perpetrators of such mischief—
#asas (Ar.) or ases (Tur.), terms that are occasionally mentioned in the
court proceedings?

 We have, however, found no trace of such a guild. The presence
of beggars in Jerusalem is established in a variety of sources, both

3 Y. Ben-Arieh, Jerusalem in the 19th Century (1986), p. 466.
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literary and artistic; although elsewhere they were organized in guilds,
no such organizations are described in the sources that were avail-
able to us. The karagöz shadow players or the Èakaw§tÊ storytellers
whose public activity in coffeehouses we know of from similar sur-
roundings in other Ottoman towns and from later years in Pales-
tine, should probably have surfaced in Jerusalem too. A group re-
lated to certain guilds we referred to earlier, that of the musicians
—mehter—who might have functioned as a similarly structured en-
tity, has apparently disappeared from our sources. Or were the cases
we cited simply atypical examples of some salaried functionaries who
should be regarded as exceptions to the prevailing pattern? True,
we encountered only a few samples of female participation in the
guilds,4 but it would be hard to conceive of a society without a
midwife, the famous q§bila, an institution well ensconced in other
Middle Eastern Ottoman towns. There are also two earlier refer-
ences (p. 182) to certain professionals whose names and titles were
included in our sources (sarr§j, q§"uqjÊ) but who did not appear as guild
members, though other references in similar contexts suggest a log-
ical tendency to relate to them as members of guilds that had the
same name and fulfilled similar functions.5  

In short, the more than 400 guilds identified by al-Qasimi in
Damascus in the late 19th century, or the more than 200 that Baer
described as functioning in Ottoman Cairo, although more appro-
priate for a much larger society, undoubtedly included several pro-
fessions and guilds that must have functioned in Jerusalem as well.
They do not appear on our list, but the available evidence is more
than sufficient to draw general conclusions about the system as a
whole.

Grouping the known Jerusalem guilds according to the functions

4  As did #Abd al-Karim Rafiq in Damascus and Aleppo, although he tends to
subscribe to the idea that since women’s names are missing from the lists of guild
members, they may have taken no part in this system. The example he cites,
however, indicates (Rafiq, BuÈåth, p. 164) that in 1627 Aleppo knew some female
participation—in this case a woman who was formally entitled to half a share (Èißßa)
of the raw material for the production of candles. This actually tallies with the
picture we reconstructed, i.e. limited presence of women in the guild system, but
suggests that they took an active part in some professions. See also specific references
to several guilds of women in Cairo in G. Baer, Egyptian Guilds in Modern Times
(Jerusalem, 1964), pp. 32-3.

5 Compare: Rafiq, BuÈåth, p. 162 for a guild of q§"uqjiyya in contemporary
Damascus, and Cohen, Jewish Life, pp. 160-1 for sarr§j and other types of
saddlemakers in 16th-century Jerusalem.
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they performed, we may speak of three major, clearly defined cat-
egories that catered to the general needs of the local society, (1) pro-
viding it with various services, (2) attending to its commercial needs,
and (3) offering it an array of goods. The first group (services) com-
prised some 15 guilds, the second (commerce) included only about
half that number, and the largest of them, which produced goods
for consumption either locally or in remote places, numbered close
to 25. Jerusalem’s society, then, was not just a consumer of import-
ed goods and of services rendered by its own members; more im-
portant, it was deeply involved in many areas of production, man-
ufacturing new goods from raw materials (mostly agricultural produce)
to supply local as well as foreign markets.6 Viewed through our
modern looking glass, this appears a constructive and healthy econ-
omy. Although such a structural setup could not possibly withstand
the gathering winds of change of the late 19th century and beyond,
it gave the local population a dimension of stability, a sense of equi-
librium and continuity.

Bringing our magnifying lens just a bit closer, we can easily es-
tablish the general outlines of these three categories. Jerusalem, like
other urban Ottoman centres, was self-sufficient in many respects:
its guilds provided their fellow townsmen with the staples needed for
their daily subsistence (bread, meat, oil and other fats, vegetables and
fruit, water, sweetmeats, spices and even coffee). Less vital but equally
important were services rendered to the local population (as well as
to the members of the governing and religious hierarchies) that in-
volved providing shelter and clothing, attending to the sanitary and
health needs of the living, and ensuring proper care for the dead.
Catering to some of these needs required the manufacturing of ar-
ticles that were also sold in other parts of Palestine (in other towns,
and more importantly in the widespread rural areas), Syria and
beyond: various types of footwear, pots and earthenware, textiles,
knives and swords. Other items were mainly produced for sale out-
side of Jerusalem and Palestine: soap, water-bags, utensils, manu-
scripts and bound books, gold and silver artifacts. The sale of the
latter items was largely directed towards the steady influx of tour-
ists of all denominations; mainly motivated by profound religious sen-

6 These were the three main categories identified by Braudel in medieval
Europe, controlling “the bulk of trade, labour and production” (F. Braudel,
Civilization and Capitalism, 15th-18th Century, vol. 2, 1982, p. 315).
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timents, they visited Jerusalem’s holy sites, enjoyed the professional
attention of guides on their way to town and within its walls, as well
as the display of various goods made available to them by members
of other guilds.

The guilds were not just conglomerates of professionals perform-
ing specific jobs; they had a formal structure and were directed by
special heads. Unfortunately, Jerusalem does not have detailed in-
formation available on their structural composition and modalities
of promotion in the 17th and 18th centuries, as does Cairo or late
19th-century Damascus.7 However, the general outlines can be
sketched from the information we do have. Scattered references in
our records enable us to identify three main categories. The first
included mainly the younger people who wished to learn a partic-
ular profession and had to undergo an unspecified (fairly long) pe-
riod of apprenticeship under a full-fledged member. In the course
of their apprenticeship they were not regarded as members but as
salaried workers (ajÊr). The second group, consisting of most of the
guild members, comprised acknowledged journeymen (“laborer”—
ß§ni#). The highest echelon was made up of “experts” whose title (the
Turkish usta, from the Arabic/Persian ust§dh, or the Arabic mu#allim)
implied professional know-how, prestige and quite often a higher
income. Thus, for example, the guild of spice-dealers (see above,
p. 165) divided its members into three “ranks” (mar§tib)—high, middle
and low. Leading them all, and placed at the very top of the pyramid
of every guild’s members, was the guild’s “head”, usually referred
to as an expert, whose formal title was “the elder” (shaykh). 

The shaykh and his assistants

The head of the guild was officially appointed by the kadi at a court
session attended by a significant number of the guild members.
Although this was a unilateral act performed by the same function-
ary who could equally bring an end to the head’s term of office, it
was always a formal adoption of a recommendation submitted to him
by the top guild members. Quite often, although not automatically,
the newly appointed head stepped into his father’s shoes, which is
not surprising in view of the fact that professional know-how was
kept within families and transmitted from generation to generation.

7 Baer, Egyptian Guilds, pp. 49-76; #Abd al-Gh§nÊ #Im§d, Al-sulãa fÊ bil§d al-Sh§m
fÊ’l-qarn al-th§min #ashar (Beirut, 1993), pp. 250-4.
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This alone was not, however, regarded as a sufficient reason for the
appointment. Three major factors were weighed by the kadi when
considering the new candidate: professional expertise, reliability as
a human being and as a Muslim, and the support he enjoyed among
his peers. These criteria were perpetually valid. If, for reasons of
health, old age, changing circumstances or a deliberate decision, any
of these criteria were no longer fulfilled, the person in question for-
feited the authorities’ support and was summarily dismissed. For both
dismissal and appointment, professional expertise was evaluated by
the kadi on the basis of reports he received from a variety of sourc-
es, mainly other guild members. No tests were administered, no
material evidence was produced; after duly considering all available
information the kadi made his decision public and issued an appro-
priate certificate. He also presented the newly appointed head with
a special waistband (Èazm) as a symbol of his authority.8 The col-
league’s support by most other members of the guild whose profes-
sional affairs he was expected to manage ruled out, or at least sig-
nificantly limited, any protracted arbitrary behavior on his part,
endowing the entire system with an intrinsic social contract between
the members of the guild and their head.

There was no formal time limit attached to the appointment; hence
we came across heads who served for a few months or for many
consecutive years. Nowhere did we encounter a guild’s head who
stepped down voluntarily; the benefits seem to have been too good
to relinquish. However, quite often a kadi would formally declare a
valid appointment null and void. This was done whenever the indi-
vidual in question could not proceed in the performance of his func-
tions because of objective reasons (old age, illness) or other circum-
stances (accumulating resistance within the guild, formal complaints
of inadequate behavior).

“Proper” Muslim behavior may seem extraneous to the context
of the three above-mentioned criteria. However, our entire survey
takes place within a given economic and social context; hence, to
begin with, the application of yardsticks of proficiency and accept-
ability. But this professional and administrative field was just one
element within a far larger domain, that of an Islamic society and
state. The most cherished values were primarily those of righteous

8 JS, vol. 215, p. 174. This act is reminiscent of the ceremony of joining the
guild, symbolized by tying a girdle (shadd) around the waist of all new guild members.
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behaviour, of devoutly observed Muslim beliefs and conscientiously
followed norms, as well as ongoing consideration for patterns and
rules set by many earlier generations. Hence the application of stan-
dards such as am§na, #iffa, diy§na, istiq§ma9: these were the most con-
vincing criteria for any potential candidate wishing to qualify as the
head of any guild.10  

On the whole these functions were administrative and professional.
The head of the guild represented all his colleagues to the author-
ities (hence the constant reference to him as a mutakallim—“he who
speaks for”), but his most important functions stemmed from his being
the ultimate authority vis-à-vis the guild: he was responsible for set-
ting and keeping the professional standards of the work performed
by his colleagues, as well as for providing them with raw materials,
fixing the appropriate prices for their products, and for the system-
atic provision of the townspeople (and more transient customers) with
their products as well as with their regular professional services. The
“benefits” (magh§nim) that accrued to the guild were to be equally
distributed by the head among all members. As for the other side of
the balance sheet, that of the magh§rim, i.e. the various demands and
impositions with which the governor confronted the guild, the head
was also held responsible and there, too, was expected to apply the
same yardstick of equal treatment. In addition, whenever disputes
arose among the members, the head was expected to intervene and
solve outstanding problems; only as a last resort could they turn to
the local kadi for a formal ruling.11 It should be pointed out that
each member was personally responsible for his deeds and obliga-
tions, a responsibility that was neither shared nor eroded by the head,
although he would occasionally vouch at the court for certain mem-
bers, a norm that applied to other colleagues as well.

Although all responsibilities (and duties) converged in the person
of the guild’s head, he had a limited number of assistants for tech-
nical matters. Particularly in the larger guilds, he was assisted by the
guild’s scribe (k§tib); another functionary, somewhat vaguely referred

9 Lit. : “Reliability, integrity, piety, honesty”.
10 See, e.g., the most interesting discussion in JS, vol. 266, p. 34, referred to

above, pp. 15-19.
11 Because of lack of any evidence in our sources we cannot, unfortunately,

refer to the application of certain sanctions, such as the expulsion of wayward
members from the guild, or the closure of the shops of unruly members, that were
specifically described as part of the prerogatives of shaykh al-mash§"ikh in late 19th-
century Damascus (#Im§d, al-sulãa, pp. 255-6).
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to as a close assistant or lieutenant (who at times even represented
the head) was the yÌÆÌt b§âÌ, a popular term in the Turkish tradition
and used in other parts of the empire to signify the head of a guild.12

The naqÊb was appointed by the kadi upon the guild head’s recom-
mendation and in many cases he served as the latter’s deputy (when-
ever he had to go out of town, or in times of interregnum) and
assistant. All such assistants notwithstanding, the onus of responsi-
bility lay with the guild’s head himself, and he was adequately com-
pensated for his work. Since he was concurrently active as an ordi-
nary guild member, he could easily benefit from commercial
information he was privy to before it reached other members; at times
he was more directly compensated in that he enjoyed an exemption
from mandatory contributions of the guild to the governor and his
retinue. Nevertheless, as a permanent arrangement throughout the
17th and the 18th centuries (see, e.g., pp. 152-4),13 he was regularly
remunerated by all guild members, though at rates that would some-
times change. He apparently gained lucrative assets that served as
a sufficient incentive for people to seek the position and to remain
in it for many years, unlimited as it was by a rigid time frame.

Two indications pointed to the very sought-after nature of the
head’s position. First, as we have seen, there were cases in which
two different members of the guild were appointed to this job simul-
taneously. Unlike sub-categories we encountered in several guilds,
headed as they were by a particular shaykh who dealt with matters
concerning his own group (i.e. Jewish or Christian professionals), we
found no indication of a division of labor between the two different
heads. Second, although the regular pattern was that all these ap-
pointments were made by the local kadi, we did come across a few
exceptional cases in which a formal letter of appointment was issued
in Istanbul.

Other than these, there seem to have been no limitations on the
powers invested in the head of the guild; they appear to have been
all-inclusive and binding. However, outside of the very act of ap-
pointment and dismissal, there were certain circumstances in which

12 Gibb & Bowen, vol. I, part I, pp. 284-5. Our information does not tally with
the general line suggested there as to the alleged replacement of the head by the
bearer of this title. See also: Rafiq, BuÈåth, pp. 168-9.

13 This may rectify Rafiq’s uncertainty (“there is no indication that the head
collected any salary from the guild”) as to the question of guild heads’ remuneration
in Damascus and Aleppo (Rafiq, BuÈåth, p. 166).
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the guild head’s performance was questioned by both his superiors
and inferiors; this was particularly so when an investigation dealt with
cases such as conflict between heads of different guilds.14  

akhÊ b§b§: A religious connotation for an administrative function

Our own archival source seems to be of no great value for resolving
the question of duplication of functions, since it never mentions a
shaykh al-mash§"ikh, or any similar figure of the “chief of all heads”.
However, as noted in several chapters of this work, there is another
term that appears in the court records of Jerusalem (and Tripoli),
which may point to another version of the same institution. This is
the akhÊ b§b§ —a position that was not only of ceremonial relevance,
but one that actually became involved in the regular affairs of the
local guilds. It is clear that although not mentioned very often in the
sijill, and altogether missing from the available chronicles of the Syrian
towns, this title was not just a chance leftover from an older Islam-
ic-Ottoman tradition. The relevance of this institution is stated in
no uncertain terms, and is important enough to be cited here once
more: “It has been an old custom in Jerusalem, with the aim of
ensuring [public] order and comfort for people [living] in it, that
the akhÊ b§b§  is to be the [person] who speaks for, and controls, all
the guilds and crafts in it”. When a certain head neglected his du-
ties it was the akhÊ b§b§  who would have him reprimanded, a norm
applied not only locally in Jerusalem but “in all large Muslim cities
(thughår)” of the Ottoman Empire (see above, p. 101). Such was the
reality of the late 18th century, but the available evidence provides
us with sufficient proof of this norm’s application to a much wider

14  In Damascus and other towns of northern Syria there was another authority,
shaykh al-mash§"ikh, i.e. “the head of the heads”, who was expected to intervene in
such cases, solve problems and serve as the highest authority. The actual functions
that he fulfilled are not always clear: in the late 19th century he was reported to
have had punitive powers that were traditionally regarded as part of the functions
of the kadi (e.g. ordering corporal punishment and even incarceration). During
earlier centuries he was mainly involved with the ceremonial acts of initiation and
investiture of guild members (shadd, i.e. the public “tying” of the knotted girdle,
maÈzam, or its Egyptian equivalent of the Èiz§m, signifying the distinctive status of
every guild member). Both older and contemporary historians of northern Syria
point out the ambiguity of the available information with regard to the role he
actually played among the guilds, and the court records of Damascus and Aleppo
seem to offer little information that can satisfy our curiosity on this score (Rafiq,
BuÈåth, pp. 167-8, #Imad, al-sulãa, pp. 254-7, citing al-Muhibbi, al-Qudsi and al-
Budayri).
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chronological span. A similar pattern was identified in 17th-century
Jerusalem, as well as in Tripoli during approximately the same years
(see above, pp. 90-93). The akhÊ b§b§  was referred to as head of “the
seven” guilds; a closer look confirmed his unquestioned seniority. He
was also linked, at least in certain cases, to the most venerable group
of the descendants of the Prophet, as well as to one of the Sufi or-
ders, connections that may have been fortuitous but could also have
had a much deeper significance—that of religious seniority. In other
words: although all the powers displayed in the administrative and
economic context of the guilds were invested by the kadi, he seems
to have delegated his authority to a “head of the heads”—an office
that was made crucially important by the existence of a large num-
ber of guilds and their wide range of activities. Its economic pre-
dominance notwithstanding, this function was given a traditional
name, akhÊ b§b§, but in reality this office carried no moral or reli-
gious weight. In daily life he would intervene in intra-guild conflicts,
check the actual behavior of heads whose performance was faulty—
in short, he supervised the entire system.

The document we have just cited is important in another respect:
it shows how a person who had actually been a member of one guild
(spice-dealers) could pass for an expert in a very different field (sil-
versmithing) until his exposure by the authorities forced him to return
to his original calling (see above, p. 101). How far should these two
contradictory examples be taken as indicative of the norms underlying
the entire guild system: was it organized as a fully compartmental-
ized apparatus, or were the lines separating the different guilds rather
blurred? To cite another example (see above, p. 115): when a person
who had served as the head of the sword-makers in 1611 becomes
a silversmith two years later, should this be taken as an indication
of an easy transition and professional mobility among different guilds?

In Ottoman Jerusalem this was hardly a theoretical problem: when
the butchers tried to have members of another guild share the pay-
ment of certain impositions levied by the governor, the kadi respond-
ed by stating firmly that although the two fields were close, the slaugh-
terers constituted a separate guild, and hence were not to shoulder
any of the butchers’ liabilities (see above, pp. 20-21). This rule of
thumb was stated time and again by the various kadis of Jerusalem,
who objected to any attempt by members of a given guild to encroach
on the exclusivity of any other (see e.g., pp. 128, 162-3 above). Some
such instances were brought to the court’s attention by individuals
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who naturally sought to increase their income beyond that accruing
from their regular guild (e.g. a goat-hair weaver doubling as a green-
grocer). There were more problematic cases when economic changes
brought about increased professional activity of an entire, function-
ally “neighboring” guild, leading it to encroach on another’s tradi-
tional territory in order to acquire a larger share of the market, or
to improve its commercial conditions by dealing personally with each
member of the other guild. This could have meant that during the
mid-17th century tanners tried to buy their raw material directly from
individual butchers (rather than act through the guild’s head), or even
that tanners who were not guild members tried to set up shop to-
gether with individual butchers, thus circumventing the accepted
pattern of conducting business only through the guild network. About
50 years later, those dealing in cotton enjoyed an economic boom
(as a result of the French merchants’ growing demand to supply their
own market) and increasingly purchased spun cotton from the peas-
ants rather than through the traditional channel of the weavers’ guild.
Both of these instances indicate a healthy development in the local
economy resulting, to a large extent, from a growing international
demand,15 but causing certain strains within the guild system. In these
cases the kadi always intervened in support of the existing arrange-
ments, and should be seen as attempting to safeguard the system’s
old structure against any concentrated attempt to undermine it.

We should now consider a court case recorded about 50 years later,
in 1754, and then a related one recorded the following year.16 A
petition signed by many guild members from Jerusalem had been
sent to the Sublime Porte, requesting the rectification of a long-stand-
ing lacuna. The general pattern throughout the Ottoman Empire
was that the urban guild structure was headed by a member who
was appointed as “head of the guild[s] and akhÊ b§b§”.17 If any guild
member committed a crime, he was brought to justice by this su-
pervisory head together with the head of his own guild, then tried

15 On the general trend of economic development in 18th-century Palestine
relative to the cotton trade see my Palestine in the 18th Century, pp. 11-19 and passim.
On similar and related developments in other Syrian towns see #Imad, al-sulãa, pp.
266, 274.

16 JS, vol. 238, p. 46; vol. 239, p. 20.
17 The exact term is rendered in a somewhat faulty manner: its second half,

akhÊ b§b§, is copied precisely, while its first part lacks the diacritical dots, hence it
could be read: shaykhÊ sayf or shaykhÊ sab#a, which was a scribe’s error, or, as we
suggest, should be read shaykhÊ sinf,  instead of the orthographically precise ßinf.
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by the kadi and punished. However, since in Jerusalem this position
had been left vacant for some time prior to the dispatch of the
petition, a “total lack of order” prevailed. As a result many guild
members added another occupation to their original one, thereby
illicitly encroaching on the rights of other guilds. To put an end to
this unsatisfactory state of affairs, they requested that an official
document of appointment be issued in Istanbul to a certain sayyid #Abd
Allah b. #Abd al-Latif, whose candidacy they all supported. No in-
dication is provided as to his professional affiliation, but this distin-
guished personage had served before as the head of the descendants
of the Prophet (q§"immaq§m naqÊb al-ashr§f ) of Jerusalem. Although
he asked to continue in this capacity concurrently, claiming incor-
rectly that “most of the professionals were descendants of the Proph-
et”, he was relieved by his superior in Istanbul and appointed as per
the initial request of the petitioners. On March 9, 1754, this was all
formally concluded in Istanbul, then reported to the Sublime Porte,
the relevant documents being sent to Jerusalem. This was done, states
our register, in order to put an end to the interference of members
of one guild in the affairs of another—a cause for general disrup-
tion (ikhl§l) of the proper order of the economy of Jerusalem as well
as elsewhere.18 The main objectives to be attained by this newly in-
stituted functionary are somewhat more specifically described: “in-
spection [of their deeds], inquiry [into their ongoing activities], ap-
pointment [of heads of guilds and other functionaries], employment
[of guild members], adjustment of all their affairs and their [guild]
system as well as their [overall] organization”.19

The instances just described—“demarcation disputes”, in Brau-
del’s terminology20—provide us with a satisfactory answer to the ques-
tion of whether the guild system of Jerusalem was rigidly compart-
mentalized or not. The answer that emerges is quite clear: no one
was supposed to cross the lines under any pretext, and the system
was careful—as far as it could be—to implement these rigid regu-
lations through the existing mechanism of the overall head of the
guilds, also called akhÊ b§b§, and the kadi. However, modifications,
followed by growing changes, occurred as the 18th century unfold-
ed: the intensifying economic relations between Europe and the main

18 See: A. Raymond, The Great Arab Cities in the 16th-18th Centuries (New York
and London, 1984), pp. 16-19.

19 JS, vol. 239, p. 20, dated January 30, 1755.
20 Braudel, Civilization, vol. 2, p. 315.
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ports of the Syro-Palestinian coast further stimulated Jerusalem’s
economy, which in the second half of the preceding century had seen
increased guild activity. Certain guilds found themselves exposed to
a growing demand for their products; hence they sought to enlarge
their supply of raw materials (either for further production, as did
the tanners’ guild, or the increasingly attractive guild of sesame-oil
extractors, or for more active local and international trade—like the
spice-dealers or the cotton merchants). This meant, among other
things, that members of some guilds were willing to cross the lines
established by the existing regulations and indulge in activities that
were actually forbidden. The problems described in the various sijills
of the 18th century concerning the akhÊ b§b§’s  position should there-
fore be seen in the wider context of a deteriorating institution. True,
the available documents tell of specific cases when these problems
were redressed, but they also manifest an accumulation of pressures
that must have meant an ongoing process of erosion of the akhÊ b§b§,

very likely along with other institutions and, no doubt, affecting the
entire guild system (see, e.g., the spice-dealers’ guild, pp. 163-4 above).
It should, however, be borne in mind that all these difficulties not-
withstanding, the system as a whole remained operative into the first
decades of the 19th century, perhaps even until the twilight years of
the empire.

The economic logic underlying an administrative structure

So what were the guilds all about and what was the logic underly-
ing their very existence? On the face of it, this was an administrative

arrangement that aimed at reinforcing the government’s grip on the
urban population. In name as well as in substance, there were in
Jerusalem a variety of “top” people (referred to as shaykh, i.e. “el-
der”, rendered by us as “head’) whom the government appointed.
These were put in charge of different units created according to
different criteria: their living quarters (shaykh È§ra, head of a neigh-
borhood), their religious or tribal affiliation (shaykh  ã§"ifa), or that of
their profession (shaykh  ã§"ifa). Just as with the other categories, there
was no hierarchy among the many professional groups; they were
all subject to the same conceptual norms and traditional arrange-
ments. In a few cases, most conspicuously in that of the bathhouse
janitors and the barbers, though fulfilling different functions, all were
members of one guild; the norm, however, was such that each guild
was made up of one profession only, and thus constituted an entity
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unto itself.21 The terminology used with respect to all guilds was
primarily economic. Within each of them as well, this economic vo-
cabulary also applied to the tripartite context of their relations with
the administration, with the surrounding local population and with
their peers.

Viewed from the first perspective, this was an instrument that
facilitated control: in the 16th century guilds were told to concen-
trate their activities in one location (e.g. the silversmiths), and at times
coercive means had to be used to bring this about. In the following
centuries this became a normative pattern; there were no further
references to attempts of guild members to evade the geographic
control mechanism, but there were occasional references (see above,
p. 15) to an overall assumption that sales should be limited to spe-
cific locations. Even in the few cases where an element of external
workforce was employed (e.g. the “spinning women”, who definite-
ly worked from home, either in Jerusalem or in the neighboring
villages), we cannot (in view of the scant information available) speak
of a leasing out of the work, as was the case in Western Europe.22

However, towards the late 18th century instructions were issued to
close grain depots that functioned outside of their assigned location,
probably as the result of a growing demand; similar logic was em-
ployed when the authorities tried to stop the unauthorized sale of
fruit and vegetables outside of their allocated market (see above, pp.
36, 159). An agreed-upon location made all these shops convenient
for inspection, although the main vehicle for inspection was not places
but people: the heads of the different guilds. When, for example, the
local governor needed supplies for himself and his retinue, the head
of the relevant guild was held responsible for this. Or, considering
another common practice, whenever prices were set and announced
by the kadi or the market inspector, it was the guild’s head who was
held responsible for imposing them.

Seen from the second perspective, which considered the guilds as
self-assigned suppliers of goods and services to the local population,
the same logic prevailed. When the local governor became deeply
involved in the reallocation of the pools used by the tanners (see

21 A similar symbiotic relationship among quite a number of guilds, not only
these two, was identified by Rafiq in Damascus and Aleppo where the smaller guild
was regarded as an “assistant” ( yamaq) to the larger one, particularly in sharing
some of its tax burden (Rafiq, BuÈåth, pp. 170-172).

22 Landes, op. cit., p. 43 (“putting-out cottage”).
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above, pp. 87-9), he did so with the general interest of the public in
mind. By the same token, when bakers or butchers were urged to
provide the townspeople with their products daily (“from sunrise to
sunset”), the jargon resorted to was economic (indicating official
interest in price control), but this was just a vehicle to attain what
really underlay all these instructions and the inspection mechanism
as well, thereby ensuring the welfare of the entire local population.

The same held true for the third perspective—that of the rela-
tions prevailing within each guild. Price setting for the finished prod-
ucts and determining standards of workmanship were the province
of the guild’s head, as were the purchase of raw material and the
distribution of orders among members. The overall guiding principle
was “equality”, a term recurring very often in our sources. However,
as we have pointed out above, in practical terms the yardstick that
was actually used by the head in the distribution of both assets and
liabilities was an economic one—the rank and capacity of each
member, i.e. a non-egalitarian principle (see, e.g., p. 165 above). This
is what David Landes recently summed up as “an egalitarian social
justice” that was ‘laudable but static’, and in the light of our data it
was rather ‘laudable and not so static’. This difference of interpre-
tation notwithstanding, we tend to agree with Landes who, quite
expectedly, concludes that the underlying rationale of all guild sys-
tems was purely economic.23 The same logic prevailed throughout
our documentation, although not exclusively so. When, for exam-
ple, it emerged that a guild member was suffering from leprosy, it
was the guild’s head who reported it to the kadi who in turn initi-
ated a medical examination. Once he had confirmed the facts, he
had the relevant shop closed and the patient referred for proper
medical care (see above, p. 166). Public health and professional order
were thus preserved by the kadi at the recommendation of the head
of the guild, who otherwise seems to have lacked sufficient disciplinary
sanctions. One may therefore sum up this dimension of actual guild
life as being a manifestation and permanent guardian of basic eco-
nomic concerns (such as prices), public order, and social justice.

The mechanism of price setting described in these pages (see note
46, p. 32 above) throws more light on the purely economic side of
the guild’s performance. Calculating the rate of profit that the bakers
could earn for their routine activity of baking bread (after subtract-

23 Ibid., pp. 242-3.
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ing all their production expenses), we reach a margin of 20%-25%.
This tallies, more or less, with the 20% profit the kadi (who as part
of his routine set the price of both flour and bread) permitted the
bakers (and others) to gain. One may ask whether this entire mech-
anism of setting and inspecting the prices of goods was not only tech-
nically and administratively proper, but also implied a more gener-
al policy that aimed to encourage guild activities as a whole. Bearing
in mind that the rate of profit the kadis allowed for money lending
was 10%-15% at most,24 and knowing that lending and borrowing
activity was quite routine in Jerusalem, there is one inevitable con-
clusion: the policy set by the government, or to be precise the pol-
icy that was carried out in Ottoman Jerusalem, encouraged invest-
ment in productive guild activity rather than the alternative of
increasing one’s available liquid assets through moneylending. Those
who preferred the more secure route of passive investment through
giving loans, regularly conducted their financial affairs according to
the going rates of interest. However, the involvement in the produc-
tion line through investment of funds – although a somewhat risk-
ier operation—offered a likelihood of higher returns. It all sounds
quite modern; indeed, the very same logic applied to the world of
Ottoman Jerusalem and prevailed in many lines of professional
activity within the guild system (most conspicuously in the field of
soap making, which was very popular among merchants and other
businesspeople).

As we approach the end of our journey through the Jerusalem
guilds, we may return to the question about the nature of the guild
system that was posed at the outset of this work: was this a govern-
mental instrument or a voluntary, autonomous grouping of profes-
sionals?

On the one hand, the guilds were regarded as an extension of the
government. They were conceived as facilitating the collection of
certain taxes and as providing the local society with a variety of
services to avoid a situation wherein their very existence might bring

24 In conformity with the Shari#a and the Qanun (see, e.g., U. Heyd, Studies in
Old Criminal Law, Oxford, 1973, p. 122, note 3). For interest of 10%-15% on loans
in19th-century Syria and Palestine see: E. L. Rogan, “Moneylending and Capital
Flows from Nablus, Damascus and Jerusalem to qa·§" al-Salt in the Last Decades
of Ottoman Rule” in T. Philipp (ed.), The Syrian Land in the18th and 19th Century
(Stuttgart, 1992), pp. 240-1. For Aleppo: A. Marcus, The Middle East on the Eve of
Modernity (New York, 1989), p. 184. For Bursa: Faroqhi, Bursa, p. 104.  
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about an uncontrolled price rise whenever demand rose or supply
declined. Functions such as that of the supervisor of the markets
(muÈtasib), or the chief measurer (kayy§l b§shÊ), were created in order
to serve as executive extensions of the powers entrusted in the kadi,
as well as to oversee the regular activities of all the guilds. Those
who served in these capacities were regarded as part of the admin-
istration and were duly compensated (see above, p. 37).

On the other hand, within the guild system one may clearly identify
important elements of autonomy that bordered on independence. In
many cases we found members of the same family belonging to the
same guild over an extended period of time (see, e.g., pp. 24, 125
above). There was mobility from guild to guild, but whenever we
could pinpoint it, we found it had its source in related professions
(e.g. pp. 25, 115 above). Since the guild structure controlled the sup-
ply of raw material and, undoubtedly, professional secrets of pro-
duction, it must have been hard for uninitiated individuals to prac-
tice a duplicate profession in town. However, when newcomers
proved persevering enough (and capable of undercutting the
existing price system by setting a lower price for their own merchan-
dise), they were taken on and could enjoy both the status and the
liabilities that guild membership involved (see p. 49 above). This was
not a hermetically sealed system from the individual practitioner’s
perspective, or from the perspective of  more general winds of change.
We have seen that in certain cases activity increased (e.g. the cot-
ton dealers, or the dyers—pp. 120, 131 above), and in other cases
new guilds were created (pp. 137-8 above) by processes that could
easily be linked to the impact of the West during the 18th century,
with the introduction of new types of clothing and new production
techniques.

To return to the voluntary nature of the guilds, it should be re-
iterated that they were never regarded as part of the administration.
True, in a world where the central government was far away and
municipal bodies were nonexistent, they filled this void and fulfilled
a long list of functions for the urban population. However, none of
their members received a salary or was granted a lease, and very
seldom was Istanbul involved in the appointment of a guild head.
Second, when complaints were levelled against a guild that malfunc-
tioned, there was no reference to damage it might cause either to
the system or the administration; the reference was rather to dam-
age that might be sustained by the local population. Third, even in
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cases when a guild threatened that it might cease functioning alto-
gether and its members would leave town, no reproach was record-
ed, although occasionally such a threat was reason enough for the
kadi or the governor to accede to guild members’ demands (e.g.
p. 45 above). Last but not least, there was no price-setting mecha-
nism dictated from Istanbul or from Damascus, the provincial cap-
ital. Technically, all prices were announced by the kadi and his
subordinates, that is locally. As for the local judge, his main source
of information, on which he regularly drew, was the guild members
themselves.

The inevitable conclusion one reaches is that by nature the guild
system was a combination of elements reflecting two contradictory
concepts. The guilds were actually a mirror of the prevalent situa-
tion wherein government considerations and those of the local soci-
ety were both involved. Each guild adamantly defended its partic-
ular interests against any encroachment by others, but concurrently
they were all subject to the central administration—above all through
the local kadi. True, the latter was an external element in town, but
he was no less the custodian of the public’s interests. Located as the
guilds were between the omnipotence of the administration and the
total subordination of the population, they may best be regarded as
a phenomenon similar to, or a precursor of, civil society as the
modern world has come to know it.
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[1] Our master [the kadi] Muhi al-Din Efendi—may his grace in-
crease—appointed Salah al-Din b. Darwish the coffee-maker head
of the guild1  of coffee-makers in Jerusalem the Exalted. [This was]
an honorable [and appropriate] appointment [2] in place of his
brother Muhammad who had ceded it to him, and was also based
on the request of the coffee-makers Musa, Isma#il, Khalil and #Ali.
He warned them that from [3] that day on they should not keep the
leftover coffee in the cooking pots indiscriminately whether the coffee
was in good condition2  or not. [This was implemented] upon the
request of an assembly of [4] Muslim customers. He [the kadi]
appointed on the date of [this document] the descendant of the
Prophet, Musa the former [court] interpreter, as inspector for this
matter. [7 in the month of Jumada II, the year 998.]3

1 Lit.: ã§ifa.
2 Lit.: “praiseworthy”.
3 April 13, 1590.
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[1] The muÈtasib of Jerusalem the Exalted, al-mu#allim Badr al-Din,
came before our master the Shar#i judge, weeping and complaining
of the bakers in Jerusalem the Exalted. [He complained that] they
had shut down their bakeries and [consequently] no bread was avail-
able [2] in the market. This harmed the poor and [more generally]
the Muslims. He asked our master the Shar#i judge to have them
brought to the court and questioned about this. The following bak-
ers were thus brought to the court: [3] al-mu#allim Muhammad the
expert (#arÊf ), al-Èajj Khalil b. Tu#ma, #Abd-Allah b. al-Èajj  #Ali, Sumri
b. Busayla, al-Èajj Khalil b. Shayha, al-Èajj #Umar b. #Abbas, #Abd
al-Rahman b. #Abd al-Rahman, Abu’l-Khayr b. Yahya, #Ala al-Din
b. #Abd al-Razzaq, [4] Salih b. Hammad. Then the said expert
(mu#allim) Badr al-Din pointed out that the above-mentioned bakers
produced1  on the day of its [i.e. this document’s] date half of the[ir]
usual workload. They were asked about this and could not provide
a [satisfactory] answer.

Then our master [5] the aforementioned Shar#i judge—may God
perpetuate his blessings on him—remarked that several things are
associated with their incomplete work, for example, its occurrence
without the permission of the Shar#i judge, as well as the disorder
that resulted in the town of Jerusalem the Exalted and the interrup-
tion [6] of the import of provisions [into town] which will inevita-
bly cause a deliberate stoppage of food and general harm to the poor
and destitute, complaints from the public2  and the reduction of food
supply to the public. Then came shaykh al-Islam, the pillar of the
distinguished scholars, our master [7] al-shaykh #Abd al-Ghaffar the
Hanafi Mufti [of Jerusalem], and shaykh al-Islam, the paragon of the
distinguished scholars our master al-shaykh  #Umar, the Shafi#i Mufti
[of Jerusalem] and they both pleaded with the Shar#i judge to warn
the said bakers [8] and pardon them, and he agreed. Then the afore-
mentioned bakers expressed their mutual responsibility and mutual
liability in the daily baking of bread from sunrise to sunset by way
of mutually authorizing one another. [9] Muhammad, the head of
the bakers, bailed them out on this matter. This was recorded ac-
cording to the way it occurred on the 27th of the month of Safar in

1 Lit.: “worked”.
2 Lit.: “the Muslim [inhabitant]s”.
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3 May 27, 1642.

the year 10523 , in the presence of the said Badr al-Din. Then the
aforementioned individuals formally pledged that whoever [10] failed
to perform his work either for a full day or a half-day and closed
his shop, would be reported by them to the Shar#i judge so that he
could reprimand him with the kind of reprimand he deserved.
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DOCUMENT III:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 149, p. 178
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[1] The reason for the recording of these words is that in the court
which is consecrated to God and honored [by the Believers]—may
the Almighty God exalt it—there appeared before our master the
paragon of the kadis of Islam, the treasure of the custodians of
mankind, the astute writer of court cases and verdicts [2], the Shar#i
judge al-mawla Mustafa Efendi, whose noble handwriting is signed
on the upper part of its [i.e. this document’s] identical copy—may
his high rank remain eternally—[there appeared] the following in-
dividuals: #Umar b. Mahmud, the head of the guild of the cotton
merchants in Jerusalem the Exalted, al-Èajj Salih [3] b. Abu’l-Haram
and his brother Taha, Yusuf, al-sayyid Yusuf, Shahin al-Khalili1, Fakhr
al-Din al-Murastaq, Muhammad al-Sarim, #Abd al-Rahman al-Sa-
turi, Muhammad b. Zakariyya, Ibrahim [4] al-Misri2 , Muhammad
al-Nabulsi3 , #Abd al-Rahman al-Muqarqar, Shihada al-Murastaq, #Ali
Shuqayra, Fakhr al-Din al-Murastaq, al-sayyid Ahmad b. Abu’l-Jawd,
al-sayyid #Ata al-Rahman al-Nuri [5]—all of them of the guild of
cotton merchants in Jerusalem the Exalted. They presented the sto-
ry of their complaint to our master the aforementioned Shar#i judge:

Prior to the date [recorded] at the lower part [of this document]
they used to exchange spun cotton [6] for raw cotton, and they would
sell the spun cotton to any member of the public4  who would buy
it from them. The buyer[s of this item] would transport it to the area
of Damascus5 and other locales in the land[s] of Islam6 . [T]he[y]
would sell it to the people [7] of [the relevant] industries who used
it in their professional work such as Baghdadi [cloth] or tents [pro-
duction]. [They proceeded with their complaint] that the guild of
weavers of Jerusalem the Exalted prevented them from doing this
and [thus] harassed them. [8] As a result they incurred general
damage, as well as the women who actually spun the raw cotton.
Consequently their work and their livelihood were interrupted and
they asked our master, the aforementioned Shar#i judge, to look into
their case and bring an end [9] to this damage they were suffering.

Thereupon our master the aforementioned Shar#i judge legally
informed them that the weavers’ guild of Jerusalem the Exalted had

1 “The Hebronite”.
2 “The Egyptian”.
3 “From Nabulus”.
4 Lit.: “from among the Muslims”.
5 This is a geographic term, referring generally to Syria.
6 A general reference to the Ottoman domains, literally rendered here “the

land of Peace”, most probably scribe’s error, who copied “sal§m” instead of “isl§m”.
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approached him and reported the story of their complaint to the effect
that the weaving [10] of cotton which they practice for their living7

had diminished and its cost risen because the product was transported
from Jerusalem the Exalted to the town of Sidon in bulk8  where it
was sold to the community of the European Christians9  and that he
prohibited its sale [11] to the community of the European Chris-
tians only. Our master the aforementioned Shar#i judge authorized
the said weavers’ guild to sell the spun cotton that [12] the weavers’
guild would not use in their profession to whomever they chose and
that whoever bought it from them could transport it to Damascus
and other locales in the domain of Islam according to the well-es-
tablished practice in this matter. [13] [This] authorization was le-
gally accepted [by the other party]. Recorded on the last day of the
month of Jumada’l-Thaniya in the year 106410 .

7 Lit.: “for their profession”.
8 Lit.: “in loads”.
9 Lit.: “of the Frankish foreign infidels (Èarbi)”.

10 May 17, 1654.
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Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 164, p. 284
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[1] The reason for the recording of these words1  is that at the ses-
sion of the Shar#i court which is consecrated to God and observed
[by the entire community]—may God the Sublime make it revered—
and before our master the paragon of the kadis of Islam [and] the
treasure of the custodians of mankind, the bulwark of the eminent
scholars [2] the Shar#i judge, our mawla Yusuf Efendi whose noble
handwriting appears2  on the upper part of its identical copy [i.e. of
this document]3 —may his virtues and noble qualities remain for-
ever—came the person called al-Èajj Ibrahim b. Ahmad al-Marakibi,
the head of the butchers’ guild in Jerusalem the Exalted. [3] He
brought with him the following individuals: #Ali and Darwish the sons
of #Ajjafa, #Umar b. Miran al-Batriq, Ramadan b. Da"ud b. Abu4

Yazid, all of whom are among the slaughterers5  of Jerusalem the
Exalted. [4] He asked our master, the Shar#i judge, to warn the above
individuals that they should not engage in the sale of meat but rath-
er engage [only] in the slaughtering and the skinning of sheep ac-
cording to their previous practice. [5] He legally warned them ac-
cordingly.

Then came [the following individuals]: al-Èajj Fakhr al-Din al-Batriq,
al-Èajj #Ulayni, Ramadan b. Haram, Muhammad b. Isma#il, al-mu#allim
Husayn al-Marakibi, Ilyas [6] b. Farah6, al-mu#allim Hujayj b. Hu-
jayj, his son #Ali, al-Èajj Ibrahim al-Baqi, Da"ud b. #Awn and Habib
b. Isma#il—all of them butchers in Jerusalem the Exalted. They all
pledged that [7] they would engage in the sale of meat and would
fully supply the inhabitants of Jerusalem the Exalted and sell meat
from the beginning of the day to its end. According to what actual-
ly occurred it was recorded and written [8] on the 27th of the month
of Sha#ban in the year 10757 .

1 Lit.: “letters”.
2 Lit.: “is signed”.
3 The draft of the official document was copied into the court’s register, whereas

the “clean copy” of the actual document issued by the kadi was delivered to the
party concerned.

4 Scribe’s error: “ab§” should have been “abÊ ”. There are occasional grammat-
ical errors committed by the scribe which we left intact in our Arabic text.

5 The regular term for a butcher is “qaßß§b” as encountered above. The term
used here “sall§kh” quite often refers also to regular butchers, although its exact
meaning is slaughterers, or unaccomplished butchers, deriving from the verb that
means “he who skins the [slaughtered] animal” or “he who works in a slaughter-
house” (maslakh). For further details see also my Economic Life in Ottoman Jerusalem
(Cambridge, 1989), p. 19.

6 This one was Christian, as indicated by the use of the term “wuld”  instead
of the regular “ibn” used for Moslems.

7 March 15, 1665.
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Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 220, p. 7-8
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[1] On the day whose date [is recorded] at the lower part [of this
document], at the exalted Shar#i court and the gathering place [of
the tribunal] of the sublime religion, the following [individuals] at-
tended: al-sayyid Sabah, the keeper1  of al-#Ayn  bathhouse, [2] al-

sayyid  #Umar, al-Èajj Hanun, al-Èajj  #Awad b. al-Èajj  #Ali, al-Èajj Musa
al-Kharbati, al-Èajj  #Ali al-Ramli alias Abu #Umar,[3] Shahin Kat-
katina, Ibrahim b. #Abd al-Nabi the keeper of al-Shifa bathhouse,
al-Èajj Ahmad b. al-Durzi, Kamal al-Qadamani, #Azmi [4] and
Ramadan b. #Azra"il, shaykh #Ali al-Safadi, Hasan al-Ni#aji, Muham-
mad b. al-Èajj Mustafa, Ya#qub, Ma#tuq, #Ali b. al-Hasan #Ali, [5]
al-sayyid Mustafa b. Da"ud, Salih b. Zayid, al-Èajj Ahmad b. Taha,
his brother Sha#ban, Ramadan and #Awad al-Zaghal, #Abd al-Rah-
man al-Ramli, [6] Ahmad b. #Abd al-Nabi, #Abd al-Rahman b. al-
Mahruq, Salih b. Shams al-Din. All of them are laborers at the
bathhouses of al-Shifa, al-#Ayn, al-Sultan, al-Sayyid[a] Maryam [7]
and al-Bitriq, located in Jerusalem, as well as [other individuals
representing] the rest of the laborers of the al-Shifa bathhouse, al-
#Ayni bathhouse, al-Sultan bathhouse, al-Sitt bathhouse [8] and al-
Bitriq bathhouse. They brought with them the experts2  of the above
bathhouses: al-sayyid  #Abd-al-Wahhab b. al-sayyid  #Abd al-Qadir [9]
the expert of the two bathhouses of al-Shifa and al-#Ayn, al-sayyid

#Uthman b. al-Èajj  #Ali the expert of al-Sultan bathhouse, and his
father al-Èajj  #Ali b. al-Durzi, the expert of al-Sayid[a] Maryam bath-
house [10] and Muhammad b. #Abd al-Nabi al-Zayyati and his
partner al-Èajj Ahmad al-Maghribi, the two experts of al-Bitriq bath-
house.

The above laborers and keepers pointed out [11] that there is a Shar#i
ruling to the effect that the experts of the above bathhouses [pro-
vide] bathhouse towels and [in return] charge a fee [12] that the
Muslims and the Protected People who bathe [there] pay them. They
charge them for the purchase of soap for the washing of towels as
well as for the purchase of oil and other special taxes (al-tak§lif al-

sh§qqa) [13] contrary to the customary practice and the formal rules
and regulations (al-#§da wa’l-q§nån). This [they went on to say] harmed
them and their children, whereas no one among the previous ex-
perts had ever taken anything from the wages of the laborers, or from

1 Lit.: n§ãår.
2 Lit.: mu#allimÊn.
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[14] the wages of the attendants and keepers, for the washing of towels
or for the purchase of soap for the towels [and never had anything
been levied] from the laborers or from the keepers or from the at-
tendants. This is an innovation (bid #a). Their old regulations [15] and
old customary practice prescribe that the bathhouse keeper buys oil
out of his fees for the bathhouse where he works according to his
means, and other than this none of them are [16] in his debt for
anything whatsoever. If the experts take anything from their wages
contrary to the true Shari#a [it should be known] that they are poor
and have small children and are unable to withstand [17] the deni-
al of their levies. They presented an exalted legal opinion issued by
the cream of the descendants of the Prophet and the eminent teachers,
the leader of the religious scholars and the great Transmitters of the
traditions of the Prophet, the research scholar [18] and meticulous
investigator, al-sayyid Muhammad Efendi, the Mufti of the Hanefite
scholars in the blessed Jerusalem area. On the lower part of both
[sic ] of them his distinguished name [is written] and his seal [19] is
affixed.

Their content is [as follows]: “[A question] was asked about the
employees of a bathhouse who serve any customer who enters to
bathe in the hope that they may [thus] earn some income from the
world in which they make their living [20] and erect their home,3

in order to spend it on their families. The customer pays them either
a small or large sum in return for their services, and the expert of
the bathhouse wants to take half of the sum [originally] paid [21]
to themselves, or remove them from the bathhouse if they fail to
oblige. There has been no such practice since olden days, hence the
question is whether or not this is allowed. He answered—after prais-
ing God Almighty—that it is not allowed, [22] and this applies to
the situation in question; and God—may He be praised—knows
best”. On the margin of the aforementioned legal opinion it was
written that there is also [another] exalted legal opinion issued by
the primary scholars and Transmitters, [23] by the bulwark of all
those who have a critical and inquiring mind, the distinguished wise
scholar, shaykh Muhammad Efendi al-Khalili al-Shafi#i, stating the
following: “May God alone be praised! What was taken by the at-
tendant from [24] the customers is his property and the expert of
the bathhouse has no claim to anything he gained for his work. This

3 Lit.: “building”.
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was stated and recorded by Muhammad al-Khalili al-Shafi#i—praising
God, praying to Him, resigning himself to His will—and sealed by
his blessed seal”. 

[25] I have read this attentively before the aforementioned scholars
and they found no legal flaw, hence it transpired and was decreed
by the above-mentioned judge that the aforementioned laborers and
attendants [26] and keepers, and [all] the other laborers and  atten-
dants and keepers of the bathhouses are exempt from any other
financial impositions except for the oil that is used [27] in the bath-
houses, which is a traditional fee to which the keepers are liable.

Thereupon mawlana the judge legally prohibited the experts of the
aforementioned bathhouses from divesting the above-mentioned
laborers, keepers, [28] attendants and [all] the other laborers, keepers,
and attendants by taking anything from their fees or by charging them
for the washing of the bathhouse towels [29] or for the purchase of
soap for the towels or the purchase of oil other than that incumbent
upon the keepers, or due to [any other] charges. The reason is that
[all] of this was not [based on] an old tradition [30]; it was contrary
to the true Shari#a, and as a result of it they suffered general harm.
Our mawla, the judge of the Shari#a, warned the experts of the above
bathhouses that they should not divest [31] the attendants, the la-
borers and the keepers by way of taking anything from them, charging
them for the washing of the towels or for the purchase of soap. [They
should also] refrain from charging them for anything that might imply
taking their fees [32], large or small, or taking part of their fees, except
for the ancient rule (q§nån) which is incumbent upon the keepers to
the effect of buying oil only for the bathhouses [33] and charging it
to anyone else. [Moreover, he prohibited] the experts from divest-
ing the laborers, the attendants and the keepers due to all this, act-
ing upon the two exalted legal opinions. [34] He legally authorized
the above laborers, attendants and keepers and all the other atten-
dants of the bathhouses to keep everything they levy as fees, [35]
and refrain from paying anything out of it to the experts or allot-
ting anything to any [other] purpose, except for the purchase of oil
which is the duty of the keepers [recorded on 12 Rabi# al-Awwal
the year 1127]4 .

4 March 18, 1715.
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DOCUMENT VI:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 221, p. 152
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[1] On the day whose date is recorded at its [i.e. this document’s]
end, the following individuals came to the Shar#i court: Ibrahim al-
Hawwash, #Isa al-Salamuni and Musa al-Salamuni who are among
the extractors of sesame oil [2] in Jerusalem the Exalted. [They came]
in the presence of al-Èajj Ahmad Qara#a, the head of [the guild] of
the extractors of sesame oil in Jerusalem the Exalted and pledged
themselves to receive the proceeds [of the sesame] in their oil press-
es [3] and to provide the town [with sesame oil]. Whoever would
wish to use it with them in their professional activity would have to
share equally with them their profits as well as their liabilities from
the beginning of the year to its end. [4] [This was a well] observed
pledge. Our master, the Shar#i judge warned al-Èajj  #Abd Allah, the
Chief Measurer (kayyal bashi)1  that he should not measure sesame in
any oil press [5] whatsoever, and when the sesame [consignments]
arrive [in town] he should unload them at the old, traditional loca-
tion, i.e. at the oil press of Ibn #Abd al-Kafi. He should measure it
there and distribute [6] [the incoming sesame] among the extrac-
tors of sesame oil in equal shares. They agreed and expressed their
satisfaction. Our master, the Shar#i judge admonished them of all
this and [added] that whoever wanted [7] to benefit [from it] along
with them may do so [only on an ongoing basis, i.e.] from the be-
ginning2  of the year to its end. [This was recorded] on the 24th of
the Holy [month of] Muharram in the year 11393 .

1 On the meaning of the term and its application to grains of different kinds
arriving in bulk in town, see my Economic Life in Ottoman Jerusalem (Cambridge,
1989), pp. 105-107.

2 Scribe’s error: instead of the word “all§h” it should read “awwaluh§”.
3 September 21, 1726.
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Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 221, p. 510-511
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[1] Muhammad b. al-Èajj Khalil the saddler and #Ali b. Sulayman
the maker of wadded hats (qa"uqji) accused the head of the North
African descendants of the Prophet (al-sada al-maghribiyya) in Jerus-
alem the Exalted, al-sayyid  #Abd al-Salam. [2] In the account of their
lawsuit against him they claimed that the Sublime Porte had con-
ferred upon them the honor of head of the messengers (su#at) and
that of the brokers (dallalun) in Jerusalem the Exalted upon its trans-
fer by Muhammad b. #Usfur al-Zayni. [3] [The two appointments]
are dated on the last third of the month of Rabi# al-Awwal in the
year of its [i.e. this document’s] date1 . They presented these two,
and he [i.e. the judge] discovered from their content that the Sub-
lime Porte had conferred upon the two aforementioned the office
of head of the messengers [4] and that of head of the brokers. [This,
they claimed, was done] when Muhammad b. Zayn completed his
term of office, because of the fact that when the latter vacated the
two positions, their service [to the public] became erratic and in-
active. [5] [Moreover, their claim went on], the aforementioned
al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam now opposed them on this matter, hence they
demanded from him that this be stopped and that he be questioned
about it.

When al-sayyid  #Abd al-Salam was asked he replied that he was
[well] ensconced [6] in the positions of head of the messengers and
head of the brokers, based upon an exalted document of appoint-
ment (berat) that he received when the said Muhammad vacated them.
He presented the sublime document which was found to be [7] dated
the first third of the month of Shawwal in the year 11382 . Among
other parts of its exalted text it said that the Sultanic charities con-
ferred on al-sayyid  #Abd al-Salam the North African, the positions
of the head [8] of the messengers and that of the brokers in Jeru-
salem the Exalted when it was transferred from Muhammad. [It also
stipulated] that al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam is actually in charge of3  the
messengers and the brokers according to the aforementioned exalt-
ed document of appointment. [9] The said #Abd al-Salam [also]
presented an exalted decree dated from the month of Rabi# al-Awwal
in the year 11384 , stating, inter alia, that [10] the positions of the head
of the brokers and that of the messengers in Jerusalem the Exalted

1 November 6-15, 1727.
2 June 2-11, 1726.
3 Lit.: “in the service of”.
4 November 7-December 5, 1725.
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are appended5  to the position of the head of the North African
messengers that is linked to the endowment of the North Africans.
[All] this is entrusted to al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam [11] pursuant to the
exalted appointment document, and [if there] is someone who
opposes6  al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam on these two positions [he has] no
legal grounds. When our exalted decree reaches [Jerusalem] any-
one who might oppose al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam should be halted [12]
with regard to the two positions of the head of the messengers7  and
the head of the North Africans. Because of all this no one should
meddle [in the affairs] of the aforementioned, and you should all
rely upon the exalted sign8 .  

Al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam presented [13] an exalted legal court-
document (Èujja), crowned with the signature of the leader of the pillars
of the great masters, our master Hasan Efendi, the former judge of
Jerusalem the Exalted, [14] dated the month of Muharram in the
year 11359 , on the margin of which are recorded the signatures of
the distinguished scholars, the descendants of the Prophet and the
venerable dignitaries. The gist of its contents is that the session [15]
of the exalted Shar#i court was attended by a large assembly of North
African descendants of the Prophet who reside in Jerusalem the
Exalted. They notified our master the Shar#i judge that al-sayyid #Abd
al-Salam, the head of the [16] North African descendants of the
Prophet in Jerusalem the Exalted is a person of faith and religion,
jurisprudence and integrity, and that he actually performs the duty
of head of the messengers and that of the brokers [17] in a satisfac-
tory manner. The office of head of the messengers and that of the
brokers have of old been entrusted to the North African descendants
of the Prophet, and whoever [18] was in charge of the endowment
of the North African descendants of the Prophet was [also] head of
the messengers and of the brokers. Al-sayyid  #Abd al-Salam is actu-
ally performing both duties [19] and he has shown neither intermit-
tence nor negligence in any of it, and he is executing it freely ac-
cording to the appointment document that was dated above. Into
their presence came a large group of people who are trustworthy

5 The scribe mistakenly changed the order of the letters: it should have
been “mulÈaqat§n”.

6 Scribe’s error: “yu#§ri·uhu” should be rendered “yu#§ri·u”.
7 Scribe’s error: “su#§#” should be rendered “su#§t”.
8 This is a reference to the authenticity of a document that is attested to by

the official tughra of the Sultan affixed to its upper part.
9 October 12-November 10, 1722.
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[20] and profess the unity of God, and they reported to our master,
the Shar#i judge, that the above-mentioned al-sayyid  #Abd al-Salam
is capable10  of performing the duties of the two offices and no short-
coming issued from him, [21] and that it is well known of old that
the office of the head of the messengers as well as that of the bro-
kers are appended to the endowment of the North African descen-
dants of the Prophet in Jerusalem the Exalted, [22] and this is the
province of the North Africans and no stranger should oppose them
on it, and that al-sayyid  #Abd al-Salam is qualified for [all] this.

Thereupon our aforementioned master, [23] the Shar#i judge,
considered [the case of] each of the two parties and confirmed the
content of the appointment document of the said al-sayyid   #Abd al-
Salam, [i.e.] that the Sublime Porte conferred the said two positions
[24] to #Abd al-Salam when they were made vacant by Muhammad
on the aforementioned date. He [also] confirmed the content of the
document of the two plaintiffs to the effect that al-sayyid Muham-
mad passed away and the two positions [25] became vacant, their
service became erratic and inactive, and that the Sublime Porte
conferred it [i.e. these positions] upon the said plaintiffs in this
manner. He fully considered [these two contradicting documents],
and then [26] our master the Shar#i judge informed Muhammad and
#Ali, the said two plaintiffs [of his following decision]: since the
Sublime Porte had earlier addressed these two positions [27] to al-

sayyid  #Abd al-Salam upon their transfer by Muhammad, accord-
ing to an exalted appointment document, and he is performing [all
of] it, and all of this is entrusted to the North African descendants
of the Prophet [28] in Jerusalem the Exalted, and since their state-
ment to the Sublime Porte that it had been vacated by Muhammad
and the services of the two positions became erratic and inactive
[29]—their statement [was found to] contravene reality, whereas their
[i.e. the two positions] having been earlier conferred upon #Abd al-
Salam was confirmed while the document [presented by] the said
two was not confirmed; [30] there is no cancellation of this since
the [two positions] were neither vacant nor interrupted, and in the
document of the two plaintiffs there was no reference to the [hypo-
thetical] removal of #Abd al-Salam, whose document was in fact
confirmed [31]. He [i.e. the judge] notified the two11  that since never

10 Scribe’s error: “mutaqaddir” should be rendered “muqtadir ”.
11 The preceding word “wa-ann” was left by mistake by the scribe who

should have deleted it like the one next to it.
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12 February 29, 1728.

before has it occurred that any foreigner was allowed to be appointed
to the position of head of the messengers [32] and that of the bro-
kers and this is appended to the endowment of the North African
descendants of the Prophet, and the latter have always been in charge
of it, thereupon [the judge ruled that] the said two plaintiffs have
no right [33] to oppose al-sayyid #Abd al-Salam or object to him on
these grounds, and he prohibited them legally and authorized al-sayyid

 #Abd al-Salam legally [34] to dispose freely in this matter. Record-
ed on the 18th of the month of Rajab in the year 114012 .
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DOCUMENT VIII:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 223, p. 153
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[1] On the day of whose date is [recorded] on the lower part [of
this document] the following individuals attended [the court session]:
al-Èajj Khalil, the head of the marketplace, al-Èajj Ramadan b. #Ata
and al-Èajj Salih Tu#ma. The last two were members of the guild of
the sweetmeat producers in Jerusalem the Exalted. [2] They all
pointed out to our master, the aforementioned Shar#i judge, that
several individuals are involved in the production of sweetmeats
without having had any experience in it. [3] They are not equal
participants in the financial obligations that are incumbent upon the
profession of sweetmeat production.

Thereupon our master the aforementioned Shar#i judge issued a
legal warning to the above-mentioned al-Èajj Khalil, al-Èajj [4] Ra-
madan and al-Èajj Salih that anyone participating in the production
of sweetmeats—as with the other sweets—should be their equal
partner in their gains as well as in their financial liabilities. [5] This
was recorded on the 27th of the month of Rabi# al-Thani in the year
11421 .

1 November 19, 1729.
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DOCUMENT IX:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 223, p. 155
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[1] The carrier of this legal document and the bearer of this observed
and honored message, the person called al-Èajj Badr al-Jibali [was
appointed] head and spokesman of the guild of all the scavengers
of Jerusalem the Exalted. He shall treat them equally [in all mat-
ters] that concern [2] their profits and their financial liabilities. Our
master the Shar#i judge authorized the above-mentioned al-Èajj Badr
to handle the administration of the guild of the scavengers who
remove the trash in Jerusalem the Exalted. [3] He [also] authorized
him to treat them equally in matters of their profits1  and financial
liabilities. These appointments and authorizations were valid, legal
and legally accepted. It [i.e. this document] was written on the last
day of Rabi# al-Thani in the year 11422 .

1 Scribe’s error: “magh§rinimihim” should be rendered “magh§nimihim”.
2 November 25, 1729.
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DOCUMENT X:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 253, p. 354
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[1] [The kadi of Jerusalem appointed] the bearer of this legal doc-
ument, the glory of the most pious, al-shaykh Ibrahim b. al-shaykh the
late Mansur al-Kashmiri, head and spokesman of the guild of book-
binders [2] and the guild of booksellers in place of his father al-shaykh

Mansur upon his death [and transition] to the mercy of God Almighty
and the dissolution of this [responsibility] from him. This [position]
passed into the hands [3] of his aforementioned father based upon
a legal report dated 11061 , and an exalted appointment (berat) dated
11142 . The Shar#i judge enjoined the aforementioned al-shaykh Ibra-
him [4] to be diligent3  [in the performance of his duties] as head of
the guild of bookbinders and that of booksellers, and to be truthful
in his deeds as well as in his words. If he were offered [to deal with]
a stipend for a [certain] position [5] that was about to become va-
cant, he should bring it to the attention of the other scholars and
attendants at Al-Aqsa mosque [who are] affiliated with any endow-
ment in question. If the possessor of that stipend does not wish to
vacate it [6] for the sake of a person who yet has no claim to it, then
he [the guild’s head] should do everything out of pious conduct
towards God the Sublime. [This was] a legal appointment that was
recorded on the 17th of the month of Jumada’l-Awwal in the year
[7] 11434 .

1 1694-5.
2 1702-3.
3 The scribe erroneously copied the letter “dh” instead of “í”: the word should

have been “mutayqqiían”.
4 December 8, 1729.
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DOCUMENT XI:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 256, p. 37
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[1] [To] the pillar of the respectable judges, our master (mawla) the
judge of the pure Shari#a in the town of Jerusalem the Exalted, [2]
Molla Efendi1 —may his virtues remain forever—and the paragon
of the erudite scholars, Mufti Efendi, and the branch [3] of the pure
tree, the Head of the descendants of the Prophet (naqib efendi), and
the paragon of the most distinguished and leading personalities, our
governor (mutasallim) [4] in it, and the paragon of the most distin-
guished, the Head of the sipahis  (alay bey)2 , and the paragon of the
most distinguished, the Head of the Janissaries ( yeniçer[i] aghasÌ) and
the administrator (mutawalli) [5] of the endowment of Hebron, and
the rest of the scholars, the virtuous and the eminent3  among the
inhabitants of the town of Jerusalem [6] the Exalted, generally speak-
ing. After the [customary] greeting we would bring to your atten-
tion that you have been experiencing a “bad” innovation (bid #a) [7]
with regard to the sale of spun [cotton] yarn, as well as tobacco, which
are being imported into the town of Jerusalem. [8] It was a preva-
lent procedure that these4 were sold only at specific shops, in order
to facilitate the levy of a market tax [9] [called] ghafar, and this is a
“bad” innovation. For the sake of God—may he [always] be Sub-
lime—we have lifted [this restriction].

As of today, [10] whatever yarn comes into the town of Jerusa-
lem, and the same also applies to tobacco, will be unloaded anywhere
that is wished [11] and sold to whomever will be interested to buy
it without paying any ghafar tax or anything else. [12] Whoever tries
to contravene this injuction of ours, God’s anger, and that of his
Messenger, will be inflicted on him [13] because this is a “bad”
innovation and we have abolished it exclusively for the sake of God.
We have, therefore, [14] issued this decree of ours for [the aboli-
tion] of this innovation and for the application [15] of this injuction
of ours for ever and ever5 . It is our wish that it be recorded in the
well-kept sijill proceedings. [16] You should know it and fully rely
upon it. Written on the 13th of Sha#ban, the year 11966 .  

1 The actual name of the bearer of this title is missing, as is the case with the
following titles.

2 On this position see my Palestine in the Eighteenth Century: Patterns of Government
and Administration (Jerusalem, 1973), pp. 303-306.

3 The more prevalent term used in this context is “wujah§" ” rather than the
one used here, “wujåh”.

4 Although the document uses here the singular form repeatedly, it refers to
both items without any distinction.

5 Lit.: “until [the time] that God wish”.
6 July 24, 1782.
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DOCUMENT XII:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 256, p. 371

1 This document was copied immediately after the one dealing with cotton and
tobacco presented above. Since it is almost identical with the former one, we
reproduced—and translated—only its parts containing new information.
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[6]....a “bad” innovation [7] [by levying] ghafar and market tax on
all fruits, and particularly those arriving from the villages [8] to
Jerusalem such as firewood, coal, grapes, eggplants, pomegranates,
cucumbers,[9] locks of sheep’s wool etc. The ghafarji watchmen levy
this market tax called ghafar, but this is a “bad” innovation. [10] We
have abolished [it]; hence as of today, whatever items are imported
to Jerusalem from the sub-district (naÈiya) of Bani Hasan2  [11] and
other areas, that is fruit and vegetables, nothing will be levied on it,
and its owners will bring it into [12] Jerusalem and sell it to whom-
ever they choose without any payment whatsoever.

2 For a description of this sub-district and its villages stretching south of Jeru-
salem, see Y. Ben-Arieh, “Settlements and population of the sancak of Jerusalem
in the 1870s” in A. Singer and A. Cohen (eds.), Aspects of Ottoman History, Scripta
Hierosolymitana, vol. XXXV, pp. 226-8 and map 2 (Jerusalem, 1994).
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DOCUMENT XIII:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 259, p. 115-116
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[1] His Excellency the venerable high official, the brave lion, the per-
sonification of generosity1 , the possessor of [all] good qualities, the
pious and benevolent, [2] the one who combines the sword and the
pen, the illustrious General2 , the august Minister, the noble descen-
dant of the Prophet, the honorable descendant [3] al-sayyid Ahmad
#Izzat Pasha, the Governor of the Jerusalem district—may God
Almighty reinforce his words and guide his deeds—bought the en-
tire plot of land [4] located above the garden of the spring of Si-
loam (#Ayn Silwan)3 . [It is] bounded to the south by the road lead-
ing to the cistern of our sayyid Ayyub4  [5]—may one thousand prayers
and blessings be conferred upon our Prophet and upon him; the same
to its west, at the end of which is the garden of the pool; to its east
a [plot of] land [6] that is part of the garden of Silwan; to its north
the mill and at its end a road leading to the fountainhead. [He bought
it] from its seller [7] Musa b. #Umar and from the inhabitants of the
village of Silwan. He paved it, developed it, safeguarded its edges
with large stones5 ,[8] and built in it a long water basin into which
he made the water flow. He used his wealth to consecrate it to God
Almighty—may He rise aloft—and turned it into a blessed endow-
ment [9] for pack animals, cattle and sheep, a public fountain for
every newcomer and visitor. The guild of tanners would wash [10]
the hides of the sheep, when still filthy, in the pool of Silwan, where
the waters of the fountain pass through and accumulate.

His Excellency, the above-mentioned, [also] built [11] a small pool
for the guild of the tanners in order to wash their hides, and to desist
from using the large pool, through which [12] the fountainhead
waters flow, for cleaning. He imposed a condition on them to the
effect that they never return to it so that they do not contaminate

1 The legendary historical poet “È§tim al-ãayi” whom Arab history regarded as
the model of generosity is rendered here “Hatim [famous] for [his] genero-
sity” (“È§timÊ’l-karam”)in an Arabised version of the Turkish possessive case. The
scribe—by way of applying saj#  rhymed prose—used the same construction in the
following “wa·i#Ê’l-shiyam”. 

2 Lit.: “al-mushÊr ”.
3 For additional information about this village see W. D. Hütteroth and K.

Abdulfattah, Historical Geography of Palestine, Transjordan and Southern Syrian in the Late
16th Century (Erlangen, 1977), p. 114 .

4 For several traditional Arab chronicles on bÊr Ayyåb see G. Le Strange, Pales-
tine under the Moslems (Khayat’s Oriental reprints, Beirut, 1965), pp. 220-223. For
early Ottoman references to this valley and the spring of #Ayn Silw§n see my Jewish
Life under Islam (Cambridge, Mass., 1984), pp. 86-101.

5 Lit.: “Èij§ra” (stones) rather than the somewhat vague “Èij§ba” (“guards”). 
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or befoul the water, because their first task, [13] which is the wash-
ing of the hides in the large pool where the fountain waters assem-
ble, causes widespread harm. They all pledged [14] and vowed that
if they washed their hides in it, or just one of them washed one hide
in it, or in the water basin [15] [intended] for the pack animals or
for the cattle, they would owe the judge of Jerusalem the Exalted
five hundred piasters (qirsh), [16] whoever this may be; [moreover],
they would expel that person from their guild and profession.

This transpired in front of the elders [17] and the peasants of the
inhabitants of the village. The elders of the village pledged to be a
strong barricade [18] for them, and if anyone performed [any of]
those things, they would report it to the governors. [19] The elders
of the village solemnly vowed that if they failed to report they would
owe two hundred and fifty asadi piaster to the judge [20] of the exalted
Shari#a whoever he might be.

Similarly, a condition was imposed on the guild of the bleachers
that they would not wash [their] [21] clothes and linings in the
fountainhead called Umm al-Daraj, and if they did wash there, they
vowed [22] to pay the judge five hundred asadi piasters. The elders
of the village pledged that they would prevent [23] it, and if this
proved futile, they would inform the governors, and failing that, they
vowed to pay two hundred and fifty [24] asadi piasters to the judge.
All three categories agreed to it, making the aforementioned vow.
[25] The above-mentioned [judge] designated in the presence of the
legal [court] and the head6  of the bleachers for washing their cloth
[26] the old, large pool wherefrom the water ran and which had
initially been that of the tanners. Each of the two professions will
pay [27] all that is traditionally due from them, to the peasants. Any
other behavior will bring about destruction [28] [and whoever thus
behaves] will be punished by disease and decline. This was record-
ed on the 20th of Rabi# al-Thani, in the year 11927 .

6 Lit.: “al-naqÊb”.
7 May 18, 1778.
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DOCUMENT XIV:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 259, p. 120
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[1] When His Highness the honored wazir, our aforementioned
master, examined the pool which he had made for the tanners [2]
[and] which is mentioned in his history [?], it did not please him,
because it was not sufficiently spacious. He therefore bought a[nother]
plot of land close[r] to the watercourse. [3] [He bought it ] for six-
teen zolta from Muhammad al-Khalili and Hilal b. Hamdan of the
inhabitants of the village of Silwan, and the measurements of the
land are ten by ten [arm lengths]1  [4] excluding the circumference
of its walls. The [plot of] land is located at the garden of the pool
and is bordered on the south by the elevated garden; [5] on the east
by the garden of Ja#far; on the north by the road at its uppermost
part; on the west by the grazing2  [?] portion. He designated it for
the guild [6] of the tanners, endowing its cost [and that of] its dig-
ging and its construction. He made it into a pool of ten by ten [as
measured] from the inside [and made it] for safeguarding the puri-
ty [of the water,] [7] as was explained, in its inside3 . This was [done]
in the presence of an assembly of Muslims. May God Almighty
reward him [for this deed] with abundant good luck. He then or-
dered that this proposition be written down [8] so as to preserve the
accomplished fact and confirm the oral proposition. It was record-
ed on the 24th of the month of Rabi# al-Thani [9] in the year 11924 .

1 A regular length measurement of about 70 cm used at the time (for addition-
al details see “dhir§#” in EI2 .

2 The spelling of the word is related to “fastings”, which seems totally out of
context here. The scribe may have confounded it with “siy§m§t” from “sa" im§t”
meaning “freely grazing livestock”.

3 Either that of the pool itself, or more probably referring to the text of the
sijill,  “earlier in this text”.

4 May 22, 1778.
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DOCUMENT XV:

Sijill of Jerusalem, volume 266, p. 34
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[1] Written with a legal authorization.
[2] It has been an old custom in Jerusalem1  in order to maintain

[public] order and comfort for the people [living] in it, that the akhÊ

b§b§ should be the [person] who speaks for [3] and controls all guilds2

and crafts in it. One of these is the guild of gold- and silversmithing
(ßiy§gha), and it is the most important craft in it, [4] because it is from
silver and gold that jewelry3  and gold and silver articles are produced
for whoever wants [them]. It requires loyalty, integrity, honesty [5],
and consummate skill, and their producers are protected people from
among the Christians. It has been customary for the akhÊ b§b§ to
choose from among them a trustworthy person, [6] expert in it, skillful
in its alloy,4  who can spot the false5  [articles] among them [and
differentiate between] the good and the counterfeit. If he sees a piece
of jewelry [7] he can advise as to its appropriate price, its [weight]
rate, and the rate of its alloy, so that no damage will befall the buyer
or the seller. If [8] he is responsible for a breach of faith, the akhÊ

b§b§ will reprimand him as circumstance[s] require. All of this [was
prescribed] in accordance with decrees and orders [9] of the Sul-
tan, and this is a general custom (#urf ) which is valid in all large
Muslim cities.

Ten years ago [10] al-sayyid Khalil al-Da"udi informed the Sub-
lime Porte that the guild of gold- and silversmithing in Jerusalem
the Exalted had no head, [11] hence disturbance[s] broke out in it.
[He went on to suggest] that he was skillful in the craft of gold- and
silversmithing [and] knew the false from the genuine. He therefore
requested [12] the [Ottoman] authorities6  to let him be[come] head
of this guild, and to produce a seal (damgha) for pure silver. Based
upon the accuracy of his information he was granted permission [13]
to that effect. He remained a controller of this guild and speaker for
it. However, [it transpired that] he had reported about it in a man-

1 Lit.: bayt al-maqdis, which is quite unusual in the sijill vocabulary and is a direct
translation of the original Hebrew term used to designate the Temple. The usual
term, as it appears in most of our documents, is al-quds al-sharif.

2 We translate Èirfa, as well as  ßan#a, as “guild”, whereas ßan§"i#  (plural form of
ßanÊ#a) is rendered “crafts”. Compare G. Baer, Egyptian Guilds in Modern Times (Jeru-
salem, 1964), pp. 16-19.

3 The dot which makes the word al-jalÊ is out of place; the letter should be dotless,
hence read al-ÈulÊ.

4 Lit.: “measured”.
5 The Arabic letter “dh” should be read “z”.
6 Lit.: al-dawla [al-#aliyya] (“the Sublime State”), more often referred to as “the

Sublime Porte”. 
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ner contradictory to reality, and that he could not distinguish false
[14] articles from genuine ones, thus causing loss to the buyer if he
[the latter] wanted to buy a piece of jewelry, by [making him pay]
more than its fair price. Moreover, it may be that [15] a piece was
produced for him without his [i.e. the guild’s head] knowledge and
contained false elements, whereas he reported that its alloy was the
most expensive gold, and this was contrary [16] to fact. Therefore,
if it is used for some time, the fraud that [is] in it will emerge, and
it will become clear that it is a false one, hence loss will befall [17]
the buyer. Among those to whom this has occurred are al-sayyid Salih
Bey the interpreter, the shaykh #Ali efendi [18] al-Shihabi, and oth-
ers. Every year complaints are raised against al-sayyid Khalil al-Da"udi
and his conduct of this senior office (mashyakha) [19] over the arti-
sans7  of [the guild of] gold- and silversmithing, since he has no
knowledge of gold- and silversmithing—being a dealer in spices (#aãã§r).
[20] In accordance with all of this, a large crowd of faithful Mus-
lims8  arrived [at court] and informed our master, the shar#Ê judge [of
Jerusalem], that al-sayyid Khalil [21] al-Da"udi caused, in the guild
of gold- and silversmithing, matters [both] disgraceful and harmful
to buyers, as a result of his lowering the value [of its products] because
of his [22] ignorance and his greed, and that the order of the guild
of gold- and silversmithing was disrupted because of him. They
requested of him [i.e. the judge] that the matter be turned over to
akhÊ [23] b§b§ as is the old custom, so that he on his part might appoint
someone whom he deems loyal [and] skillful in this [above-men-
tioned] guild. Thereupon [24] al-sayyid Khalil al-Da"udi deposed a
shar#i testimony about himself [to the effect] that from now on he
will have no connection with the headship of the guild of gold- and
silversmithing nor [25] any relationship with it. And he turned over
authority in these matters [according] to9  the old custom to akhÊ b§b§.

The informers related [26] the above-mentioned matter to our
master, the shar#i judge, and al-sayyid Khalil al-Da"udi testified vol-
untarily about himself [27] that from now on he will not undertake
to speak for the guild of gold- and silversmithing in Jerusalem, and
will not undertake [responsibility for] its alloy, neither selling it [28]
nor buying it, authority in these matters being [restored] to akhÊ b§b§,

7 The letter “n” is missing; should read “ßunn§#”.
8 Lit.: “those who profess the unity of God’.
9 Scribe’s error: “"il§ ” should be changed to “#al§”  hence “according to” in-

stead of “over to”. 
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as had been [the case] from times of old. Thereupon the shar#i judge
explained to all [29] gold- and silversmiths in Jerusalem that the
authority and responsibility for them would be [granted] to akhÊ

b§b§ as is the old custom and in accordance with [30] the Sultan’s
orders; and that they are to report on [the quality of] their work as
circumstance[s] require; and that a breach of faith [should not]
originate from them; and that they should not cheat [31] in their
work anyone of the buyers or the sellers; and that they would col-
lect payment for their work according to [32] the old custom; and
that they would report the true composition of the alloys. If they see
gold and silver articles which are false [33], they will report that these
are forgeries as well as report the amount of their [real] price and
the rate of their alloy in qir§ãs10  [percentage], without any addition
[34] or decrease. And if a breach of faith takes place on the part of
anyone among them, akhÊ b§b§ will reprimand him as he deserves
according to the custom for the sake of [35] [maintenance] of the
order of the city and the comfort of its people, and in order to re-
move from it the damage which is clearly [?] [harming] its people.
And he [the judge] warned al-sayyid Khalil [36] al-Da"udi that in the
future he should neither resist him nor oppose11  him, and that he
no longer has any relationship with this guild [37]. And if he returns
to it, he must be reprimanded and punished, because repair of public
damage [must be] given priority over certain destruction. [This
decree] was written in [38] the last third (aw§khir) of [the month of]
Sha#ban in the year 119912 .

10 1 qir§ã  = 1/24
.

11 This is an Arabic form of a verb that most probably originated from the
Turkish “ÎarÌâmaÎ” meaning “opposed, antagonistic”.

12 June 26-July 6, 1785.
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[1] Our master, the Shar#i judge, appointed the bearers of this
document al-Èajj Hammuda al-Qindilji [2] and his sons al-Èajj Ibra-
him, al-sayyid Muhammad, #Abd al-Rahman and #Abd al-Latif to the
position of head of the guild (mashyakha) [3] of the Extractors of
Sesame Oil who live in Jerusalem the Exalted. [This was done] in
order that they undertake the responsibilities of the management [4]
of the [above-] listed Extractors of Sesame Oil, as did the former
heads. [This appointment was made] as a replacement for the one
who had held [5] this position, al-sayyid  #Abd al-Rahman al-Ja#uni,
who advised them that he had vacated it and announced his inca-
pability to [continue] it. [He made this announcement] [6] whole-
heartedly and open-mindedly, [and the position in question] had
reached the vacating party as a result of a Sultanic appointment
document (berat) [7] issued in the1  month of Shawwal in the year
11992 .  

Our master, the Shar#i judge, authorized [8] the appointees al-

Èajj Hammuda al-Qindilji and his [above-] listed sons to undertake
and execute [9] the responsibilities of the management of the Ex-
tractors3  of Sesame Oil in Jerusalem the Exalted without any con-
tender or opponent [10] to them in this matter. [This was] a valid
and legal appointment and authorization, legally accepted [by the
appointees]. The vacating al-sayyid #Abd al-Rahman Ja#uni was com-
pensated [11] by those for whom the position was opened, al-Èajj

Hammuda and his sons; in return for his relinquishing and his [ad-
mitting his] inability [to proceed in this position, he was given] by
them [12] for it the sum of ten zolta which [he,] the vacating per-
son, received from the hand of those for whom it was opened [13]
by way of his legal acknowledgment. [This was] recorded on the 26th
of Muharram in the year 12054 .

1 Scribe’s error: the letters “t§” that precede the month of Shawwal belong
elsewhere.

2 August 1785.
3 Lit.: “Oil presses” “al-ma#§ßir” instead of the above-mentioned al-mi #ßar§niyya.
4 October 5, 1790.
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[1] The following individuals appeared before our master the Shar#i
judge: al-Èajj Muhammad Abu Maryam who is the1  head [2] and
spokesman of the guild of the Jewish brokers in Jerusalem the Ex-
alted; with him were present a group of Jewish brokers [3]—Hayim
#Aysh, Ishaq the oil-dealer (al-Zayyat), Liyaya the peasant (al-fallaÈ),
Natan the junk dealer (al-saqqaã), [4] Aba"i al-Halabiya, Yahuda
Khdayra, Aron Ghazzal, Bekhor #Aysh, Hayim [5] Qays, Liyaya
Jamal, and their scribe Bekhor Zindiq—all of them brokers from the
Jewish community. [6] They2  confirmed, admitted and testified about
themselves, out of their own choice and free will, that [7] all of them
were partners in everything3  they bought or sold, and whatever profit
might accrue to them—or just one of them—[8] would be divided
among them into thirteen shares. Three shares will belong to their4

spokesman, al-Èajj [9] Muhammad Abu Maryam, and the rest will
be distributed among them in ten shares, [namely] one share to each
of them.[10] The same [procedure] will be applied in case of liabil-
ities. All of this was [established] based upon their mutual satisfac-
tion and every one of them gave his consent. Moreover, they added
[11] to their testimony that if a breach of faith by any one5  [of the
guild members] occurred in this line of their professional activity,
in as little as one piaster, [12] he would be expelled from this pro-
fession and would not return thereto. He would [also] be fined
accordingly6 . Every one of them [13] personally testified about this
and agreed to it. This was recorded and written down according to
the way it occurred on the 6th of Jumada II [14] in the year 12087 .

1 The definite article of the noun “shaykh” is missing in the original text.
2 Although all three verbs were to be written in the plural form, the first one

was given in the singular: the scribe, whose Arabic was faulty in more than one
case in this document, confounded the letters “wa” and “alif ” of the beginning of
the second verb with the same letters that should have rendered the ending of the
first one.

3 A scribe’s error: should have been “fÊm§”.
4 Should have been “l"il-mutakallim”.
5 A scribe’s error: instead of “kilw§” it should read: “kil§”.
6 Most probably a slip of pen by the scribe: “al-m§"Êq” should be rendered

“al-l§"Êq”  “befitting, appropriate”.  
7 January 9, 1794.
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[1] Written with legal permission on the third of Jumada’l-Akhira
in the year 12111 .

[2] [To] the leader of the great mawlas, the magnanimous judge,
our mawla, the chief judge of Jerusalem the Exalted, may his virtues
last forever, [3] and the pride of the distinguished scholars and eru-
dite people, so-and-so Efendi, [who is] authorized to deliver formal
legal opinions, may his knowledge last forever, and the branch of
the pure tree, [4] the representative of the Head of the descendants
of the Prophet (naqib al-ashraf ), so-and-so Efendi, and all the other
scholars [and] notables, may their knowledge increase, [5] and the
pride of the more distinguished and eminent people, Qasim Bey, our
present governor (mutasallim) in it [Jerusalem], may his glory increase,
and the two models [6] of the high-ranking [and] most prominent
Captains of the Janissaries ( yeniçeri aghasÌ) and of the cavalry (mir alay)
of the district (sancaq), may their worth increase:

After the greetings and salutations, let it be known to you [7] that
it has been brought to our attention that the water-carriers of Jerus-
alem the Exalted carry water from the cisterns of the Exalted Mosque
[8] of Jerusalem, and sell it to the Christian and Jewish congrega-
tions in Jerusalem. This is [9] a matter that contradicts the will of
the Almighty Creator, [nor] do we wish it to proceed, since the
cisterns of the Exalted mosque were designated [10] for the public
fountain for the poor of Jerusalem and those living in the vicinity of
the immaculate al-Aqsa mosque. As of today you must warn [11]
all of the water-carriers that no one among them may carry water
from the Exalted Mosque to [12] the Christian and Jewish commu-
nities. You must issue a public announcement and spread the news
that any water-carrier who would carry or sell [water] [13] to the
above-mentioned will be liable to a heavy punishment and will be
jailed for an extended period. Moreover, any member of the above
communities, if having bought [14] any of the Mosque water, will
be severely punished. You should pay particular attention [15] to
this [decree], and if any negligence is manifested, we shall have you
punished.

 It has also reached our ears that [16] people enter the Exalted
Mosque wearing their shoes which they wear while walking in the
unclean markets [17]; hence you must issue a public announcement
and spread the word that no person, big or small, may enter the

1 December 4, 1796.
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Blessed Mosque [18] wearing the [above-] mentioned footwear, and
whoever may [thus] enter will be severely punished. It has also
reached our ears that [19] the peasants’ women, on festive occasions
(al-mawasim), enter the Mosque with their young children who soil
[20] the Blessed Mosque with various [kinds of] garbage and dis-
gusting deeds, and the vendors sell fruit [21] and sweets at the en-
trance, as well as inside it, which cause total harm and disdain. [22]
This thing is unlawful, and both we and you must stop it. From this
day onward you are also to issue a public announcement [23] that
none of the peasant women may enter the Mosque, nor may any of
the vendors [24] of fruit and sweets [do it] at the entrance to the
Exalted Mosque, nor inside it, and you must exert [your] utmost effort
in... [25] and in stopping all that we have described. We have, there-
fore, issued our order (marsum) at the council of Damascus [26] so
that all of you will become aware of its contents, act upon it and
refrain from violating it in any way. You should know it and rely
upon it [27] fully and refrain from contravening it. Issued on the
24th of Jumada’l-Ula in the year 12112 .

2 November 25, 1796.
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[1] The following individuals came before our master [the judge]:
al-sayyid Husayn al-Khalaf, al-Èajj Ahmad al-Zaghali, al-Èajj Ahmad
al-Qanbur, al-sayyid Musa [2] al-Shami, Husayn Ishtiyya, Bakr #Aw-
wad, Da"ud al-Qanbur, Khalil al-Khazini, Mustafa al-Sindian, al-

sayyid Salih [3] al-Sa#diyya. They are the guild of the tanners in
Jerusalem the Exalted. [They acknowledged] wholeheartedly and
gladly, without any coercion in this matter [4] or compulsion, that
they pledge to provide 1700 pairs of sack for the supplies of the
exalted pilgrimage [caravan] at the price of [5] six and a half asadi

piaster and five silver coins a pair on condition that they do not pay
any “road tax” or “gunman’s fee” or any [6] other imposition. More-
over, they will be exempted from any fine and they undertake to
provide them fully [7] for the supplies of the exalted pilgrimage
[caravan] of the year dated [herein]. [They also acknowledged] that
they had received the price of the sacks of the former year and they
are not entitled to [8] one coin for that [provision]. [This was] a
valid and legal undertaking. [They also pledged] the provision of the
aforementioned 1700 pairs of sacks to the Right Honorable [9] pillar
of the grandees and notables, the possessor of the qualities of excel-
lence and knowledge, Mustafa Agha, the governor (mutasallim) of
Jerusalem the Exalted, and they will collect [10] the price of [all]
this from him. Recorded on the ninth day of the month of Shawwal
in the year 12351 .

1 July 20, 1820.
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bookbinders 13, 177-178
booksellers 177-178
Braudel, F. 24, 195
broker 182-183
builder 13, 152-154, 159, 172
Bursa 4-5, 24, 199
bushåtÊ, see—cloak weaver
butcher 13-20, 90, 154, 159, 193-194,

198
båzajÊ 51

C
Cahen, Claude 3
Cairo3-6, 19,50,57,89,99,110-111, 169-

170, 177, 186, 188
carpenter 13, 92, 149-151
Catholic 121, 161
cemetery

Bab al-Rahma 77
Bab al-Sahira 77
Mamilla 77
al-Yusufiyya 77

chief measurer 34, 36-40, 200
Christian 15-16, 31, 39, 43, 60-61, 67,

80, 93-96, 105-109, 112, 114, 124,
127, 129, 137-138, 140-141, 144,
149-151, 153, 175-176, 181, 184-185,
191

cloak weaver 13, 139-141
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cloth printer 135, 137-139
cobbler 90, 96-98
coffee-makers, coffee sellers 13, 50-59
coppersmith 13, 116-119
Copts 87, 107
cotton merchant 119-124, 196, 200

D
dabb§gh, see—tanner
Daher al-#Umar 12
dalÊl, see—tourist guide
dall§l, see—public crier
Damascus3, 6-7, 22, 40, 46, 61, 73, 93,

97, 99, 111, 120-121, 179, 186, 188,
201

damga, damgha 105
dawr 27, 156
dawra 73
dhabb§È, see—slaughterer
dhimmÊ, dhimm 108, 126
dhurra 35
dikka 77
dirham 34-35, 105
dizd§r 104
dyer 130-136, 200

E
Endowment

al-Af·aliyya 34, 38
al-Azbak 170
Dome of the Rock 95, 100,134,

171
Óaramayn 153
Temple Mount 38, 40, 43, 135

Evliya ˘elebi 3

F
al-fall§ÈÊn 105
faraÈiyya 81
Faroqhi, Suraiya 4, 6, 52, 85, 109-110,

199
faãÊr 31, 98
fatw§ 143, 150
faw§khÊrÊ, see—potter
fi··a 32, 47, 130
finj§n 56
firman 11, 100
France, French12, 47, 70, 121, 124, 129,

135, 150, 194
futuwwa 5

G
Gaza 10, 34-35, 74, 86, 157, 176

ghafar road-tax 176
ghawr 131
ghirsh 14, 19-20, 28, 32, 39, 47, 58, 63,

74, 78, 88, 91, 97, 115, 143, 147-149,
156, 171-172, 176, 182

ghirsh #adadÊ 142-143, 159, 170
ghirsh asadÊ 20, 47, 114
Gibb, H.A.R. 3, 191
goat-hair weaver 13, 146-148, 194
Goitein, S. D. 3, 110-111
goldsmiths 100-101, 109-112
grain sievers 32
Greek Orthodox 107, 125-127, 138,

161
greengrocer 13, 158-162, 194
grocer 13, 42, 92, 154-158

H
Èadd§d, see—blacksmith
Èaff§r 13, 76-78
Èajj§r 13
È§”ik, see—weaver
Èakaw§tÊ 186
È§kura 72, 158
Èall§q, see—barber
Èamm§l, see—porter
Èamm§l al-mawt§, see—undertaker
Èamm§m al-#ayn, see—Bathhouse
Èamm§m al-batrak, see—Bathhouse
Èamm§m al-shif§, see—Bathhouse
Èamm§m al-sulã§n, see—Bathhouse
Èamm§mÊ, see—janitor
Hamat 6, 97, 110
ÈarbÊ 121
Èawsh 114-115
Èazm 189
Hebron 73, 86, 99, 173
Hijaz 112
Èilw§nÊ, see—sweetmeat producer
Èiml 173
Èirfa 12
Holy Sepulchre 81

I
ij§za 98
Êsh erlerlrÊ 11
" isk§fÊ, see—cobbler
#Issawiyya 19
Istanbul 3-6, 12, 38, 46, 50, 71, 73, 123,

153-156, 177, 179, 182, 195, 201
istibd§l 170
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J
Jaffa 12, 19, 35, 95, 124, 151, 168, 176
jall§b 15, 34-35, 39-40, 157
janitor 63-70, 196
jarr§È, see—physician
jarra 42
Jewish 15-16, 22, 31, 36, 43, 61, 67,

78, 84, 96-97, 106-109, 112, 141,
144-145, 175, 181-182, 184-185, 191

Jezzar Ahmet Pasha 12, 47
al-Jibali 72-74
Jibalia 157
jizya 82
Jordan rift valley 132
journeymen 44, 171, 185

K
kaf§lat iÈ·§r 181
kafÊl 54, 181
kahvehane 51, 58
kamanja 55
kanunname 164
kapalÌ çarâÌ 110
Karaite Jew 107
karagöz 186
k§tib 190
k§tib al-simsim 44
kayl 34-37, 44
kayy§l 13, 25, 34-36
kayy§l b§shÊ, see—chief measurer
Kedron Valley 87-88
khabb§z, see—baker
kh§biya 134
kharj dukk§n 165
kharr§ã, see—carpenter
Khasseki Sultan 28, 63, 124, 179
khaãã D§"åd 51
khaw§ja 164, 167
khayy§ã, see—tailor
khu·arÊ, see—greengrocer
al-kilaf al-#urfiyya, see—al-tak§lÊf al-#urfiyya
knifesmith 13, 115-116
Köprülüs 11
Koran 10
kun§fa 50

L
laÈÈ§m, see—butcher
Landes, David 184, 198
Lewis, Bernard 3
Lydda 35, 176

M
madbagha 87
madrasa 177
al-madrasa al-Af·aliyya 38
Majdal #Asqalan 35, 157
maker of waterskins 13, 98-99
makk§rÊ, see—muleteer
Maliha 161
Mamluk 3, 10, 110, 119
maq§m 147
mar§tib 132, 165, 188
market

Khan al-FaÈm 53
Khan al-Sultan, såq al-sulã§n 16,

30, 132-133, 155
Khan al-"Urz, see—kh§n
al-ruzz 132, 158
spice-dealers’ 163-166
såq al-faÈm 134
al-suq al-kabÊr 16, 42
suq al-khu·ar 157-158
suq al-tujj§r 54
suq al-zayt 170
Weavers’, såq al-qaãã§nÊn 95, 119,

122, 155
Marseille 121-122
Massignon, L. 3
master 25, 44, 65, 104, 115, 132, 141
maãbal 67
Mecca 10, 59, 79, 148
Medina 10, 59, 79
mehter 65, 71, 81, 186
miller 24-25, 28-30, 33, 36, 39, 132
mi #ßar§nÊ, see—sesame oil extractor
monasteries 15, 161
Mooristan, see—al-bÊm§rist§n al-ßal§ÈÊ
mosque

al-#Amri 134
al-Aqsa 62, 79, 147, 173
Dome of the Rock 173
North Africans (al-magh§riba) 62

mu #allim 25, 64, 98, 116, 138, 188
mu #arrif li’l-ßunn§# 94
mubayyi· 13, 116
mudawlib 27, 64
mudd 31-32, 37-38
muftÊ 30, 143, 150
mugharbil 13, 34
mughassil al-amw§t, see—washer of the

dead
muht§r, see—mehter
muÈtasib 22, 29-30, 40-41, 109, 157,

164, 169, 200
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mujallidÊ"l-kutub, see—bookbinder
muleteer 13, 175-177
multazim 37
munajjid 39
muqaddam 59, 85, 174
Murad IV 50, 58
mutakallim 126, 190
mutawallÊ 95
muzayyÊna, see—beautician

N
naÈÈ§s, see—coppersmith
n§ãur 68
nafaqa 135
najj§r, see—carpenter
naqÊb 49, 60, 86, 90, 119, 127, 149, 165,

191
naqÊb al-ashr§f 171, 195
n§íir 79
neighborhood

#Aqabat al-Sitt 165
Bab al-#Amud 20, 30, 58, 134,

155, 170
Bab Hitta 20, 30, 63, 70, 134-135,

155
Bab al-Qattanin 16, 42, 53
blacksmiths’ 115
Christian 30-31, 67, 87
Jewish 67, 118-119, 134, 155, 165
al-Maghariba 20, 30, 70
al-Sa#diyya 20
al-Sharaf 63

nÊl 130
niy§ba 10

O
orientalists 3
Oxford 3

P
Palestine 10, 12, 19, 33, 41, 47, 86, 114,

120, 122, 129, 139, 144, 150-151,
186-187

Passover 31, 118
physician 13, 81-84
Pool of Siloam (Silwan) 87-88
porter 35-36
potter 13, 151-152
public crier 6, 13, 178-183

Q
qabb§n 155

q§bila 186
qahwajÊ, see—coffee seller
qahwa 58
qamÊß 137, 149
q§nun 37
qaßrm§l 152
qaßß§b, see—butcher
qass§m 75
qaßß§r, see—tinter
qaã§"if 13, 50
qaã§"ifÊ 13, 50
qaãã§n, see—cotton merchant
q§"uqjÊ 182, 186
qaww§fÊ 13
qazz§z, see—silk merchant
qinã§r 19, 161,  169, 172
qirab 19, 59
qirabÊ, see—maker of waterskins
qiã #a 14, 18, 31-32, 37, 42, 47, 49, 65,

68, 76-77, 81-83, 105, 152, 153, 161,
173, 179

qiã #a #adadiyya 47
qiã #a mißriyya 31, 47, 77, 136, 149, 169,

172-173
Qoudsi, Elia 3
quyåmjÊ, see—silversmith

R
ra#iyya 23
Ramadan 18, 33, 156
Ramle 34-35, 40, 73, 86, 120, 122, 176
raãl 14, 18, 29, 31, 34-35, 42-43, 47,

49, 95, 148, 161-162, 169, 170-173
Raymond, André 62-63, 85, 110
Rumeli 6, 126
al-råmÊ 125

S
ßabb§gh 13, 136
ßabb§n, see—soap maker
sabÊl 62
Safed 10, 176
sahm 21
ß§"igh, see—silversmith
sak§kÊnÊ, see—knifesmith
Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi 81-83
sall§kh, see—slaughterer
Salt 97
samm§n, see—grocer
sancak 11
ß§ni# 64, 68, 188
sanãÊr 55
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saqq§", see—water carrier
sar§mÊjÊ, see—shoemaker
sarr§j 182, 186
sayraj 13, 39
sayyid 91, 93, 102, 131, 143, 148, 164,

167, 195
scavengers 13, 70-74
sesame-oil extractors 13, 39-48, 196
sha##§r, see—goat-hair weaver
shamm§# 13
shaykh 5, 21-22, 26-27, 30, 41, 44, 49,

54, 59, 73, 76, 78, 91, 102, 104-105,
108, 113, 115, 117, 125, 140, 146,
151, 161, 164, 166, 174, 188, 191-
192, 196

shaykh al-Èaram 79
shaykh kh§ßß 96
shaykh muãlaq 96
shaykh al-suq 25, 39
shoemakers 13, 90, 93-95
Sidon 12, 97, 121-122
sijill 4, 35, 51, 56, 58, 61, 76, 93, 95,

108, 192, 196
silk merchant 13, 144-146
silversmith 13, 100-112, 115, 193
Silwan 59, 78, 89
ßinf 12, 194
slaughterer 13, 20-23, 98, 193
soap merchants 167-173
soapmaker 167-168, 170-172, 199
soap porter 13, 173-175
sodomy 55
spice-dealer 13, 92, 102-103, 145, 162-

166, 193, 196
Stern, S. M. 3
su#§t 179, 182
sub§shi 53, 54
Sublime Porte 11, 31, 73, 78, 96, 102,

194-195
sulã§nÊ 170
Suleiman the Magnificent 10, 51
sumac leaves 86
såqÊ, see—grocer
al-ßurra al-råmiyya 154, 177
suyåfÊ, see—sword maker
sweetmeat producer 48-50
sword maker 13, 115-116, 193
Syria 7, 12, 18, 41, 97, 110, 121, 151,

185, 187, 192

T
ãabaqa 152

ãabÊb, see—physician
ã§buna 25
ãaÈÈ§n, see—miller
taÈrÊr 178
ã§Èuna 25
ã§"ifa 12, 73, 185, 196
tailor 13, 92, 141-144
al-takalif al-shaqqa, tek§lif-i â§qqa 45, 68
al-tak§lÊf al-#urfiyya 28, 113, 166
tanners 13, 85-93, 98, 194-197
Tanzimat 151
tashbÊk 173
Temple Mount  10, 51, 61, 79, 95-96,

153, 177
thawb 126-129
the throne (kursÊ )  of Sulayman 63
tÊm§r 14
tinters 13, 88, 136-137
tourist guides 13, 79-80
Tripoli 92-93, 192
tulul al-mas§bin 72
Tunis 7, 111
Turcoman 125

U
#ud 55
#ulam§" 51, 177-178
umm al-daraj 88
undertakers 76-78
uqiyya 43, 147
ust§ 53, 64, 94, 104, 106, 141, 188
ust§dh 94, 104, 141, 188

V
veterinarian 13, 36, 85, 146

W
wakÊl kharj 28, 155
Walaja 161
waqf 39
waqq§d 65
washers of the dead 75-76
water carrier 13, 59-63, 98-99
water pipes 57
waíÊfa 65
weavers 13, 90, 92, 121, 124-130
wine cups (qadaÈ) 51, 55

Y
Yemen 131, 168
YÌÅÌt baâÌ 86, 94, 146, 191
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Z
zabb§l, see—scavenger
za#Êm 86, 170
zal§biyya 50
zayy§t 13

z§wiya 177
zolta 19-20, 39, 46-47, 58, 68, 70, 91,

95, 97, 115, 124, 134-135, 138, 142,
146, 148, 161, 165, 171-172, 175-
176, 183
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